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D

EAR Reader, it is our pleasure to present to you Position and Communication Papers of the 16th Conference on Computer Science and Intelligence Systems
(FedCSIS’2021), which took place, fully remotely, on
September 2-4, 2021. Conference was originally planned
to take place in Sofia, Bulgaria, but the global COVID-19
pandemics forced us to adapt and organize the conference
online.
Before proceeding further, let us share a very important
information. In June 2021 FedCSIS conference series has
been ranked B in the CORE ranking system. This constitutes a major achievement for the series. This is particularly valuable achievement since the series was not
ranked before. We would like to thank prof. Paweł Sitek
for leading our efforts and preparing all necessary documentation.
Position papers comprise two categories of contributions: challenge papers and emerging research papers.
Challenge papers propose and describe research challenges in theory or practice of computer science and information systems. Papers in this category are based on
deep understanding of existing research, or industrial
problems. Based on such understanding and experience,
they define new exciting research directions and show
why these directions are crucial to the society at large.
Emerging research papers present preliminary research
results from work-in-progress, based on sound scientific
approach but presenting work not completely validated as
yet. They precisely describe the research problem and its
rationale. They also define the intended future work including the expected benefits from solution to the tackled
problem. Subsequently, they may be more conceptual
than experimental.
The communication papers were introduced in 2017 as
a separate category of contributions. They report on research topics worthy of immediate communication. They
may be used to mark a hot new research territory, or to
describe work in progress in order to quickly present it to
scientific community. They may also contain additional
information omitted from the earlier papers or may
present software tools and products in a research state.
FedCSIS’2021 was chaired by prof. Stefka Fidanova,
while dr. Nina Dobrinkova acted as the Chair of the Organizing Committee. This year, the FedCSIS was organized
by the Polish Information Processing Society (Mazovia
Chapter), IEEE Poland Section Computer Society Chapter, Systems Research Institute Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw University of Technology, Wrocław University of Economics and Business, and Institute of Information and Communication Technologies, Bulgarian
Academy of Sciences.
FedCSIS’2021 was technically co-sponsored by: IEEE
Bulgarian Section, IEEE Poland Section, IEEE Czechoslovakia Section Computer Society Chapter, IEEE Poland
Section Systems, Man, and Cybernetics Society Chapter,
IEEE Poland Section Computational Intelligence Society
Chapter, IEEE Poland Section Control System Society
Chapter, Committee of Computer Science of the Polish
Academy of Sciences, Mazovia Cluster ICT, Poland,
Eastern Cluster ICT, Poland, and Bulgarian Section of
SIAM.

We also glad to announce that this year (and we believe
that in future also) the FedCSIS conference formed strategic alliance with QED Software, a Polish software company developing AI-based products.
During FedCSIS 2021, the keynote lectures were delivered by:
• David Bader, Distinguished Professor, New Jersey Institute of Technology: “Solving Global Grand Challenges with High Performance Data Analytics”
• Rajkumar Buyya, Director, Cloud Computing and Distributed Systems (CLOUDS) Lab, The University of
Melbourne, Australia and CEO, Manjrasoft Pvt Ltd,
Melbourne, Australia: “Neoteric Frontiers in Cloud
and Edge Computing”
• Hristo Djidjev, Los Alamos National Laboratory: “Using quantum annealing for discrete optimization”
• Moshe Y Vardi, Professor, Rice University: “Lessons
from COVID-19: Efficiency vs Resilience”
FedCSIS’2021 consisted of five Tracks and one special
event for Young Researchers. Within each Track, topical
Technical Sessions have been organized. Some of these
Technical Sessions have been associated with the FedCSIS conference series for many years, while some of them
are relatively new. Their role is to focus and enrich discussions on selected areas pertinent to the general scope
of each Track. Here is the list of tracks and topical Technical Sessions organized within their scope.
Track 1: Artificial Intelligence in Applications (16 th
Symposium AAIA’21)
━ Computational Optimization (14th International
Workshop WCO'21)
Track 2: Computer Science & Systems (CSS’21)
━ Computer Aspects of Numerical Algorithms (14 th
Workshop CANA'21)
━ Multimedia Applications and Processing (14 th International Symposium MMAP'21)
Track 3: Network Systems and Applications
(NSA’21)
━ Internet of Things – Enablers, Challenges and Applications (5th Workshop IoT-ECAW’21)
━ Cyber Security, Privacy, and Trust (2nd International
Forum NEMESIS'21)
Track 4: Advances in Information Systems and
Technology (AIST’21)
━ Data Science in Health, Ecology and Commerce (3rd
Special Session DSH'21)
━ Information Systems Management (16th Conference
ISM'21)
━ Knowledge Acquisition and Management (27th Conference KAM’21)
Track 5: Software and System Engineering
(S3E’21)
━ Cyber-Physical Systems (8th International Workshop IWCPS-8)
━ Software Engineering Workshop (41st IEEE Workshop SEW-41)
Artificial Intelligence and Cybersecurity (1 st Young
Researchers Workshop YRW'21)

Each paper, found in this volume, was refereed by at
least two referees.
The program of FedCSIS required a dedicated effort of
many people. We would like to express our warmest gratitude to all Committee members, of each Track and each
Technical Session, for their hard work in attracting and
later refereeing 129 submissions.
We thank the authors of papers for their great contribution into theory and practice of computing and software
systems. We are grateful to the invited speakers for sharing their knowledge and wisdom with the participants.
We hope that you had an inspiring conference. We also
hope to meet you again for the 17th Conference on Computer Science and Intelligence Systems (FedCSIS 2022).
This time we are almost certain that we will be able to or-

ganize the conference on site and will finally reach Sofia,
Bulgaria.
Co-Chairs of the FedCSIS Conference Series:
Maria Ganzha, Warsaw University of Technology, Poland
and Systems Research Institute Polish Academy of Sciences,
Warsaw, Poland
Leszek Maciaszek, Wrocław University of Economics,
Wrocław, Poland and Macquarie University, Sydney,
Australia
Marcin Paprzycki, Systems Research Institute Polish
Academy of Sciences, Warsaw Poland and Management
Academy, Warsaw, Poland
Dominik Ślęzak, Institute of Informatics, University of
Warsaw, Poland
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HIS track is a continuation of international AAIA symposiums, which have been held since 2006. It aims at
establishing the synergy between technical sessions, which
encompass wide range of aspects of AI. With its longesttradition threads, such as WCO focusing on Computational
Optimization, it is also open to new initiatives categorized with
respect to both, the emerging AI-related methodologies and
practical usage areas. Nowadays, AI is usually perceived as
closely related to the data, therefore, this track’s scope includes
the elements of Machine Learning, Data Quality, Big Data, etc.
However, the realm of AI is far richer and our ultimate goal is
to show relationships between all of its subareas, emphasizing
a cross-disciplinary nature of the research branches such as
XAI, HCI, and many others.
AAIA’21 brings together scientists and practitioners to
discuss their latest results and ideas in all areas of Artificial
Intelligence. We hope that successful applications presented
at AAIA’21 will be of interest to researchers who want
to know about both theoretical advances and latest applied
developments in AI.
T OPICS
Papers related to theories, methodologies, and applications
in science and technology in the field of AI are especially
solicited. Topics covering industrial applications and academic
research are included, but not limited to:
• Decision Support
• Machine Learning
• Fuzzy Sets and Soft Computing
• Rough Sets and Approximate Reasoning
• Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery
• Data Modeling and Feature Engineering
• Data Integration and Information Fusion
• Hybrid and Hierarchical Intelligent Systems
• Neural Networks and Deep Learning
• Reinforcement Learning
• Bayesian Networks and Bayesian Reasoning
• Case-based Reasoning and Similarity
• Web Mining and Social Networks
• Business Intelligence and Online Analytics
• Robotics and Cyber-Physical Systems
• AI-centered Systems and Large-Scale Applications
• AI for Combinatorial Games, Video Games and Serious
Games
• Evolutionary Algorithms and Evolutionary Computation
• Computational Optimization (14th Workshop WCO’21)
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An impact of tensor-based data compression on
deep neural network accuracy
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not all data need to be decompressed at the same time. Furthermore, we propose an additional step of data compression
based on the ZFP ﬂoating-point lossy compression method [9].
Our experimental results show that the properly setup tensor
decompositions followed by the ZFP module allow for as high
as 94%-97% data compression ratios with less than 1% drop
in accuracy of the deep neural networks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the related works. In Section III the two tensor
decomposition methods used in our experiments are discussed. Section IV presents the ZFP ﬂoating-point compression method. In Section V neural network models utilized
during experiments are described. Our proposed tensor-based
training method is explained in Section VI. Experimental results with a discussion on results are described in Section VII.
Finally, Section VIII concludes the paper.

Abstract—The emergence of the deep neural architectures
greatly inﬂuenced the contemporary big data revolution. However, requirements on large datasets even increased a necessity for
efﬁcient data storage. The storage problem is present at all stages,
from the dataset creation up to the training and prediction stages.
However, compression algorithms can signiﬁcantly deteriorate
the quality of data and in effect the classiﬁcation models. In
this article, an in-depth analysis of the inﬂuence of the tensorbased lossy data compression on the performance of the various
deep neural architectures is presented. We show that the Tucker
and the Tensor Train decomposition methods, with properly
selected parameters, allow for very high compression ratios,
while conveying enough information in the decompressed data
to achieve only a negligible or very small drop in the accuracy.
The measurements were performed on the popular deep neural
architectures: AlexNet, ResNet, VGG, and MNASNet. We show
that further augmentation of the tensor decompositions with
the ZFP ﬂoating-point compression algorithm allows for ﬁnding
optimal parameters and even higher compressions ratios at
the same recognition accuracy. Our experiments show data
compressions of 94%-97% that result in less than 1% accuracy
drop.

II. R ELATED W ORKS
Compression methods gained much attention over the recent
few decades. Since the seminal works of Lempel & Ziv in
the lossless compression [10], much more diversed methods
have been proposed in the lossy compression domain. Soon
it was realized that various matrix, such as the well-known
SVD one, and tensor decompositions can lead to signiﬁcant
data reductions [11]. However, the latter depends on many
parameters, such as the tensor rank [2], [12]. In the case of
multidimensional data, such as images, video, etc., the tensorbased approach offers much more possibilities, as will be
discussed. In the era of deep neural networks, tensor-based
methods proved to be superior in compressing their weights.
However, it is also possible to compress their training and
testing data - in this paper, we explore this branch.
Balle et al. proposed an image compression method consisting of nonlinear transformations for analysis and signal
synthesis [13]. Three stages of convolutional linear ﬁlters
with nonlinear activation functions were used to create both
transforms. It achieved better rate-distortion performance than
the standard JPEG and JPEG 2000 compression methods.
The tensor approach was explored by Zhang et al. [14]. The
hyperspectral images were stacked into 3D tensors in which

I. I NTRODUCTION
The tendency of generating huge volumes of data dynamically increases. In this light data compression methods are
of high importance. This is also true in the ML/AI domain,
where modern deep neural architectures require larger training
data sets. On the other hand, it has been shown that tensor
decomposition methods allow to achieve huge compression
ratios on multidimensional data [1]–[4]. Not surprisingly then
that the tensor decompositions have been applied to compress
weights of the deep neural networks [5], [6]. There are
also works focusing on problem of learning from compact
representations of images [7], [8]. However, to the best of
our knowledge, there are no studies on the inﬂuence of the
training data compression with tensor decompositions on the
accuracy of the deep neural networks. This paper ﬁlls this gap
providing an in-depth analysis of the Tucker and Tensor Train
(TT) decomposition based data compression methods on the
performance of the common deep network architectures such
as AlexNet, ResNet, VGG, and MNASNet. The networks are
trained in different scenarios, and due to the batch processing
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spatial-spectral structure is preserved. The data - approximated
and stored in projection matrices - achieved a high compression ratio with a low value of introduced artifacts.
Aidini et al. used the CANDECOMP/PARAFAC tensor decomposition to the compression method [15]. The multispectral image time series was expressed as a linear combination
of the learned tensors and the quantization of the coefﬁcients
using the learned encoding dictionary.
Watkins and Sayeh proposed deep neural networks based
method for gray image compression. The network is based on
the autoencoder structured network, capable of both compressing and decompressing images [16] with a high compression
ratio.
A multispectral image compression method based on the
convolutional neural network was proposed by Li and Liu [5].
The processing path consists of the encoder and decoder parts.
Both parts use CNN in combination with discrete cosine
transform and nonnegative tensor decomposition (NDT) in
pseudo-autoencoder structure. The method shows improved
computational efﬁciency with comparable PSNR values compared to direct NDT in the wavelet domain.
Friedland et al. [17] analyze an impact of artifacts from
perceptual compression on deep learning, concluding that
classiﬁcation accuracy is tightly connected to compression
rate and data quantization. The loss of classiﬁcation efﬁciency
was mainly due to artifacts introduced during the compression
process.
Similarly, in the PhD thesis on the impact of standard
image compression techniques on CNN performance, Dejan
concluded that network trained on JPEG encoded images
partially relies on artifacts introduced by the compression [18].
In the paper, the authors do not use weight compression [6],
[19], [20]. This topic is an additional option for further saving
space in neural networks and can be implemented in future
works. In recent years, tensors gained much attention from the
ML/AI community, also in the context of data decompositions
for compression [2]–[4], [12]. However, there is no work
to analyze the inﬂuence of tensor-based compression of the
training and testing data on the performance of the deep neural
networks. We ﬁll this gap, starting in the next section with a
brief introduction to tensors.
III. T ENSOR C OMPRESSION
Tensors are mathematical objects which can be regarded
as multidimensional arrays of data, in which each separate
dimension corresponds to a different degree of freedom of
a measurement. Such an approach provides tools that extend
the classical matrix analysis and which can take into account
correlations hidden in data, to yield better results in various
applications, such as compression or ﬁltering [2].
Tensors extend the notion of vectors and matrices into
higher-dimensional objects [2], [3], [21]–[23]. As discussed
below, they allow for better representation and processing of
the multidimensional signals and, in effect, also for higher
compression ratios.

The multidimensional compression can be based on the
following tensor product
T̂ = T ×1 F1 ×2 F2 ... ×P FP

(1)

where decompressed version of input tensor T is denoted as T̂ ,
whereas Fi is the ith factor matrix. The key idea is that the set
of factor matrices and their product with T , from the right side
of (1), require much less storage space than the original tensor
T , while its recovered version T̂ is close enough in terms
of the chosen norm, allowing e.g. for proper CNN training,
as will be discussed. Also in the above equation, the k-th
modal product T ×k M of a tensor T ∈ ℜN1 ×N2 ×...×NP and
a matrix M ∈ ℜQ×Nk is used. The result is also a tensor
S ∈ ℜN1 ×N2 ×...Nk−1 ×Q×Nk+1 ×...×NP , whose elements are
expressed as follows:
Sn1 n2 ...nk−1 qnk+1 ...nP = (T ×k M)n1 n2 ...nk−1 qnk+1 ...nP =
Nk
X

tn1 n2 ...nk−1 qnk+1 ...nP mqnk

nk =1

(2)

As shown below, the compression matrices Fi , called factors, can be obtained using the Tucker decomposition of
tensors [12]. Thanks to the proper selection of the ranks of
the tensor decomposition factors, decomposition usually well
separates useful signal from its high-frequency components
while taking multidimensional characteristics of the signal into
account. The decomposition procedure of the tensor T is done
by calculation of an approximating tensor T̂ that is close to
the input tensor in terms of the Frobenius norm. Hence, a
minimization function is deﬁned as follows
Θ(T̂ ) = ||T̂ − T ||2F

(3)

A. Tucker-based methods

The concept of the Tucker decomposition of a 3D tensor
is presented in Figure 1. Assuming that the approximating
tensor T̂ contains the same amount of useful information as
the original tensor T , it can be expressed as follows
T̂ = Z ×1 S1 ×2 S2 ×3 ... ×P SP

(4)

Z = T̂ ×1 ST1 ×2 ST2 ×2 ... ×P STP

(5)

where Z ∈ ℜR1 ×R2 ×...×RP is a core tensor and Si ∈ ℜNi ×Ri
are the so-called mode matrices. Using algebraic operations,
from Equation (4), the formula for the core tensor is obtained:

Combining Equation (5) with Equations (3) and (4) yields
Θ(T̂ ) = ||T̂ − T

P
Y

k=1

×k (Sk STk )||2F

(6)

The Tucker decomposition in Equation (6) reads that a
tensor T is approximated by its projection onto space spanned
by the matrices Sk . To compute the series of Sk matrices, the
alternating method can be used [2], [21], [24]–[26]. Also, let’s
observe that Si STi in (6) is equivalent to the factor matrix Fi
from (1).
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Compared to Tucker Decomposition, the Tensor Train format has lower spatial complexity, making it more computationally efﬁcient for tensors with larger dimensions [32].
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Fig. 1.

Visualization of the Tucker decomposition of a 3D tensor.

Fig. 2.

Visualization of the Tensor Train network.

The approximation in Equation (4) includes only the components conveying the majority of energy available in the
signal. However, to ensure the best quality, the estimation of
the proper ranks R1 , R2 , and R3 of the mode matrices Si
is necessary. Although ﬁxed values can be used as a ﬁrst
approximation, the proper ranks need to be based on the
signal content in real dynamic systems with unpredictable
noise values. Multiple methods were presented to help solve
this problem, i.e., Muti and Bourennane [22] using the minimum description length parameter (MDL) computed for each
dimension separately, allowing optimal rank selection.
The Tucker format is stable, but its computational complexity grows exponentially with input tensor dimensions. It makes
the method suitable only for ”small” dimensions [27], [28].
B. Tensor-Train
To mitigate the computational complexity problem, a Dth order tensor T ∈ ℜN1 ×N2 ×...×ND can be represented
as T (j1 , j2 , ..., jd ) = G1 [j1 ]G2 [j2 ]...Gd [jd ], where Gk [jk ] is
factor matrix with size of rk−1 × rk r0 = rd = 1 and
jk ∈ {1, 2, ..., nk } (k ∈ 1, 2, ..., d) [45].. The set of rk is
collectively called Tensor Train ranks. The Gk [jk ] belonging
to the same mode can be stacked into 3-rd order core tensor
Gk ∈ ℜN1 ×rk−1 ×rk allowing the T be represented as follows:
T = G1 ×1 G2 ×1 ... ×1 Gd

(7)

where ×1 is called mode-(N,1) contracted product, presented here [29].
The decomposition can be presented graphically by the
linear tensor network [30], [31], illustrated in Figure 2. There
are two types of nodes: rectangular and circular. Rectangular
contains spatial indices (ik ), some auxiliary indices (αk ), and
a tensor with these indices associated with such nodes. On
the other hand, a circular node is a link and contains only the
auxiliary indices. If an auxiliary index is present in two cores,
the cores are connected. To evaluate an input tensor, all tensor
in rectangles need to be multiplied, and then summation is
performed over all auxiliary indices.

The need for ﬂoating-point array compression is expressed
by multiple lossy and lossless compression algorithms developed throughout the years. The most widely spread are image
compression methods allowing encoding 2D and 3D arrays.
For instance, PNG and JPEG-LS use linear prediction; JPEG
- the block transform coding; JPEG2000 relies on the higherorder wavelets.
The Fixed-Rate Compressed Floating-Point Arrays (ZFP)
compression scheme is based on ideas developed to compress
2D image data efﬁciently [33]. The input 3D array is divided
into small, ﬁxed-size blocks of dimensions 4 x 4 x 4, stored
using a user-speciﬁed number of bits, which can be accessed
independently. The method compresses the block performing
the following steps:
1) Align the values in a block to a common exponent;
2) Convert the ﬂoating-point values in a block to a common
exponent;
3) Convert the ﬂoating-point values to a ﬁxed-point representation;
4) Apply an orthogonal block transform to decorrelate the
values;
5) Order the transform coefﬁcients by the expected magnitude;
6) Encode the resulting coefﬁcients one “bit plane” at a
time
The conversion to ﬁxed-point is done by expressing each
block value with respect to the largest ﬂoating-point exponent
in a block, which is stored uncompressed resulting in normalized values in the range (-1, +1).
The prepared values are transformed to a basis allowing the
spatially correlated values to be mostly decorrelated, as this
results in many near-zero coefﬁcients that can be compressed
efﬁciently.
A separable orthogonal transform in d dimensions is employed to take advantage of regularly gridded data, resulting
in a basis that is the tensor product of 1D basis functions. The
proposed transform, due to coefﬁcient selection, replaces divisions and multiplications into bitshifts. This choice achieves
near-optimal results in terms of decorrelation efﬁciency and
coding gain and is very efﬁcient from a computational perspective. Further details of the ZFP method can be accessed
from [33].
V. N EURAL N ETWORK M ODELS
The advent of modern ML/AI methods, especially deep
neural networks (DNN), resulted in a real IT revolution [34].
In a very short time, people realized real power in these
systems that can be directly trained from data with marvelous
results. Hence, the term “data” gained even more importance.
With these came the eruption of modern deep neural network
architectures, such as AlexNet [35], VGG [36], ResNet [37],
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and dozens of their derivatives [38]–[41]. These were possible
thanks to novel scientiﬁc achievements such as a solution
to the vanishing gradient problem in very deep networks,
optimization algorithms, and thanks to the availability of the
efﬁcient general-purpose graphics processing units (GGPU).
For example, in the computer vision domain, neural networks dominate in majority of tasks, such as object detection
& recognition, segmentation, ﬁltering, to name a few. However, performance of the neural networks depends heavily on
availability of the high quality labeled data. However, this
can be jeopardized by many factors, such as compressiondecompression processes, we focus upon in this work.
To examine the impact of the proposed compression
method, state-of-the-art models capable of high accuracy with
reasonable low training time were used. Their architectures
are shortly described below.
AlexNet
The neural network contains eight learned layers [35] - ﬁve
convolutional and three fully connected. It introduces such
features as ReLU nonlinearity, the capability of training on
multiple GPUs, local response normalization, and overlapping
pooling. The new approach combined with a high emphasis
on overﬁtting reduction results in a highly accurate model,
even today. The network is recognized as a milestone, and
solutions proposed in the article are now considered as
standard by AI/ML community.
ResNet
The ResNet networks implements skip connections with
ReLU nonlinearity and batch normalization [41]. It allows
to mitigate vanishing gradient problem and speeds up the
training process, which positively impacts the feasibility of
training deeper neural networks.
VGG
The model uses small receptive ﬁelds, decreasing the
number of trainable parameters and increasing the ReLU unit
count [36]. Such an approach makes the decision function
more discriminative, which in turn increases overall network
performance.
MNASNet
It is a neural architecture for mobile devices [42]. It bases
on Factorized Hierarchical Search Space approach, which
balances the diversity of layers and the size of total search
space. The resulting network generally runs faster and uses
less computational power.
VI. T ENSOR - BASED DATA P ROCESSING
The main goal of our approach is to decrease data size with
the lossy compression process without a signiﬁcant impact
on the quality of object prediction by the benchmark neuralnetwork architectures. The proposed method requires an input
in a tensor form. Based on images selected to process, the
width (W ) and height (H) parameters, describing tensor

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

Block diagram of proposed method’s compression step.

Block diagram of proposed method’s decompression step.

dimensions, are selected based on the biggest image in a set.
The last parameter depth (D) depends only on the number
of input images. The input tensor is assembled utilizing the
method shown in Algorithm 1 and produces W × H × D data
chunk used for further processing.
The next step is a tensor decomposition, as presented in
Figure 3. Depending on the selected method, the result is a
set of mode matrices (Tensor Train) or core tensor and mode
matrices (Tucker decomposition). These approximated signals
contain the most relevant information, and higher frequency
components are removed. Smaller rank values selected for the
method translate to higher compression and more signiﬁcant
high-frequency attenuation. In the next step, obtained results
are compressed with the ZFP algorithm using a tolerance
argument ZF Pt that controls the compression quality. Such
compressed data objects can be stored on a disk for further use
or be utilized as an intermediate step in real-time processing.
Before the next step, processed data needs to be decompressed, as presented in the Figure 4. First, using the ZFP
decompression method, then in the reverse signal synthesis
process, the aforementioned matrices are merged into the result
tensor. However, the reverse signal synthesis can be calculated
for the entire tensor, a single image, or a set of consecutive images. Such ﬂexibility allows decrease computational
requirements and allows the method to be used as part of
modern neural-network training architecture.
VII. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
The presented method was implemented in Python, using the NumPy, SciPy, and scikit-image packages. TensorLy
library was used for tensor decomposition [43], and ZFP
library for the additional compression of multidimensional
ﬂoating-point arrays [33]. As the benchmark, the following
neural network architectures were selected: AlexNet, ResNet18, ResNet-34, VGG-11, VGG-13, and MNASNet0.5.
Presented Experiments were performed on a server computer, equipped with 256 GB of RAM, 64-core processor
AMD Ryzen Threadripper 3990X with the 2.9 GHz base
clock, and 64-bit Ubuntu 20.04.2 LTS OS.
The quantitative results were measured in terms of compression ratio (Cr) and object detection accuracy of neural
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Algorithm 1 Tensor assembler.
1: T = ∅
2: while I 6= ∅ do
3:
load original image Ii and prepare container for resized
image Ip
4:
calculate x and y offsets needed to place Ii in the center
of Ip
5:
resize selected image from I to dimensions speciﬁed
in W and H, keeping aspect ratio of original data and
save it to Ip
6:
append Ip to T
7:
remove Ii from I
8: end while
9: return T

network (Acc). The compression ratio is deﬁned as follows:
Cr =

Uncompressed data size
Compressed data size

(8)

Furthermore, an object detection accuracy of a neural network is described as the proportion of correct predictions over
the total examined cases:
Acc =

TP + TN
TP + TN + FP + FN

(9)

where T P , T N , F P , F N represents true positive, true
negative, false positive, and false negative values achieved by
the network model, on the tested dataset, respectively.
For the quantitative evaluation of the proposed method,
Imagenette [44] was selected. The dataset is a subset of 10
easily classiﬁed classes from the Imagenet dataset and was
selected to decrease the time needed for development and
tests. The original structure contains train and validation sets
with 9469 and 3925 images, respectively. For better quality
estimation, the presented accuracy of tested neural networks
is measured using a test set containing 1500 images. The
before-mentioned set was separated from the original subsets
using 900 images from the train set and 600 images from the
validation set. The ﬁnal image count for used image sets is
as follows: training 8569 images, validation 3325 images, and
test 1500.
The input data was processed using the tensor-based compression methods described in Section VI. The collection of
test datasets was created depending on selected parameters and
methods, as shown in Table I.
To cover a broad spectrum of possible utilization of the
proposed method, it was decided to check an impact of tensor
based data compression/decompression on networks depending on the learning process. Both random weight initialization
and the transfer learning technique were used. For the latter,
models were pre-trained on the Imagenet dataset.
The training process was conducted for each of the prepared
datasets and each of the selected benchmark neural networks,
and results were measured. All prepared data plots from
Figure 5 to Figure 19 are presented below.

Denoting dimensions of the input tensor as W × H × D,
values of the corresponding ranks for tensor methods
were
calculated
as
[0.5W, 0.5H, D]
for
Tucker
decomposition. Similarly, in the case of the tensor train
method, dimensions of the factor matrices were set to
[1, 0.5min(W, H), 0.5min(W, H), 1]. Obtained compression
ratios for different tensor methods and values of ZFP
tolerance are presented in Table II. Results of the neural
network accuracy are presented in Table III for the random
weight initialization and in Table IV for the transfer learning,
respectively. The results are discussed below.
For the transfer learning technique, it can be observed that
TT achieved better accuracy for the selected ranks. Depending
on the tested neural network, it achieves 0.6 - 2.5% worse
results compared to the original dataset. At the same time,
the TT method provides users with a lower compression
ratio, between 14.92 and 16.86 for lossless and lossy ZFP
compression, respectively. On the other hand, the Best rank
method achieves higher compression 20.41 - 21.39, with lower
network accuracy however. In this case the difference between
original data and tested datasets is higher, from 2.1% to
6.3%. Additionally, for nearly all cases, methods combining
tensor-based algorithm with lossy ZFP yield better results than
ZFP lossless ones. Depending on the tested neural network,
the lossy ZFP version achieves 0.6 - 1.1% and 2.1 - 4.1%
difference between original for the TT and Best rank methods,
respectively.
In the random weight training case, again TT achieves better
accuracy, with an accuracy loss between 3.3% - 7.2% depending on the tested neural network. The Best rank method yields
6.6% - 13.5% drop in accuracy. In the considered context, for
nearly all tested cases, lossy ZFP compression does not change
the accuracy achieved by tested neural networks.
Hence, the proposed method combines high compression
capabilities with good retention of important signals for the detection process. For the most common neural network training
technique used today - transfer learning - the method achieves
results very close to the values obtained on the original dataset.
Higher compression rate impacts all tested networks’ quality
by removing high-frequency components from the images,
which means lowering object detection accuracy by 0.6 - 1.1%
and 2.1 - 4.1% for the Tensor train and Best rank methods,
respectively. However, tensor methods inherently allow an
easy change in the compression rate by selecting different
ranks during the decomposition process, making it possible
to ﬁnd an acceptable trade-off for a given application.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel framework and experiments on data
compression/decompression in order to measure the impact
on the deep neural network training and prediction are presented. The compression/decompression is based on tensor
decomposition methods combined with the ﬂoating-point array
compression. We show that the presented methods can achieve
very high compression ratios while still preserving enough
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TABLE I
DATASETS USED IN NETWORK QUALITY ASSESSMENT.
Tensor
compression type
Best rank
Best rank
Best rank
Best rank
Tensor train
Tensor train
Tensor train
Tensor train

Name
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

original
best rank
best rank comp
best rank orig val
best rank comp orig val
tensor train
tensor train comp
tensor train orig val
tensor train comp orig val

ZFP
tolerance
lossless
1e-3
lossless
1e-3
lossless
1e-3
lossless
1e-3

Validation set
compressed?
false
true
true
false
false
true
true
false
false

TABLE II
C OMPRESSION RESULTS .
Tensor
compression type
Best rank
Best rank
Tensor train
Tensor train

ZFP
tolerance
lossless
1e-3
lossless
1e-3

Compression ratio
(Space saving)
20.41 (0.951)
21.39 (0.953)
14.92 (0.932)
16.86 (0.941)

Complete processing
time [h:mm:ss]
2:46:02
2:47:09
1:27:38
1:27:43

TABLE III
N ETWORK ACCURACY VERSUS DATASET TYPE . T RAINING RESULTS FOR RANDOM WEIGHT INITIALIZATION . DATASETS : ORIGINAL (A), BEST RANK (B),
BEST RANK COMP (C), BEST RANK ORIG VAL (D), BEST RANK COMP ORIG VAL (E), TENSOR TRAIN (F), TENSOR TRAIN COMP (G),
TENSOR TRAIN ORIG VAL (H), TENSOR TRAIN COMP ORIG VAL (I)
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

AlexNet
0.7687
0.6497
0.6555
0.6482
0.6662
0.7093
0.7271
0.7389
0.7284

ResNet-18
0.8025
0.6683
0.7292
0.681
0.693
0.7554
0.7521
0.7493
0.7439

ResNet-34
0.7962
0.6581
0.7304
0.7083
0.6856
0.7605
0.7475
0.7623
0.7475

VGG-11
0.8018
0.6838
0.7139
0.6851
0.6823
0.7422
0.7427
0.7417
0.7483

VGG-13
0.7806
0.6713
0.6945
0.6566
0.6741
0.7228
0.7338
0.7335
0.7264

MNASNet0.5
0.7389
0.6033
0.6454
0.6191
0.6321
0.6652
0.681
0.6795
0.6561

TABLE IV
N ETWORK ACCURACY VERSUS DATASET TYPE . T RAINING RESULTS FOR TRANSFER LEARNING TECHNIQUE . DATASETS : ORIGINAL (A), BEST RANK (B),
BEST RANK COMP (C), BEST RANK ORIG VAL (D), BEST RANK COMP ORIG VAL (E), TENSOR TRAIN (F), TENSOR TRAIN COMP (G),
TENSOR TRAIN ORIG VAL (H), TENSOR TRAIN COMP ORIG VAL (I)
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

AlexNet
0.9381
0.8943
0.8961
0.893
0.8854
0.9124
0.9302
0.9243
0.9261

ResNet-18
0.9689
0.9378
0.9411
0.9394
0.9378
0.9549
0.961
0.9575
0.9585

ResNet-34
0.9664
0.9434
0.9434
0.9338
0.9437
0.9498
0.959
0.9582
0.9575

signiﬁcant information in data to achieve high accuracy of
object detection in the neural models.
The utilized algorithms can smoothly change the achieved
compression rate, which impacts network accuracy during the
training process, allowing users to ﬁnd parameters that are
optimal for a given application.
Furthermore, storing data in the proposed form allows

VGG-11
0.9791
0.9577
0.9562
0.9572
0.9572
0.9654
0.971
0.9715
0.9674

VGG-13
0.9783
0.9595
0.9575
0.9597
0.9618
0.9697
0.972
0.9715
0.9689

MNASNet0.5
0.9592
0.9177
0.8963
0.9185
0.9141
0.9335
0.9508
0.9501
0.9503

for a selective decompression of a single or a group of
images without the need to decompress the entire tensor. The
accuracy drop in respect to the original data is visible, but
for the problems where storage or data transfer speed are
important, it can increase performance both during training and
normal operation. Alternatively, we can say that thanks to data
compression a larger amount of data can be transferred and
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(a) Random initialization.

(b) Transfer learning.

Fig. 5. Comparison between all used architectures trained on the original
dataset.

(a) Random initialization.

(b) Transfer learning.

Fig. 6. Comparison between all used architectures trained on the dataset
compressed with Tucker decomposition and lossless ZFP.

(a) Random initialization.

(b) Transfer learning.

Fig. 7. Comparison between all used architectures trained on the dataset
compressed with Tucker decomposition and lossy ZFP.

(a) Random initialization.

(b) Transfer learning.

Fig. 8. Comparison between all used architectures trained on the dataset
compressed with Tucker decomposition and lossless ZFP with original validation set.

(a) Random initialization.

(b) Transfer learning.

Fig. 9. Comparison between all used architectures trained on the dataset
compressed with Tucker decomposition and lossy ZFP with original validation
set.

(a) Random initialization.

(b) Transfer learning.

Fig. 10. Comparison between all used architectures trained on the dataset
compressed with Tensor Train algorithm and lossless ZFP.

(a) Random initialization.

(b) Transfer learning.

Fig. 11. Comparison between all used architectures trained on the dataset
compressed with Tensor Train algorithm and lossy ZFP.

(a) Random initialization.

(b) Transfer learning.

Fig. 12. Comparison between all used architectures trained on the dataset
compressed with Tensor Train algorithm and lossless ZFP with original
validation set.
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(a) Random initialization.
(a) Random initialization.

(b) Transfer learning.

Fig. 17.

(b) Transfer learning.

VGG-11 training results for each tested dataset.

Fig. 13. Comparison between all used architectures trained on the dataset
compressed with Tensor Train algorithm and lossy ZFP with original validation set.

(a) Random initialization.
Fig. 18.

(a) Random initialization.
Fig. 14.

(b) Transfer learning.

AlexNet training results for each tested dataset.

(b) Transfer learning.

VGG-13 training results for each tested dataset.

used for training. Also, although the method was developed for
images, it can be useful for other data types, such as physical
or industry measurements, etc.
Summarizing, the best results were achieved using the
transfer learning technique, where a dataset is processed with
Tensor Train decomposition paired with the lossy version
of the ZFP algorithm. In this setting 0.6% - 0.7% drop in
accuracy of the deep neural networks in respect to the original
dataset was achieved for all tested methods. The best accuracy,
both in respect to the original and processed dataset, was
obtained with the VGG-11 and VGG-13 models.
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ResNet-18 training results for each tested dataset.

(a) Random initialization.
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(b) Transfer learning.

ResNet-34 training results for each tested dataset.

(a) Random initialization.
Fig. 19.

(b) Transfer learning.

MNASNet0.5 training results for each tested dataset.
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experiments and results are presented, followed by a more
detailed case study. The paper ends with some conclusions
and a discussion of the results.

Abstract—The purpose of the paper is to check the impact of
data clustering in the process of predicting demand. We checked
different ways of adding information about similar datasets to
the forecasting process and we grouped the measurements in
multiple ways. The experiments were executed on 50 time series
describing fuels sales (gasoline and diesel sales) on 25 petrol
stations from an international company. We described the data
preparation process and feature extraction process. In the 9
presented experiments, we used the XGBoost algorithm and
some typical time series forecasting methods (ARIMA, moving
average). We showed a case study for two datasets and we
discussed the practical usage of the tested solutions. The results
showed that the solution which used XGBoost model utilising
data gathered from all available petrol stations, in general,
worked the best and it outperformed more advanced approaches
as well as typical time series methods.

II. R ELATED W ORKS
Traditionally, forecasting was made using statistical methods. These were exponential smoothing [1], moving average,
the Auto-regressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA)
model and the Seasonal Auto-regressive Integrated Moving
Average (SARIMA) model.
More complex methods were also used for the task of sales
forecasting. In [2] a comparison of various linear and nonlinear models for the sales forecasting task was conducted
and the results suggest that non-linear models should be
highly considered when dealing with modelling retail sales.
In the paper [3] a comparison of different Machine Learning
Techniques was conducted regarding sales forecasting of retail
stores. The authors concluded that boosting algorithms gave
better results than the regular regression ones. For them, the
best results were obtained for the GradientBoost algorithm
and the XGBoost [4] implementation has been used in order
to increase the accuracy. The successful usage of the XGBoost
algorithm for sales forecasting was also presented in [5]. The
authors in the paper extracted features based on the historical
sales and then they trained one model using XGBoost. The
proposed model performed extremely well for sales prediction
with less computing time and memory resources. The paper [6]
presented a framework based on Facebook’s Prophet algorithm
and backtesting strategy for forecasting future sales in the
retail industry.
In the ﬁeld of sales forecasting a lot of different neural
network and Deep Learning approaches were tested e.g. evolutionary neural networks (ENN) [7], the Dynamic Artiﬁcial
Neural Network [8] and the backward propagation neural
network [9]. In the paper [10] a case study for using long shortterm memory (LSTM) recurrent neural networks (RNN) was
proposed. Deep Bi-Directional LSTM Networks was presented
in [11]. The authors of the paper [12] proposed a novel
forecasting method that combined the deep learning method
– LSTM – and random forest (RF) for demand forecasting
problems. They compared the results with neural networks,
multiple regression, ARIMAX, LSTM networks, and RF

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE proper forecasting of sale is a crucial element in many
sectors, also in the retail industry. This plays an important
role in the competitiveness of any company. Accurate forecasts
can help to create proper planning of demand and deliveries,
which can lead to cost reductions by the company. In the
paper, we focus on the petrol retail sector and the problem
of forecasting fuel sales from multiple petrol stations.
A lot of research was done for forecasting sale in multiple
retail industries with the use of Machine Learning methods,
however not so much was done in this ﬁeld regarding the fuel
sales short-term predictions. Also, the usefulness of clustering
similar petrol stations based on historical data and similarities
of time series was not tested in this area.
The objective of this paper is to check the usefulness of
data clustering in the process of predicting fuel sales. In our
research, we inspected different ways of adding information
about similar datasets to the forecasting process and we
grouped the measurements in multiple ways. We also checked
how adding the information about predicted sales for similar
datasets can affect the results obtained for a single dataset.
We hypothesised that using information about the historical
sales from different petrol stations and the sales predictions
for them can improve sales predictions results for the dataset.
The paper is organised as follows: the next section provides the review of the literature and related works, section
III describes the data preparation process. Afterwards, the
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method and their proposition was statistically signiﬁcantly
better.
Fuel sales forecasting was not considered in many scientiﬁc
articles. Most of them were focused on the marketing research
area and not machine learning models strategies. The paper
[13] described the problem of forecasting fuels sales but
from a perspective of long-term forecasts - for a few years
ahead. The authors of the paper [14] focused more on the
attributes describing the petrol stations and their surroundings
and the models were developed for planning purposes in
order to assess potential sales of new sites. The use of
judgmental forecasting for predicting fuels sales on petrol
stations was presented in the paper [15]. The authors used
experts’ knowledge to create forecasts. They used PROLOG
in order to map the knowledge into production rules, thus
enabling computer processing. The paper [16] showed the
solution for real-time petrol sales forecasting using dilated
causal convolutional neural network (CNNs). To the best of
our knowledge, the tree boosting algorithm, especially the
extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost) algorithm, has not been
used to forecast fuels sales.
Clustering methods are widely used for forecasting purposes. In the paper [17] a k-means clustering algorithm was
used along with decision trees, artiﬁcial neural networks and
support vector machines methods. The author of the paper [18]
described using k-means clustering and ARIMA model for
forecasting electricity load. In [19], a hybrid sales forecasting
system based on clustering and decision trees was presented.
Clustering of time series data was broadly discussed in [20].
In this paper the clustering algorithms were divided into six
groups: Partitioning, Hierarchical, Grid-based, Model-based
and Density-based. Predicting based on similarities was also
mentioned in [21]. The authors applied the fuzzy network
of comparators (NoC) for the problem of ovulation date
prediction.
III. DATA PREPARATION
In the experiments, we used data from 25 petrol stations
located in different parts of Poland. All of them belong to
one international company and are part of a network of petrol
stations. In the research, we focused on forecasting the sale of
two types of regularly sold fuels: Gasoline and Diesel. We did
not consider different types of fuels e.g. Premium Gasoline or
Premium Diesel which are more expensive than the regular
ones. We were making experiments for 2 types of fuels from
25 petrol stations, so ﬁnally, we were working with 50 tabular
datasets, which described the time series of fuel sales. The
datasets covered a 3-year period from 2017-01-01 to 201912-31.
The raw data derived from stations contained 5 columns:
•

•
•

meter - ID of a fuel tank.
start_time - Start of a considered period of time; timestamp from which fuel sale in a given period is counted.
end_time - End of a considered period of time; timestamp
to which fuel sale in a given period is counted.

Statistics of sale for different datasets

6000
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14

4000

2000

0
mean value

median value
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Fig. 1. A mean, median and maximum value of sales from datasets with
4-hour intervals.

sales - Total fuel sales (in litres) in a given period of
time.
• temp - Fuel temperature.
Most of the periods (end_time - start_time) last for about 15
minutes, but the periods were not exactly equal. The median
time of periods (n = 5,062,511) was equal to 15.27 minutes,
the mean value of periods was 16.11 minutes ± 10.42 minutes.
The datasets also contained missing periods, i.e. the end_time
and the following row start_time were not always equal.
In the ﬁrst step of the data preparation process, we decided
to prepare datasets in a way that they will contain equal periods
of time. We decided to aggregate sales into 4-hour intervals,
because experts gave us the information that forecasting for
this amount of time is a reasonable approach. Forecasting sale
for every 15 minutes does not have big practical usage but
forecasting for bigger periods of time can be used e.g. for
demand planning.
The sales value for a new interval was calculated as the sum
of the sales from all periods that were entirely contained within
a given 4-hour interval. To this was added the proportional
value of sales from periods that only partially fell within the
interval.
Basic statistics of sales from all of 50 datasets are presented
in ﬁgure 1. They were calculated after creating modiﬁed
datasets and cleaning the data. The minimum value was not
presented because it is equal to 0 in each dataset.
•

A. Attributes
Each of the ﬁfty time series of fuel sales was presented as
a separate tabular dataset with 5 columns. In our experiments,
we wanted to consider not only typical time series forecasting
methods but also method used mostly for tabular datasets.
Because of this, a crucial step was to create proper attributes
which will describe the sale in each created interval. We
decided to prepare attributes that could be divided into two
categories:
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•
•

attributes based on time column and
attributes based on previous values of sales.

1) Attributes from date: Each row of the datasets described
one interval. After the ﬁrst step of the data preparation process,
all intervals were equal so in the next steps we used only one
time column - in our case we used end_time column. Attributes
derived from the time column were created in order to describe
the time of sale – for example, different fuel sales can be
between midnight and 4 am and different between 12 am and
4 pm. Also, weekday, public holidays, vacations etc. can have
an impact on fuel sales at petrol stations.
The list of proposed time attributes created based on
end_time column is as follow:
•

•

•

•

•

basic attributes from time column: year number, quarter
number, month number, day number, number of a day
in the year, week number, hour, weekday, season, logical
attribute describing the weekend;
logical attributes describing the school holidays: information on whether any school holidays are in progress,
information on whether summer holidays are in progress,
information on whether winter holidays are in progress,
information on whether spring holidays are in progress,
information on whether Christmas brake is in progress;
logical attributes describing the public holidays: information on whether any public holiday is in progress, information about New Year’s Day, Easter, Easter Monday, All
Saint’s Day, All Souls Day, Christmas Eve, Christmas,
New Year’s Eve;
cyclical attributes created based on basic attributes from
time column - the problem of creating these attributes are
described in detail in [22].
numerical attributes describing a number of days before public holidays (any public holiday, Christmas and
Easter) – these attributes have value from a range [0;7].

All considered petrol stations are located in Poland and
because of this attributes for public and school holidays were
prepared based on polish holidays.
2) Attributes from previous values of sales: Using forecasting methods typical for tabular datasets has some limitations
and problems comparing with time series methods. In a tabular
dataset, each row describes one measurement and they are not
chronologically connected with each other. In a simple tabular
dataset, we lose information about time series. Because of this,
we proposed adding attributes describing the history of fuel
sales:
•
•
•
•

fuel sales observed in previous intervals – from one
interval before to six intervals before;
mean value from x previous intervals (x = (6, 12, 18, 24,
30, 36, 42));
median value from x previous intervals (x = (6, 12, 18,
24, 30, 36, 42));
fuel sales observed in previous days in the same hours
as a considered measurement - from 2 days before to 7
days before;

mean value from x previous days in the same hours as a
considered measurement (x = (7, 10, 14, 21));
• fuel sales observed x weeks before and in the same hours
as a considered measurement (x = (2, 3, 4));
• mean value from x previous weeks and in the same hours
as a considered measurement (x = (2, 4, 6, 8));
• attributes describing trend: a preceding interval sales
value compared with previous values, a preceding interval
sales value compared with mean values from previous
intervals, mean values of preceding intervals compared
with previous mean values;
The example will be presented in order to better explain creating these attributes. Suppose we want to create attributes for
the period where end_time= ’2019-02-22 08:00:00’ (Friday).
Some attributes would be as follows:
• fuel sales observed in previous intervals – these attributes would describe sales from intervals ’2019-0222 04:00:00’, ’2019-02-22 00:00:00’, ..., ’2019-02-21
08:00:00’;
• mean value from 6 previous intervals - this attribute
would be a mean value of sales from intervals ’201902-22 04:00:00’, ’2019-02-22 00:00:00’, ..., ’2019-02-21
08:00:00’;
• fuel sales observed 5 days before in the same hours as a
considered measurement – this attribute would describe
sale from interval ’2019-02-17 08:00:00’;
• mean value from 7 previous days in the same hours as
a considered measurement – this attribute would be a
mean value of sale from intervals ’2019-02-21 08:00:00’,
’2019-02-20 08:00:00’, ... , ’2019-02-15 08:00:00’;
• fuel sale observed 2 weeks before in the same hours as a
considered measurement – this attribute would describe
sale from interval ’2019-02-08 08:00:00’;
• mean value from 2 previous weeks in the same hours as
considered measurement – this attribute would be a mean
value of sale from intervals ’2019-02-15 08:00:00’ and
’2019-02-08 08:00:00’.
After the data preparation process, each dataset had 157
columns and 3 · 365 · 6 = 6570 rows (3 years of data; 365
days in a year; 6 4-hours intervals). It is worth mentioning
that not all rows might be used in the experiments because
some of them could have missing values of sales. Also, not
all columns were used when training the model. For example
columns id_meter, start_time, end_time were not used.
•

IV. E XPERIMENTS
The purpose of this paper is to analyse the beneﬁt of using
clustering methods and information about similar records
in the process of forecasting sales. In our experiments, we
used datasets representing fuel sales on petrol stations. We
assumed that there might be similarities among the different
sales characteristics. However, some of them may also differ
signiﬁcantly from each other. For example, in some datasets
sales can be strongly correlated with their previous values and
in other datasets, we won’t see a similarly strong connection
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In all experiments in which we trained a predictive model
using XGBoost, the ﬁrst model was trained on data from 201701-01 to 2018-12-31, and then the model was re-trained every
7 days of data. Testing of a given model was done on data
that fell between model recalculations.
We carried out following experiments:

Fig. 2. Exemplary sales values plotted against lagged values of itself. It is
an example of a dataset where the sales value is highly correlated with 6th
lagged value.

Fig. 3. Exemplary sales values plotted against lagged values of itself. It is an
example of a dataset where the sales value is weakly correlated with previous
sales values.

with historical data. It can be visible in the ﬁgure 2 and ﬁgure
3. Both illustrations show the time series of fuel sales against
lags of itself. Each ﬁgure shows the results for a different
dataset. In the ﬁgure 2 we can see that the sales value is
highly correlated with lag number 6 of itself. As it was said
before, the datasets described 4-hour intervals, so lag number
6 was an interval that occurred 24 hours before the interval
under consideration. A different situation can be observed for
the sales of the dataset presented in the ﬁgure 3 – here the
correlation of historical values with the current value of the
sales is not so prominent.
The differences between sales could be also visible when
considering different attributes e.g. the attributes describing a
time of a sale.
Taking into account the differences and similarities of sales
characteristics, we wanted to ﬁnd out how adding information
about these similarities can improve sales forecasting.
A. Description of experiments
In the experiments, we used typical methods for time series
and methods intended for tabular datasets. We forecasted one
value ahead, so we always forecasted sales for the next 4 hours.

1) Station-based forecast – experiments "moving average",
"arima predictions" and "separate groups predictions".
2) Forecast after putting all datasets into one group –
experiments "one group – predict normalized sale" and
"one group – add column with prediction";
3) Forecast based on similar records – experiment "regression knn".
4) Forecast based on clustering time series – experiment
"partitional clustering – predict normalized sale" and
"partitional clustering – add column with prediction".
5) Forecast based on double clustering – experiment "double clustering".
Each experiment will be described below.
Method "moving average" (MovAvg) is a simple forecasting
method based on moving average. The window for these
calculations was 42 measurements (sales from the previous
7 days).
Experiment "arima predictions" (ARIMA) was based on
ARIMA method. In this experiment, auto.arima function
from the forecast R package was used. 84 previous measurements (2 weeks of data) was a training set (argument
learning_set_size = 84).
In both experiments, "moving average" and "arima predictions", only the value of the sales was taken into consideration.
Experiment "one group – predict normalized sale"
(1G.PredNormSale) is the experiment where each dataset in
a ﬁrst step was normalised. It means that the sales were
normalised and all attributes created based on a sales history
were generated again using normalised values of sale. Then all
records from all datasets were connected into one dataset. The
model was trained using XGBoost method on data from 201701-01 to 2018-12-31 and then recalculated every 7 days of
data. The model forecasted the normalised value of the sales.
For each recalculation predictions were made. Each prediction
was then reversed from a normalised value to the regular one.
Experiment "one group – add column with prediction"
(1G.AddPred) is the experiment where, as before, data from all
datasets were normalised and combined into one training set.
A model that predicted the normalised sales value was created.
Then, for each dataset describing one time series (to the train
set and test set), a column was added with the forecast from
the model (forecast of the normalised sales value). A separate
XGBoost model was then created for each dataset (the decision
column was the actual sales value, without normalisation). The
model was also recalculated every 7 days.
In the experiment "separate groups predictions" each dataset
was considered independently. A separate XGBoost model was
trained for each dataset. A model was trained only on historical
data from the speciﬁc time series.
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Experiment "regression knn" (RegKNN) used a typical k-NN
regression method. Firstly, all datasets were normalised and
connected into one dataset. Then we found an optimal number
of neighbours for this dataset (parameter k for k-NN algorithm) – repeated cross-validation was used on records from
2017-01-01 to 2018-12-31 in order to do this. In the next
step, we performed k-nearest neighbour regression that was
recalculated every 7 days. Predicted normalised values were
reversed to the regular values of sales. k-NN does not work
with missing data so in training datasets only rows with no
missing values were used. In a test set, missing values were
imputed using the last observed value.
In the experiment "partitional clustering – predict normalized sale" (PC.PredNormSale) the datasets were grouped by
the nature of their normalised time series describing sales. The
dtwclust R package and the partitional (or partitioning)
clustering algorithm were used for clustering. Within each
group, all examples from the datasets comprising the group
were combined. An XGBoost model that predicted the normalised sales value was created for each group. The ﬁnal
prediction was made based on these models - the output was
a normalised forecast, which then had to be inverted to a
regular value. For example, assume that we have ﬁve datasets
describing fuels sales - datasets a, b, c, d, e. In the ﬁrst
step of the experiment, each dataset was normalised and the
value of the sale was normalised. Then only time series (not
any additional created attributes) were compared and grouped
using dtwclust package - assume that datasets a and c were
classiﬁed to group X and datasets b, d, e were classiﬁed to
group Y. Then 2 models were created - the ﬁrst model that was
trained on connected datasets a and c (group X) and a second
model that was trained on connected datasets b, d, e (group Y).
Then predictions were made based on an appropriate model
for each data set - predictions from a test set from dataset a
were made based on a model trained for group X, predictions
from the test set from dataset b was made based on a model
trained for group Y etc.
Experiment "partitional clustering – add column with prediction" (PC.AddPred) – as before, data from all time series
were normalised and grouped by the nature of the sales time
series. Within each group, a training set was created and a
model was trained that predicted the normalised sales value.
Then, for each datasets belonging to this group (to the train
and test set), a column was added with the forecasts from this
model (forecast of normalised sales value). A separate model
was then created for each dataset (the decision column was the
actual sales value, without normalisation). Showing it on the
example: again, suppose that datasets a and c were classiﬁed to
group X and datasets b, d, e were classiﬁed to group Y based
on their sales characteristics. Then models were trained for
group X and group Y - these models predicted the normalised
value of the sales. Then for each non-normalised datasets (a, b,
c, d, e before normalisation) new column with the prediction of
normalised sale was added. So for the non-normalised dataset
a, column with predictions from a model created for group X
was added. Then for each non-normalised dataset a, b, c, d, e

separate XGBoost model was trained.
In experiment "double clustering" (2Clust) data from all
time series were also normalised and grouped by the characteristic of the sales time series. Then for each group, a new
logical column was added to each normalised dataset. For
example, if two groups were created, two new columns would
be added to each dataset. The columns indicated whether the
row belongs to the group represented by the column. At this
point, all records from one dataset would have the same values
in these columns – if the dataset was classiﬁed to group
number 2 then in the second column all records would have
a value "1", and in the ﬁrst column all records would have a
value "0". Clustering based on time series and adding columns
with information about groups was the ﬁrst clustering in this
experiment. Then all datasets were combined into one dataset.
Then an optimal number of clusters for algorithm k-means
was calculated and then k-means clustering was performed
on the created dataset. This was the second clustering in this
experiment. Then for each cluster obtained from k-means,
we created XGBoost model. It is worth mentioning, that the
rows from one dataset could be added to the different clusters
from k-means clustering. It means that rows classiﬁed into
one k-means cluster could have different values in columns
representing results from time series clustering.
The ﬂowcharts of the more advanced experiments –
PC.PredNormSale, PC.AddPred and 2Clust – are presented
in ﬁgures 4 and 5.
In clustering procedures always normalised sales and normalised datasets were used.
The important aspect of these experiments is the utility
of the created models and using the proposed solution in
a real-life scenario. One interesting problem is forecasting
sales for new, unknown petrol station or new fuel on an
existing petrol station. We do not have a history of sales for
this fuel, so models from experiments SepGr, ARIMA and
MovAvg couldn’t be used. Because of the lack of historical
data, we wouldn’t also be able to assign this fuel into one
of the previously created clusters that were created based on
similarities of time series. It means that models created in
experiments PC.AddPred, PC.PredNormSale and 2Clust also
couldn’t be used. The only way to use these models would be
to manually assign the fuel from the station to an existing
cluster. Such a task could be performed by an expert, but
this could create additional errors and bias. In the discussed
problem, the models from experiment RegKNN could be
possibly used however k-NN do not work with missing data so
many attributes would have to be imputed. In the problem of
forecasting sale for new petrol station, the only way would
be to use models from experiments 1G.PredNormSale and
1G.AddPred, because XBGoost method handles missing data.
B. Results
The errors metrics for each experiment were presented in
the table I. These are the standard error metrics that are
frequently used in papers that describe creating forecasting
models. In describing the results we used Root Mean Square
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Fig. 4. Flowchart of the experiments PC.PredNormSale and PC.AddPred.

Error (RMSE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Coefﬁcient of
determination (R2) and Weighted Mean Absolute Percentage
Error (WMAPE). In our opinion, the most intuitive errors are
MAE and WMAPE and these metrics will be brieﬂy explained
in order to understand the results correctly.
The MAE express what error, on average, the model makes.
It does not explain if it was an overestimation or underestimation error. In the case of described experiments, it says what
was the average error in forecasting sales for a 4-hour period.
The WMAPE is an advanced version of a metric mean
absolute percentage error (MAPE). The MAPE is meaningful
only when the values are large. If the actual value is close
to 0, the value of MAPE gives uninterpreted results. In order
to bypass this problem, a similar measure – WMAPE – was
developed. It is the sum of absolute errors divided by the sum
of the actual values and it works well with smaller numbers.
It is widely used in the retail sector. The sale of fuel on some
petrol stations was often equal to 0, so it was important to use
a modiﬁed version of the MAPE. The WMAPE, multiplied by
100, can be interpreted as the average percentage by which the
model is wrong.
The results presented in the table I show that the best
solution among the tested approaches is for experiment
1G.PredNormSale.
In ﬁgure 6 the histogram of errors for the experiment
1G.PredNormSale is presented, where error = prediction −
real_value. We can see that the distribution of errors is

Fig. 5. Flowchart of the experiment 2Clust.
TABLE I
E RROR METRICS FOR THE EXPERIMENTS .
model
1G.PredNormSale
PC.PredNormSale
SepGr
1G.AddPred
PC.AddPred
RegKNN
2Clust
ARIMA
MovAvg

RMSE
347.97
349.55
365.17
372.86
374.83
413.61
459.69
505.40
583.09

MAE
207.13
208.95
222.46
225.61
228.69
262.83
343.93
351.03
435.50

R2
0.65
0.64
0.60
0.58
0.58
0.50
0.17
0.23
0.07

WMAPE
0.32
0.33
0.36
0.36
0.36
0.42
0.54
0.57
0.67

balanced for this approach.
We also wanted to compare how these errors differ in reallife situations. In order to do this, for each dataset and each
experiment we compared the absolute errors of predictions
with the maximum value of sale from a test dataset. The calculation of this error can be presented as follows |pred−real|
maxReal ·100,
where pred is the predicted value, real is the actual value and
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1G.PredNormSale

overestimation

15000

underestimation

1600

Fig. 6. Histograms of errors for the experiment 1G.PredNormSale.

maxReal is the maximum value of the actual sales in the test
set. Then, for each experiment, the average for each set was
calculated and then the average values from all datasets were
obtained. The average real-world prediction errors are given
in table II. This error allows us to understand the scale of the
error we are dealing with and allows us to answer the question
of how signiﬁcant these errors are in a relation to the domain.
Here, the 1G.PredNormSale approach was also the best one.
TABLE II
R ELATIVE ERRORS FOR THE EXPERIMENTS .
1G.PredNormSale
PC.PredNormSale
SepGr
1G.AddPred
PC.AddPred
RegKNN
2Clust
ARIMA
MovAvg

mean_realtive_error [%]
6.59
6.65
7.11
7.16
7.25
8.38
10.99
11.61
14.44

In most industries where the demand for products needs to
be forecast, overestimation and underestimation errors mostly
are not equal to each other. We can imagine that in a problem
of forecasting fuel demand on petrol station, underestimation
errors are much more harmful to the industry. If these forecasts
would be used for deliveries planning then underestimation
could create a situation where there wouldn’t be fuel on a
petrol station. It could lead to losing clients. Because of this,
we performed an analysis of underestimation and overestimation errors. We considered prediction as an overestimation
when the prediction was at least 20 litres larger than the
real sales during the 4-hour period. The prediction was an
underestimation when it was at least 20 litres smaller than the
real sales. The numbers of examples that were overestimated
or underestimated in each dataset and in each experiment are
presented in ﬁgure 7. We can see that for each experiment the
average number of underestimation is bigger than the number
of overestimated examples. We can also see from the plot
that for experiments RegKNN and ARIMA the average number
of examples overestimated and underestimated is higher than
for other experiments. It means that these methods made
more errors with an absolute value higher or equal to 20
litres, so they made more signiﬁcant errors. This conclusion
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Fig. 7. Box plots representing number of examples that were overestimated
or underestimated in each dataset for each experiment.

is consistent with the results obtained from the RMSE metric,
which penalises large mistakes.
V. C ASE

STUDY

In this section, we would like to present a case study for two
different datasets and discuss the utility of created methods.
Both of the datasets represent the sale of gasoline on two
different petrol stations.
In the previous section, we discussed what are the errors and
the error metrics. Each error was calculated for every 4-hour
period independently. Suppose that the errors in 6 consecutive
4-hour periods were (-250, 250, -300, 100, 300, -100). Each
of these errors is signiﬁcant, but they add up to 0. In this case,
we can say that the model at the end of the day did not make
a mistake, because ultimately as much fuel was sold in one
day as the model predicted. This is an important aspect for
demand forecasting.
In the following case study, we present the moving sums of
errors. The window for moving sum was equal to 7 days (42
measurements). We presented what was the average moving
sum of errors for the test dataset and we compared it with an
average moving sum of real sales that have taken place within
7 days.
Results for the ﬁrst dataset (dataset A) are presented in table
III (mean – the average value of the moving errors, stder –
the standard deviation of the moving errors, %mean - the ratio
of the average moving error to the moving average of sales
expressed as a percentage, %stder - the ratio of the standard
deviation of the moving errors to the moving average of sales
expressed as a percentage). The smallest average value of a
moving error within 7 days was obtained for the experiment
1G.PredNormSale. This is in line with the results presented in
the table I and II where this solution had the best results for
error metrics. The average value of moving error was equal to
0.3% of a moving sum of sales within 7 days for this dataset.
The standard deviation of moving error was equal to 6.3% of
a moving sum of sales within 7 days for this dataset.
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We can observe that the average moving error for most of
the experiments is greater than zero – it means that mostly we
will deal with overestimation and as it was discussed before
this is the better kind of error in the retail sector.
The moving sum of the actual sale in the 7-days window
for dataset A was around 23,000 litres.
TABLE III
T HE ANALYSIS OF THE MOVING ERROR CALCULATED IN WINDOW EQUAL
TO 7 DAYS FOR THE DATASET A
experiment
1G.PredNormSale
PC.PredNormSale
1G.AddPred
PC.AddPred
MovAvg
ARIMA
SepGr
RegKNN
2Clust

mean
67.57
93.93
193.71
246.76
303.66
311.59
360.86
-587.24
-2912.15

stder
1472.71
1440.51
1167.56
1273.60
1301.34
2312.32
1022.90
1400.77
4487.68

%mean
0.29
0.40
0.82
1.05
1.29
1.32
1.53
2.49
12.36

%stder
6.25
6.11
4.96
5.41
5.52
9.81
4.34
5.95
19.05

As a contrast, we present the results for the second dataset
(dataset B). The results are presented in IV. For this dataset
the method 1G.PredNormSale got worse results comparing
with other methods. The value of the average moving error
was also less than zero so it can lead more frequently to
underestimation. The best average value of moving error was
obtained for the experiment PC.AddPred and it was equal to
0.06% of a moving sum of sales within 7 days for this dataset.
The moving sum of the actual sale in 7-days window for
dataset B was around 13,000 litres.
This case study shows that the error metrics presented in
the table I can indicate the general best solution taking into
account the measurements independently but it does not mean
that it will always be the best solution in each case (e.g. for
the demand planning). Also, the average best solution does
not need to be the best for each considered dataset.
TABLE IV
T HE ANALYSIS OF THE MOVING ERROR CALCULATED IN WINDOW EQUAL
TO 7 DAYS FOR THE DATASET B
experiment
PC.AddPred
1G.AddPred
SepGr
ARIMA
MovAvg
PC.PredNormSale
1G.PredNormSale
RegKNN
2Clust

mean
8.29
30.26
54.63
-64.55
73.78
-87.06
-122.13
189.07
-489.86

stder
880.62
839.20
902.84
1425.59
1019.11
794.90
775.17
603.95
4107.20

%mean
0.06
0.22
0.41
0.48
0.55
0.65
0.91
1.41
3.64

%stder
6.54
6.24
6.71
10.59
7.57
5.91
5.76
4.49
30.52

VI. C ONCLUSIONS
The accurate forecasts are an important aspect in all companies from a retail sector, also from the petrol retail sector.
This study checked the usefulness and impact of data clustering in the process of predicting fuel sales. The research
showed that the best results, in general, were obtained for
the experiment where for each time-series the new features
were extracted and then all obtained tabular datasets were

connected into one dataset. This dataset was used to train
one predictive model which predicted the normalised sale for
each fuel and each petrol station. This solution outperformed
the typical simple time series forecasting methods (ARIMA,
moving average), but also it was better compared with the
results where advanced clustering methods were used. It also
performed better than creating a predictive model for each
time series separately based only on its historical data with
extracted features. In general, adding the predictions obtained
from the model generated on a bigger number of datasets as
a new column did not improve the results of creating models
separately for each dataset.
The worst results were obtained for time series methods, so
it proves that in some cases the use of methods typical for
tabular datasets can lead to better results for time series predictions. Also, it shows that the process of developing proper
features from historical data, as well as using information
about the time of the measurements (information derived from
the date and time and information about holidays), can lead
to obtaining better results. However, this hypothesis should be
checked in further studies where our results will be compared
with results obtained for more advanced methods used in time
series forecasting problems.
The additional asset of the presented best performing approach (1G.PredNormSale) is also the fact that it can be
quickly and straightforward used when predicting sale for a
new petrol station or a new fuel on the petrol station because
the sale of this fuel wouldn’t need to be compared and assigned
to one of the previously created cluster based on its historical
data. In this proposed solution, one model is created for all
petrol stations and it can be used with new data. Also, the
XGBoost method, which is used in the proposed solution,
would deal with missing data. However, if we would like to
have the real values for all of the extracted features then only
8 weeks of historical sales would be needed to do this. The
4-week historical data would leave only 2 from 157 attributes
with empty values. The solution with the best results is also
practical from the perspective of time constraints because
only one model is trained for all datasets. In the proposed
solution, the model was recalculated weekly, which minimises
the chances of a concept drift problem.
In the presented case study, we showed a different aspect
of the predictions. We presented cumulative errors for the
7-day long periods. The results showed that for each presented
dataset, the average moving sum of errors obtained for the best
approach from the considered case study was relatively low.
However, the case study also proved that the method which is
generally the best do not give the best results in every case. In
practical applications, a method would need to be developed
to select the appropriate model (e.g. by tracking recent errors).
This is a challenge for future research.
Other aspects that we will investigate in further work will be
making similar experiment with the use of Deep Learning and
ensemble methods. The experiments will be also performed
on different datasets from another retail sector e.g. on data
describing the sale of fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG).
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The forecasting of sale during the promotion in FMCG sector
and the efﬁciency of promotions were conducted in our previous works ( [22], [23]), but the analysis was not yet performed
on the data describing regular sales and the clustering methods
were not tested by us in this ﬁeld.
In conclusion, the results showed that the use of clustering
methods did not produce the best results among the considered
approaches, however, our study showed that it is useful to use
historical data from other stations when making predictions
and it should be considered to create one predictive model for
many datasets and not for each dataset separately.
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Abstract—Artificial neural networks are used in many stateof-the-art systems for perception, and they thrive at solving
classification problems, but they lack the ability to transfer
that learning to a new task. Human and animals both have the
capability of acquiring knowledge and transfer them
continually throughout their lifespan. This term is known as
continual learning. Continual learning capabilities are
important to ANN in the real world especially with the
continuous stream of big data. However, it remains a challenge
to be achieved because they are prone to a problem called
catastrophic forgetting.. Fixing this problem is critical, so that
ANN incrementally learn and improve when deployed to real
life situations. In this paper, we did a taxonomy of continual
learning in human by introducing plasticity-stability dilemma,
hence the Hebbian plasticity and compensatory homeostatic
plasticity process of learning and memory formation that
occurs in the brain. We also did a state-of-the-art review of
three different approaches to continual learning to mitigate
catastrophic forgetting.
Index Terms—Artificial Intelligence; Continual Learning;
Catastrophic Forgetting; Artificial Neural Networks; Stability–
Plasticity Dilemma

I. INTRODUCTION

L

EARNING continually has always been the grand goal
of any Artificial Intelligent (AI) systems functioning in
the real-world scenario because AI systems can be
continuous exposed to streams of data and so are required to
remember existing tasks when modelled on new stream of
data. This has recently attracted much attention in the AI
community, especially related to Artificial Neural Networks
(ANNs) [1]. Humans and animals have an exceptional
ability to learn large number of different skills and tasks but
also to select the ones which are useful and relevant without
negatively interfering with each other and at the same time
being able to recall information when needed on such tasks
that were previously learned [2, 3]. The ability to do this is
called Continual Learning and can also be referred to as
Lifelong Learning or Incremental Learning [1, 2]. AI agents
should demonstrate a capability for continual learning [4].
The goal is to gather knowledge across tasks, particularly
through model sharing and possibly having only one model
that can perform well on all the learned tasks [5]. However,
the existing standard for model deployment has a critical
flaw: data are dynamic, and this continues to change [1, 6].
With remarkable successes accomplish over the past few
years in AI, deep network applications are however
restricted to sole, distinct problem. Where every single
network has to be trained and re-trained from the beginning
every single time a new task is fed into the network and as a
result their training remains very challenging to deal with
particularly in real-world settings and in situations where
data are scarce and/or computation is costly [7].
Furthermore, the sequence of tasks may not be clearly
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labelled tasks and they may switch randomly, leading to an
individual task recuring in long time intervals. Therefore,
the main challenge of an AI agent to learn continually is
being susceptible to catastrophic forgetting or catastrophic
interference [4].
This well-known phenomenon was first recognized by
McCloskey and Cohen in [8]. Catastrophic forgetting always
leads to a degrade generalization performance or in the
worst case, a complete loss of information on an older task
that was previously performed because it was simply retrained on the new task or dataset sequentially [1, 2]. It
specifically happens when a network is trained in sequence
on several tasks because the weights that are imperative for
task A are modified to incorporate the goal of task B, and as
a result of these changes to the network, the accuracy on
task A can severely reduce after some training updates on
task B [4, 9]. This is conceivably, one of the main gap
between modern ANNs design and biological neural
networks because of the complexity of synapses [10].
To overcome the lack of continual learning in ANNs,
recently three main strategies have been proposed:
Progressive/Architectural Strategy, Rehearsal Strategy, and
Regularization Strategy [2, 5].
A lifelong learning architecture capable of continual
learning could guide the field of AI into a period of
extraordinary performance, generality, and integration. This
architecture could also prevent the need for costly data
collection, labelling and retraining that sets constrains on
today’s state-of-the-art computer systems [9]. In essence, to
overcome catastrophic forgetting, an AI system should
display the capability to gain new knowledge and
simultaneously improve the network on existing tasks based
on the continuous stream of data, thereby, preventing
significant existing knowledge from being forgotten [1, 2].
This is known as the stability-plasticity dilemma. Plasticity
is the ability to integrate new knowledge, while stability is
preserving existing knowledge while new stream of data is
processed. Although, a model will not be able to gain new
knowledge from new training data if they are too stable.
Likewise, a model with abundant plasticity can suffer from a
great weight change and forget a previously learned task.
[11, 12]. One of the effective approaches to plasticity was
the one addresses by Stephen Grossberg, articulated in 1980
on the solution to the stability–plasticity dilemma which
states that “a system must remain plastic enough to learn
important and new information, while also maintaining
stability in its memories for information that has already
acquired” [9]. Such adaptation and memory formation are
what can be observed in biological neurosystems. Humans
have remarkable ability to preserve old knowledge and skills
learned and it is mainly reliant on how often they are
recollected and used. Tasks that are practiced and performed
regularly, tend to be unforgettable, unlike the ones that are
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so old and frequently not used. Strangely, this adaptation
and memory formation sometimes happens with little or no
form of supervision whatsoever. This process, at the
fundamental level, according to Hebbian theory, is the
consolidation of neurons connected to synapses, that
performs together at the same time, compared to neurons
with unrelated performance behavior [5].
Most of the algorithms presented in this paper are based on
the current state and advancements in both neurophysiology
and computational neuroscience field that are capable of
continual learning in AI. [7, 9]
In this paper, we review some of the major works in
continual learning both in advanced animals such as
humans, whales, dogs, dolphins etc. and AI agent: we focus
on how humans and animals acquire new knowledge and
memories and at the same time been able to retain the useful
ones over time. We also discussed several proposed
algorithms for continual learning systems to overcome
catastrophic forgetting. The rest of this paper is organized as
follows: Section 2 reviews continual learning in humans and
animal. Section 3 also reviews few continual learning
strategies and algorithms proposed in the last 4 years.
section 3.1 introduced the fundamental of continual
learning, its desiderata, and the three different strategies.
Section 3.2 reviewed some common algorithms proposed for
continual learning with their respective mathematical
equations and in table 1, a summary of different recent
algorithms to continual learning is given. In section 4 we
proposed our novel research idea for forgetting in ANN, and
in section 5 the conclusion of the paper .
II. CONTINUAL LEARNING IN ADVANCED ANIMALS
New skills and knowledge can easily be acquired and
transferred across domains in advanced animals to complete
tasks, while artificial neural systems are still in the early
stages regarding transfer learning, which is prone to
catastrophic forgetting [1]. Likewise, humans and animals
can learn in a continual way, but it has been somewhat
challenging for an AI system to do the same [5].
Evidence found recently suggests that the human and animal
brain can avoid forgetting by shielding previously learnt
knowledge and skills in the neocortical circuits. The brain
significantly benefits from the integration of multisensory
information, which provide the means for an effective
communication. Furthermore, in conditions of sensory
hesitation with respect to the predominant tendency to train
ANNs on uni-sensory information, such as audio or visual
information [1]. For example, when a mouse learns a new
task/skill, a part of its excitatory synapse is reinforced, and
this leads to an increase in the capacity of individual
dendritic spines of the mouse brain neurons [5]. Afterward,
these increased dendritic spines persevere in spite of
learning some other skills alongside the old one, and it
results to retention of such skill after a few months later.
When some of these dendritic spines are selected and
cleared up, the matching skill is forgotten. This gives a
fundamental evidence that neural mechanisms for
supporting the protection of these synapses are important to
retention of task performance. The results obtained with the
mouse
experiment
alongside
with
some
other
neurobiological models suggested that continual learning in
the neocortex depends on
task-specific synaptic
consolidation, by which knowledge is strongly encoded by

reducing the plasticity of synapses that are vital to
previously learned tasks and therefore stable over a long
timeframe [13].
The principal core idea is that learning is associated with
persistent and experience-driven changes to the brain, as
given with the mouse example, that help them in the
effective performance of vital tasks, such as the acquisition
of necessities like food and shelter while avoiding the
unpleasantness that accompanies injury or predation [14].
This is the inspiration behind autonomous embodied agents
research on multisensory features for early development and
sensorimotor specialization in human brain [1].
A. Stability–Plasticity Dilemma
The human brain experiences neural plastic changes across
its lifespan both in healthy conditions and also after brain
lesions. The process where the brain adapts to
environmental challenges and disease is referred to as
plasticity [15, 16]. This process was first demonstrated by
neuroanatomist Michele Vincenzo Malacarne in 1783 when
he intensively trained one in each pair of two birds and two
dogs from the same clutch of eggs and litter respectively
[15]. The external environment surrounding animals can be
considered as static for a short period of time but will
become dynamic over a long time. Animals essentially learn
quickly about new stimuli to adapt to such environments
when it changes, so also, the plasticity that occurs at the
neural pathways and continuously changes with respect to
internal and external stimuli [17, 18].
Plasticity is an important part for neural malleability at the
cells and circuits level in the brain. Neural plasticity can
serve multiple functions, such as been homeostatic in nature
for excitement within a network, it could also be mnemonic
to form the basis of the memory and lastly,
been metaplasticity [18].
One important form of plasticity is indicated across sensory
modalities, however, a large part of the human brain neurons
are present at birth, therefore plasticity and associated
learning are expected to occur early in life. The brain needs
to be plastic enough to acquire new knowledge and
memories but stable enough to retain them over time. This
balance is known as the plasticity-stability dilemma [19, 20].
Humans have amazing ability to adapt by efficiently gaining
new skills, transforming them to new experiences, and
recalling and transferring them across several areas where
they are needed. It is also true that humans have the capacity
to forget gradually some previously learnt information at
some point when they get older. Therefore, learning of new
information rarely affect consolidated knowledge in human
[1, 21]. Stability-plasticity dilemma is the degree whereby a
system must be inclined to integrate and learn novel skills
and, most of all, how these learning processes can be
rewarded by internal mechanisms which stabilize and
modulate neural activity just to avert catastrophic forgetting
[1]. Artificial neural networks gain their principal structure
by sensorimotor experiences, from the imitation of human
brain which is mainly plastic during the crucial phase of
early development [16]. Sensorimotor skill learning, like
any other form of learning, happens through the general
mechanism of experience-dependent synaptic plasticity.
When new skill is learned via general training, synapses in
the brain are revised to form a lasting motor memory of that
skill learned [22].
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Stability-Plasticity positioned at multiple brain areas are
regulated by the mechanisms of neurosynaptic plasticity.
Neurosynaptic plasticity mechanisms is such that it protects
knowledge about previously learned tasks from forgetting,
by decreasing the rates of synaptic plasticity. However,
there are two types of plasticity needed for a stable continual
process: Hebbian Plasticity [23] and Compensatory
Homeostatic Plasticity [24]. When used together, both
Hebbian learning and Compensatory Homeostatic Plasticity
stabilize neural cells to shape the optimal patterns of
experience-driven
connectivity,
integration,
and
functionality in a network [1, 16, 24].
Neurosynaptic plasticity is an important attribute in the brain
because it produces physical changes in the neural structure
and allows us to learn, remember, and adapt to any changing
environments [16] as well as activity-dependent synaptic
plasticity in learning and memory formation. Synaptic
plasticity was first discovered in the hippocampus of the
human brain in the early 1970s. It was concluded that an
increase in the strength of the synaptic input of the
stimulated connections only is produced by repeated, nearsynchronous activation of both pre- and post-synaptic
neurons [14] and this process is known as Long-Term
Potentiation (LTP). These characteristics of synaptic
plasticity suggests its role in learning new skills as well as
being an information storage device [25].
However, memories may not be properly stabilized if
synapses are easily bendable and in such state of perpetual
flux, old learning can easily be overwritten by new learning.
Hence, for any learning system, there is essentially
constraint between the competing requirements of stability
and plasticity [22].
B. The Hebbian Synaptic Plasticity
The brain can adapt to a changing environment and as well
as providing important insights into the shape of cortex’s
connectivity and function. It has been shown that while
fundamental designs of connectivity in the visual system are
noticeable at early development, normal visual input is
essential for the accurate development of the visual cortex
[26]. Donald Hebb in 1949 was the first to propose the
theory describing and explaining the mechanisms of
synaptic plasticity in the adaptation of neurons to external
stimuli. Hebb postulated that the connection between two
neurons is strengthened, when one neuron pilots the activity
of another neuron [27]. In the following years, Hebb’s idea
has been interpreted to the weight changes among nodes of a
single layer perceptron in ANNs based on coincidence or the
product of pre- and postsynaptic activity mimicked from the
brain neurons, thereby altering the connection of neurons
into changes relative to the coactivity of the input and output
nodes in ANNs [14]. Thus, considering Hebb’s theory from
an ANN’s standpoint, after a network has been trained using
backpropagation successfully, the synapses between neurons
that synchronous fires a given input are made stronger for as
long as it takes, to maintain and improve its outputs [27, 28].
A simple formula for Hebbian plasticity considers a change
in the synaptic weight w and it is updated as the product of
the activities in pre-synaptic x and post-synaptic y with
learning rate η is given as [1]:
(1)

Yet, Hebbian plasticity is unstable while alone, but
depended on and requires compensatory mechanisms to
stabilize its learning process. This is attainable by enhancing
Hebbian plasticity with some constraints like upper limits on
specific synaptic weights or regular neural activity, which
can only be done by homeostatic plasticity [29, 27].
Homeostasis plasticity is also referred to as a compensatory
process that stabilizes the neural firing rates in the brain [24]
III. OVERCOMING CATASTROPHIC FORGETTING WITH
CONTINUAL LEARNING ALGORITHM
Catastrophic forgetting problem can occur in different ways.
One way is between mini-batches when using stochastic
gradient descent methods during the general training
processes. Another way is the degradation of the
generalization performance of a network [12, 30]. Similar
to the continual learning methods, in Stochastic Gradient
Descent (SGD) optimization, every mini-batch can be
thought of as a mini-task offered sequentially to the
network. In this context, the interest is describing the
changes in the learning of the neural networks by analysing
examples of forgetting events [14]. This happens when task
that have been learned and correctly classified at some time t
in the optimization process are afterward misclassified at a
time t´ > t [31]. It should also be noted that catastrophic
forgetting occurs to ANN models including SOMs as well as
Deep Neural Networks, for example Transfer Learning in
DNN [32].
Typically, the current approaches to overcome catastrophic
forgetting in ANN have concurrently made data available
from tasks during training. By passing in data from several
tasks while training and learning, forgetting is prevented.
This is attributed to the fact that the weights of the network
can be mutually optimized for high performance on all
training tasks. This case is frequently referred to as the
multitask learning, and a good example can be seen in
reinforcement learning method where a successfully trained
single agent can be used to play many Atari games
effectively. If data are introduced to the network
sequentially, multitask learning can only be used if tasks are
recorded by an episodic memory system and replayed during
training to the network [19, 33]. However, this method can
be impractical when dealing and learning a large number of
tasks, as large number of memories would be required to
stored and replayed, likewise been related to number of
tasks [4, 14, 29].
A. Continual Learning Basics
Continual Learning is the basic step towards AI, because it
permits an intelligent agent to continuously adapt to changes
that occur in data and tasks. Nevertheless, there are some
consequences during learning for both supervised and
unsupervised learning. For example, when data are not
properly represented or there is a mistake in the input
distribution, a model can overfits the recently seen data,
which is something continual learning systems aim to
address [34, 35].
A series of desiderata are used to defined Continual
Learning in practice which includes Firstly, online learning
meaning that learning can occur at every moment, with no
permanent tasks or datasets and with no clear
boundaries/restrictions
between
tasks.
Secondly,
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forward/backward transfer of model from existing tasks to
new tasks with the possibility of the new task improving the
performance of older tasks. Furthermore, resistance to
catastrophic forgetting, that is, new learning task does not
degrade the performance on previous data, and lastly, there
should be no direct access to previous tasks but be able to
retain it [34, 35].
An infinite sequence of data is considered for a general
continual learning setting, where at each timestep
the
network accepts a new data { , } to draw a non
independent and identically distributed. from an existing
distribution P that could by itself experience some rapid or
gradual changes. The key goal is to learn a function
parameterized by that can minimize a predefined loss ℒ on
the new data without interfering on existing tasks and also
with the possibility of improving on the tasks that were
learned previously [34]:
(2)

Such
that:

(3)

B. A Review of Some Popular Continual Learning Strategies
Several algorithms have been proposed so far to mitigate
catastrophic forgetting in neural networks and few are
reviewed in this paper:
[4] proposed an algorithm that performs operation like
synaptic consolidation used on the brain on ANNs by
constraining some important parameters to stay close to their
old values. This algorithm is known as Elastic Weight
Consolidation (EWC).
In EWC, the performance in task A is protects by
constraining its parameters to stay in a region of low error
just for task A to be positioned mainly around . This
constraint is implemented as a quadratic penalty and can
exist as a spring anchoring the parameters to the previous
solution, hence been called elastic. However, all parameters
should not have the same stiffness of this spring, but it must
be larger for parameters that are very much affected by the
performance in task A.
To further explain the optimal choice of constraint and
weights, the neural network training is considered from a
probabilistic viewpoint using Bayes’ rule and also noting
that the log probability of the data given the parameters
log p (| ) from the Bayes’ rule equation is simply the
negative of the loss function − ℒ( ) [4]:

(4)
Where
is the input,
is the ouput and = { } is the
slack variable that allows some constraints to be violated
like small increase in loss from previous tasks [34].
Some strategies have been designed for continual learning,
which are: Firstly, the progressive/architectural strategy.
Architectural strategy can be used to incrementally builds a
network’s structure for every single task being processed. In
addition, it also tries to copy and re-use as much as possible
the attributes of the previous model in the process. The
second strategy is known as rehearsal methods, since it
keeps a memory of data analyzed on previous tasks and
continues to retrain the network on this memory to maintain
its performance. And the third approach is regularization.
Regularization strategy tries to re-use a single neural
network, which is by including a few regularization
penalties to alleviate the behaviour of the network with
respect to previous tasks [1, 20]. Usually, rehearsal and
progressive strategies, performs very well but always
declines as the number of tasks increase, and might require a
high computational power. With some differences from the
first two approaches, the implementation of regularization
strategy is quite simple, they require little memory, but it
performance might not be up to that of rehearsal methods
[7]. One main problem encountered when applying
regularization strategy is determining what task best
represents the behaviour of the network and, this can lead to
the form of regularization penalty that would be taken [7].
Recently, a lot of attention has been shifted to the idea of
using regularization function to fit the existing task for
learning a new task in a network. This method can be
understood as an approximation of sequential Bayesian.
Some distinctive examples of this regularization approach
include the elastic weight consolidation [4] and learning
without forgetting [21].

log p( | ) = log p( | ) + log p( |
p( ).

) − log

(5)

The key to implement EWC is that all the information about
task A, must have been accepted into the posterior
distribution p( | ). The true posterior probability is
inflexible, so the posterior distribution was approximated as
a gaussian distribution with average specified by parameters
and a diagonal precision specified by the diagonal of the
Fisher information matrix F. This matrix F is used because
it has three key characteristics: Firstly, it is equivalent to the
second derivative of the loss near a minimum. Secondly, it
can be computed from first-order derivation alone and it is
quite easy to compute even for big models. Thirdly, a
positive semidefinite is guaranteed. Therefore, the loss ℒ
minimized in EWC is computed as:
ℒ( ) =

( )

(6)

where ( ) is the loss on task B only, λ determines how
important the existing task is compared with the new task,
and i gives labels to each parameter. However, when
considering a third task C, the EWC algorithm might try to
maintain the network parameters value close to the learned
parameters of previous tasks A and B. This can be imposed
either with two separate penalties or as one by observing
that the sum of two quadratic penalties is itself a quadratic
penalty [4]. Because computing over the diagonal of fisher
requires summation of all possible outputs, thus EWC has
complexity linear in the number of outputs, limiting its
application to low-dimensional output spaces [10].
A simple structural regularizer that can be computed online
was introduced by [10] and also implemented locally at each
synapse/parameter (weights and biases). The authors
developed an algorithm which can keep track of
an importance measure .
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Considering the change in loss function ℒ for an
infinitesimal parameter update δ(t) at time t, where (t) is
the trajectory in parameter space between task A and task B,
and is the gradient can be written as [10]:
ℒ(

ℒ(

(t))

(t) (t)

Where
is the gradient of the function learned and
is the change in parameter
But the goal is to preserve the
prediction of F. To do this, the gradients of all data point
were accumulated to obtain importance weight
[5]
(11)

(7)

However, to calculate the change in the loss over the whole
trajectory, all the infinitesimal, and the changes are summed
over, which amount to computing the path integral of the
gradient vector from the start time t0 to the end time t1 and
also the loss between the end and the start point ℒ( (t1))
− ℒ( (t0) [10]):
dt
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(8)

(

The authors tried to solve the problem of minimizing the
, with no
total loss function summated on all tasks, ℒ =
contact to the loss function ℒμ of the past training except the
new task μ at any given time but with this minimization
come catastrophic forgetting which led to a drastic weight
changes between the old task and the new task (ν < μ) while
training task μ. To avoid this problem, they introduced
quadratic surrogate loss which approximates the summed
loss function of old task ℒν (ν < μ). The implication of using
the quadratic surrogate loss for training instead of the actual
loss function, is that the final parameters will remain the
same and change in loss during the training process [10]:
(9)

is the
Where c is the dimensionless strength parameter,
reference weight at the end of previous task, and
is the
per-parameter regularization strength. The equation 9 can
only achieve two tasks.
Although [10] algorithm is similar to EWC in [4] in that
more importance synapses are strongly directed towards the
reference weight, however, the method computes the
importance measure online including all the learning
trajectory [10], considering that, EWC is about the point
estimate of the diagonal of the Fisher information matrix at
the final synapse values, that has to be calculated during a
separate stage at the end of each task [4].
Inspired by Hebbian learning in neuroplasticity, [5]
proposed Memory Aware Synapses (MASes). Unlike
previous proposed research on synapses, their continual
learning method can learn using unlabelled data and in
online manner. The sensitivity of the output function was the
main focus and not the loss while estimating importance
weights for the network parameters. After the model has
been trained on the approximation of the true function ,
the function output was preserved, and its sensitivity was
in the
measured for changes. A small perturbation
parameters results in a change in the function output that
can be approximated by
(10)

Where N is the total number of data points. However, when
function F is multi-dimensional, the gradients for each
norm the
output can be computed by using the squared
learned function output. The importance is measured by the
sensitivity of the squared
norm over learned function
, and a
output. To learn a new task, a new loss
regularizer for penalty to change important parameters (high
)
(12)

Where is the regularizer’s hyperparameter and
is the
previous network parameter [5].
[36] explicitly address the diagonal assumption made by
EWC algorithm in [4]. They assumed that if the Fisher
Information Matrix is not diagonal, EWC might fail to stop
the network from drifting from “good parameter space”. The
proposed Rotated Elastic Weight Consolidation approach is
based on rotating the parameter space of a network, that is,
re-parameterization of the parameter space , in a way that
the output of the forward pass is not changed, while the
computed Fisher Information Matric from the gradients
during the backpropagation is approximately diagonal [4].
To obtain reparameterization, the rotation matrix is
computed using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) even
though computing SVD on a very large matrices is quite
expensive. Applying chain rule on FIM and computing
using SVD, the following equation was obtained where is
the new rotated weight matrix [36]:
(13)
(14)

(15)
The results obtained with rotated EWC is outstandingly
more real at overcoming catastrophic forgetting in
sequential task learning problems [36].
Variational continual learning [37] and Continual Learning
with Adaptive Weights (CLAWs) [38] are another
regularization strategy [37]. In [37], Bayesian inference
provides a fundamental framework for continual learning
with its algorithm where the posterior of the model
parameters is learned and updated continually from a
sequence of datasets. To achieve this algorithm, online
Variational Inference (VI) was merged with Monte Carlo VI
for neural networks to produce Variational Continual
Learning (VCL). In addition, VCL was enhanced to contain
a small episodic memory by the combination VI with the
coreset data summarization process. The coreset can be
compared to an episodic memory that holds important
information from previous tasks, where the algorithm can go
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back so as to refresh its memory of these important
information.
Similar to [37], in [38], their approach is based on
probabilistic modelling and variational inference [37]. But
rather than strictly dividing the architecture into shared and
task-specific parts, the approach adapts the contributions of
each neuron using Gaussian distribution for the adaptation
as the probabilistic model and afterwards the adaptation
parameters are included within the variational parameter in
Monte Carlo VI.
[39] is another form of regularization approach to continual
learning. The method presents the option to control the
stability and compactness of the learned task. This makes
this method also agreeable for network compression
applications and online learning. They proposed a taskbased hard attention mechanism that can preserves learning
from an existing task without affecting the learning of a new
task. As well as learning tasks with the binary attention. A
task can also be learned over gated task embeddings, using
backpropagation and minibatch SGD. Some attributes of
hard attention task are: It can store, as well as maintain a
lightweight structure. Secondly, the task is learned instead of
a heuristic approach or rule-driven. Thirdly, the mask is not
necessarily binary, and this might be useful if the weights
need to be re-used for learning other tasks, i.e., to overcome
catastrophic forgetting.
[21] proposes Learning without Forgetting method which
compose of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and this
approach can be perceived as combination of Distillation
Networks (transfer of information from a large to a small
model) [40] and fine-tuning. The main idea here is only used
on new task data for training the network. The network
learns from parameters that works fine on old task and uses
this information to train the new tasks without the use of
data from previous tasks.
To achieve this, the responses
on each new task object
from the original network for outputs on the old tasks
(defined by shared parameters
and task-specific ) were
recorded, then the network was trained for the loss to be
minimize for all tasks and regularization R by using SGD.
To define the loss for a new task, the output
was merged
with the one-hot ground truth
:
(16)

To transfer the known, knowledge distillation loss must be
introduced to the network [21]
(17)

[41] provided an architectural strategy algorithm called
Reinforced Continual Learning (RCL). It comprises of three
networks: value network, controller, and task network. The
controller is executed as a Long Short-Term Memory
network (LSTM) or as Recurrent Neural network to generate
policies and determine how many filters/nodes will be added
to each task. The value network was designed as a
multilayer perceptrons/fully-connected network, that
approximates the value of the state [41]:

(18)

Where the controller network’s parameter.
However, the task network, on the other hand, can be any
network of interest for solving any task, for example object
detection or image classification. Furthermore, RCL
adaptively expands the network when a new task arrives,
while using stochastic gradient descent with
as the
learning rate [41]:
(19)

(20)

[42] propose Incremental Moment Matching (IMM)
framework from Bayesian Neural networks, Here moments
of posterior distribution which are trained on old and new
task are matched together in an incremental way using
Gaussian distribution. Considering that the objective is to
and
of the gaussian
determine the ideal parameter
from the posterior parameter of
approximation function
the kth task
, two different moment match method
can be used: mean-IMM and mode-IMM. Mean-IMM finds
the average of the parameters of two networks for both old
and new task [42]:
(21)

Mode-IMM is an alternative form of mean-IMM. It merges
the parameter of old and new network using Laplacian
approximation of the posterior of gaussian distribution [42]:
(22)

The result obtained from the experimental with both IMM
on shows that Mode-IMM performed better than mean-IMM
and other comparative models in the various dataset. The
limitation is that IMM performance decreases with more
complex dataset.
[43] introduced a model architecture called Progressive
Neural Network (PNN) that support transfer of knowledge
across sequence of tasks particularly in reinforcement
learning. Progressive network makes use of transfer learning
by retaining a pool of knowledge through training of an
agent from a previous task, and also having the ability to
transfer that knowledge to another agent to improve
convergence speed. After PNN finishes training of a
is frozen when switching to
previous task, its parameter
the second task, after which another parameter
is
instantiated [43]:
(23)

Where
is weight matrix,
in the lateral connection,
and is an element-wise non-linearity.
PNN is robust to harmful features learned in incompatible
tasks by the RL agent. A major downside of PNN is the
growth in number of parameters with the number of tasks.
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TABLE 1: SUMMARY OF SOME OTHER DIFFERENT APPROACHES TO ALLEVIATE CATASTROPHIC FORGETTING
Authors,
Year, and
Country:

Proposed
Methods/Algorithms
and
Strategies/Approaches:

Important Note:

Limitation

[4]

Elastic
Weight
Consolidation (EWC),

The EWC uses only one network with
static network capacity and nominal
computational overhead which has a
low computational cost.

EWC are very sensitive to the diagonal
approximation of the FIM used in practice
because of the large size of a full FIM and costly
to compute weights for regularization penalty

The method computes the persynapse consolidation strength in an
online manner and over an entire
learning trajectory in parameter space
and individual synapses act as higher
dimensional dynamical systems.

SI can only learn importance weights during
training, which leads to lack of adaptation to
some particular subset.

The important parameters (high
)
can
be reused, through model
sharing, which is only possible with a
penalty
when
changing
the
parameters.

It is limited by brittleness caused
representation drift mostly common
regularization methods.

The evaluation of the experiment on
various learning tasks shows that the
approach performed well compared to
the standard EWC.

Rotated EWC can also suffer from brittleness
caused by representation drift.

HAT presents the option to monitor
the used network capacity throughout
different tasks and layers and it has
only two hyperparameters, and are
both referred to as the stability and
compactness of the learned task.
The method is only proposed for
convolutional neural networks. It is a
hybrid of knowledge distillation and
fine-tuning.

HAT gradually declines in classification accuracy
during training with no signs and hope of ever
increasing

ER develops an efficient way to
regularize the behaviour of the
network by acting on its internal
embeddings, i.e., the activations of
one or more layers closer to the exit.
It makes use of Bayesian forgetting
and a Gaussian diffusion process for
adaptation to non-stationary data,
leading to a better predictive
performance

In ER, when the memory grows, the required
training time also increases.

The basolateral amygdala is used to
determine which memory system to
use for recalling task and it is more
memory efficient.
RCL explores the best neural network
architecture for each upcoming task.

FearNet can suffer from recall when the number
of classes to learn is high.

This approach does not require
gradient based optimization

The Move-to-Data method is limited to only one
fully connected layers

The advanced memory management
was not investigated, and the iteration

It may be less scalable and require many
observations and complex generative model to

2018,
United State
of America
[10]

Regularization

2017,

Synaptic
Intelligence
using
Quadratic
Surrogate Loss SI,

Australia

Regularization

[5]

Memory
Aware
Synapses (MAS),

2018,
Germany
[36]
2018,
Italy
[39]
2018,
Sweden
[21]
2016,
Netherlands

Regularization

Rotated Elastic Weight
Consolidation,
Regularization
Hard Attention to Task
(HAT),
Regularization

Learning
Forgetting,

without

Regularization

[44]
2020,
Italy

Embedding
Regularization
continual learning,

[45]
2020,
Germany

Regularization
Bayesian
Neural
Networks for NonStationary Data,

for

Regularization
[46]
2018,
Canada

FearNet,

[41]

Reinforced Continual
Learning (RCL),

2019,

Architectural

by
to

Additional memory and computation are needed
in LFL to compare activations

Bayesian neural networks with a uni-modal
approximate posterior often find poor local
minima if the dataset is small and models are
complex, which is especially challenging in
situation where data are streamed

The training time of RCL is particularly
important and high for large networks with more
layers

Architectural

Germany
[47]
2020,
France

Move-to-Data:
Incremental
learning
approach,

[33]
2017,

Architectural
Gradient
Episodic
Memory (GEM),
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United State
of America
[48]
2019,
United
States
of
America
[49]
2017,
United State
of America
[50]
2020,
Virtual
Conference

Regularization,
Rehearsal
Average
Gradient
Episodic Memory (AGEM),
Regularization,
Rehearsal
Incremental Classifier
and
Representation
Learning (iCaRL),
Regularization,
Rehearsal
Functional Regularised
Continual
Learning
(FRCL):
Gaussian
processes,
Regularization,
Rehearsal

[38]

Continual
Learning
with Adaptive Weights
(CLAW),

2020,
United State
of America
[37]
2018,
Canada

Regularization,
Rehearsal
and
Architectural
Variational Continual
Learning,
Regularization,
Rehearsal
Architectural

and

requires one backward pass per task,
which increases the computational
time.
It is about 100 times faster and
memory is 10 times less required;
compared to regularization-based
approaches, it achieved a significantly
high average accuracy

represent realistic tasks, and the Effective
prioritized replay remains an unsolved problem

It comprises of 3 major components:
a
nearest-mean-of-exemplars,
a
herding to prioritize exemplars, and a
representation learning step, and It
learns strong classifiers and data
representation at the same time
When viewed from the regularisation
perspective, it
regularises the
functional outputs of the neural
network, while when viewed from a
rehearsal method perspective, a
principled way is provided for
compressing data from previous task,
by optimizing the selection of
inducing points.
It is based on variational inference
from VCL.

iCaRL’s performance
is still lower than what other systems achieve
when trained
in a batch setting,

VCL is most suitable for efficient
model fine-tuning in sequential
decision-making problems, and can
be applied to generative model and
discriminative model.

VCL also suffers from brittleness caused by
representation drift

IV. OUR NOVEL RESEARCH PROPOSAL
According to [51], the human brain act as information filters. From

the inward region of the brain (hippocampus), when new
information is taken in, old irrelevant information is filtered
out and the updated information are stored for long term
retrieval and decision making. The unused pieces are
however deleted to create space. It is called forgetting in
neuroscience. Forgetting occurs when the synaptic
connection between neurons weakens and are eliminated
over time [51]. To effectively adapt, humans need to
strategically forget, so also the need to forget in ANN for a
successful continual learning.
The previously discussed works have approached the
problem of catastrophic forgetting, specifically the continual
learning with valuable strategies and algorithms. Most of
works, tackled ways to achieve continual learning, but left
out the aspect of forgetting. Forgetting some older
knowledge is essential to accommodate information from
new data. The novel idea here is to build a network to
deploy learning and the same network will be re-purposed to
learn a new task, forgetting some specific information that is
irrelevant. Self-Organizing Map (SOM) will be used for this
purpose of forgetting. The algorithm will be in such a way
that the network learns and update in the opposite direction
which will lead to forgetting in the SOM. In addition, we
will measure 3 different performance metrics, which are:

The model is plausibly a little incremental over
GEM

It suffers from a fixed memory buffer in which
case the summaries of all the previous seen tasks
need to be compressed one needs into a single
summary.

This approach did not actually compare their
result to other to VCL, every other.

The Average Accuracy, The Backward Transfer, The
Cumulative Backward Transfer Scores of Forgetting.
Forgetting can be beneficial in some cases: 1) it prevents
overfitting to specific features and can improve
generalization, 2) forgetting outdated data can enhance
flexibility of decision made from learning with new data.
[51]The main goal of this novel research is to control the
forgetting process during learning to protect some vital
information and in the process minimizing accuracy loss.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Continual Learning is the fundamental step towards AI,
because it permits an intelligent agent to continuously adapt
to a dynamic environment, a distinctive characteristic of
natural intelligence. The goal for continual learning is to
acquire knowledge across tasks particularly through model
sharing and having a single model that can perform well on
all the tasks, however, there is one challenge to achieving
this, which is catastrophic forgetting of previous task
learned, in the process of learning new task. In this paper,
we presented continual learning in advanced biological
animals and Artificial intelligent agents. We discussed
plasticity-plasticity dilemma and taking it a little further, we
talked about Hebbian plasticity and compensatory
homeostatic plasticity process of learning and memory
formation that occurs in the brain. Despite significant
advancement, most of the currently proposed algorithms for
continual learning are still far from providing a robust,

BUKOLA SALAMI ET AL.: STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNIQUES IN ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE FOR CONTINUAL LEARNING

flexible, and scalable approach displayed in biological
animals. However, we presented a state-of-the-art overview
of several algorithms, from the most popular and recent
literature on continual learning, where some significant
progress has been made to tackle catastrophic forgetting in
ANN. On top, we used a table to summarize these
algorithms which included: the type of strategy/approach,
the dataset used for the performance evaluation and some
key notes about these algorithms. In addition, we introduced
our novel research proposal on intentional forgetting, which
is such that an intelligent system will chose to forget some
irrelevant or old information when learning a new task.
Evaluating with different dataset, we will measure different
performance metrics with the new proposed algorithm.
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most prominent feature is that readers of the advertisement
feel empathy with products and services through a scenario
telling efforts of enterprisers who invented them. According
to the study by Laer [4], commercial advertisements should
use a narrative format to reduce customers’ resistance to
buying products and services. However, it is almost impossible
for enterprisers who have no experience to write scenarios
attracting the attention of consumers. On the other hand, a
huge cost is necessary to commission professional scenario
writers to make an advertisement. Fortunately, there is a book
summarizing how to write scenarios. The study refers to a
set of know-how explained there as screenwriting techniques.
This study proposes a method to support writing narrative
scenarios from the enterprisers’ actual experiences based on
the screenwriting technique. The purpose of screenwriting is to
write a scenario through which the main character can get the
reader’s empathy. Advertisements based on a scenario attaining empathy from readers are posted on SNS so that it would
show the enterprisers’ efforts in their commercialization. It is
expected to get the customers’ empathy. If enterprisers follow
screenwriting techniques to use appropriate expressions, they
can write a scenario in which the reader can empathize with the
business. Empathy leads to turning the reader into a customer.
The study focuses that scenarios should use words characteristic to each scene. A lack of words suitable for each scene
would prevent readers from getting empathy. The development
of scenes varies with a storyline. The proposed method creates
a logistic regression model that classiﬁes the scenes of a
scenario for a speciﬁc storyline. The enterprisers select a
storyline that ﬁts their actual experiences to write the scenario
for each scene. If there is a lack of the scene words in
each scene scenario, the logistic regression model could not
classify the scenes correctly. The proposed method detects the
lack of expressions for the scenes which are not correctly
classiﬁed. Through the detection of the lack of expressions,
the method can support the enterprisers to modify scenarios
that get empathy from readers.
In the experiment, a logistic regression model is created
to classify scenes for a speciﬁc storyline. From the results
of the experiment, the paper discusses how to point out the
lack of the scene words. By evaluating the appropriateness of

Abstract—The study proposes a method for enterprises to
enhance their scenarios for storytelling marketing. Scenarios
to attain the sympathy of consumers are hard to write for
enterprisers unfamiliar with scenario writing. In this research,
we focus on the story development and scene development of the
screenwriting technique. This method uses logistic regression to
detect expressions lacking in each scene of the scenario. Repeated
modiﬁcation of the scenario according to the indication of the
lacked expression leads to scenarios to an advertising document
that resonates with the reader. In this study, we veriﬁed the
effectiveness of the method for speciﬁc story development. As a
result, it turns out the proposed method can support the creation
of scenarios whose scene development is close to the model
ones. The method enables enterprisers to reﬁne the scenario into
advertising documents that resonate with readers.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE SPREAD of smartphones greatly increases our opportunities to view advertisements on the Internet. Smartphones promote privacy and immerse browsing on advertisements anytime and anywhere without worrying about what
others are thinking.
Information on products and services enterprisers want to
sell on the Web such as SNS that is called Social Network
Services and reputation sites play an important role in their
marketing [1]. Positive impressions from actual users of the
products and services reduce skepticism of new customers
against them, which makes it easier for the customers to get
interested in them. It implies the advertisements should include
the user’s experiences of using the products and services.
When enterprisers make advertisements, they should include
experiences and impressions of customers actually using the
products and services. Incorporation of the customer’s view
into the advertisement enables the reader of the advertisement
to have a simulated experience of using the products and
services.
On the other hand, in order for the readers to have simulated
experiences with the advertisement, the advertisement scenario
needs to attract the reader’s interest. Advertisements on SNS
and other Web media have been shown to have positive effects
on consumers’ motivation to buy. Especially, the storytelling
marketing method has been away attracting attention to get
consumers’ empathy using narrative advertising [2] [3]. Its
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words characteristic to each scene in the particular storyline,
the method has turned out to have the potential to be extended
to other storylines. As the enterprisers improve their scenarios,
they can improve their scenarios to get the reader’s empathy.
The scenario improvement by the enterprisers themselves
will signiﬁcantly reduce advertising costs.
If enterprisers follow the screenwriting techniques, they
can write scenarios that can get the readers’ empathy even
without professional knowledge about scenario writing. This
method enables even enterprisers of small businesses to create
advertising documents which get the reader’s empathy. These
advertisements will contribute to business expansion.
II. C REATING

A

D OCUMENT TO G ET THE R EADER ’ S
E MPATHY

A. Importance of Empathy in Marketing
Painful experiences have the property of being easily transmitted to others. Understanding and sharing others’ experiences full of effort, we get easier to empathize with them.
There is a marketing method called storytelling marketing,
which uses narrative advertising to get the sympathy of consumers. Empathy in storytelling marketing is that the consumer
gets emotionally involved with characters in the advertisement.
The hard business experience of enterprisers is an experience
full of efforts. The enterprisers can make advertisements that
are easy to get the sympathy of readers by sending the stories
of their experiences full of efforts as stories. Using narrative
advertising makes it easier for the consumers to feel sympathy
for the characters in the advertisement.
In marketing, it is important to get the empathy of customers. We would easily empathize with hard experiences
where someone has commercialized products and services.
For this reason, storytelling marketing often uses scenarios
that tell the story of the enterprisers’ own hard experiences as
advertising documents. Empathy toward narrative advertising
increases consumers’ interest in the product and motivates
them to purchase it.
B. Enterprisers with Poor Documentation Knowledge
There are many ways to create narrative advertising documents. Many of these documents are created from scratch.
Enterprisers who write narrative advertising documents need
to carefully consider the structure of the stories. However,
most of the enterprisers who write narrative advertisements
have little or no experience in writing stories. For enterprisers
unfamiliar with writing scenarios, it is difﬁcult to come up
with a narrative structure speciﬁc to a storyline.
There are methods that can automatically generate new
stories by learning several stories. The method takes the
context into account to generate a story. However, the context
of each sentence is incoherent because the words and storyline
are taken from various kinds of stories. Incoherent sentences
make it difﬁcult for readers to understand the content. Such
sentences fail to get empathy from the readers because the
readers cannot understand the content of the user’s document.
Throughout the documentation, enterprisers themselves are

required to write the contents so that almost all readers can
understand it.
By writing the advertising documents for themselves, enterprisers can avoid losing the excitement and authenticity in their
actual experience. The emotional changes of the characters
are important. The enterprisers are characters in a narrative
advertising document. In order to directly convey the enterprisers’ hard experiences to readers, the enterprisers themselves
should write the narrative advertisement documents. On the
other hand, it is difﬁcult for enterprisers themselves to evaluate
the completeness of their documents. In many studies, the
evaluation of the produced document depends on the reader’s
feelings. Since each reader’s feelings are different, it is not
appropriate to use feelings to evaluate a story. Enterprisers
should be able to objectively evaluate whether the advertising
document gets the readers’ empathy. To write a scenario for
storytelling marketing that appeals to many readers, we need
a method satisfying the following two requirements. First,
the method should help enterprisers to create documents with
emotional changes so that the readers can understand their hard
experiences. Second, the method should enable enterprises
themselves to objectively evaluate the completeness of written
documents.
C. Screenwriting Techniques
Let enterprisers write narrative scenarios for storytelling
marketing to get readers’ empathy from their own actual
experiences.
Snyder has systematically organized the many famous Hollywood movies to summarize their scenario creation methods into the book, Save-the-cat [5]. This paper refers to
the summary as screenwriting. The purpose of screenwriting
techniques is to present secrets to writing a story attaining
the reader’s empathy for the main character. Screenwriting
techniques help the enterprisers to write scenarios from their
actual experiences to get the readers’ empathy.
Snyder examined the narrative structure of many famous
Hollywood movies to found the movies have commonalities.
The commonalities are a combination of the small number
of patterns relating to the overall ﬂow of the storyline and
a single pattern relating to the development of the scene in
which the characters’ experiences happen. The screenwriting
techniques by Snyder present the combination of these two
patterns. This paper refers to scenarios by experts according
to the combination of these two patterns as pro-scenarios.
The pro-scenarios would be compliant with one of 10
storylines. The 10 storylines are shown in TABLE I. The left
column speciﬁes the name of the storyline. The content of
each story is written in the right column.
The structure of many famous Hollywood movies has turned
out that the characters’ experiences are expressed by 15 scenes.
TABLE II shows the development of the 15 scenes. The ﬁrst
column shows the names of the 15 scenes, while each of
them is explained in the second. All scenarios exempliﬁed
in the screenwriting techniques use this scene development to
represent scenes and their development.
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TABLE I
S TORYLINE ;
C OURTESY OF B LAKE S NYDER , S AVE THE C AT !: T HE L AST B OOK ON
S CREENWRITING Y OU ’ LL E VER N EED ,
M ICHAEL W IESE P RODUCTIONS , 2005
Storylines

Story

Monster in the House

The main character’ escape from a monster that appers in a closed environment.
The main character who goes on a journey and obtains something important
other than what he was initially seeking.
The main character who obtains a mysterious or great power,
goes through various experiences,
and ﬁnally accomplishes something without relying on that power.

Golden Fleece
Out of the Bottle
Dude with a Problem
Rites of Passage
Buddy Love
Whydunit
The Fool Triumphant
Institutionalised
Superhero

The ordinary main character who gets caught up in an extraordinary event.
The main character stands at a crossroads in his life,
and after suffering, he accepts his true self.
The main characters are lacking in something,
but they make up for their shortcomings and grow together.
When the essence of the story begins to emerge,
the view thathad been visible changes completely.
The main character who is thought to be dumb and incompetent,
but unexpectedly triumphs.
The struggles of the main character who lives in a special family and organization.
The main character has a special power and fate, but he suffers because he is special.

TABLE II
A N EXAMPLE OF SCENE DEVELOPMENT;
C OURTESY OF B LAKE S NYDER , S AVE THE C AT !: T HE L AST B OOK ON
S CREENWRITING Y OU ’ LL E VER N EED ,
M ICHAEL W IESE P RODUCTIONS , 2005
Scine
1. Opening Image
2. Theme State

3. Set-up

4. Catalyst
5. Debate
6. Break into two
7. B Story

8. Fun and Games
9. Midpoint

10. Bad guys close in

11. All is lost
12. Dark night of the soul
13. Break into three

14. Finale
15. ﬁnal Image

Context
Sets the tone, mood and style. Often introduces the main character and
their “before” state.
Someone will pose a question or make a statement (usually to the
main character) that is the theme of the movie, the thematic premise.
An argument stated, and the rest of the ﬁlm is the argument laid out,
proving or disproving the statement.
Introduce all the main characters.
Introduce every character behaviour that will need to be addressed later on,
that will need to change if the hero is to win.
Introduce the things the hero needs, or need ﬁxing,
or are missing from their life (SHOW them).
The world before the adventure starts. The thesis.
Something that arrives, a message, an event, that changes things.
Bad news, but by the time the adventure is over, it’s what leads the hero to happiness.
The ﬁrst moment when something happens.
Hero thinks this is crazy. Should they go? Is it possible?
How can they do it? It should ask a question of some kind.
We leave the old world behind, into the antithesis.
No later than page 25 (of a 110 page script).
The hero must make the decision themselves to step into Act Two.
A breather. A break from the A story.
Carries the theme of the movie. Often “the love story”.
Often a bunch of entirely new characters, maybe opposites to those from Act One.
Provides “the promise of the premise”.
Not as concerned with forward progress. Lighter than the rest of the movie.
Where many of the trailer’s moments are found.
Set pieces. A break from the stakes of the story.
For the hero it seems like all is won or all is lost.
Fun and games are over, back to the story.
Hardest to write. If all seemed won at the midpoint,
now things start to go wrong.
Dissent, doubt etc. disintegrate the hero’s team
and the defeated bad guys/thing regroup and return.
There is nowhere for the hero to go.
The opposite of the midpoint in terms of an “up” or a “down”.
A false defeat. It might seem like a total defeat.
It can help to have something about death here.
e.g. someone/something dies or thinks about death.
Hero is hopeless, at their lowest point, no one to help them, no ideas.
The solution is found. Thanks to characters in the B story,
the conversations about the theme in the B story,
the hero trying to ﬁnd ways to beat the bad guys in the A story.
The two stories meet and intertwine.
Act three. Lessons learned are applied, character tics are mastered,
A and B stories end in triumph for the hero,
the bad guys are dispatched (in ascending order),
the old world is turned over, a new world is created.
The opposite of the opening image. Proof that change has occurred.

All storylines adopt the development of the 15 scenes.
However, the contents to be stated in the scenes varies with
each storyline. Therefore, the scene developments applicable
to all storylines are too abstract for enterprisers to use as a reference for writing scenarios. When enterprisers write narrative
scenarios for storytelling marketing, the scene development
embodied for each storyline is preferable, because it gives
enterprisers more speciﬁc information on each scene.

III. I MPROVEMENT

OF

E NTERPRISER S CENARIO

A. Improvement toward Pro-scenario
When a beginner tries to write a script, it is popular for the
beginner to imitate the script of an expert in the way the expert
writes the script. The beginner will progressively improve his
script, increasing its similarity to the script of the expert. In a
situation where the expert is unable to accompany the beginner
for instruction, the following two methods are necessary. The
ﬁrst objectively evaluates the similarity between the beginner’s
script and the expert’s script. The second makes it clear what
parts of the beginner’s script are not similar to the expert’s
script.
The proposed method evaluates the similarity between a
scenario by an enterpriser and a pro-scenario using text
analysis techniques. Snyder presents 10 kinds of storylines.
The pro-scenario has detailed scene development for each
storyline. The enterpriser selects one storyline that applies
to their actual experience. After a choice of a storyline, the
enterpriser is informed of the content of each storyline and its
application example to the actual life. Since the 10 storylines
are only rough explanations of scene development in famous
fascinating stories, it is hard to ﬁnd out which storyline is
suitable to represent the actual experiences of the enterpriser.
Therefore, the proposed method provides the enterpriser with
examples of the actual events in the actual life in each
storyline. An example of a "monster in the house" is the business management crisis caused by the COVID19 pandemic.
The enterpriser can easily choose a storyline, comparing his
actual experience with the examples. After the choice of the
storyline, the enterpriser starts to write the scenario of the
actual experience according to the scene development in the
selected storyline.
The scenario for advertising is assumed to be for SNS and
blogs. The total number of words in the scenario is much
smaller than in the ones for movies. The division into 15
scenes in screenwriting is excessive for a scenario with few
words. To accommodate advertisements in SNS and blogs,
the number of scenes is reduced from 15 to 4, based on scene
switching. The method takes it after the model of the four-part
organization of Chinese poetry. The enterprisers write their
actual experiences in the form of a scenario that follows the
scene development corresponding to the chosen storyline.
There are ﬁve examples of movies for each of the 10
storylines, which are used as references to explain the screenwriting technique. The scene development of these movies is
explained by presenting a scenario in each of the 15 scenes. In
each of the movies, the scenario is presented for each scene
of the movie. The scenario of the enterprisers according to
the screenwriting technique should use expressions similar to
these pro-scenarios. It makes the scenarios of the enterprisers
more empathetic to readers.
Based on the similarity between the scenario written by the
enterprisers and the pro-scenario, it is possible to improve the
scenario of the enterprisers by giving speciﬁc examples of
the pro-scenario to the enterprisers to improve their scenario.
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According to this idea, the scenario of the enterprisers is
improved by the following process.
1) The method ﬁnds which storyline the enterprisers’ scenario is similar to.
2) The method shows the enterprisers some examples of
the scenarios based on the similarity of storylines.
3) The method let the enterprisers improve their scenarios,
comparing the given examples with their own scenarios
and conﬁrming the lack of expressions in the scenarios.
The proposed method identiﬁes the deﬁcient expressions in
the enterprisers’ scenario from the features of each scene. It
also presents speciﬁc correction suggestions.
B. Improving the Scenario by Focusing on Words
In this study, the proposed method improves scenarios
by detecting missing expressions from actual life scenarios
described by employers according to screenwriting techniques.
Fig. 1 shows the outline of this method.

by the number of synonyms of the scene words in the proscenario.
When each scene in the target scenario is more correctly
classiﬁed by the logistic regression model, the similarity with
the pro-scenario is high. If there is a high degree of similarity
between the scenarios, the target scenario can be concluded to
be an appropriate representation of each scene. If the similarity
between the scenarios is low, the lack of expressions in each
scene is pointed out to the enterprisers. The lack of expressions
is identiﬁed from the scene words in each scene. Based on the
suggestions, the enterprisers modify the target scenario. The
modiﬁed target scenario is analyzed again by morphological
analysis, and the scene words are extracted for each scene. The
modiﬁed scenarios are classiﬁed using a logistic regression
model to detect similarities with the pro-scenario. In the
repeated suggestion of the missing expressions which triggers
modiﬁcation of scenarios, the enterprisers improve the target
scenario. By extracting the scene words in the pro-scenario,
the enterprisers can ﬁnd out what words should be placed in
each scene.
C. Documentation of Actual Experiences

Fig. 1. Method

A screenwriting scenario has 15 scenes. Each scene has its
content to be described. The enterprisers create the scenario
according to the content. In addition, there are keywords for
each scene, and these keywords represent the characteristics
of the scene. This paper refers to this keyword as the scene
word. By using appropriate scene words, the enterprisers can
create a scenario that will gain the reader’s empathy.
There are multiple words used depending on the context.
Enterprisers do not necessarily need to use the scene words.
The proposed method regards the words with meaning similar
to that of the scene words as an appropriate expression. The
word is deﬁned as a synonym of the scene word. This method
evaluates the scenario written by the enterprisers by the degree
of similarity to the pro-scenario.
In this study, the scenario written by the business owner
is deﬁned as the target scenario. Morphological analysis is
used to extract nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs for
each scene in the target scenario. From the morphologically
analyzed target scenario, the number of synonyms of scene
words can be found for each scene. In the same way, from
the morphologically analyzed pro-scenario, the number of
synonyms of scene words can be counted for each scene. The
number of synonyms of scene words is used to detect the
similarity of each scenario.
A logistic regression model is used to detect similarity. The
model is trained to classify the scenes in the target scenario

In marketing, it is important to create scenarios for advertisements to gain the empathy of readers. The book, Save-thecat, presents screenwriting techniques to create scenarios to
make readers feel empathy. This study values the 10 storylines
and 15 scenes of the screenwriting techniques.
First, enterprisers are requested to select a storyline that
matches their experience from the 10 storylines. Since the
content the enterprisers write in each scene varies with each
storyline, the enterprisers need to select a storyline at the
beginning. It is difﬁcult for enterprisers to have to decide for
themselves which storyline best ﬁts their experience. To help
them, some explanations of the storyline development should
be provided to the enterprisers in the study.
Second, the enterprisers create a scenario to ﬁt the content of
the 15 scene developments in the selected story. In this study,
the ﬁfteen scenes are classiﬁed into four following a storytelling style. When creating a scenario, the method provides
enterprisers with explanations of the scene development. The
explanations of each scene promote the enterprisers to create
the scenario smoothly.
The scene words to be used for each scene are presented
in the explanation of the scene development. For example, the
ﬁrst scene, which sets up the story, should state many places,
times, and proper nouns relevant to the actual experiences.
The scenario that follows the scene development should have
a representation similar to the pro-scenario. The choice of
storylines suitable for their actual experiences along with the
description of scenarios compliant with the scene development
would enable enterprisers to create scenarios that make readers
empathize. Understandably, it is difﬁcult for enterprises to
create a scenario similar to professional scenarios with only a
single trial. Therefore, the proposed method repeats the process where the enterprisers notiﬁed of the lack of expressions
in each scene of the target scenario modiﬁes the scenario by
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themselves. Through the processes, the enterprisers gradually
improve their target scenarios.
D. Finding Lack of Expressions in Each Scene
Enterprisers aiming at creating scenarios similar to the
professional scenario need indications telling what parts to
be modiﬁed. The proposed method points out the lack of
expressions, depending on the number of synonyms of the
scene words in the target scenario.
Logistic regression is used to ﬁnd the lack of expressions
from the similarity between the target scenarios and the proscenarios. The logistic regression model is trained so that it
may predict which of the 4 scenes the current one belongs
to, using the number of appearances of synonyms of the
scene words. Let the logistic regression model classify the
scenes in the target scenario. The model is expected to classify
the scenes of the target scenario into ones intended by the
enterprisers. The classiﬁcation which is out of expectation
implies the scene written by the enterprisers lacks proper
expression.
The words to be learned by the model are taken from the
pro-scenarios. For example, suppose the scene word for the
ﬁrst scene is "strange". The method counts up synonyms for
"strange" in the ﬁrst scene of the pro-scenario. It also counts
up synonyms for "strange" in the remaining scenes. Since
"strange" is involved in the scene words in the ﬁrst scene,
its synonyms should appear most in the ﬁrst scene. In the
same way, the number of synonyms for each scene word
in the other scenes will be used to identify the scene. The
model can classify scenes through the training of a logistic
regression model with the number of occurrences of synonyms
of scene words in each scene as explanatory variables. It also
contributes to ﬁnding the lack of expressions.
The logistic regression model gives the classiﬁcation results
as probabilities. If the scene expression written in the enterprisers’ scenario is not appropriate, the probability is high for
an undesired scene.
The probabilities show the expressions that should be
deleted and those that are lacked in the enterprisers’ scenario.
If the scenes in enterprisers’ scenarios are not classiﬁed into
appropriate ones, it is likely to contain the scene words
from other scenes. Those words should be removed. At the
same time, to make each scene of the enterprisers’ scenarios
classiﬁed appropriately, the enterprisers should add synonyms
of the appropriate scene words to the scenarios. Since the
number of synonyms is used as an explanatory variable, the
model can calculate the occurrence ratio of the synonyms
in each scene. Based on the ratio, the proposed method can
suggest to the enterprisers what kinds of expressions lack in
the scenes in their scenario. By speciﬁcally pointing out the
lack of expressions in the scenes of the enterprisers’ scenario,
the method can support the enterprisers to modify the scenario
by themselves.
IV. E XPERIMENT
A logistic regression model is created from the pro-scenario.
Since the study aims at the improvement of target scenarios

written in Japanese, it is assumed that both target scenarios and
pro-scenarios are written in Japanese. From the scene words
of the pro-scenario, a model is created to classify the four
scenes of each storyline.
A. Purpose of the Experiment
In this study, the scene words are used to divide the
story into four scenes. Since the scene words depend on the
storylines, it will take a large amount of time and effort to
check the effectiveness of this method for all storylines. To
conﬁrm the effectiveness of this method, it is necessary to
create a model to classify the scenes for a speciﬁc storyline
of screenwriting.
In this experiment, the storyline of "Monster in the House"
is used to create the model. The "Monster in the House"
scenario has ﬁve scenarios written by professional writers.
The ﬁve scenarios are the stories of ﬁve movies: "Alien", "A
Dangerous Affair", "Scream", "Saw", and "The Ring".
First, the text expressing the story is divided into some
words by morphological analysis. For morphological analysis,
mecab’s -Ochasen is used. By reading the ﬁve scenarios for
each of the four scenes divided according to the screenwriting
technique, it is possible to ﬁnd out the scene words for each
of the four scenes. A logistic regression model is created by
counting the number of synonyms of scene words in each of
the ﬁve scenarios, using the number of scene words as the
explanatory variable and the scene as the objective variable.
The logistic regression model created classiﬁes the four scenes
of "Monster in the House". Analyzing the appropriateness of
the scene words, it is necessary to check the coefﬁcients of the
scene words for each scene in the logistic regression model.
B. Word Extraction for a Speciﬁc Storyline
A logistic regression model is used to classify the scenes
in the target scenario. The synonyms of the scene words are
used as explanatory variables in the logistic regression model.
By reading the ﬁve pro-scenarios for each storyline, it is
possible to identify the common expressions in each scene as
scene words. Based on the similarity between the scene words
and the words in the scenario, the number of times synonyms
of the scene words appear is counted. That number of times
synonyms is used as the feature value of each scene.
The fasttext was used to generate the word vectors. On the
other hand, the scene words do not have to be words that
appear in the scenario. This is because using fasttext does not
necessarily mean that the scene words in the pro-scenarios
accurately capture the meaning of the scene. To detect scene
words in a scenario, computing the Euclidean distance between
the multiple scene words and all words in the scenario is
necessary. When the synonym of the scene words appears
among words with close Euclidean distance, these scene words
are appropriate.
The number of scene words and synonyms for each scene is
shown in TABLE III to TABLE VI. The words in the top two
columns of the table are scene words, and the column on the
far left is the examples of the movies. The scene words used in
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each scene are as follows. The scene words in the ﬁrst scene
are the number of nouns related to "place" and "time." The
scene words in the second scene are a number of synonyms
for "strange," "anxious," and "misbehave." The scene words in
the third scene are the number of synonyms for " progressively
" and "notice." The scene words in the fourth scene are the
number of synonyms for "ﬁnally" and "courageously."

N UMBER OF
movie
Alien
Danger
Ring
Scream
Saw

place
7
5
4
2
5

TABLE III
SCENE WORDS AND THEIR SYNONYMS IN THE FIRST SCENE
time
1
0
2
0
1

strange
0
0
0
1
2

anxious
0
0
0
0
0

misbehave
0
0
1
0
0

progressively
0
0
0
0
1

notice
2
1
1
0
2

ﬁnally
0
0
0
0
0

courageously
1
1
0
0
0

TABLE IV
N UMBER OF SCENE WORDS AND THEIR SYNONYMS IN THE SECOND SCENE
movie
Alien
Danger
Ring
Scream
Saw

place
3
5
1
5
3

time
0
1
1
1
1

strange
6
0
5
1
1

anxious
1
4
0
4
0

misbehave
2
2
1
2
0

progressively
2
1
3
1
1

notice
0
0
6
4
9

ﬁnally
0
0
0
4
0

courageously
0
0
0
2
1

TABLE V
N UMBER OF SCENE WORDS AND THEIR SYNONYMS IN THE THIRD SCENE
movie
Alien
Dangerous
Ring
Scream
Saw

place
0
4
3
3
2

time
0
1
2
0
0

strange
0
0
4
0
1

anxious
3
2
0
2
0

misbehave
0
0
2
0
0

progressively
3
3
4
2
0

notice
4
3
4
0
8

ﬁnally
1
1
0
0
1

courageously
0
0
1
0
0

TABLE VI
N UMBER OF SCENE WORDS AND THEIR SYNONYMS IN THE FOURTH SCENE
movie
Alien
Danger
Ring
Scream
Saw

place
1
4
3
2
5

time
0
0
0
0
0

strange
0
0
0
0
1

anxious
0
0
0
0
1

misbehave
1
0
2
0
0

progressively
0
0
0
0
0

notice
1
3
4
2
1

ﬁnally
2
0
0
0
1

courageously
4
1
1
4
4

In scenes 2 through 4, the number of synonyms of the scene
words are taken as the explanatory variable. On the other hand,
in the ﬁrst scene, the number of words representing "place" and
"time" is the feature value. The ﬁrst scene is where the words
related to the setting of the story scene or time should appear.
Since each story has a different way of expressing "place" and
"time", it is difﬁcult to ﬁnd the synonyms of scene words in
the ﬁrst scene. In the ﬁrst scene, there should be many nouns
that indicate "place" and "time". For this reason, only in the
ﬁrst scene, the noun types were referred to from the category
information of Janome, and the number of these nouns was
used as an explanatory variable. Morphological analysis of
nouns in Janome can get the information of the category of the
noun. The categorical information is given in the form of noun
types, such as common and proper nouns, as well as personal
names and places. The number of nouns that are "place, the
organization" and "time" among the category information was
used as the explanatory variable in the ﬁrst scene.

The ﬁrst scene is the scene that sets up the story, but the
nouns related to people’s names are not considered as features. The nouns about people also appear in other situations.
Therefore, it is difﬁcult to use them as features only for the
ﬁrst scene.
A logistic regression model is trained using the number of
synonyms of the scene words as a feature. The appropriateness
of the scene words for each scene is evaluated by the scale of
the coefﬁcients of the logistic regression. For the ﬁrst scene,
if the coefﬁcients of "place" and "time" are large, the scene
word is appropriate. The same method is used for scenes 2
through 4 to evaluate the appropriateness of the scene words.
C. Creating the Scene Classiﬁcation Model
To ﬁnd the synonyms of the scene words, the similarity
between the scene words and all words in the pro-scenario
is calculated. There are two main types of similarity calculations: Euclidean distance and cosine similarity. For the
reasons given below, this study adopts the Euclidean distance.
The cosine similarity between words with similar meanings
should be close to 1.0. For example, the cosine similarity
between "home" and "father" should be close to 1.0. However,
the actual cosine similarity was 0.431. In fasttext, it was
determined that "household" and "father" are not words that
are close in meaning. On the other hand, the cosine similarity
may be expected. As shown above, when using fasttext to
vectorize words, it is difﬁcult to uniquely deﬁne the threshold
with cosine similarity.
In some cases, the word meanings that the fasttext for
generating word vectors is trained with different word meanings expected. As a result, it is necessary to manually set an
appropriate Euclidean distance threshold. When the threshold
was 3.7, the most appropriate synonyms for the scene words
were found. The number of words with Euclidean distance
less than 3.7 was used as the features.
When the coefﬁcient of the scene word set for each scene
is large, the scene word is appropriate because the selected
scene word is needed to classify each scene. When the scene
word is appropriate, the threshold set to count synonyms of
the scene word is also appropriate.
D. Word Vector
The delay in the response of a method to the user’s input
should be as small as possible. To reduce the delay in the
response from the method, the processing in the method should
be faster. In this method, fasttext is used to vectorize the words
in the scenario. fasttext is fast computing large dimensional
vectors such as natural language.
Although fasttext used in this study is trained on many
Japanese words, it does not cover all of them. The words that
have not been learned by fasttext are called undeﬁned words.
There are many undeﬁned words in the scenario. In many
situations in natural language processing, undeﬁned words are
ignored. Nevertheless, in our method, the undeﬁned words
may be in the scenario. Therefore, it is not possible to ignore
the undeﬁned words.
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In this study, fasttet model is used by applying the python
package "Magnitude" to fasttext, so that all words in a scenario
may be vectorized. Magnitude gives a vector of unknown
words in the fasttext that are similar to the undeﬁned word in
terms of letter order and the synonyms of the word. Magnitude
considers the words with similar letter sequences to be close
in meaning. By referring to vectors of the synonyms of the
words with similar letter sequences to the undeﬁned words,
the meaning of the undeﬁned words is more grounded.
E. Scene Word Selection for Each Scene
In the study, scene words are selected subjectively. Their
effectiveness is conﬁrmed with a logistic regression model.
In the ﬁve scenarios of "The Monster in the House," the
common expressions and words appear in each scene. The
story of "The Monster in the House" is about the main
characters’ survival from a monster that appears in a closed
space. Monsters are not only monsters but can be people or
disasters. Monsters can be seen as things that worsen the main
character’s situation. A closed space is not only a building,
but also a region, a country, or even space if it is difﬁcult for
the main character and people around him to escape from the
monster. Organizations, such as families, are also spaces.
The ﬁrst scene of "The Monster in the House" introduced
the characters and gave information about the place and time.
The scene words in the ﬁrst scene are the words related
to "place, the organization" and "time. In the second scene,
the protagonists face a monster. Not accidentally, the main
characters have made a blunder that causes them to face
the monster. However, the main character hasn’t noticed his
blunder yet. Therefore, in the second scene, the main character
just feels unsafe. The characters feel strange about the situation
and a little unsafe about their behavior. As a result, the three
scene words for the second scene are "strange," "anxious," and
" misbehave." In the third scene, the main character notices his
"failure" and the situation around him progressively worsens.
The main character is forced into an irreversible situation.
In the third scene, there are two scene words, "gradually"
and "notice". In the fourth scene, the main character forced
recovers and overcomes the situation ﬁnally. There was a lot
of content about the main character using his powers to escape
from the monsters courageously. The two scene words in the
fourth scene are "ﬁnally" and "courageously".
The scene words in each of the four scenes were selected
subjectively. The appropriateness of these scene words is tested
by the coefﬁcients of a logistic regression model. When the
coefﬁcient of the scene word selected in each scene is large,
the scene word is appropriate.
F. Experimental Results
From the scene words, a logistic regression model is created
to classify the scenes in the target scenario. Table VII shows
the results for the coefﬁcients of the logistic regression model.
In the second scene, the coefﬁcients of "strange" and "
anxious" were 0.703 and 1.023, respectively, which were larger
than those of the other scene words. The words "strange"
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TABLE VII
R EGRESSION COEFFICIENT OF SCENE WORDS
scene1
scene2
scene3
scene4

place
0.432
0.078
-0.41
-0.101

time
0.336
0.075
-0.021
-0.39

strange
-0.012
0.703
-0.301
-0.39

anxious
-0.78
1.024
0.044
-0.288

misbehave
-0.335
0.209
-0.133
0.258

progressively
-0.427
-0.109
0.912
-0.376

notice
-0.605
0.458
0.145
0.001

ﬁnally
-0.1
-0.18
0.357
-0.078

courageously
-0.413
-0.056
-0.359
0.828

and "anxious" are appropriate as scene words in the second
scene. This result indicates that the second scene in which a
disturbing atmosphere is generated can be represented.
On the other hand, the expression "misbehave" is a numerical value close to the coefﬁcients in other situations. The
third scene is the best scene word because the coefﬁcient of
"progressively " is 0.912 which is a large value. In other words,
the expression " progressively increasing fear" is unique to the
third scene.
The fourth scene is appropriate as a scene word because the
coefﬁcient of "courageously" is 0.827 which is a large value.
However, since the coefﬁcient of "ﬁnally" is smaller than that
of the scene words in other scenes, the expression is not unique
to the fourth scene.
The coefﬁcients of the subjectively selected scene words are
larger for the second through fourth scenes. In the ﬁrst scene,
the coefﬁcients of "place" and "time" are smaller than those of
the other scene words. The words related to "place" and "time"
do not show the characteristics of the ﬁrst scene. On the other
hand, the coefﬁcients of "anxiety" and " notice" are larger.
Table VII shows that the number of synonyms for "anxious"
and "notice" in the ﬁrst scene is lower than in the other scenes.
In other words, when classifying the ﬁrst scene, there must
be few synonyms of "anxious" and "notice". The ﬁrst scene
should be written with many words about the setting of the
story. In addition, the words related to emotions and actions
should be written less frequently.
It is possible to create a model for classifying scenes based
on the words and expressions speciﬁc to each scene in the
movie scenarios.
V. W ORDS

TO

D ESCRIBE S CENE D EVELOPMENT

A. The Importance of Words to Describe a Situation
The coefﬁcients of the logistic regression model indicate
that it is possible to classify scenes by scene words. In
screenwriting, the story is developed into 15 scenes. In this
study, the 15 scenes are divided into four categories.
The main character’s emotions are considered to be a major
factor in the development of the scene. Scenes in screenwriting
are developed through the emotional ups and downs of the
main character. The main character’s emotions change in
the following order: positive, negative, positive. The words
that express emotion, such as "happy" and "sad," are called
emotion words. Based on the assumption that the emotional
ups and downs of the protagonist were responsible for the
scene development, the choice of emotional words should have
been important for the scene words. The scenes of the target
scenario are classiﬁed according to the number of synonyms
of the scene words appearing in the pro-scenario.
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The scenes of the target scenario are classiﬁed according
to the number of synonyms of the scene words appearing
in the pro-scenario. Words that are not common to all proscenarios cannot be said to capture the characteristics of the
scene. Therefore, the synonyms of scene words must occur
in all pro-scenarios. Emotional words are not appropriate as
common scene words because they do not appear often in
pro-scenarios.
In movies and novels, emotions are often expressed through
the facial expressions and actions of characters. In addition,
the emotions of the characters may be expressed by the surrounding circumstances. For this reason, emotional words are
rarely written in professional scenarios. For example, assume a
situation where the main character is in a crisis. In novels and
movies, the main character’s sense of danger is conveyed to
the reader through the main character’s pained expression and
the description of a situation from which there is no escape.
Even if the main character is verbalizing his emotions, facial
expressions and the situation around him should be described.
The description of the main character acting hard gives the
readers a detailed picture of the main character’s situation.
The adverbs that modify the main character’s actions are also
important in conveying the main character’s emotions.
The enterprisers create a target scenario with a panoramic
view of the actual experience. The expressions of the main
character, the enterprisers themselves, and the situation around
them must be described from a panoramic view. In the target
scenario, it is important to describe the main character’s facial
expressions, surroundings, and adverbs. Scene words should
be chosen to describe the surrounding situation or adverbs that
describe the protagonist’s actions rather than emotional words.
B. Meaning of the Words in the Story
The words selected as the scene words are based on fasttext.
Fasttext can vectorize words and output synonyms of the
vectorized words. In this study, synonyms of scene words were
checked by fasttext, and appropriate scene words were selected
subjectively.
Note that fasttext uses Facebook as its corpus. Due to it,
discrepancies may happen in the meanings of words used in
scenarios. For example, the word "place" is commonly used
to mean "place" in English. However, the top 30 synonyms
for "place" in fasttext were sumo-related words such as
"yokozuna". This is probably because there were many posts
about sumo on Facebook when fasttext model was learning the
word "place". In "The Monster in the House," the ﬁrst scene
is characterized by "place," meaning "place". In our method,
"place" was not selected as the scene word, but the number
of nouns representing a place was used as a feature. This is
because when "place" is used as the scene word, the similarity
with the word meaning "place" is very low.
Due to the use of fasttext in our method, there are words
such as "place" which have a different meaning in the scenario.
Currently, the words selected as scene words must be checked
in the fasttext to ensure that they have the appropriate meaning
for the scenario. One of the ways to solve this problem is to
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actually create a corpus with many movie scripts and learn
the model of fasttext. Learning from the movie script is also
important for creating vectors with Magnitude. Magnitude
generates vectors from words and their synonyms with a
similar word-letter sequence to the undeﬁned word. If the
synonym of a word with a similar letter sequence to the
unknown word is a word with an unsuitable meaning for the
scenario, the meaning of the word will be different from the
original meaning of the undeﬁned word. It is important to
learn fasttext in movie scripts in order for unidentiﬁed words
to have proper meaning.
C. Expandability to Other Storylines
In the proposed method, when scenes in the target scenario
are not properly classiﬁed, the lack expressions are identiﬁed
based on the difference in the number of synonyms of scene
words between the pro-scenario and the target scenario. A
speciﬁc model was created for "monsters in the house," and
the appropriateness of the scene words was tested by the size
of the coefﬁcient of determination.
The coefﬁcients for the scene words "strange" and "anxiety"
in the second scene were larger. This indicates that sentences
containing "strange" or "anxiety" are classiﬁed as the second
scene. In other words, by setting a scene word for each scene,
the model is created to classify each scene.
The scene words from the pro-scenario were used to create
the classiﬁcation model. By using scene words, it is possible
to identify the lack of expressions in the target scenario. The
scene words enable the enterprisers to describe the scene
appropriately. The presence or absence of the scene words in
each scene can be used to identify the missing expressions
in the target scenario. The scene words are considered to
be present in every storyline. Therefore, for the other nine
storylines, the model for the scene classiﬁcation can be created
by selecting the scene words for each scene and counting its
synonyms.
VI. A PPROACHES

USING

OTHER T HAN S CENE W ORDS

A. Vectorization of Words and Documents
To calculate the similarity between texts, it is general to
vectorize words or documents. For vectorization of natural
language, word2vec is generally used. Word2vec vectors the
documents from the number of appearances of words. However, the generated document vector depends on the number
of appearances of the words. Therefore, word2vec ignores the
context. Ignoring context makes it difﬁcult to detect whether
the scenario is appropriately expressed because the word order
is not taken into account. To calculate the similarity by focusing on the scenario expressions, the vectorization of documents
by word2vec is not appropriate. Then, doc2vec takes into
account the context vectors of the scenario. The user’s scenario
and the pro-scenario are vectorized with doc2vec to calculate
cosine similarity.
To research how effective doc2vec is in calculating the
similarity of the enterprisers’ scenario to the pro-scenario, an
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experiment is conducted for 4 subjects. The subjects write scenarios from their own experiences, following the screenwriting
technique.
The similarity of the subjects’ scenarios to other storylines
was calculated. For this purpose, the document vectors of the
pro-scenario and the subject’s scenario were generated for each
storyline. The results of the similarity between the subject’s
scenario and the pro-scenario for each storyline development
are shown in TABLE VIII. The columns on the far left are the
scenarios of the four subjects and the top of the most column is
the name of the storyline. For example, the similarity between
Scenario 1 and "Monster in the House" is 0.138. When the
similarity is close to 1.0, the two scenarios compared are
similar. The similarity values were lower than 0.2 on the
whole. In other words, the subjects’ scenarios were not similar
to any of the storylines. This is probably because the words
used by the subjects and the pro-scenario are not similar.
Although doc2vec takes context into account, it is based on
word vectors, so the similarity will be low if no common words
appear between the two scenarios.
TABLE VIII
C OSINE SIMILARITY BETWEEN THE USER ’ S SCENARIO AND THE
PROSCENARIO
Text1
Text2
Text3
Text4

Monster
0.138
0.029
0.051
-0.125

Fleese
0.143
0.034
0.042
-0.118

Bottle
0.161
0.034
0.043
-0.096

Problem
0.140
0.025
0.047
-0.124

Rites
0.132
0.035
0.032
-0.089

Buddy
0.139
0.033
0.061
-0.115

Why
0.140
0.028
0.042
-0.107

Fool
0.138
0.042
0.010
-0.094

Institutional
0.137
0.041
0.046
-0.109

Hero
0.145
0.028
0.053
-0.134

The scenario is incomplete when the enterprisers begin
to write it. Naturally, the enterprisers’ unﬁnished scenario
is dissimilar to the pro-scenario. Even if doc2vec succeeds
in calculating the similarity, it is impossible to give the
enterprisers speciﬁc advice on their scenarios. Because of the
relationship between the words in the enterprisers’ scenario
and pro-scenario and the lack of speciﬁc advice to the expressions, doc2vec is not appropriate for detecting similarity. Since
doc2vec focuses on the document as a whole, it is difﬁcult
to ﬁnd the speciﬁc advice in the enterprisers’ scenario. The
following ﬁndings were found in this preliminary experiment.
The enterprisers should be given something to rely on to write
their scenarios.
To write a scenario, the enterprisers should follow the
scene development of the pro-scenario. For improving the
enterprisers’ scenario to be similar to the pro-scenario, they
should notice the words that describe the characteristics of
the scene for each scene in the pro-scenario. By dividing
the scene into detailed parts, it is expected that the lack of
expressions can be found by the existence of words used in
the pro-scenario within the enterprisers’ scenario.
B. The Similarity Detection with Negative-Positive Analysis
The four scenes of the pro-scenario are written as follows.
The ﬁrst scene is the scene that the story is set up with
characters, place, and time. In the second scene, the main
character’s emotions become temporarily positive due to the
events to move the story forward. In the third scene, the main

character’s emotions change negatively as the crisis to him.
In the fourth scene, the main character’s emotions change to
positive again because he has overcome the crisis. Although
the ﬁrst scene can be ignored because it is the setting of the
story, the second through fourth scenes is written according
to the emotional changes of the main character. The main
character’s emotions change in the following order: positive,
negative, and positive. In other words, if the user’s scenario
is also such a change of emotion, the user can express the
scene appropriately. Emotional changes in each scene are not
enough to make speciﬁc advances about the user’s scenario.
Therefore, each scene is given positive or negative scores.
Positive words are given a positive value. Negative words are
given a negative value. This positive and negative score is
called the negative-positive score. By comparing the negativepositive scores of each scene in the movie and the user’s
scenario, it is possible to notice how many expressions are
lacked in the user’s scenario. The sum of the negative-positive
scores for each scene deﬁnes whether each scene is positive
or negative. For example, a scene with many positive words is
deﬁned as a positive scene because the negative-positive score
is positive. On the other hand, a scene with many negative
words is a negative scene. An emotion polarity dictionary is
used to give negative-positive scores to words in a scenario.
In the emotion polarity dictionary, many words are given
a negative-positive score before using. An emotion polarity
dictionary gives negative-positive scores to words in the movie
and the user’s scenario. For each scene in each scenario, the
negative-positive scores of the words are summed up and the
average is divided by the number of words in the scene.
The negative-positive score of a scene is calculated by the
following formula.

The average makes it possible to reduce the effect of
differences in the number of words in each scene. If the
number of words is large, the negative-positive score may be
biased either positively or negatively. The negative-positive
scores for each of the ten storyline scenes are shown in Figure
2. The vertical axis is the negative-positive score, and the
horizontal axis is the four scenes. The negative-positive score
for the ﬁrst scene of "Monster in the House" is -0.56. The
shape of each graph is the change in the negative-positive score
for each scene of the story development. The ideal transition
of the negative-positive score for the four scene developments
is as follows: the negative-positive score decreases from the
second scene to the third scene and then increases again
toward the fourth scene. The graphs of the expected form are
"Golden Fleece" and "Buddy Love," but the graphs of the other
storylines are not expected. Because the speciﬁc scenes differ
in each storyline, the negative-positive scores for each scene
are large or small. However, the shape of the graph should be a
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V-shape like "Golden Fleece." Since the ten storylines follow
the four scene developments of the screenwriting technique,
the main character’s emotional changes are common in all
stories. However, many of the graphs are not expected. There
are several reasons for this. The negative-positive score given
in the emotion polarity dictionary may not match the meaning
of the word used in the actual document. For example, the
word "ocean" has a negative score in documents about natural
disasters. On the other hand, the documents related to summer
vacation and leisure are expected to have positive scores. The
emotion polarity dictionary deﬁnes the negative-positive score
of "sea" as -0.987. As shown above, it is difﬁcult to use
an emotion polarity dictionary in a pro-scenario using many
words whose positive and negative scores can change with
each context. In addition, many undeﬁned words appear in the
pro-scenario which are not in the emotion polarity dictionary.
These undeﬁned words may have a signiﬁcant impact on the
main character’s emotions in the scenario. For this reason, the
scenario similarity detection by negative-positive scores using
the emotional polarity dictionary is inappropriate.
If the negative-positive score could be used to calculate
the similarities between the pro-scenario and the enterprisers’
scenario, the following issues would still exist. It is difﬁcult to
reevaluate the expressions of the scenario after the improvement by the enterprisers. By comparing the negative-positive
scores for each scene in each scenario, the lack of expressions in the user’s scenario is speciﬁed. For example, in the
second scene, the negative-positive score of the pro-scenario
is 0.600 and the negative-positive score of the enterprisers’
scenario is 0.500. The user writes positive expressions so
that his negative-positive score of the second scene becomes
0.600. However, the negative-positive score for each scene
is averaged the number of words in the scene. There is
little change in the negative-positive score even if the user
writes a few more words. This means that it is difﬁcult for
users to specify the points of improvement in the scenario.
Therefore, the detection of lack of expressions with negativepositive scores is inappropriate. The similarity detection using
negative-positive scores had the risk of ignoring undeﬁned
words that may have important meanings in the context.

Fig. 2. Negative-positive score for each storyline

The following method can solve this problem. By giving the
meaning from the words in the string close to the undeﬁned
word, the original meaning of the undeﬁned word may be
given in the context. It should be possible to notice the speciﬁc
lack of expressions in the enterprisers’ scenario by paying
attention to the words that describe the characteristics of the
scene for each scene.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this study, a logistic regression model was created to
classify the scenes of the target scenario. The appropriateness
of the scene words was tested by creating a concrete model
with "Monsters in the House". Based on the coefﬁcients of
the scene words in each scene, the selection of appropriate
scene words was important for classifying the scenes. In the
target scenario, scene words should be used to describe the
characteristics of each scene.
Since the content to be written in a scene is different in
each story development, the scene words are considered to be
different depending on the story development. Therefore, enterprisers should correctly select the storyline that corresponds
to the experience. By selecting a storyline that corresponds
to the experience and using appropriate scene words, the
enterprisers can create a scenario that will gain the reader’s
empathy.
By testing the appropriateness of the scene words in "Monster in the house," the scene words can be extended to other
storylines. However, it is necessary to verify that it is possible
to create models with the scene words for all storylines. The
next research is to create a model that can select scene words in
other storylines and classiﬁes the scenes in the target scenario.
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in a way appropriate for each user. In other words, there is a
need for user-centered applications.
In this paper, we propose a method to support the habituation of exercise by using use of an accompanying avatars.
In this paper, the avatar dialogues with the user to understand
the user’s state. It sets appropriate short-term goals to achieve
long-term exercise goals. In addition, the avatar analyzes the
collected data to share the analysis results with the user. The
paper refers to avatars taking these behavior features of the
users, as avatars accompanying them individually.
In the proposed method, users are classiﬁed into personas
by motivation analysis based on (MSLQ), see[6]. Reﬂecting
the analysis result, an avatar based on the persona dialogues
with the user. The avatar calculates how positive the user’s
comments are, comparing them with a word-emotion polarity
correspondence table [7]. The avatar calculates the user’s
motivation to exercise based on the difference of current states
from the past ones. The avatar also asks the user to indicate the
degree of achievement of the goal on a 5-point scale, indicating
how much exercise the user take on that day. The avatar shows
the optimal short-term goal to the user based on the user’s
motivation to exercise and the degree of goal achievement.
In this study, we ﬁrst conducted a survey of what kind of
avatars are effective for making exercise a habit. As a result,
it is found that users need either avatars that sympathize with
the user’s utterances or ones that suggest speciﬁc things for
the habituation of exercise. We developed two types of avatars
based on the results of this survey. The study tries to address
the following questions.
1) Does dialoguing with avatars improve users’ motivation
to exercise and achieve their exercise goals?
2) Is it effective for avatars to make concrete suggestions
or to sympathize with the user’s utterances, rather than
to simply engage in dialogue?
3) Is there a relationship of the help seeking ability with
long-term reﬂection which is derived from collected user
utterances and exercise goal achievement?
We have conducted three experiments. The results of the
experiments have revealed the followings. There is a signiﬁcant difference in the increase in physical activity when
the avatar is used. There is a signiﬁcant difference in the
increase in physical activity when a user is accompanied by
an avatar that empathized with the user’s utterances or one

Abstract—Continuation and habituation of exercises are in preventing lifestyle-related diseases. However, existing habituation
applications fail to address mental factors of individual users.
This study proposes a method to support habituation of exercise.
It makes the best use of an accompanying avatars assigned to
users according to their motivation. The avatar dialogues with a
user every day. It proposes a goal based on the intention level and
the current goal achievement of the user. It also shares the results
of the analysis on collected data with the user at regular intervals.
This method enables the user to continue the daily exercise easily.
From the group of pre-survey subjects, we obtained 2 kinds of
groups. We created avatars based on each group to verify their
effectiveness. We found that the avatars have improved the goal
achievements of the subjects.

I. I NTRODUCTION

L

IFESTYLE-RELATED diseases are a major problem
worldwide. Diabetes, hypertension and coronary artery
disease are on the rise worldwide [1]. The risk of lifestylerelated diseases can be reduced by physical activities. For
example, a study by Manson et al. shows that physical
activity may be a promising approach to primary prevention
of NIDDM [2]. A study by Pfaffenberger Jr. et al. shows
that initiating moderately vigorous sports activity, quitting
smoking, maintaining normal blood pressure, and avoiding
obesity are individually associated with reduced mortality from
all causes and coronary heart disease [3].
There are IT-based ways to help people exercise on a daily
basis. One example is the use of habit-forming applications
that run on smartphones. Regardless of the type of exercise,
there are a number of apps that run on smartphones to support
habit formation [4]. These apps support the implementation
of continuous exercise in a variety of ways. For example, one
app allows users to record their actions. It let them reﬂect on
themselves in order to make exercise a habit. Others set an
alarm time to remind the user to exercise at a certain time.
Despite the fact that many studies have shown that exercise
is effective against lifestyle-related diseases, one-fourth of
the world’s adults do very little physical activity [5]. The
main reason is that conventional apps promote exercise habit
uniformly to all users. Users have individual differences, such
as those who can maintain their motivation by being praised
by others and who can act with a strong will. The applications
on devises should reﬂect these differences to promote exercise
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that makes speciﬁc suggestions. To support habit formation,
it is effective to provide long-term reﬂection with users of
high help-seeking ability. The remaining parts of the paper
is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses existing habitforming applications and the need for avatars. In Chapter 3, a
method is proposed to support the habituation of daily exercise
using an avatar. Chapter 4 describes the survey method and
the results of the survey on what kind of avatars users need
in order to construct the avatar. In Chapter 5, the experiment
and its results are explained to demonstrate the usefulness of
the proposed avatar. Chapter 6 discusses the causes and future
issues inferred from the results. In Chapter 7, the remarks of
the paper is summarized as the importance of the research,
suggests for applications, and future extensions.
II. M AKE DAILY

EXERCISE A HABIT

A. Current status of habit-forming apps
Currently, various applications on smartphones have been
published for habituation. Katarzyna et al. the features of
115 habituation applications [4]. As a result, they found that
many habituation applications have task tracking and graph
display functions. On the other hand, we found that there
are very few functions that motivate users through sending
messages showing supports and comments from other users.
This suggests that many habituation applications are designed
for self-monitoring.
It is also important to set goals frequently. Locke et al.
have suggested that goal setting should be an iterative process
in which users evaluate their performance either to modify
their goals or to set completely new goals [8]. However, the
applications have no function that frequently presents the most
appropriate goal to the users. The users must change their
goals towards the most appropriate ones for themselves all
the time. However, this places a large burden on the users.
Phillippa et al. found that it takes 60 days in average for
speciﬁc behavior to get habitualized [9]. In addition to that,
Navin et al. have reported that continuous participation of
users in the gym activities is highly correlated with "their
frequency of the participation" [10]. Therefore, it is necessary
to work on speciﬁc behavior continuously to make it a habit.
However, motivation can not always be kept high. Engagement
in speciﬁc behavior with high frequency needs abilities to
regulate oneself toward it. It is difﬁcult to beneﬁt from the
existing habituation applications unless their users have strong
wills.
B. The need for avatars
In order to maintain human motivation for a long time,
dialogue is an important means because of persuading. For
example, it has been found that persuaders who express
positive emotions to persuade others are more likely to succeed
in persuading others than those who do not express emotions
[11][12]. On the other hand, a research has been conducted to
increase the success rate of attempts to persuade users with
dialogues considering their emotions [13].

Fig. 1. a schematic diagram of the proposed method

If we focus only on dialogue for a small number of
users, it is sufﬁcient to prepare a human-to-human dialogue
environment. However, in case of habituation applications to
be used by tens of thousands of users or more, it is difﬁcult
to realize a function to respond immediately to the user’s
utterances. To address the problem, it is a promising way to
implement avatars with chatbots. The chatbots make it easy to
realize avatar-based applications respond immediately to many
users 24 hours a day. According to Reeves et al., we would
esteem exchanges of words. Humans have a tendency to treat
any interaction as an interaction, between humans, even if the
other party is a computer [14]. Chatbots that are available 24
hours a day are considered to be superior to human partners
in that they can interact with users at any time.
In fact, chatbots that automatically interact are put into
practical use in various ﬁelds. Fitzpatrick et al. developed
Woebot, an automatic interactive chatbot. They found that
it signiﬁcantly reduced the severity of depression [15]. This
suggests that the use of dialogue can be a great support for
habituation.
III. M AKING

BEHAVIORAL HABITS WITH AVATARS THAT
ARE CLOSE TO USERS

A. Accompanying avatars
The paper proposes a method to support habituation of
exercises. It makes the best use of an accompanying avatars
assigned to users according to their motivation.
This study, realizes an "accompanying" avatar which understands the user’s state through dialogues with the user. Its
role is to set appropriate short-term exercise goals to achieve
long-term goals toward a healthy life, promoting the user to
continues exercises, while it analyzes the collected data from
the user to sharing the analysis results with the user. Figure
1 shows a schematic diagram of the proposed method. This
method allows users to continuously perform daily exercises
that they determine themselves without difﬁculties.
In this method, we assume that users have a long-term
exercise goal. First, users answer a questionnaire about their
motivation. To the user, the method assigns both an appropriate
persona based on the questionnaire result, and an avatar
corresponding to the persona.
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The persona is a classiﬁcation of a user’s personality in
terms of motivation to take exercises. The avatar provides
the user with motivation for exercise through an appropriate
dialogue according to the persona. For example, an avatar
can make speciﬁc suggestions or sympathize with the user’s
utterances.
Suppose users trying daily exercise. At the end of the day,
a user dialogues with the avatar. The paper assumes the avatar
presents the analysis results of user data. The dialogue is
initiated by the avatar’s utterance on the analysis results. It
is followed by dialogues consisting of the user comments
and succeeding responses from the avatar. The contents of
responses depend on the avatar’s persona. The user’s comment
and the avatar’s response may be repeated several times.
From the content of the dialogue, the avatar obtains two
values; the degree of achievement of the day’s goal and the
motivation of the user. The avatar sets a short-term goal based
on the two values. It proposes the goal at the end of the
dialogue.
B. Goal setting by avatar
The short-term goal values are calculated with a logistic
regression, which takes the sum of the values of goal achievement and motivation as explanatory variables, while it. A
logistic regression model is prepared for each persona. The
short-term goal setting for exercise is one of the followings:
to "reduce", "maintain" or "increase" the exercise load. It
determines short-term goals that users can achieve the next
day so that they may continue to exercise towards achievement
of their long-term goals.
The degree of goal achievement shows how well the daily
exercise is achieved. It is evaluated by the user in ﬁve levels
at the end of the dialogue.
The degree of motivation of the user indicates the variation
of the user feeling toward taking exercises. It is calculated
from a numerical the user’s utterances. It tells us whether the
user’s positive feeling toward exercises is increasing or not. If
the avatar requests the user to increase the exercise load while
the motivation is low, the user’s motivation decreases, which
makes it difﬁcult for the user to continue exercising. On the
other hand, an instruction to decrease the exercise load would
make highly motivated users feel insufﬁcient, which lessons
their motivation to exercise. The degree of motivation of the
user makes it possible to check whether exercise is painful or
not.
Equation (1) is used to measure the degree of motivation of
user P .

P =

k
2k
1X
1 X
pi −
pi
k i=1
k

(1)

i=k+1

Where is the positive degree of the user’s utterances i times
ago in the dialogue. To know the motivation of the user, it
is better to examine the tendency rather than instantaneous
values. The proposed method uses the moving average.

The avatar performs morphological analysis on each comment C obtained from the user. The word prototypes extracted
through the morphological analysis are compared with the
word sentiment polarity correspondence table [7] to obtain the
positivity of each word. Summing up the positivity of each
word presents, the degree of positive of each user’s comment.
The avatar takes the difference of the average of the positivity
of the user’s last k comments from the average of the positivity
of their preceding k comments. If P is greater than 0, the
user’s motivation to exercise tends to increase, while P less
than 0, means the user get demontivated. The user’s comments
are analyzed sequentially. The calculation of every utterance
enables us to obtain the time series of the user’s positivity.
C. Create personas based on user motivation
Avatar are different in terms of ways of interventions with
their messages. Some avatars suggest numerical goals, while
others present sympathy with the user’s utterances. Since users
also have different personalities, how they are motivated to
exercise also varies with each use. It is necessary to provide
users with avatars suitable for their personality in advance.
This study has developed a questionnaire based on the [6] to
measure the motivation of users. MSLQ is a questionnaire to
examine the motivation of learning in education. The study
adopt 5 kinds of motivational factors in MSLQ: Control
of Learning Beliefs, Extrinsic, Intrinsic, Self-Efﬁcacy, and
Task Value. Modifying examples in MSLQ as they go well
with engagement in healthy exercises, the study prepared 4
questions for each of the motivational factors; 20 questions in
total are presented to users to know their motivation. Every
user answers each question on a 7-points scale. This study uses
the 20 answers of the questionnaire as explanatory variables
of a logistic regression model. Separately prepared users who
answer the same questionnaire will be interviewed in advance
about which avatar is suitable. The avatars belong to either
of one that speciﬁcally suggest to achieve numerical goals, or
one that empathize with the user’s utterances. The study trains
the model using their questionnaire answers labeled with their
suitable avatars. The model is used to determine the avatar
suitable for each of new users.
D. Suggestions based on users’ reply comments
Users do not always have time to exercise. When they are
too busy to exercise, they are expected to engage in another
exercise to get the same effect in a shorter time. Repeating
the same thing every day is important, but doing different
exercises with the same effect is one way to continue the daily
exercise.
Avatars showing concrete numerical goals are suitable for
the way. For example, avatars should avoid presenting stereotype messages, such as "Keep it up!", which encourage the
same exercise over and over again. Instead of it avatars had
better suggest another exercise, say, "Doing 10 sit-ups has the
same effect as 1000 step walking exercise". In this way, users
can engage in exercise in various ways, which enable them to
continue their daily exercise according to their own schedule.
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E. Sympathy based on user response comments
In order to encourage users, it is important to offer words
of encouragement. However, depending on the user’s personality, simply saying "Good work" may seem like a formulaic
sentence, which may lessen the effect of encouragement. It is
important to offer words of encouragement sympathy with the
content of the user’s utterances.
An avatar that sympathizes with the user’s utterances will
respond to a user statement such as "It was cold today, but I
did my best to go outside to walk a lot", might say "Walking
in the cold until your body gets warm burns a lot of calories.
It is very effective for dieting. If you can lose weight, it will
also have a preferable effect on your health". In this way, the
user feels that the avatar understands him or her, which raises
the user’s will to continue daily exercise.

TABLE I
5 LEVELS OF 10000 STEPS SETTING

1
2
3
4
5

5 levels of 10000 steps setting
Less than 5000 steps
Less than 7000 steps∼More than 5000 steps
Less than 8000 steps∼More than 7000 steps
Less than 10000 steps∼More than 8000 steps
More than 10000 steps

F. Long-Term Reﬂection
The avatar stores the user’s utterances and the degree of
achievement of the day’s goal in a database. Using data
collected for one week, avatars analyze the states of users and
their exercise status, to share the analysis results with the users.
The system provides the users with the exercise trends of how
much exercise they have done in a week, goals for the next
reviews based on the exercise trends, to concrete suggestions
for achieving the long-term goals. This allows the users to
understand their own conditions. It also contributes to their
sustainable engagement in daily exercise.
IV. I MPLEMENTING AVATARS FROM

REAL - WORLD

EXAMPLES

A. Searching for accompanying avatars
In order to create avatars that accompany to users, the study
investigats what kind of avatars they need. The survey targets
were 15 working adults (7 males and 8 females).
In this study, we investigated the avatars needed to improve
the amount of walking. Since walking does not require any
special skills or equipment, it is an exercise that is more
accessible and can be incorporated into daily life compared
to many sports[16][17].
The survey targets answered to a motivation questionnaire
based on the MSLQ. We collected examples of dialogues
which took place between the survey targets and the avatars.
The survey provides as many kinds of messages as possible, to
encourage engagement in walking exercise to the survey targets. After the dialogue, the survey targets accepted interviews.
In the dialogues, the survey caused the survey targets to set a
goal of walking 10000 steps every day. Mean while, the actual
amount of walking of each survey target was classiﬁed in to
the stages shown in TableI. The ﬁve stages in Table I are settled
based on the results of the National Health and Nutrition
Survey of the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare of Japan
[18].
The survey used the “Wizard of Oz” testing, where the
survey, instead of an avatar, sent expected various messages
prepared in advance to the utterance of the survey targets.
The dialogues are taken place, using the open chat function

Fig. 2. Example of a dialogue with a survey avatar

of LINE [19]. An example of the actual dialogue is shown in
Figure 2.
The interview was conducted on Zoom [20]. In the interview, the survey targets looked back at the actual dialogues
in LINE. They answered whether the message from the
avatar was appropriate, and if not, what would have been
the ideal response. The survey collects appropriate messages
in dialogues as well as answers or short-term goals. At the
same time, they specify avatars needed to make habituation of
exercises.
The K-means method is applied to the results of the questionnaire responses to classify the survey targets into personas.
However, the classiﬁcation of the questionnaire responses fails
to ﬁnd distinctive personas, such as a cluster with a high
extrinsic motivation factor and a one with a low intrinsic
motivation factor. The survey targets are also classiﬁed into
personas based on the interview results. This time, the results
showed that there were two types of personas: one who prefers
to suggest speciﬁc things during dialogues, and one who
prefers to empathize with the user’s utterances. However, there
are several survey targets those who could not be classiﬁed
into either persona. The last group is referred to as the
"miscellaneous persona". Due to the number of survey targets,
common characteristics might not be found, because a result
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TABLE II
PARTIAL REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS FOR PERSONAS WHO PREFER
SPECIFIC SUGGESTIONS

Personas who prefer to suggest speciﬁc things
Control of Learning Beliefs
-0.435
Extrinsic
-0.914
Intrinsic
0.261
Self-Efﬁcacy
-0.660
Task Value
0.349
TABLE III
PARTIAL R EGRESSION C OEFFICIENTS FOR S YMPATHY-FAVORING
P ERSONAS

Personas who prefer to sympathize
Control of Learning Beliefs
Extrinsic
Intrinsic
Self-Efﬁcacy
Task Value

with the user
0.0267
0.0717
-0.498
0.1694
-0.878

of the classiﬁcation is only one person. The person might be
assigned to miscellaneous persona. For miscellaneous persona,
it is not possible to determine appropriate avatars because it
is a mixture of different personas. Therefore, to check the
effectiveness of avatars, the proposed method prepares avatars
corresponding to two personas, one that prefers concrete suggestion of numeric goals, and the other that prefers sympathy
of the avatar with the user’s utterances.
To investigate the two personas, multiple regression analysis
is applied to the results of the questionnaire. Let us check
which of the ﬁve items is the questionnaire is important for
each persona, looking at the partial regression coefﬁcients of
the multiple regression. The partial regression coefﬁcients for
both of the personas are shown in Table II and Table III.
Examination of the partial regression coefﬁcients reveals,
the persona preferring concrete suggestion consider the task
value factor important. The task value favor corresponds to
the evaluation on how assigned task is interesting, important,
and useful. In other words, people who often think about how
they feel the exercise to be performed or proposed tend to
have preference on concrete suggestion. In the same way,
the persona who prefers to avatar sympathy with the user’s
utterances values the self-efﬁcacy factor. The factor is based on
self-evaluation of one’s ability to accomplish a task. It implies
people who can make an effort without giving up easily even
in difﬁcult situations tend to prefer sympathy from avatars with
their utterances.
B. Constract an accompanying avatar
For constracting a accompanying avatar, this study used
Telegram [21], a tool for building messenger applications.
In order to automatically respond to the user’s dialogues by

Fig. 3. How to dialogue with avatars

avatar, we created data based on the dialogues collected in
the survey in Section 4.A, listing the pairs of the survey
target’s utterances and the survey avatar’s responses or the
ideal responses answered by the survey targets as examples.
These data was stored in Elasticsearch [22]. Elasticsearch is a
full-text search engine that can ﬁnd appropriate examples from
a large number of examples. The utterances-responses pairs
of each avatar were mapped to each user persona, which was
classiﬁed based on the interview results, to create a collection
of examples for each avatar. The avatars dialogues each other
using the example data stored in Elasticsearch. This is shown
in Figure 3.
The avatar’s response is generated as follows. To ﬁnd
sentences that are similar to the user’s utterance, the similarity
between the user’s utterance and the survey target’s utterance
in each example is calculated using cos similarity. We calculate
the cos similarity by assigning a vector with the frequency of
words in the sentence as a component. By doing so, it ﬁnds the
example query that is most similar to the user’s utterance and
responds to the user with a response to that example query.
C. Long-term reﬂection by an accompanying avatar
The user’s utterances are stored in a database for longterm reﬂection. A user’s long-term review is based on the
subject’s motor tendencies and the exercise tendencies based
on the user’s speech and motor status collected by Avatar
over a period of time. This time, we couldn’t implement the
functionality shared by Avatar, so the overseer used her text
message to share with the user the goals to reﬂect and speciﬁc
suggestions for achieving them.
V. U SEFULNESS OF

EXERCISE WITH ACCOMPANYING
AVATARS

A. Pilot ﬁeld study Summary
In this study, we conducted a pilot ﬁeld study to verify the
following three points:
1) Does dialoguing with avatars improve users’ motivation
to exercise and achieve their exercise goals?
2) Is it effective for avatars to make concrete suggestions
or to sympathize with the user’s utterances, rather than
to simply engage in dialogue?
3) Is there a relationship of the help seeking ability with
long-term reﬂection which is derived from collected user
utterances and exercise goal achievement?
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Fig. 4. Frequency distribution of subjects’ motivation to exercise

Fig. 5. Frequency distribution of subjects’ goal achievement

The subjects were ten working adults (four males and six
females). Each subject was answered a motivation questionnaire based on the MSLQ and a Help-Seeking questionnaire.
Help-seeking is the act of asking for help from others [6]. Each
subject submits daily walking and motivation to exercise for
14 days before the pre-pilot ﬁeld study started. Motivation to
exercise is represented with two options: motivation to exercise
or not. The degree of goal achievement is calculated based on
the submitted walking data, assuming a daily walk of 10000
steps. This period is referred to as the pre-pilot ﬁeld study
period. During the pre-pilot ﬁeld study period, avatars were not
used. For pilot ﬁeld study period, the subjects were asked to
take their daily activities for 12 days with the goal of walking
10000 steps every day. During the 12 days, each of the two
kinds of avatars, as described in Section 4.B, is used for six
days each. At the end of each day of the pilot ﬁeld study,
the subject reported the achievement of the exercise goal to
the avatar and dialogued with it. The long-term reﬂection are
realized using the Wizard of Oz test, that is, the supervisor
of the pilot ﬁeld study, instead of the avatar, reﬂected on the
user’s utterances and the degree of achievement of the exercise
goals for 6 days periods. The results were shared with the
subjects. We conducted questionnaires after the use of each
avatar and after the completion of the entire pilot ﬁeld study.
The questionnaire included questions mainly about the avatars
and whether or not the subject was motivated to exercise.

Figure 5, the horizontal axis indicates the degree of achievement of the exercise goal. It indicates that the person is
walking more steps when the value is higher. The vertical
axis indicates the degree of achievement of the exercise goal.
The results of Figure 4 shows that the state of lack of
motivation to exercise is lower than that of people who do not
use avatars. The results of Figure 5 shows the number of times
they achieved the highest value of the exercise goal increased
compared to those who did not use the avatar. Therefore, we
believe that users can improve their motivation to exercise and
their achievement of exercise goals by dialoguing with avatars.
In order to verify whether the improvement in exercise
motivation and goal achievement is signiﬁcant, we conducted
a statistical test. In the statistical test, we compared the motivation to exercise and goal achievement data of all subjects
for each day of the 14-day pre-pilot ﬁeld study period and
the motivation to exercise and goal achievement data of all
subjects for each day of the 12 days pilot ﬁeld study period.
As the distribution of the data was not normalized, the MannWhitney U test was used with a two-tailed signiﬁcance level
of 5%. As a result, a statistical value of 0.69 for motivation
to exercise and 3.69 for goal achievement were calculated.
We can say that there is a signiﬁcant difference when the
statistic value is 1.96 or higher. Therefore, it was found that
the use of avatars did not signiﬁcantly improve the motivation
to exercise, but it signiﬁcantly improve the achievement of
exercise goals.

B. Usefulness of using leaning avatars
Figure 4 shows the frequency distributions of the data of
"the degree of achievement of the goal of exercise during
the 14 days during the pre-pilot ﬁeld study". Figure 5 shows
the frequency distributions of the data of "the degree of
achievement of the goal during the 12 days during the prepilot ﬁeld study" for all subjects.
In Figure 4, the horizontal axis indicates motivation. It
means no motivation to exercise when the value is 0, while
motivation to exercise when the value is 1. The vertical axis
indicates the number of times the motivation to exercise. In

VI. U SEFULNESS OF

USING SYMPATHIZING AVATARS

As it is in 5.B, in order to test whether using an avatar
that sympathizes with the user’s utterances, rather than simply
using an avatar, leads to an increase in the subject’s motivation
to exercise and achievement of exercise goals, we conducted
a Mann-Whitney U test at a 5% two-tailed signiﬁcance level.
In the statistical test, we compared the motivation to exercise
and goal achievement data of all subjects for 14 days prepilot ﬁeld study period and the motivation to exercise and
goal achievement data of all subjects for 6 days pilot ﬁeld
study periods using avatars that sympathize with the user’s
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TABLE IV
S TATISTICAL TEST RESULTS OF EACH SUBJECT ’ S MOTIVATION TO

TABLE V
S TATISTICAL TEST RESULTS FOR EACH SUBJECT ’ S MOTIVATION TO

EXERCISE IN THE SYMPATHIZING AVATARS

EXERCISE IN THE CONCRETE PROPOSAL AVATAR

Subject
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

Motivation to exercise
1.89
2.21*
2.79*
0.20
2.09*
2.09*
1.24
4.35**
3.15**

statements. As a result, the statistical values of 0.09 for
motivation to exercise and 3.68 for goal achievement were
calculated. We can say that there is a signiﬁcant difference
when the statistical value is 1.96 or higher. Therefore, it
was found that the use of avatars that sympathize with the
user’s utterances did not signiﬁcantly improve the motivation
to exercise, but it signiﬁcantly improve the achievement of the
exercise goals.
Next, we conducted a Mann-Whitney U test at the 5 twotailed signiﬁcance level for each subject in order to verify
whether the use of avatars that sympathize with the user’s
utterances would not lead to an improvement in motivation to
exercise. In the statistical test, we used the data of motivation
to exercise of each subject for 14 days pre-pilot ﬁeld study
periods and the data of motivation to exercise each subject for
6 days pilot ﬁeld study periods using avatars that sympathize
with the user’s utterances. The statistical values obtained from
the statistical test results are shown in Table IV.
We can say that there is a signiﬁcant difference if the value
is 1.96 or higher. The values marked with * indicate that there
is a signiﬁcant difference this time. The values marked with
** indicate that there is a signiﬁcant difference this time when
the avatar was not used. The "-" indicates that there was no
change before and after the use of avatar.
The results in Table IV shows that for some subjects,
the use of avatars that sympathize with the user’s utterances
signiﬁcantly improve the motivation to exercise.
A. Usefulness of using avatars as speciﬁcally proposed
As it is in the same way in 5.B, in order to test whether
using an avatar that makes concrete suggestions, rather than
simply using an avatar, leads to an increase in the subject’s
motivation to exercise and achievement of exercise goals,
we conducted a Mann-Whitney U test at a 5% two-tailed

Subject
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

Motivation to exercise
1.89
1.52
1.55
2.09*
2.09*
2.52*
4.35**
1.19

signiﬁcance level. In the statistical test, we compared the motivation to exercise and goal achievement data of all subjects
for 14 days pre-pilot ﬁeld study periods and the motivation
to exercise and goal achievement data of all subjects for
6 days pilot ﬁeld study periods using avatars that makes
concrete suggestions. As a result, a statistical value of 1.21
for motivation to exercise and 2.17 for goal achievement were
calculated. We can say that there is a signiﬁcant difference
when the statistical value is 1.96 or higher. Therefore, it was
found that the use of avatars that suggest speciﬁc things did
not signiﬁcantly improve the motivation to exercise, but it
signiﬁcantly improve the achievement of the exercise goals.
Next, we conducted a Mann-Whitney U test at the 5 twotailed signiﬁcance level for each subject in order to verify
whether the use of avatars to make concrete suggestions would
not lead to an improvement in motivation to exercise. In the
statistical test, we used the data of motivation to exercise of
each subject for 14 days pre-pilot ﬁeld study periods and the
data of motivation to exercise each subject for 6 days pilot ﬁeld
study periods using avatars to make concrete suggestions. The
statistical values obtained from the statistical test results are
shown in Table V.
We can say that there is a signiﬁcant difference if the value
is 1.96 or higher. The values marked with * indicate that there
is a signiﬁcant difference this time. The values marked with
** indicate that there is a signiﬁcant difference this time when
the avatar was not used. The "-" indicates that there was no
change before and after the use of avatar. The results in Table
V shows that for some subjects, the use of avatars that provided
concrete suggestion signiﬁcantly improved the motivation to
exercise.
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TABLE VI
E ACH SUBJECT ’ S H ELP - SEEKING VALUE AND E VALUATION OF
L ONG -T ERM R EFLECTION

do not need to receive advice from collected data.

Subject
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

A. Non-signiﬁcant increase in motivation to exercise

Help-seeking
5.33
2.33
4.66
4.33
3.33
4.66
4.00
4.33
2.33
5.00

Long-term reﬂection
4
1
2
4
5
5
4
3
2
3

B. Sharing long-term reﬂections with users
As help-seeking is the act of asking for help from others,
subjects with a strong help-seeking should feel that avatars
are helping them with their own daily exercise habits. We researched the relationship between each subject’s Help-Seeking
value from the pre-experiment questionnaire and the 5-point
evaluation of long-term reﬂection on the user obtained from
the post pilot ﬁeld study periods questionnaire.
In the post pilot ﬁeld study periods questionnaire, the
subjects answered whether they felt that the long-term reﬂection from avatars was effective and why. Subjects’ opinions
included "I feel that they understand me" and "I did not ﬁnd
the comments from avatars very appealing". It was found that
not all the subjects had positive opinions. Table VI shows
the values of Help-seeking and the 5 points evaluation of the
reﬂections.
The higher the value of Help-seeking, the stronger the Helpseeking.
Subject A has a higher value of Help-seeking than the other
subjects. Therefore, it is thought that Subject A is likely to feel
that the long-term reﬂection is effective. In fact, subject A gave
a high rating of 4 for the long-term reﬂection. On the other
hand, because Subject B has a lower Help-seeking value than
the other subjects, it is thought that Subject B is less likely to
feel that the long-term reﬂection is effective. In fact, Subject
B gave the lowest evaluation of long-term reﬂection among
all subjects.
In order to research the relationship between Help-seeking
values and reﬂection, the correlation coefﬁcient between Helpseeking values and the 5 points rating for long-term reﬂection
was researched. As a result, we obtained a positive correlation
of 0.47. This indicates that sharing long-term reﬂections for
subjects with high Help-seeking values is effective in supporting habit formation. The long-term reﬂection is based on the
user’s utterances and the achievement of the exercise goal.
This indicates that dialogue is important for people with a
strong help-seeking. On the other hand, people with low HelpSeeking values work to solve problems on their own, so they

VII. D ISCUSSION
In the present study, the use of avatars did not signiﬁcantly
improve the motivation to exercise. The subjects answered
"yes" or "no" whether they wanted to exercise their motivation to exercise. However, each person’s consciousness of
movement is different. Even in the same situation, one subject
may be "yes" while another may be "no". Therefore, it was
necessary to clarify the situation setting.
In addition to clarifying the situation, it was also necessary
to set the evaluation in more detail, such as ﬁve levels, instead
of two levels. For example, a questionnaire has "Do you want
to exercise today?". It is possible that a person who answers
"yes" if there is enough time, but "no" if he does not want
to go outside because it is raining, cannot answer clearly if
there is enough time and it is raining. It would be nice if
the situation setting could be subdivided, but it is difﬁcult to
subdivide everything appropriately. Therefore, we think it is
necessary to use a rank out of 5 or a rank out of 7 in order to
have a certain range of responses.
B. Appropriateness of avatars to be attached
Based on the preliminary questionnaire, we investigated
which avatars matched the persona of each subject: avatars
that sympathize with the user’s utterances, avatars that suggest
concrete things, or other avatars. The ﬁve items of Control of
Learning Beliefs, Extrinsic, Intrinsic, Self-Efﬁcacy, and Task
Value in the questionnaire results obtained in section 4.A were
used as explanatory variables, and the persona classiﬁcation of
preference concrete, empathy, other as the objective variable.
A logistic regression model was created from the explanatory and objective variables. The regression equation was used
to predict the optimal avatar by applying it to the subjects’
questionnaire results. As training data, the subjects answered a
questionnaire after the pilot ﬁeld study : "What kind of avatars
do you feel is most appropriate for you in supporting your
exercise?". They answer from three types of avatars.
Figure 6 shows the prediction results of the logistic regression and the results of the questionnaire.
In Figure 6, the horizontal axis is the number of the
most suitable avatar for each subject predicted by the logistic
regression, and the vertical axis is the number of avatars that
each subject answered as suitable for him/herself obtained
from the results of the subject’s questionnaire. 0 represents
avatars that sympathize with the user’s utterances, 1 represents
other avatars, and 2 represents avatars that suggest speciﬁc
things. Figure 6 shows that the prediction by logistic regression
is not very adequate, 3/10.
In the questionnaire based on the MSLQ described in
section 3.B, ﬁve motivational factors were employed: Control
of Learning Beliefs, Extrinsic, Intrinsic, Self-Efﬁcacy, and
Task Value. However, there are other motivational factors that
were not used in this study. Therefore, in order to improve the
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differences in any of the items. This may also be due to the
fact that there were only ﬁve explanatory variables, so it is
necessary to prepare more explanatory variables.
D. Improving the interaction between the user and avatar

Fig. 6. Confusion matrix of persona prediction results for all subjects

accuracy, it is necessary to prepare explanatory variables that
correspond to more motivational factors.
C. Improving avatars with speciﬁc suggestions
Looking at the True Label in Figure 6, most of the subjects
preferred the number 2. This indicates that the subject needs
an avatar to suggest speciﬁc things. However, looking at
the results in Table V, few subjects showed a signiﬁcant
improvement in motivation and achievement in exercise by
avatars who made speciﬁc suggestions. We think the reason is
that the proposal was not feasible for them.
In fact, in the free descriptions of the subjects after the
experiment, some of the subjects for whom no signiﬁcant
difference wrote that "the proposed concrete plan was unrealistic and difﬁcult". This means that the concrete suggestions
made by avatars to users need to be appropriate for the
users, not just suggestions. For example, a user who likes
to go outside can be suggested to take a walk, and a user
who likes housework can be suggested to do housework. By
incorporating information about the ﬁelds that are not difﬁcult
for each user in advance, signiﬁcant differences in motivation
to exercise and achievement by avatars who suggest speciﬁc
things are expected to appear in more people.
Next, the means of the values for each item of the Control of
Learning Beliefs, Extrinsic, Intrinsic, Self Efﬁcacy, and Task
Value of the questionnaire using the MSLQ of all subjects
were calculated. The mean values were used to classify the
participants into "high" and "low" groups. Based on the these
groups, the relationship between the groups of subjects with
signiﬁcant differences in exercise motivation and achievement was examined. The results showed that there was no
commonality between the groups of subjects with signiﬁcant

When we checked the content of the dialogue between the
subject and avatar described in Chapter 5 from the perspective
of linguistics, we found that the avatar responded to the user
in a way that was out of line and that the same phrases were
responded to over and over again.
In this case, the interview was conducted by one person
based on the interview in 4.A. Therefore, since there were
cases where different survey targets had similar dialogues,
the phrases were similar and the answers were commonplace.
Therefore, when adding a new response content, rather than
creating a response to the content of the user’s utterances by
one person, multiple people come up with the response content
individually. By doing this, it is possible to give responses
from various people to one of her remarks by the user, which
not only increases the types of responses, but also eliminates
mundane responses.
One of the shortcomings of our method is that the dialogue
is not conducted in a time-series. For example, if you were
sick the day before, in human-to-human situations, you would
worry about the other person. On the next day, taking into
account the previous day’s condition, we will ask, "Are you
feeling better?". However, our method does not have such a
function. Consider the other party’s condition in time series,
it is the embodiment of a more "accompanying avatars". We
believe that it is necessary to consider the time series in
dialogue processing. In this paper, we will discuss how to
use the time series in the dialogue.
E. Study Limitation
In this experiment, we focused on the number of steps
and examined the effectiveness of the goal achievement of
exercise. However, in reality, exercise varies. For example,
some of the subjects did exercise other than walking, such as
riding a road bike on a regular basis. Such people get enough
exercise because they ride road bikes, even if the number of
steps is small. By taking into account items other than the
number of steps, such as the amount of exercise and the time
of exercise, rather than just the number of steps, we were
able to verify the usefulness of the avatars. For this purpose,
it is more appropriate to measure the number of steps using
a smartwatch instead of using the acceleration sensor of a
smartphone. Since few people wear smartwatches on a daily
basis, this study mainly used a pedometer on a smartphone.
But then, it is highly likely that people do not wear their
smartphones during the time they are doing housework or
exercising at the gym, for example. Those exercises are a very
effective way to acquire the number of steps. Therefore, in
order to measure the number of steps more accurately, the
smartwatch should have been adapted in the experiment.
Since there were 10 subjects, the sample size was small.
Therefore, there are limitations in generalization. We received
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volunteers to help us with the experiment. The subjects were
also asked to participate in the study as volunteers. Therefore,
they varied from those who exercise on a daily babecause we
are more interested in increasing the awareness of exercise and
the amount of exercise for those who do not have exercise
habits than in increasing the awareness of exercise and the
amount of exercise for those who already have exercise habits.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a method of using an avatar to
accompany users to help them make daily exercise a habit,
by having users interact with the avatar. The strength of this
research is not to adapt the application in a uniform manner,
but to assign an appropriate avatar to each individual and to
present short-term goals on a daily basis.
We investigated what kind of avatar is needed through
interaction with the research avatar. As a result of the survey,
we found that some personas in the research group preferred to
receive speciﬁc suggestions to help them make daily exercise
a habit, while others preferred to be sympathetic to the speech.
We also conducted an experiment to test the effectiveness
of avatars. The results showed that the use of the avatar did
not signiﬁcantly improve the subjects’ motivation to exercise,
but it signiﬁcantly improve their achievement of their daily
exercise goals.
The use of avatars that empathize with the user’s speech
and suggest speciﬁc things to do was found to signiﬁcantly
improve the achievement of daily exercise goals. On the other
hand, motivation to exercise was not signiﬁcantly improved.
However, some of the subjects signiﬁcantly increased their
motivation to exercise.
In the future, the avatars need to be improved by increasing
the number of explanatory variables in the regression equation
for predicting appropriate avatars, and by having multiple
people think about and add the response content of what
the user is expected to say, rather than having one person
create it. In addition, it is necessary to collect information on
feasible motions from the user in advance and consider speciﬁc
proposals based on this information. Furthermore, since the
dialogue was not conducted in time-series data, it is necessary
to process the avatar’s responses in time-series.
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new use case. Having a systematic methodology describing at
the design time the construction of self-organizing algorithms
or systems step-by-step, would be highly desirable but is
hard to achieve for general applicability [13]. Few paradigms
and pattern on a rather high abstraction level exist, but the
individual adaption to a speciﬁc algorithmic or functional
goals is left to the designer [13]. Nevertheless, as soon as
changes in the system occur, manual adaption might be necessary. The concept of controlled self-organization addresses
this issue by introducing a observer-controller architecture for
automated correction of self-organized behavior of the system.
The concept works well, if correction can be achieved by (re)parametrizing the self-organizing entities/ agents according to
changes in the environment. Sometimes, it might be necessary
to change the algorithmic behavior on a level that needs a
redesign.
For the initial design of an algorithm addressing a given
task by self-organizing mechanism as well as for automated
redesign at runtime for proper situational tracking, we propose
an automated design of emergent behavior by machine learning approaches. As this goal is a huge ﬁeld with many aspect
to be addressed, we here start by discussing a ﬁrst example:
the applicability of Cartesian genetic programming [14] to the
automated design of a swarm-based optimization algorithm for
solving global optimization problems.
Thus, we propose to choose a different approach for
designing purposeful emergence in self-organizing systems
by using machine learning. Machine learning in multi-agent
systems is already used for problems that are difﬁcult to solve
with preprogrammed agent behavior. The agents must instead
discover a solution to the problem on their own, using machine
learning [15]; often by reinforcement learning. We go for
automatically discovering mechanisms for emergent behavior
and self-organization by genetic programming [16]. In this
way, we learn control programs for individually acting entities
in a decentralized system with the goal to jointly solve a
speciﬁc problem. As test scenario, we started with swarmbased optimization.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We start with
a brief review on related work with a focus on multi-agent
reinforcement learning and Cartesian genetic programming
that we use for learning control programs for particles in our
optimization swarm. After describing our share of pitfalls on
the way to the ﬁrst successfully trained swarms, we present

Abstract—With the upcoming era of large-scale, complex
cyber-physical systems, also the demand for decentralized and
self-organizing algorithms for coordination rises. Often such
algorithms rely on emergent behavior; local observations and
decisions aggregate to some global behavior without any apparent, explicitly programmed rule. Systematically designing these
algorithms targeted for a new orchestration or optimization
task is, at best, tedious and error prone. Suitable and widely
applicable design patterns are scarce so far. We opt for a machine
learning based approach that learns the necessary mechanisms
for targeted emergent behavior automatically. To achieve this,
we use Cartesian genetic programming. As an example that
demonstrates the general applicability of this idea, we trained
a swarm-based optimization heuristics and present ﬁrst results
showing that the learned swarm behavior is signiﬁcantly better
than just random search. We also discuss the encountered pitfalls
and remaining challenges on the research agenda.

I. I NTRODUCTION
YBER-PHYSICAL systems (CPS) are equipped with a
steadily increasing degree of autonomy (cf. [1], [2]).
The technical viability of such systems has already achieved
broad attention (see for example [3]). Often, the autonomy
in CPS emerges from self-organization principles that are
used for coordination as well as from integrating artiﬁcial
intelligence (AI) -enabled algorithms – as also stipulated in
[4] for the example of the European Union. Today’s cyberphysical systems already comprise a huge number of physical
operation and sensing equipment that has to be orchestrated
for secure and reliable operation – prominent examples are
the electric energy grid, modern transportation systems, or
environmental management systems [5].
As yet, often human operators monitor and control a hierarchically organized CPS and aggregate information from lower
level subsystems. Supervisory control and data acquisition
(SCADA) systems – as an example from the energy sector
– provide a view on and allow for control of a decentralized
process and are thus a state-of-the-art means [6].
As complexity grows, more autonomy is desirable in future
CPS [7]; desiring for algorithms with self-*-properties [8]. A
targeted design of algorithms with speciﬁc emergent behavior
is difﬁcult to achieve, especially with standard programming
languages [9]. Design patterns like [10], [11] may ease the
design process, but are often limited in applicability. There are
meta-heuristics like the combinatorial optimization heuristic
for decentralized agents [12] that are best on self-organization
principles, but they need to be manually adapted to each
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preliminary results comparing our swarm with random search
and real particle swarm optimization.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In general, machine learning algorithms automatically build
a mathematical model using sample data. These models are
then used to make decisions without a need for speciﬁcally
programming rules to make these decisions. Starting from the
ﬁrst works of [17] many different algorithms and approaches
have been developed. Among them are reinforcement learning
[18], [19], classiﬁers like support vector machines [20], or
artiﬁcial neural networks [21], to name just a few. A good
overview can for example be found in [22].
Reinforcement learning is often applied in intelligent agents
for learning to take appropriate actions based on observations
from the environment that the agent interacts with [18]. An
extension is multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL) [23].
In MARL, many agents independently learn how to decide
on the most rewarding action in a dynamic environment that
is disturbed by the other agents. Many MARL algorithms are
designed for static and thus stateless games [15]. But, also use
cases for cooperative games are scrutinized and may generate
emergent behavior [24], [25]. Nevertheless, the application is
limited as agents still just learn to choose from a predeﬁned
set of (singular) actions [23].
A subset of machine learning algorithms is made up by a
special type of evolutionary algorithms. Genetic programming
(GP) is used to discover solutions to problems automatically
by using evolutionary mechanisms like random mutation,
crossover, a ﬁtness function, and multiple generations of
evolution. Alan Turing was probably the ﬁrst to raise the question, whether programs might be evolved by something like
evolution [26]. After a ﬁrst implementation by [27] for logical
functions represented as tree programs, many improvements
were made [28]–[31].
One of this improvements is the use of a special phenotype representation that allows leaving computational nodes
unused. In general, Cartesian genetic programming (CGP) is
a more efﬁcient version of genetic programming and encodes
computer programs as graph representation [32]. CGP is an
enhancement of a method originally developed for evolving
digital circuits [33], [34]. CGP already demonstrated its capabilities in synthesizing complex functions in several different
use cases for example for image processing [35], neural
network training [36], or for the synthesis of Bent functions
for cryptography [37].
III. L EARNING EMERGENCE WITH C ARTESIAN GENETIC
PROGRAMMING

Our goal was to automatically generate a swarm-based
heuristics for optimization similar to the particle swarm algorithm, i. e. to derive a swarm of individually acting particles
that may include observations from neighboring particles into
their own move decisions. To achieve this, we implemented
particles that can be equipped with a control program learned
by CGP. Figure 1 shows the general architecture. A swarm

swarm control

best particle 𝑥

find

step

For each 𝑥𝑖 :
execute

particle control

objective 𝑓

𝑖

𝑓(𝑥)

𝒙 = (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛 )

CGP program

𝒗 = (𝑣1 , 𝑣2 , … , 𝑣𝑛 )

state

+
Fig. 1. General architecture of the swarm and the incorporated particles with
the embedded CGP program.

consists of an arbitrary number of particles. In each iteration
during optimization, each particle is stepped by a global swarm
control; just like PSO. The global control is also responsible
for ranking the particles and detecting the best one (in terms
of ﬁtness). When a particle is stepped, the CGP program that
determines the new position of the particle is executed and the
new ﬁtness value is calculated. We experimented with different
input to the CGP program and different internal particle states
as described later
Currently we are only considering the observation of other
particles in the swarm. Two succeeding stages of extension
will be the integration of inter-entity coordination (1) by using
stigmergy and (2) by communication by exchanging messages.
Finally, we are opting for problem solving with multi-agent
systems.
When learning the control program by CGP, the same
swarm setting is used. For each CGP solution candidate,
several swarms were set up. Each particle was equipped
with the solution candidate program. Each swarm was run
for several iterations. Finally, the mean achieved optimization
result evaluated the solution candidate.
Cartesian genetic programming is an advanced form of
genetic programming (GP) designed to evolve acyclic graphs
[38]. The nodes are indexed by their Cartesian coordinates
and represent functions of a computational structure (the
graph) [39]. Many traditional GP approaches suffered from
the so called bloat effect [40] – programs steadily growing
in complexity without any signiﬁcant objective improvement
[41]. CGP does not suffer from this problem [40].
A chromosome comprising function as well as connection
genes and output genes encodes the computational graph that
represents the executable program. Figure 2 shows an example
with six computational nodes, two inputs and two outputs.
The gene of a function represents the index in an associated
lookup-table (0 to 3 in the example). Each computation node
is encoded by a gene sequence consisting of the function
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Fig. 2. Computational graph and its genotype representation in Cartesian
genetic programming.

look-up index and the connected input (or output of another
computation node) that is fed into the function. Thus, the
length of each function node gene sequence is n + 1 with
n being the arity of the function. The graph in traditional
CGP is acyclic. Parameters that are fed into a computation
node may only be collected from previous nodes or from
the inputs into the system. Outputs are connected to any
computation node output or directly to any input. Not all
outputs of computational nodes are used as input for other
functions. In fact, usually many of such unused computational
nodes occur in evolved CGP [33]. These nodes are inactive, do
not contribute to the encoded program’s output, and are not
executed during interpretation of the program. In this way,
phenotypes are of variable length whereas the size of the
chromosome is static.
A computational graph in CGP is typically evolved using
a (1 + λ)-evolution strategy, i. e. with probabilistic mutation
but no crossover [42]. CGP allows for unused nodes. Thus,
the maximum number of nodes is a priori speciﬁed. It has
been shown to be advantageous to evolution to overestimate
the number of nodes due to an induced higher genetic drift
[39].
For our experiments, we used an extension to the ECJtoolkit [43], [44]. In addition to the traditional integer representation as in Fig. 2, the ECJ version also supports a realvalued representation. For each gene, alleles are allowed to
range from [0, 1]. Prior to executing the program, all real values are rounded back to integer for interpretation as described
above. With real-valued encoding, it becomes possible to apply
a real-valued crossover operator. In this way, the performance
of convergence is signiﬁcantly improved at least for regression
and [45]. In the integer-encoded case, crossover is usually left
out. Nevertheless, more operators are possible with continuous
encoding and discovering improved genetic operators for other
problems remains an open area of research. We chose to use
real-valued encoding.
For learning the internal particle control, we started by
setting up a standard CGP scenario. For a start, as function set
we chose the four basic arithmetic operations, a generator for
normal distributed random numbers, the classical if-then-elsestatement, and the set of standard order relations. As input,

we gave the current position (in search space), the current
objective value, and the position of the best particle. The
output of the program was set to be the new particle position.
Initially, we introduced an additional parameter v meant to
be comparable to the velocity in particle swarm optimization
[46], that was output and input to the next iteration as well.
In this way, it was meant to enable the particle have a more
complex inner state apart from the mere position. But, we
were not able to make train CPG to make any targeted use of
it. Thus, we changed it to be an automatic increment of the
current position.
Instead, we extended the functions set by a function that is
able to determine the current rank of the particle (compared
with all other). Moreover, the numbers 0-9 were given as
constant functions. In many training process we observed that
CGP learned to construct needed constants by itself. This was
for example achieved by using the if-statement to construct a
1 and then adding it up several times. Usually, this seemed
to be a waste of necessary evolutions as well as of needed
computation nodes. With introducing the constants, CGP could
use the numbers directly. A further improvement was to reuse
the same learned program for all dimensions of a multi-variate
problem. Figure 1 shows the ﬁnal architecture of a particle and
its embedding in the swarm.
The next challenge was the decision for the objective
function. First, we tried evaluating the ﬁtness of a swarm by a
single optimization problem. The swarm solves each problem
several times and the mean achieved residual problem error
is taken to evaluate the performance of the swarm in solving
the problem. This approach failed, because CGP learned to
solve the given optimization problem directly and made the
swarm output the problem solution hard-coded. Actually, this
was to be expected. With the next try, we handed a bunch
of different optimization problems with optimal solutions at
different positions – otherwise it would have resulted in a
directly learned result again. With a given set of objectives
that are all to be solved independently by the swarm, a sort
of swarm behavior could already be generated – but not as
expected. The swarm learned to move along a trace that passes
through all the optima of the different problems. Again, this
was not optimization. In order to tackle this problem, we
introduced a random offset. For each problem instance fi , a
random offset r uniformly sampled from the problem domain
was generated and added to x. The offset is ﬁxed for one
training episode. So the swarm solves fi (x + r) resulting
in a randomly translated optimum x∗ . Now we were able to
observe an optimization behavior within the trained swarms.
When just using the goodness of the optimization results as
criterion for training, the achieved swarm behavior resembles
more or less a random search. As our goal was to generate
a swarm behavior that exhibits some emergent characteristics
and shows self-organization, further criteria evaluating these
characteristics need to be added.
Criteria for quantifying emergence are for example known
from biology [47] or neuroscience [48]. Applications in computing science are scarce. An example for detecting emergence
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in technical systems can be found in [49]. Many fractal analysis tools from chaos theory have a rather high computational
complexity. At least, for the application within an objective
function for training that has to be called millions of times. For
our experiments we tested the so called correlation length as
known from ﬁtness landscape analysis [50]. When analyzing
ﬁtness landscapes, the correlation length is a criterion that
measures the number of iterations after which the majority
of succeeding solutions is statistically no longer correlated. It
1
is calculated by λ = − ln(ρ(1))
from the autocorrelation
ρ(σ) =

E[fk fk+σ ] − E[fk ]E[fk+σ ]
V [fk ]

(1)

of a series of consecutively sampled objective values fk m .
When using the inverse version, we can maximize this distance. As additional indicators for desired swarm behavior we
used the improvement relation
rimp =

1+

ndec −ninc
ndec +ninc

2

(2)

to maximize the number of improvements ninc over decreasing
optimization steps ndec . Finally, we integrated the eventually
reached swarm diameter to measure contraction. All criteria
were combined in a scalarization approach.
IV. R ESULTS
For our experiments we used an islanding model for CGP
training with two (µ + λ)-ES. One was set to µ = 20 and
λ = 100 with a mutation probability of 0.04. The other
was set to µ = 8 and λ = 16 with a mutation probability
of 0.4. Thus, we had a rather steadily evolving ES sending
individuals every 1000 iteration and a small rather fast-paced,
ﬂuctuating one sending every 100 iterations; thus ensuring
liveliness in exploration. The number of nodes was set to
20. As training optimization problems we used Rosenbrock,
Bohachevsky, Alpine and Booth [51]. Because each candidate
has to be evaluated several times for each of these functions,
we limited the number of swarm iterations during the learning
phase to 200. The number of particles was set to 5 during
training due to performance issues.
Table I and II show the best result. We compared the
learned optimization algorithm with a random search and with
a real PSO. Random search was our bottom line that needs to
be beaten. Table I compares the performance of the swarm,
achieved with the number of particles set to 10 and with a
budget of 10000 objective evaluations. The performance was
tested on six different objective functions; three of which had
not been used for learning. Compared with the pure random
search, the learned optimization algorithm already behaves
rater good, except for the Booth function. For the Rosenbrock
function (4-dimensional) and the Six Hump Camel Back
functions (2-dimensional), it is already competitive to the PSO.
Table II shows the results when using a budget of 200000
objective evaluations; demonstrating that the learned algorithm
is signiﬁcantly better than random search.

In order to detect emergent behavior or at least to distinguish
from pure random behavior in the system, we did a quick
analysis using two criteria: The correlation dimension [52]
and the Hurst exponent [53], [54]. The correlation dimension
is a characteristic measure describing the geometry of chaotic
attractors. One of the main applications of the GrassbergerProcaccia-algorithm is to distinguish between stochastic and
deterministically chaotic time sequences [55]. We use it to
analyze the ﬁtness sequence generated along the path of
particles. Table III shows example results for some test runs
revealing that the behavior of the particles in the learned
algorithm behave similar to the ones from PSO when attracted
from good solutions. Each run reﬂects a different objective
function. Although, when attacking function 4 from De Jong’s
test suite [56] which incorporates noise, the learned particle
behavior seems to be attracted from more local optima at
the same time (larger correlation dimension). The random
approach shows no attraction behavior at all.
The Hurst exponent is a measure for the long-term memory of a time series. In this way the long-term statistical
dependencies (excluding dependencies from cycles) seen in
the series are evaluated [57]. A Hurst exponent of 0.5 denotes
white noise. Larger values denote positive dependency, smaller
negative dependency. The results in Table IV suggest that the
PSO as well as the learned algorithm show a behavior of
systematically improving solutions whereas the random search
(as expected) exhibits mostly white noise.
V. C ONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK
With the upcoming era of large scale cyber physical systems, the need for controlling numerous entities will in future
most likely be accompanied by a growing demand of selforganizing algorithms. We presented a ﬁrst approach to learn
emergent swarm behavior. In a ﬁrst step, individuals of a
swarm were trained to jointly solve global optimization on
arbitrary problem instances. So far, mere observation of other
swarm members was incorporated. Nevertheless, CGP already
was able to come up with solutions that are probable better
than a mere random search.
Recently, recurrent CGP has been developed to foster the
evolution of recurrent artiﬁcial neural networks [58]. For some
other use cases, the recurrent version also showed superior
performance [42]. On the other hand, necessary control and reduction of the number of recurrent connections introduces new
challenges into learning [42]. Nevertheless, one of the next
tasks will be to test this version for our use case. Other variants
also provide promising extensions or modiﬁcation [59].
Looking at the mid-term agenda, several challenges still
have to be addressed.
• The question for detecting the desired emergent behavior
is still open to future research.
• Moreover, if the desired emergent behavior is present, it
needs to be quantiﬁed to generate appropriate guidance
for sampling new solutions.
• What is the best objective function? Obviously, it is a
mix of different criteria that would best be addressed
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TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF THE BEST LEARNED ALGORITHM WITH RANDOM SEARCH AND PSO WHEN USING A BUDGET OF 10.000 OBJECTIVE EVALUATIONS .
function

learned algorithm
5.555 × 10−3
2.928 × 10−1
1.822 × 10−1
-1.013 × 100
3.837 × 100
3.478 × 10−5

Sphere
Rosenbrock
Alpine
Six Hump Camel Back
Booth
DeJong f4

±
±
±
±
±
±

random

2.865 × 10−3
1.824 × 10−1
3.984 × 10−1
1.242 × 10−2
5.941 × 100
5.81 × 10−5

1.638 × 10−2
1.06 × 10−1
7.27 × 10−3
-9.927 × 10−1
2.714 × 10−2
4.114 × 10−4

±
±
±
±
±
±

PSO

1.667 × 10−2
1.187 × 10−1
6.257 × 10−3
4.269 × 10−2
2.603 × 10−2
8.626 × 10−4

4.692 × 10−5
2.351 × 10−1
2.335 × 10−4
-1.031 × 100
3.529 × 10−4
1.365 × 10−9

±
±
±
±
±
±

1.251 × 10−4
1.045 × 100
4.163 × 10−4
9.789 × 10−4
1.4 × 10−3
3.471 × 10−9

TABLE II
C OMPARISON OF THE BEST LEARNED ALGORITHM WITH RANDOM SEARCH AND PSO WHEN USING A BUDGET OF 200.000 OBJECTIVE EVALUATIONS .
function

learned algorithm

Sphere
Rosenbrock
Alpine
Six Hump Camel Back
Booth
DeJong f4

10−7

4.971 ×
1.668 × 10−5
7.914 × 10−4
-1.032 × 100
1.553 × 10−6
3.85 × 10−13

±
±
±
±
±
±

random
10−7

3.86 ×
1.902 × 10−5
1.199 × 10−3
1.798 × 10−6
1.293 × 10−6
6.305 × 10−13

7.158 ×
6.514 × 10−3
1.329 × 10−3
-1.03 × 100
1.042 × 10−3
4.378 × 10−7

TABLE III
F RACTAL CORRELATION DIMENSION AS CRITERION TO DISTINGUISH
STOCHASTIC AND DETERMINISTIC BEHAVIOR .
function

learned algorithm

Sphere
Alpine
DeJong f4

2.805
0.081
2.295

random

PSO

10−15

1.135 ×
−6.107 × 10−16
2.928 × 10−16

2.659
1.447
0.276

TABLE IV
H URST EXPONENT AS INDICATOR FOR LONG TERM MEMORY OF THE
SWARM ’ S DYNAMIC SYSTEM .
function

learned algorithm

random

PSO

Sphere
Alpine
DeJong f4

0.936
0.933
0.949

0.556
0.544
0.497

0.872
0.901
0.758

10−4

in a multi-objective approach. In general, CGP could be
solved as multi-objective optimization problem, but this
would most likely generate severe performance problems.
• One major performance issue is the objective function.
For each evaluation of a CGP solution candidate, an
optimization procedure has to be run several times and
different evaluation criteria have to be calculated.
• Finally, the question for the best set of functions is still
open. Presumably, this set can be divided into an always
necessary base set and problem speciﬁc extensions.
Then, further steps will be the inclusion of ﬁrst stigmergy
and second message-based information exchange. First simple
tests of evolving agent-based negotiations via message are
already promising for two agents.
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Abstract—This study compares optimized active voltage balancing algorithms, applicable for energy storage systems made
of supercapacitor cells connected in series. The results presented
herein are obtained from a simulation model and conﬁrmed on
an experimental stand.

I. I NTRODUCTION

N

OWADAYS, the most widely used elements for energy
storage systems (ESS) are either Li-Ion cells or
Supercapacitor cells. The control system or the Battery
Management System (BMS) [1] has the task to charge and
discharge them and manufactured a battery pack without any
damage due to over voltages or over currents. Nowadays
all BMSs use active voltage balancing techniques based on
different methods [2]–[7].

Fig. 1. ESS block diagram

with the highest capacitance Cmax to charge from its initial
voltage up to its rated voltage. It is described as

II. A SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDIED
ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM

tf ch = f (Cmax , Imax , △U(Cmax ) ).
III. T HE BASIC ALGORITHM

A simpliﬁed block diagram of the studied energy storage
system (ESS) is shown in Fig. 1.
The DC/DC converters linked in parallel to each cell are
additional charging sources (ACS). The DC/DC converter
linked in parallel to the whole string is a main charging source
(MCS). Imain is the main charging current. It charges the
whole battery module. Iadd is an additional charging current.
Icell is the cell charging current. For more details see [8],
[9]. We stress on the fact that the simulations use technical
information for 58F/16V module supercapacitor by Maxwell
Technologies Inc. [10]. tf ch is the time necessary for the cell

In the basic algorithm (BASIC) the charging current is less
than the maximum charging current Imax .
Icell = Imain + Iadd < Imax

(2)

Imain and Iadd are strictly ﬁxed. For each cell Cn and Iadd
is different and depends on the capacitance of the cell.Imain
is given by:
Imain = Imax .Cmin /Cmax , [A]

(3)

Iadd is given by:
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(1)

IACC = Imax .((Cn − Cmin )/Cmax ), [A]

(4)

Here Imax is the maximum charging current. Cn is the
capacitance of the n-th cell. Cmin is the lowest capacitance
and Cmax is the highest capacitance. A detailed description
of this algorithm can be found in [11]. Fig. 2 shows a typical
charging process by using this algorithm.
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On Fig. 4 it is shown what happens when the capacitance
difference changes.

Fig. 2. Voltages across cells during charging

Fig. 4. tx as a function of β

IV. T HE OPTIMIZED ALGORITHM
The second algorithm (OPTIMIZED) is optimized because
it has a value △U of the voltage. It cannot be changed
indeﬁnitely. There are some optimal values, which, if skipped,
result in other phenomena. Also some limit values for which
the algorithm works optimally can be mentioned. Thats why
for the future work we will make a 3D visualization, as a
dependence on several quantities and to show their optimal
value. The description of the optimized algorithm is described
below. We begin by loading all the cells with a maximum
charging current, being achieved through the synchronized
work of the MCS and all ACSs which currents are equal.
The charging current for each cell is:
Icell = Imain + Iadd = Imax

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND COMPARISON OF
THE STUDIED ALGORITHMS
On Fig. 5 it is shown how the power of the additional
charging sources changes.

(5)

A detailed description of this algorithm can be found in
[12]. Fig. 3 shows a typical charging process by using this
algorithm.
Fig. 5. ACS power

On Fig. 6 it is shown the power of the MCS.

Fig. 3. Cell voltages during charging

The key point of the OPTIMIZED method is turning the
ACSs off one after another and loaded the cells only by the
MCS. For each cell Cn there is a speciﬁc moment tx(Cn ) when
its ACS is turned off. For the time from tx(Cn ) to tf , the
charging current is provided only from the MCS. The speciﬁc
for each cell moment tx is given by:
tx = tf ch .[Imain /Iadd .(Cn /Cmax − 1) + Cn /Cmax ]

(6)

Fig. 6. MCS power

On Fig. 7 it is shown how the power of the ACSs changes
during the process of charging.
Fig. 8 shows the power of the main charging source.
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Pp — a peak power; E -– the energy;
VI. C ONCLUSION
In the BASIC algorithm, the main charging current is ﬁxed
as a function of the cell with the lowest capacitance. A key
element in the OPTIMIZED algorithm has the capacitance
difference between the capacitor with the highest capacitance
and the capacitor with the lowest capacitance. For the future
work we will make a 3D visualization, as a dependence on
several quantities and to show their optimal value.
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Fig. 7. ACS power

Fig. 8. MCS power
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Abstract—In workforce scheduling, shift generation is the
process of determining the shift structure, along with the tasks
to be carried out in particular shifts. Application areas of shift
generation include hospitals, retail stores, contact centers,
cleaning, home care, guarding, manufacturing and delivery of
goods. We present an extension to the Shift Minimization Personnel Task Scheduling Problem that is a problem in which a
set of tasks with fixed start and finish times have to be allocated
to a heterogeneous workforce. The objective in the SMPTSP is
to minimize the number of employees required to carry out the
given set of tasks. In the ESMPTSP, another objective is to
maximize the number of feasible (shift, employee) pairs. We
provide a mathematical formulation of the extended problem.
We present an efficient ruin and recreate heuristic along with
computational results for existing SMPTSP data sets and to a
new data set. The presented heuristic is suitable for application
in large real-world scenarios. The new instances, along with
our best solutions, have been made available online.

I. INTRODUCTION

S

HIFT generation is the process of transforming the determined workload into shifts as accurately as possible. For
labor-intensive industries, such as hospitals, retail stores,
contact centers, cleaning, home care, guarding, manufacturing and delivery of goods, it is crucial to find a good match
between the predicted and scheduled workload. The generated shifts form an input for the staff rostering, where employees are assigned to the shifts (see e.g. [1], [2] and [3]).
The generation of shifts is based on either the varying
number of required employees working during the planning
horizon or the tasks that the shifts must cover. We call these
employee-based and task-based shift generation problems.
The first major contribution for the employee-based shift
generation problem was the study by Musliu et al. [4]. They
introduced a problem, in which the workforce requirements
for a certain period of time were given, along with
constraints about the possible start times and the length of
shifts, and an upper limit for the average number of duties
per week per employee. Di Gaspero et al. [5] proposed a
problem in which the most important issue was to minimize
the number of different kinds of shifts used.
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Kyngäs et al. [6] introduced the unlimited shift generation
problem in which the most important goal is to minimize
understaffing and overstaffing. They define a strict version
of the problem, in the sense that each timeslot should be
exactly covered by the correct number of employees. In the
person-based multitask shift generation problem with breaks
presented in [7], employees can have their personal shift
length constraints and competences. The goal is to ensure
that the employees can execute the shifts later in the staff
rostering phase.
In the task-based shift generation problem the goal is to
create shifts and assign tasks to these shifts so that the
employees can be assigned to the shifts. The first major
contribution of the task-based problem was the study by
Dowling et al. [8]. They developed a day-to-day planning
tool and to estimate a minimal staff set capable of operating
as the ground staff of an international airport. Valls et al. [9]
introduced a model where they minimized the number of
workers required to perform a machine load plan. They
presented a coloring approach to identify possible
allocations along with bounds on the branch-and-bound
search tree.
Krishnamoorthy and Ernst [10] introduced a similar group
of problems, which they called Personnel Task Scheduling
Problems (PTSP). Given the staff that are rostered on a
particular day, the PTSP is to allocate each individual task,
with specified start and end times, to available staff who have
skills to perform the task. Later, Krishnamoorthy et al. [11]
introduced a special case referred as Shift Minimization
Personnel Task Scheduling Problem (SMPTSP) in which the
goal is to minimize the number of employees used to
perform the shifts. The SMPTSP has been studied under a
few other names. Jansen [12] called SMPTSP the license and
shift class design problem. Kroon et al. [13] called SMPTSP
tactical fixed interval scheduling problem, and showed that
solving it to optimality is NP-hard. The SMPTSP is also
similar to the basic interval scheduling problem presented in
[14] where the goal is to decide which jobs to process on
which machines.
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The General Task-based Shift Generation Problem
(GTSGP) was defined in [15]. Given the tasks that should be
rostered on a particular day, the GTSGP is to create
anonymous shifts and assign tasks to these shifts so that
employees can be assigned to the shifts. The targeted tasks
must be completed within a given time window. For
example, shelving in retail stores is often carried out in the
forenoon. Some tasks are so-called back-office tasks. For
example, in a contact center answering emails might require
a given number of working hours per day dedicated to the
activity but these tasks can be carried out any time of the
day.
The main contributions of this paper are the following:
− a mathematical formulation of the Extended Shift
Minimization Personnel Task Scheduling Problem
(ESMPTSP)
− a ruin and recreate heuristic, which can
successfully solve ESMPTSP instances
− a new benchmark set for the SMPTSP.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 first
describes the Shift Minimization Personnel Task Scheduling
Problem and the General Task-based Shift Generation
Problem. Then we define the Extended Shift Minimization
Personnel Task Scheduling Problem as an extension to the
SMPTSP and as a highly simplified version of the GTSGP.
In Section 3, we give the mathematical formulation of the
ESMPTSP. We also present a simplified instance of the
problem. Section 4 describes the most challenging SMPTSP
benchmark instances, which we solve as ESMPTSP
instances. Furthermore, we introduce a new benchmark
instance set for the SMPTSP. This data set is generated
especially for the ESMPTSP. In Section 5, we describe a
ruin and recreate heuristic, which can successfully solve
instances of SMPTSP, ESMPTSP and GTSGP. Finally,
Section 6 presents the first computational results for solving
the ESMPTSP. We also compare the results to the bestknown SMPTSP results.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The Shift Minimization Personnel Task Scheduling
Problem [11] can be defined formally as follows. A set of
tasks J = t1,...,tn needs to be allocated to a set of
heterogeneous employees E = e1,...,em over a specified
planning horizon. The processing time interval at which a
task t has to be performed is determined by a timetable with
fixed start time st and finish time ft. Each employee e has a
set of tasks Je ⊆ J that e can carry out. Each task t has a set
of employees Et ⊆ E that can carry out t. All sets Je and Et
are defined based on skills of employees/skill requirements
of tasks and availability of employees/time windows of tasks.
The objective is to minimize the number of employees
required to perform the given set of tasks. The following
basic assumptions hold:
A1. Preemption of tasks is not allowed.

A2. There are no precedence constraints among the
tasks.
A3. Each task is processed only once without
interruption.
A4. Each employee can execute only one task at a time.
The General Task-based Shift Generation Problem
(GTSGP) [15] has the same assumptions besides (A2).
However, the problem differs from the SMPTSP in several
important ways:
B1. Tasks are not explicitly assigned to employees.
B2. Tasks are not fixed in time.
B3. Tasks may have shift-local precedence constraints.
B4. Transition times between tasks are considered.
B5. Employees have total working time restrictions.
B6. Employees have availability restrictions.
The GTSGP is to create anonymous shifts and assign tasks
to these shifts so that employees can be assigned to the shifts.
Instead of minimizing the number of employees required to
carry out the given set of tasks, the objective is to maximize
the number of feasible (shift, employee) pairs. The
mathematical formulation of the problem was first given in
[16]. The idea is to ensure that the resulting set of shifts can
be carried out by the employees, i.e. each shift can be
assigned to an employee s.t. all shifts are assigned to
someone and no employee is assigned to multiple shifts.
In practical applications of the GTSGP, the full-time
permanent and temporary employees are expected to cover
100% of the total workload in the shift generation, and later
in the staff rostering phase. This is opposite to the idea
behind the SMPTSP, where a large pool of casual staff is
expected to be available and management would like to
minimize the pool usage.
By including only requirements (B1) and (B2), we obtain
the following simplified version of the GTSGP. The set of
shifts S is to be generated. A set of tasks T is to be assigned
to the shifts. Each task t has a duration dt (in timeslots) and a
time window [lbt, ubt]. A task t must not start before lbt and
must not end after ubt. Each task is related to the collection
of skills required by the tasks, which is a subset of the skill
set C. Respectively, each employee e from the set of
employees E has a collection Ke of skills. The number of
shifts is usually the same as the number of available
employees. In case of understaffing, additional pseudo
employees can be used.
A solution to the simplified GTSGP is feasible if the
following three hard constraints have no violations:
H1. The tasks in the shift do not overlap in time
(overlap).
H2. Each shift can be executed by one or more
employees, i.e. the skill set required by the tasks in
each shift is possessed by one or more employees
(shift).
H3. Each shift can be assigned to an employee s.t. all
shifts are assigned to someone and no employee is
assigned to multiple shifts (combination).
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Modifying (B2) to allow only fixed timetables for the
tasks, we have a further simplified version of the GTSGP.
We call this problem the Extended Shift Minimization
Personnel Task Scheduling Problem (ESMPTSP). The
objective is to first minimize the number of employees
required to carry out the given set of tasks and then to
maximize the number of feasible (shift, employee) pairs.
III. ESMPTSP FORMULATION
In this section, we give the mathematical formulation of
the ESMPTSP. We also present a small instance of the
ESMPTSP along with an example solution. We start with
introducing some additional definitions and the decision
variables:

For w ≠ v, we call xjwv pseudoassignments of v to w with
respect to j, as they represent whether j could be assigned to
v assuming j is assigned to w. Similarly, we call ywv
pseudoassignments of v to w, as they represent whether all
the tasks (and thus the entire shift) assigned to w could be
assigned to v.

The objective function (Equation 1) consists of the
weighted sum of the number of used employees and the

number of able (employee, shift) pairs. The rest of the
equations ensure the following:
(2) Each task will be carried out by exactly one able
employee.
(3) No overlapping tasks are assigned to a single
employee, and the indicator for using an employee
indicates employee usage, i.e. that at least one task
is assigned to the employee.
(4) A shift cannot be pseudoassigned to an employee if
it has shifts the employee is unable to do.
(5) Empty shifts are not counted as pseudoassignments.
(6,7) Tasks are pseudoassigned according to both actual
assignments and the abilities of the employees.
(8,9) Variables must be binary.
Fig. 1 shows a small instance of the ESMPTSP along with
an example solution. The instance and the presented example
of feasible (shift, employee) pairs have the following
characteristics:
− The tasks in the shift do not overlap in time
(overlap).
− The planning period is divided into 18 timeslots.
− The number of tasks is 14 and the number of
employees is 7 (indicated by letters from A to G).
− The duration of the tasks is given by the length of
the corresponding rectangles.
− The employees able to carry out a task are
indicated by the letters in the rectangles.
− The parentheses indicate a (non-unique) feasible
assignment between tasks/shifts and employees.
− The colors indicate which tasks are assigned to the
same shift.
− The solution is clearly optimal in the number of
shifts, as at least 6 concurrent shifts are needed
during slot 12.
− Furthermore, employee E can carry out the blue
shift, A and C the brown shift, D and E the green
shift, E the yellow shift, B, D and F the violet shift,
and A, D and E the red shift, totalling 18 feasible
(shift, employee) pairs.

Fig. 1 A small instance of the ESMPTSP and a feasible solution. The
letters indicate employees able to carry out a task. The colors indicate
generated shifts.
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IV. BENCHMARK INSTANCES
We have basically two possibilities to create benchmark
instances for the ESMPTSP: either to extend SMPTSP
instances or to simplify GTSGP instances. We use both
approaches. First, we use instances selected from the three
current SMPTSP data sets. This approach has two benefits.
The instances need no modifications whatsoever and a
significant number of studies and algorithms have been
designed to solve the problem. This enables the authors of
the current SMPTSP algorithms to try their ideas to the
ESMPTSP more easily. Second, we generate a new fourth
data set for the SMPTSP, which is derived from the
simplified GTSGP instances.
Krishnamoorthy et al. [11] presented the first data set of
137 instances for the SMPTSP. The data set is referred to as
KEB instances. They used a Lagrangian approach to solve
large instances of the SMPSTP. Smet et al. [17] generated
the second data set of ten instances, because they were able
to solve all KEB instances to optimality. The data set is
referred to as SWMB instances. Fages and Lapegue [18]
generated the third data set of 100 instances, because KEB
and SWMB instances were trivial with respect to finding
good quality lower bounds. This data set is referred to as FL
instances.
As the first benchmark set for the ESMPTSP, we decided
to select 56 very challenging instances from the three
SMPTSP data sets. From the KEB data set, we selected 25
instances based on the performance of the three heuristics on
the data set. An FL instance was selected if at least one of
the following criteria holds:
C1. The solution (number of employees) obtained by the
constructive heuristic of Lin and Ying [19] was at
least 7% inferior to the optimum solution.
C2. The solution obtained by the iterative heuristic of
Lin and Ying [19] was at least 2% inferior to the
optimum solution.
C3. The greedy heuristic of Hojati [20] was unable to
find the optimum solution.
Some of these instances are quite easy to solve as
SMPTSP instances. This enables the authors of the SMPTSP
algorithms to try their ideas to the ESMPTSP more easily.
Note however, that we are not aware of how easy or difficult
the instances are to solve as ESMPTSP instances.
From the SWMB data set, we selected all the ten
instances.
From FL instances, we selected the 21 instances. We
excluded instances #5 and #89, for which the minimum
number of shifts is not known. Note that the instances were
also unsolved by the Smet et al. method in [17]. An instance
was selected if either one of the following criteria holds:
D1. The solution obtained by Fages and Lapegue [18]
was at least 3% inferior to the known optimum
solution.
D2. The greedy heuristic of Hojati [20] was not able
find the optimum solution.

Tables I, II and III show the characteristics of the selected
instances. The number of shifts denotes the known optimum
value for the SMPTSP, i.e. the minimum number of shifts
derived from the recent paper by Chandrasekharan et al.
[21]. The @AVG measure indicates the estimated average
number of tasks per non-empty shift, i.e. the number of tasks
is divided by the minimum number of shifts.
The tightness level is defined as the total length of all
tasks as a percentage of the total availability of all
employees. The task skill level is defined as the average
percentage of the total number of tasks each employee is
qualified for. In addition to the task skill level, the shift skill
level describes, how qualified an average employee is to
carry out all the tasks of an average shift. We define shift
skill level = ta, where t = task skill level and a = @AVG. The
overlap level is the probability of two random tasks to
overlap. To calculate the probability, we need to iterate all
task pairs once to check whether they overlap or not.
In order to make an instance challenging, the following
guidelines can be drawn from the discussions and results in
[11, 17, 18, 19 and 20]:
− The number of tasks and the number of employees
influence the hardness of the instance, since they
enlarge the search space.
− The combinatorial search space increases when the
average number of tasks per shift increases.
− The tightness level should be closer to 90%.
− The task skill level should be at most 33%.
− The shift skill level should be way below 1%.
− The overlap level should be at most 40%.
However, these are general observations and no statistical
evidence can be drawn from the guidelines. We generated a
new fourth data set for the SMPTSP and the ESMPTSP
based on the above guidelines. We had two goals for the new
data set. First, the instances should be more challenging than
the existing ones, and second, the characteristics of the
instances should be distinctly different compared to the
current data sets.
We have created an elaborate random test instance
generator for the GTSGP (see [16]). The generator is guided
by five parameter sets having a total number of seventeen
parameters. We disabled and omitted most of the parameters
to generate SMPTSP and ESMPTSP instances. The
instances were generated using the following guidelines:
− The instances should be versatile.
− The minimum number of shifts should be the same
as the number of employees.
− The number of employees varies from 20 to 500.
− The average number of tasks per shift is close to 5.
This is about the same as the average in the other
data sets.
− The tightness level should be at least 93% and in
most of the cases close to 100%. This is clearly
higher than in the other data sets. The level should
decrease when the number of employees increases.
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− The task skill level should vary from 5% to 65%.
In some cases, the level should be clearly lower
than in the other data sets. A higher value should
increase the ESMPTSP solution value.
− The shift skill level should be at most 1%, and in
some cases less than 0.001%. The variation should
be about the same as in the other data sets
altogether. Note, that seven instances have values
close to 10%, which should increase the
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ESMPTSP solution value.
− The overlap level should be between 30% and
40%. This is on average higher than in the other
data sets.
We decided to create two distinct instance sets. The first
set of instances should have a unique optimum SMPTSP
solution. When the objective is treated hierarchically, i.e.
α = m2 + 1 and β = 1, this results in a unique optimum

TABLE I.
THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SELECTED KEB INSTANCES
#

#Emps

#Shifts

#Tasks

@AVG

Tightness
level

Task skill level

Shift skill level

Overlap
level

4
5
9
11
13
15
17
22
28
29
30
35
45
59
68
75
77
79
80
89
94
98
106
107
108

23
25
49
24
25
72
23
47
75
22
25
171
67
70
359
72
180
94
112
88
93
91
121
114
162

20
20
40
20
20
60
20
40
60
20
20
140
60
59
300
60
160
80
99
70
80
80
100
100
128

59
60
104
119
120
126
139
180
208
219
219
280
420
525
613
665
688
689
691
788
881
896
1096
1112
1115

3.0
3.0
2.6
6.0
6.0
2.1
7.0
4.5
3.5
11.0
11.0
2.0
7.0
8.9
2.0
11.1
4.3
8.6
7.0
11.3
11.0
11.2
11.0
11.1
8.7

88.3
90.2
89.9
90.0
90.2
74.5
90.0
89.9
90.1
89.8
90.1
70.3
90.0
91.4
72.7
90.0
90.0
90.1
90.9
90.1
90.0
90.0
90.0
90.0
91.4

34.4
36.2
35.0
36.2
35.8
34.2
67.7
67.4
66.8
67.2
68.8
33.2
33.9
34.4
66.1
34.2
33.4
33.6
33.8
34.0
33.8
34.2
33.3
33.7
33.6

4.3
4.7
6.5
0.2
0.2
10.5
6.7
16.9
24.7
1.3
1.7
11.0
0.05
0.01
42.9
0.001
0.9
0.01
0.05
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.008

46.7
46.9
57.3
26.0
25.9
59.6
23.6
36.1
45.0
15.0
15.0
59.3
24.1
19.4
60.2
15.4
36.8
19.8
24.4
15.3
15.6
15.3
15.6
15.4
19.9

Task skill level

Shift skill level

19.5
19.6
30.0
20.0
29.7
19.9
19.9
19.9
19.8
19.9

0.003
0.0000002
0.03
0.002
0,00001
0.002
0.00000006
0,0000001
0,00000005
0,00000003

Overlap
level
25.6
13.3
25.4
25.7
13.2
25.8
13.1
13.5
13.2
13.1

TABLE II.
THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SWMB INSTANCES
#

#Emps

#Shifts

#Tasks

@AVG

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

50
44
102
113
77
135
70
88
125
153

40
40
77
98
59
116
59
79
98
116

258
510
525
647
777
777
781
1022
1308
1577

6.5
12.4
6.8
6.6
13.2
6.7
13.2
12.8
13.2
13.6

Tightness
level
89.6
87.6
93.5
91.7
91.5
92.9
88.5
90.0
90.9
93.1
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TABLE IV.
THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SELECTED FL INSTANCES
#

#Emps

#Shifts

#Tasks

@AVG

28
29
31
33
35
39
45
46
54
60
61
62
63
64
68
69
77
79
80
84
94

262
248
290
338
308
284
376
409
498
443
551
610
524
366
561
550
648
638
578
644
812

105
95
116
132
118
108
144
157
190
173
222
262
203
140
219
211
248
246
222
247
313

402
355
488
534
469
446
586
635
850
783
891
1096
905
570
958
891
1123
1052
885
1121
1394

3.8
3.7
4.2
4.0
4.0
4.1
4.1
4.0
4.5
4.5
4.0
4.2
4.5
4.1
4.4
4.2
4.5
4.3
4.0
4.5
4.5

Tightness
level
19.1
18.5
21.0
20.3
19.8
19.8
20.5
20.2
22.5
21.9
20.0
20.8
21.9
20.2
21.4
21.1
22.1
21.0
19.6
21.9
21.9

Task skill level

Shift skill level

26.0
28.3
25.7
25.7
26.6
25.7
27.0
26.6
25.8
27.0
26.3
25.5
26.5
26.2
27.3
26.1
26.6
26.3
27.0
26.1
25.7

0.6
0.9
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.4
0.5
0.5
0.2
0.3
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.2
0.2

Overlap
level
11.0
11.6
10.4
10.8
11.1
10.6
11.4
11.2
10.7
10.7
11.0
10.2
11.1
11.0
11.0
10.8
10.7
10.8
11.2
10.4
10.6

TABLE III.
THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NEW KN INSTANCES. THE INSTANCES DENOTED BY * SHOULD HAVE
A UNIQUE OPTIMAL SMPTSP SOLUTION. LB = LOWER BOUND OBTAINED USING SOLYALI PROCEDURE.
#

#Emps

#Shifts
LB

#Tasks

@AVG

Tightness
level

Task skill level

Shift skill level

Overlap
level

1*
2
3*
4
5*
6
7*
8
9*
10
11*
12
13*
14
15*
16
17*
18
19*
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
180
200
240
280
320
360
400
450
500

20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
100
110
120
130
140
149
160
180
199
239
279
309
356
399
443
488

105
125
146
174
200
216
266
265
297
335
352
363
417
434
506
583
613
641
670
782
802
843
967
1157
1419
1611
1763
2012
2231
2473

5.3
5.0
4.9
5.0
5.0
4.8
5.3
4.8
5.0
5.2
5.0
4.8
5.2
5.1
5.1
5.3
5.1
4.9
4.8
5.2
5.0
4.7
4.8
4.8
5.1
5.0
4.9
5.0
5.0
4.9

100
93.9
100
94.5
100
95.5
100
95.0
99.5
95.5
99.5
94.0
99.0
95.0
98.5
95.5
98.0
94.5
97.6
95.0
97.3
97.0
95.0
96.6
96.3
95.0
96.0
96.0
94.5
93.5

24.5
19.8
60.3
62.0
18.8
17.7
32.1
63.3
20.3
54.9
19.8
39.9
15.0
36.5
10.8
42.5
7.7
31.1
5.2
29.4
62.7
37.8
19.9
57.9
32.5
5.4
63.7
40.0
12.0
8.6

0.06
0.03
8.5
9.3
0.02
0.02
0.2
11.1
0.04
4.6
0.03
1.2
0.005
0.6
0.001
1.1
0.0002
0.3
0.00007
0.2
9.6
1.1
0.04
7.1
0.3
0.00004
11.0
1.0
0.003
0.0005

33.0
32.8
35.9
33.8
35.2
35.2
33.5
35.0
35.6
33.2
35.2
34.6
34.0
33.3
34.7
32.4
34.4
34.5
36.4
32.9
34.8
36.9
35.3
35.9
34.3
32.7
35.2
34.4
34.4
34.1
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ESMPTSP solution as well. The second set of instances can
have many different optimum SMPTSP solutions per
instance, from which we should find the best ESMPTSP
solution. These instances should be easier to solve as
tightness level decreases and shift skill level increases.
The generator creates instances where the minimum
number of shifts should be the same as the number of
employees. The basic idea is to construct an instance along
with a feasible solution. Applying the lower bounding
procedure of Solyali [22] confirmed this for 21 instances.
However, when the number of employees increases and the
tightness level decreases, the generator may create instances
where the minimum number of shifts is less than the number
of employees.
Table IV shows the characteristics of the thirty instances
generated. We refer to this data set as KN instances. The
characteristics clearly show that the instances are distinctly
different from the existing data sets. The instances denoted
by * belong to the first set of instances, which should have a
unique optimum SMPTSP solution.
The existing three data sets can be found in [23] and the
new KN data set in [24]. We provide the new KN instances
in the traditional SMPTSP format as well as in the GTGSP
format.
V. RUIN AND RECREATE HEURISTIC

free tasks are sorted in order of how many times they have
been unassigned after recreation during the solution process.
This is done in order to emphasize tasks that seem more
difficult to place in the solution. For each task t, all feasible
addition positions in the incumbent solution are evaluated.
The concept of a position depends on the exact problem.
For the GTSGP, a position is determined by an immediate
predecessor, e.g. a task or an employee. Note that the tasks
can have wide time windows in the GTSGP, hence the order
of tasks within a shift is not predetermined. In the SMPTSP
there are no time windows, which fixes the order of tasks
within a shift. Task t is then added to the position that leads
to the best objective function value, with a small chance to
skip over to the next best position. Consecutive skipping is
not constrained in any way, so t might not get assigned even
if it has feasible addition positions. When all free tasks have
been processed, the recreate operator quits.
Essential parameters of 2RH and the values used in our
computational experiments include
− average number of tasks removed per ruin operator
(10),
− maximum length of task string to remove from a
single shift (8),
− recreate skipping chance (1%), and
− move skipping chance (1%).

We use a ruin and recreate heuristic similar to that
described in [25] to solve the ESMPTSP. Pseudo code for
the algorithm is given in Fig. 2. Our version of ruin and
recreate heuristic (2RH) has been created to solve practical
GTSGP instances. In practical applications of the GTSGP,
we should
− generate as versatile shifts as possible to
− ensure that the rostering of the staff can be
completed, so that
− the computation time is still acceptable considering
the release time of the rosters.
Therefore, we do not seek the fastest possible solution
method. Instead, it is advantageous to use more computation
time in order to achieve shifts that are more versatile.
The ruin operator first chooses a random task t0 assigned
to some shift s0 and removes a random sequence of adjacent
tasks from s0 containing t0. For each task sorted by closeness
to t0 w.r.t. time windows and skills, similar removal is done
if the corresponding shift has not been removed from yet.
The underlying idea is that by removing whole strings of
tasks from shifts at a time, room is created for new tasks to
be inserted, and due to the way removed tasks are selected,
at least some of them are more or less interchangeable
between shifts. When the total number of removed tasks
exceeds the given parameter, the ruin operator quits.
The recreate operator adds free tasks one by one to their
respective best positions in the incumbent solution. First, all

Fig. 2 The pseudo-code of the ruin and recreate heuristic.
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VI. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
This section presents our computational results for the
ESMPTSP benchmark instances introduced in Section 4. As
was stated in previous section, our implementation of 2RH
requires sufficient running time to tackle the largest practical
instances. For each ESMPTSP benchmark instance, we
execute eight parallel 2RH runs exactly four hours. We also
register the running time elapsed to reach the first solution to
the SMPTSP as well as the value for the ESMPTSP at that
time.
Note that our implementation of 2RH is such that the best
solution is generally reached at the later stages of the
optimization run. We could find the first solution to the
SMPTSP faster if we used less maximum running time for
2RH. It should also be noted here, that running parallel
2RHs one hour instead of four hours seems to weaken
ESMPTSP solutions only at most 5%. This could be
acceptable for practical applications, since after the shift
generation and staff rostering have completed, new tasks will
most certainly arise and some of the tasks need to be
changed or removed.
Tables V, VI, VII and VIII show our results for the
benchmark instances. We ran the instances using hierarchical
objective, i.e. α = m2 + 1 and β = 1, i.e. only solutions
optimal w.r.t. to the underlying SMPTSP need to be
considered. The optimum values for the underlying
SMPTSPs were derived from the recent paper by
Chandrasekharan et al. [21]. The test runs were carried out
on a workstation with AMD Ryzen 9 3950X 16-Core
Processor at 3.49GHz and with 64GB RAM running
Windows 10 using default settings. 2RH is implemented in
C++.
We used no domain specific knowledge in order to
generate better solutions, nor did we fine-tune any
parameter. However, we also experimented with different
numbers of parallel runs, different parameter values and
different running times. We publish the best solutions we
have found during these experiments, but we emphasize that
these solutions are shown only for comparison purposes. For
comparison purposes, we also conducted 30-minute test runs
with Gurobi 8.1. Gurobi was able to verify, that we have
found the optimum ESMPTSP solution for 16 instances. For
the other 70 instances, we do not know the optimum values.
Note that Gurobi was not able to find optimum solutions to
any of the SWMB and FL instances.
First, the results show that 2RH can solve the underlying
SMPTSP instances extremely well and sufficiently fast. With
respect to the SMPTSP, the heuristic can successfully solve
the most challenging existing benchmark instances as well as
the new KN instances. The SWMB instances are very
challenging. These instances have a high average number of
tasks per shift and low task skill levels, which implies very
low shift skill levels.
With respect to the running time required to reach the
SMPTSP optimum, SWMB4 and SWMB8 are easier, and

SWMB3 and SWMB6 harder. We could not solve SWMB7
and SWMB10 instances within the given time limit using the
given parameter set. However, we did find the SMPTSP
optimum by increasing the time limit.
The FL instances are quite easy to solve. The instances
have very low tightness levels and shift skill levels are not
too low. The KEB instances are easy to solve. This is true
even for those instances that have low shift skill levels. We
have no other reason for this than the high task skill levels.
With respect to the running time required to reach the
SMPTSP optimum, KEB080 and FL77 are the hardest ones.
Our goal in creating the KN data set was to generate
instances that are more challenging. The results indicate this
to be true at least for our ruin and recreate heuristic. There
are mainly two reasons for this: higher tightness levels and
lower task skill levels.
With respect to the running time required to reach the
SMPTSP optimum, the easiest instances are KN5 and KN19.
Among the instances with equal number of shifts and
employees, the hardest instances are KN7 and KN22. We
could not solve KN26, KN29 and KN30 instances to the
lower bound value. We suspect that our solutions to these
instances are not optimal.
We define the ratio r = e/s, where s = the best-known
SMPTSP value and e = the number of feasible pairs in the
best-known ESMPTSP solution. In general, we could argue
that instances with high r values should be easier to solve as
SMPTSP and as ESMPTSP instances, because several
employees may carry out several shifts. This seems to be
true, because the FL instances have a very high r value, and
the SWMB instances have r values very close to one.
However, for the KEB and KN instances, there is no
correlation between r values and hardness of instances.
We only know the optimum ESMPTSP values for 16 of
the 86 benchmark instances. It should be clear, that the
combinatorial search space for an ESMPTSP instance
increases when its r value increases. Therefore, we speculate
that our solution to the ESMPTSP should be closer to the
optimum value for those instances that have low r values.
The KN instances intended to have a unique optimum
SMPTSP solution turned out to be almost trivial for Gurobi.
The corresponding SMPTSP instances were solved in a few
seconds each. It seems likely that the instances are so heavily
constrained that methods focused on reducing the search
space are far superior to any pure heuristics.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We presented a mathematical formulation of the Extended
Shift Minimization Personnel Task Scheduling Problem
(ESMPTSP), which in turn is a highly simplified version of
the GTSGP. We showed that the presented 2RH heuristic
can successfully solve ESMPTSP benchmark instances.
Furthermore, we showed that the heuristic was able to find
optimal solutions to the SMPTSP instances.

È KIMMO NURMI: THE EXTENDED SHIFT MINIMIZATION PERSONNEL TASK SCHEDULING PROBLEM
NICO KYNGAS,

We published a new data set for the SMPTSP and the
ESMPTSP. We provide the new instances in the traditional
SMPTSP format as well as in the GTGSP format. The
instances, along with our best solutions, have been made
available online [24].
This was the first encounter of solving the SMPTSP
instances as ESMPTSP instances. Even though the
computational results were encouraging, we suspect that
better solutions for most of the instances exist. Furthermore,
there should be room for both more efficient solution
methods and efficient lower bounding methods. These would
also bring more insight to the hardness of the problem as
well as to the hardness of the current benchmark instances.
No matter the point during the planning process at which
the problem is solved, there will always be changes, be it to
the tasks themselves due to e.g. changed customer
expectations or the employees at our disposal due to e.g. sick
leaves. In practice, solutions with equal number of shifts and
larger number of feasible pairs are better because the
flexibility of the assignment of the shifts is increased, making
it easier to assign existing shifts to different employees. This
justifies the ESMPTSP in the big picture of the workforce
optimization and the real-world workforce scheduling
process. We believe that the presented method is suitable for
application in large real-world scenarios.
TABLE V.
THE RESULTS FOR KEB INSTANCES. TIMES GIVEN IN MINUTES.
THE FINAL ESMPTSP SOLUTION IS THE BEST OF EIGHT FOURHOUR PARALLEL 2RH RUNS. THE BEST SOLUTIONS WE HAVE
FOUND IN OUR OTHER TEST RUNS ARE ALSO REPORTED.
THE SOLUTIONS DENOTED BY O ARE OPTIMUM.

#

4
5
9
11
13
15
17
22
28
29
30
35
45
59
68
75
77
79
80
89
94
98
106
107
108

SMPTSP Time to reach
optimum the SMPTSP
optimum
20
20
40
20
20
60
20
40
60
20
20
140
60
59
300
60
160
80
99
70
80
80
100
100
128

0.001
0.001
0.06
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.1
0.1
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.06
2
1.7
0.2
3
1.8
3
9
0.9
4
6
3
4
7

# of
Final # of Best #
feasible feasible we have
pairs at
pairs
found
that time
30
41
161
20
20
506
58
351
1152
33
31
2701
63
60
46422
60
485
84
121
70
80
81
100
100
136

53 o
62 o
233
29
31
684
97
518
1489
68
78
3534
110
79
49448
76
1021
127
214
92
110
109
140
140
220

30 o
32 o
694
524
1497
69
3558
114
85
49539
84
1053
131
219
95
115
113
146
146
232
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TABLE VI.
THE RESULTS FOR SWMB INSTANCES. TIMES GIVEN IN MINUTES.
THE FINAL ESMPTSP SOLUTION IS THE BEST OF EIGHT FOURHOUR PARALLEL 2RH RUNS. THE BEST SOLUTIONS WE HAVE
FOUND IN OUR OTHER TEST RUNS ARE ALSO REPORTED. SWMB7
AND SWMB10 COULD NOT BE SOLVED WITHIN THE GIVEN TIME
LIMIT.

#

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

SMPTSP Time to reach
optimum the SMPTSP
optimum
40
40
77
98
59
116
59
79
98
116

67
30
139
15
86
207
*
30
102
*

# of
Final # of Best #
feasible feasible we have
pairs at
pairs
found
that time
40
40
83
98
59
116
*
79
98
*

41
41
101
111
60
129
*
80
99
116

45
42
117
114

59

TABLE VII.
THE RESULTS FOR FL INSTANCES. TIMES GIVEN IN MINUTES. THE
FINAL ESMPTSP SOLUTION IS THE BEST OF EIGHT FOUR-HOUR
PARALLEL 2RH RUNS. THE BEST SOLUTIONS WE HAVE FOUND IN
OUR OTHER TEST RUNS ARE ALSO REPORTED.

#

28
29
31
33
35
39
45
46
54
60
61
62
63
64
68
69
77
79
80
84
94

SMPTSP Time to reach
optimum the SMPTSP
optimum
105
95
116
132
118
108
144
157
190
173
222
262
203
140
219
211
248
246
222
247
313

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.7
1
0.6
2
3
1
0.3
2
1
14
2
1
4
6

# of
Final # of Best #
feasible feasible we have
pairs at
pairs
found
that time
3181
3389
3614
4728
4418
3318
6526
7306
9560
8102
14084
16776
11140
5981
14331
12506
17619
16974
16096
17515
25574

4034
4285
4505
5915
5374
4215
8456
9699
11321
9648
17590
19419
13088
7499
18576
15945
20824
21917
20034
21953
30006

4051
4296
4535
5933
5393
4224
8461
9702
9698
17646
19497
13191
7524
18682
16045
20986
22056
20154
22110
30342
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[6]

THE

RESULTS FOR

TABLE VIII.
KN INSTANCES. THE

*
TIMES GIVEN IN
WITHIN THE GIVEN TIME LIMIT). THE FINAL
THE BEST OF EIGHT FOUR-HOUR PARALLEL
INSTANCES DENOTED BY

SHOULD HAVE A UNIQUE OPTIMAL SMPTSP SOLUTION.

(X = NOT FOUND
ESMPTSP SOLUTION IS
2RH RUNS. THE BEST SOLUTIONS WE HAVE FOUND IN OUR OTHER TEST
RUNS ARE ALSO REPORTED. KN26, KN29 AND KN30 COULD NOT BE
SOLVED WITHIN THE GIVEN TIME LIMIT. THE SOLUTIONS DENOTED BY
ARE OPTIMUM.

MINUTES

[7]

[8]

O

#

1*
2
3*
4
5*
6
7*
8
9*
10
11*
12
13*
14
15*
16
17*
18
19*
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Best
Time to reach
found the best found
SMPTSP
SMPTSP
solution
solution
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
100
110
120
130
140
149
160
180
199
239
279
316
356
399
445
495

0.002
0.03
26
1
0.08
0.3
192
0.6
21
3.8
36
0.9
43
29
37
34
11
10
1
128
42
179
148
92
110
*
156
92
*
*

# of
Final # of Best #
feasible feasible we have
found
pairs at
pairs
that time
43
55
235
365
89
96
147
1063
76
753
118
945
220
791
128
1446
131
1471
152
1620
8473
4411
1852
18041
6452
*
47213
24160
*
*

43 o
57 o
235 o
456
89 o
101o
147 o
1369
76 o
1259
118 o
1361
220 o
1106
128 o
2562
131 o
3012
152 o
2513
11858
5952
2163
24858
9674
*
63392
44071
*
*

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

1375
1271

[13]

[14]

1378
1160
2621

[15]

[16]

3150
2933
12101
6888
2654
25835
11778
795
66171
51277
5190
2731

[17]

[18]

[19]

[20]
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an approximation with an error ε ≤ c N −1/2 , where c ≤
0.6745σ(θ) (σ(θ) is the standard deviation).

Abstract—In this work we make a comparison between optimized lattice and adaptive stochastic approaches for multidimensional integrals with different dimensions. Some of the integrals
has applications in environmental safety and control theory.

Algorithm

I. I NTRODUCTION
ONTE Carlo methods are one of the most commonly
used numerical methods. Their advantages are enhanced by increasing the dimensionality. For this reason, they
are a major tool for numerically solving classes of problems
in such important areas as particle physics, engineering chemistry, molecular dynamics, and ﬁnancial mathematics. A major
scientiﬁc challenge in the development of modern Monte Carlo
methods is their relatively slow rate of convergence, which in
many cases has the asymptotic O(N −1/2 ), where N is the
sample size. There are two approaches to improve convergence
- reducing the variance of the estimated value and reducing
the discrepancy of the sequence used. Adaptive strategy and
lattice rules are two different ways to improve the convergence
and has never been compared on this type of multidimensional
integrals before.

1.

M

1.1.
2.

Calculate the number of points to be taken
in each subregion N = N 1/δ.

For j = 1, M d :
2.1.

2.2.

Calculate the approximation of IΩj and the
variance DΩj in subdomain Ωj based on N
independent realizations of random variable
θN ;
If (DΩj ≥ ε) then

2.2.1. Choose the axis direction on which
the partition will perform,
2.2.2. Divide the current domain into two
(Gj1 , Gj2 ) along the chosen direction,
2.2.3. If the length of obtained subinterval
is less than δ then go to step 2.2.1
else j = j1 Gj1 is the current domain
right and go to step 2.1;

II. T HE STOCHASTIC APPROACHES
A. Adaptive approach
Adaptive strategy [1], [3], [4], [7] is well known method for
evaluation of multidimensional integrals, especially when the
integrand function has peculiarities and
R peaks. Let pj and IΩj
be the following expressions: pj = Ωj p(x) dx and IΩj =
R
f (x)p(x) dx. Consider now a random point ξ (j) ∈
Ωj
Ωjh with a densityi function p(x)/pj . In this case IΩj =
(j)
p PN
E Nj i=1 f (ξi ) = EθN . This adaptive algorithm gives

2.3.
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Input data: total number of points N 1, constant
M (the initial number of subregions taken), constant
ε (max value of the variance in each subregion), constant δ (maximal admissible number of subregions),
d-dimensionality of the initial region/domain, f - the
function of interest.

2.4.
2.5.

75

Else if (DΩj < ε) but an approximation
of IGj2 has not been calculated yet, then
j = j2 Gj2 is the current domain along the
corresponding direction right and go to step
2.1;
Else if (DΩj < ε) but there are subdomains
along the other axis directions, then go to
step 2.1;
Else Accumulation in the approximation IN
of I.
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B. Lattice rules
We will use the following lattice point sets
nn o
xn =
z , n = 0, . . . , N − 1
N
where z = (z1 , . . . , zn ) is the generating vector with dimensionality s. By a lattice rule we mean a rule of the form
N −1
1 X
f (xj ),
IN (f ) =
N j=0

(1)

where x0 , . . . , xN −1 are all points of a lattice L in the
unit hypercube. Lets deal with the problem for approximate
evaluation of the integral:
Z
I(f ) =
f (x)dx,

Theorem 1: [10] Let L is a lattice with points
x0 , x1 , . . . , xN −1 in [0, 1)s and m ∈ Zs . Then
N −1
1 X 2πim.xj
e
= 1, m ∈ L⊥ ,
N j=0
N −1
1 X 2πim.xj
e
= 0, m ∈
/ L⊥ .
N j=0

Theorem 2: [12] Let L is a lattice with points
x0 , x1 , . . . , xN −1 in [0, 1)s . Then for the error of integration
is fulﬁlled
X
IN (f ) − I(f ) =
a(m).
m∈L⊥ ,m6=0

When we replace f (x) =

[0,1)s

where f is a real function in [0, 1)s . We consider the case
when f has a periodic extension fe in Rs ,

1
N

fe = f (x), x ∈ [0, 1)s ,

Let

L = m ∈ R : m.x ∈ Z, x ∈ L.
In the case when the lattice has rank 1
mod N ).

Let f can be presented in Fourie series as:
X
f (x) =
a(m)e2πim.x , x ∈ [0, 1)s ,
m∈Zs

where

a(m) =

Z

j=0

N −1
N −1
1 X
1 X X
f (xj ) =
a(m)e2πim.xj =
N j=0
N j=0
s

X

(2)

s

L⊥ = m ∈ Zs : m.x ≡ 0 (

f (xj ):

a(m)e2πim.x in IN (f ) =

m∈Z

where x0 , x1 , . . . , xN −1 are points from the lattice L ∈ [0, 1)s .
We deﬁne the dual lattice L as
⊥

m∈Zs

IN (f ) =

fe(x + z) = fe, x ∈ Rs , z ∈ Zs .
N −1
1 X
IN (f ) =
f (xj ),
N j=0

NP
−1

P

m∈Zs

and the scalar product m.u = m1 x1 + m2 x2 + . . . ms xs . Let
Esα for α > 1 and c > 0 is a class of functions f , for which
the coefﬁcients of Fourier [8] satisﬁes:
c
,
(3)
|a(m)| ≦
(m1 . . . ms )α
where
m = |m|, |m|, m ≧ 1, m = 1, m = 0.
We deﬁne the Zaremba index [12] as
ρ = minm∈L⊥ ,m6=0 (m1 . . . ms ).
The following theorems are key points in analysis the error of
integration in the lattice rule:

1
N

e2πim.xj =

j=0

X

a(m).

m∈L⊥

and using the deﬁnition I(f ) = a(0) we will obtain
X
IN (f ) − I(f ) =
a(m).
m∈L⊥ ,m6=0

Theorem 3: [12] Let L is a lattice with points
x0 , x1 , . . . , xN −1 in [0, 1)s and let f ∈ Esα (c), α > 1. Then
X
|IN (f ) − I(f )| ≦ c
(m1 . . . ms )−α .
m∈L⊥ ,m6=0

The proof of this fact directly leads from the previous
theorem
X
|IN (f ) − I(f )| =
|
m∈L⊥ ,m6=0

e−2πim.x f (x)dx,

[0,1)s

a(m)

N
−1
X

a(m)| ≦ c
.

X

m∈L⊥ ,m6=0

1
(m1 . . . ms )α

Theorem 4: [12] Let L is a lattice with x0 , x1 , . . . , xN −1 in
[0, 1)s and let f ∈ Esα (c), α > 1 and ρ ≧ 2 is the Zaremba
index. Then
|IN (f ) − I(f )| ≦ cd(s, α)ρ−α (log ρ)s−1 .

Here we can deﬁne the number Rl , l = 1, 2, . . . , which will
show the number of points m ∈ L⊥ for which
m1 . . . ms < lρ
Here we will use the lemma proven by Hua and Wang (1981)
[6]:
Rl ≤ e(s)l(log 3lρ)s−1 , l = 1, 2, . . . ,
where e(s) depend only on s.
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From Theorem 3
|IN (f ) − I(f )| ≤ c

X

m∈L⊥ ,m6=0

Theorem 5: If P is a lattice point set, with an optimal
generating vector z, for the error of integration we have

1
(m1 . . . ms )α

The sum on m can be broken down into a sum of collectibles
by E1 , E2 , . . . , where El is deﬁned by the inequalities
lρ ≤ m1 . . . ms < (l + 1)ρ, l = 1, 2, . . .

By the deﬁnition of Rl we have the following inequalities:
X
1
≤
(m1 . . . ms )α
⊥
m∈L ,m6=0

∞
X
Rl+1 − Rl

(lρ)α

l=1

≤

1
1
−
=α
α
l
(l + 1)α

l+1
l

x−α−1 dx ≤

|IN (f ) − I(f )| ≤
∞

cαe(s) X (l + 1)(log 3(l + 1)ρ)s−1
≤
ρα
lα+1

α
lα+1
∞

l=1

≤ cd(s, α)ρ−α (log ρ)s−1 ,

where d1 (s, α) depend only on s and α. This proves theorem
4. In the theory of integration lattice rule a key point play
the functions fα , α = 2, 4, . . . . Every function fα is the worst
function [12] for appropriate class Esα (1). This functions are
deﬁned by
X
1
e2πim.x .
fα (x) =
α
(m
.
.
.
m
)
1
s
⊥
m∈L

Furthermore fα ∈ Esα (1), I(fα ) = 1. Let Pα (z, N ) = Pα
means the error in I(fα ). From Theorem 2
X
1
.
Pα (z, N ) = IN (fα ) − I(fα ) =
(m
.
.
. ms ) α
1
⊥
m∈L ,m6=0

according Theorem 3 the error is deﬁned
(4)

where α = 2, 4, . . . and the error is fulﬁlled when f = fα .
The values of Pα (z, N ) for ﬁxed α are using as indication
of the relative quality of the particular lattice. In the case of
rank-1 lattice
X
1
Pα (z, N ) =
.
(m1 . . . ms )α
z.a≡0 (

mod N ),a6=0

Bakhvalov proves that [12]:

D(N ) = O(N −1 logs N ),

Pα (z, N ) = O(N −α (log N )α (

cα X Rl+1
≤
ρα
lα+1

|IN (f ) − I(f )| ≤ cPα (N, z),

(5)

for f ∈ Esα (c), α > 1 and d(s, α), β(s, α) does not depend
on N .
Bakhvalov (1959) [12] prove that:
Theorem 6: If N is a prime number, there exists generating
vector z, such that

,

l=1

Now for f ∈
by

(log N )β(s,α)
Nα

[0,1)s

Pα (z, N ) = O(N −α (log N )α(s−1)+1 (

and using the Lemma of Hua and Wang

Esα (c)

k=0

≤ Cd(s, α)

Niederreiter shows [11], if N is not a prime number,there
exist lattice point sets for which:

l=1

Z


Z
N −1 
k
1 X
f
z −
N
N

Pα (z, N ) = O(N −α logαs N ).



∞
1
1
1 X
−
R
.
l+1
ρα
lα
(l + 1)α

We have that
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N
)), s ≥ 2,
φ(N )

τ (N )
N
+
)), s = 2,
φ(N ) log(N )

Pα (z, N ) = O(N −α (log N )α (s−1)(1+

τ (N )
)), s ≥ 3,
log s−1 (N )

where φ(N ) is the Euler’s totient function and τ (N ) is the
number of divisors of N . For prime number from this formulas
leads that there exist z, for which
Pα (z, N ) = O(N −α logα(s−1) N ).
It is fulﬁlled the following theorem of Sharygin (1963) [9]:
Theorem 7: For a given lattice rule it is fulﬁlled that
Pα (z, N ) ≥ O(N −α logs−1 N ).

(6)

When s = 2 there is an optimal construction. Bakhavalov
(1959), Hua and Wang (1960) introduced construction, based
on Fibonacci numbers, which are deﬁned recursively by
F0 = 0, F1 = 1, Fl = Fl−1 + Fl−2 , l ≥ 2.
Let N = Fl and z = (1, Fl−1 ). For the obtained lattice
Bakhavalov and Hua and Wang show that
Pα ((1, Fl−1 ), Fl ) = O(Fl−α log Fl ),
which is optimal according to Sharygin. In 1966 Zaremba [12]
shows that
D(Fl ) = O(Fl−1 log Fl ),
which is optimal according to Schmidt (1972) [10]. It is
important that for ﬁnding Fl are necessary only O(log Fl )
elementary operations. There are different techniques for
optimal constructions when s ≥ 2. Let s = p−1
2 , where
p ≥ 5 is a prime number. If we have the set Q(2 cos 2π
p ),
which is an algebraic ﬁeld of degree s with basis functions
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2 cos(2πj/p) | j = 1, . . . , s, we construct the sequence ηl , l =
1, 2, . . . , which satisﬁes:

Table I
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR 3 DIMENSIONAL INTEGRAL
N
103
104
105
106
107

(j)

−l/(s−1)
l
l −1 −l/(s−1)
,
≤ |ηl | ≤ c−1
c−1
s e
s e < ηl < c s e , c s e

j = 2, . . . , s,

where cs is a constant and η (j) is the conjugate of η. Deﬁne
the generating vector by:
ηl =

s
X

(j)

where ηl is the number of points and [.] is a function whole
part. With such a choice of z Hua and Wang show that
1
−1−
O(ηl 2 2(s−1)+ε ), Pα (z, N )

=

(7)

It is fulﬁlled that Fn (j) = Fn+j−1 −Fn+j−2 −. . .−Fn , where
Fi are the generalized Fibonacci numbers with dimensionality
s:
Fl+s = Fl + Fl+1 + ... + Fl+s−1 , l = 0, 1, . . .
(8)
with initial condition:
F0 = F1 = . . . = Fs−2 = 0, Fs−1 = 1,

(9)

for l = 0, 1, . . ..
After simplifying:

III. N UMERICAL EXAMPLES
We will test the optimized lattice rule into the following
examples:
Example 1. s=3.
Z
exp(x1 x2 x3 ) ≈ 1.14649907.
(11)
[0,1]3

Example 2. s= 4.
Z
x1 x22 ex1 x2 sin(x3 ) cos(x4 ) ≈ 0.1089748630.

(12)

[0,1]4

Example 3.
exp(−100x1 x2 x3 )(sin(x4 ) + cos(x5 )) ≈ 0.1854297367.

[0,1]5

(13)

Example 4. s= 7.

[0,1]7

e

1−

i=1

sin( π
2 .xi )

lattice
1.21e-3
5.04e-4
5.34e-6
7.85e-7
8.89e-8

t,s
0.006
0.07
0.66
7.02
79.7

time in sec.
1
5
10
100

.arcsin(sin(1) +

crude
1.05e-3
6.84e-4
4.79e-4
1.57e-4

adapt
7.96e-3
8.14e-4
1.82e-4
7.04e-5

lattice
2.34e-6
8.47e-7
4.89e-7
6.53e-9

Example 5. s= 15.
Z

[0,1]15

(

10
X
i=1

x2i )(x11 − x212 − x313 − x414 − x515 )2 ≈ 1.96440666.

(15)
Example 6. s= 25.
Z
4x1 x23 e2x1 x3 x5 +···+x20
e
x21 . . . x25 ≈ 108.808.
(1 + x2 + x4 )2
[0,1]2 5

z = (1, Fn−1 +Fn−2 +. . .+Fn−s+1 , . . . , Fn−1 +Fn−2 , Fn−1 )
(10)

3
P

t,s
0.17
1.44
10.9
131
1094

GIVEN TIME

α
−α−
O(ηl 2 2(s−1)+ε ),

z = (1, Fn (2), . . . , Fn (s))

Z

adapt
4.82e-3
1.07e-3
1.52e-4
5.11e-5
2.34e-5

Table II
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR 3 DIMENSIONAL INTEGRAL FOR PRELIMINARY

where ε is a preliminary given positive number.
We will construct a lattice L with the following optimized
generating vector. for positive number n:

Z

t,s
0.007
0.07
0.74
6.12
60.1

(l)

ηl , hj = [ηl 2 cos(2πj/p)], j = 2, . . . , s,

j=1

D(ηl ) =

crude
3.62e-2
1.67e-3
8.60e-4
5.12e-4
3.15e-4

7
P

xj

j=1

200

) ≈ 0.75151101.
(14)

(16)
Example 7. s= 30.
Z
4x1 x23 e2x1 x3 x5 +···+x20
e
x21 . . . x30 ≈ 3.244540.
(1 + x2 + x4 )2

[0,1]3 0

(17)
The results are given in the tables below. We have used laptop CPU Core i7 4710HQ at 2.5GHz. The ﬁrst group of tables
contains information about the method used, the relative error
obtained, the number of conversions required, and the CPU
time required to compute the integral. The second group table
contains information about the computational complexity. A
comparison is made, which shows what relative error each of
the used algorithms gives at a predetermined time. From these
results it can be concluded that the lattice method is the most
efﬁcient for computing multidimensional integrals of smooth
subintegral functions due to the low computational complexity
and high accuracy in comparison with the simple Monte Carlo
algorithm (crude) and the adaptive approach (adapt). The crude
Monte Carlo is the basic and simplest possible Monte Carlo
approach. Such kind of applications appear also in some
important problems in control theory.
It can be seen that by increasing the dimension, the optimized lattice rule gives the best results (Table I-VII), and the
advantage is more clearly pronounced for a preliminary given
computational time (Table II, Table IV).
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Table III
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR 4 DIMENSIONAL INTEGRAL
N
104
105
106
107

crude
9.31e-3
4.37e-3
7.87e-4
4.31e-5

t,s
0.08
0.78
5.86
50.1

adapt
1.11e-3
1.44e-4
5.63e-5
9.11e-6

t,s opt. lattice
1.97 8.61e-5
20.1 3.69e-5
210 2.86e-6
2035 3.38e-7

Table VII
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR 15- DIMENSIONAL INTEGRAL

t,s
0.07
0.99
5.22
58

N
103
104
105
106

Table IV
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR 4 DIMENSIONAL INTEGRAL FOR PRELIMINARY
GIVEN TIME

time in sec.
5
20
100

crude
8.61e-4
2.31e-4
2.21e-5

adapt opt. lattice
5.24e-3 8.47e-7
1.44e-4 4.89e-7
8.21e-5 4.53e-8

The lattice method is not applicable to functions with
singularities as we will see from the numerical experiments
in this section. Let the following model function be given:
f (x) = (1 +

d
X

ai xi )−(s+1) .

(18)

i=1

The class of test functions in question belongs to a package
proposed by Genz [5]. Each individual class of the package
is characterized by a peculiarity in computational terms. The
selected set of functions has a single local maximum near one
of the vertices of the multidimensional single cube, similar to
some model functions describing the change in the concentrations of pollutants in the air. The parameters ai are evaluated,
1
1
; 1− 20
], and the
using variables a′i , uniformly distributed in [ 20
′
relation a = c a . The constant c is parameter of computational
complexity [1], selected so that the ”sharpness” of the local
maximum is controlled by the following norm ||a||1 = 600
s2 .
The adaptive approach is effective for such a class of functions
- functions with computational features in a local subdomain
of the ﬁeld of integration.
Table V
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR 5 DIMENSIONAL INTEGRAL
N
103
104
105
106
107

crude
2.10e-2
4.52e-3
1.19e-3
9.47e-4
6.38e-4

t,s
0.007
0.07
0.64
6.06
59.9

adapt
2.15e-3
2.01e-3
8.91e-4
2.92e-4
8.21e-5

t,s opt. lattice
0.27 1.75e-4
2.43 1.28e-5
25.2 9.50e-6
219.5 5.47e-7
2043 7.71e-8

t,s
0.007
0.06
0.61
5.98
58.4

Table VI
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR 7 DIMENSIONAL INTEGRAL
N
104
105
106
107

crude
1.47e-2
8.26e-3
1.76e-3
9.85e-4

t,s
0.11
1.02
10.1
96.3

adapt
1.07e-3
7.51e-4
6.30e-5
2.34e-5

t,s opt. lattice
2.07 2.19e-4
19.3 6.87e-5
194 7.39e-6
1861 8.89e-7

t,s
0.11
0.99
9.81
94.2

crude
6.31e-2
4.30e-2
2.77e-2
2.13e-3

t,s
0.09
0.95
9.70
95.8

adapt
3.16e-3
1.49e-3
5.76e-4
1.29e-4

t,s opt. lattice
9.24 5.34e-2
88
1.22e-3
847 3.08e-4
8235 1.37e-5

t,s
0.08
0.93
9.65
96.9

The results obtained after applying the simple(crude) and
adaptive Monte Carlo algorithm for integrals of 5 and 18 are
given in Table VIII and Table IX, respectively. The efﬁciency
of the adaptive and lattice algorithms is studied.
In both tables, the value N denotes the total number of
conversions in the entire domain for the ordinary algorithm,
for the adaptive algorithm, and for the algorithm using a
plurality of lattice types. The total number of conversions
and approximately the same time to calculate the integrals
is actually the basis for comparing the presented results. A
number of realizations of the random variable have been
chosen so that the times for obtaining an approximate value
of the integral are close. The obtained results conﬁrm the
reduction of the variance - the adaptive algorithm needs much
fewer implementations and gives more accurate results than
the ordinary Monte Carlo and the lattice type algorithm, but
it is signiﬁcantly slower (see Table IX).
IV. C ONCLUSION
A comprehensive experimental study is done for multidimensional integrals with applications in ecology. The numerical experiments show that the optimized lattice rule is more
efﬁcient for multidimensional integrals of smooth functions.
The adaptive approach is more efﬁcient for multidimensional
integrals with peculiarities and peaks which have applications
in air pollution modelling.
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Table VIII
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR s = 5, I[f ] = 2.12e-06, a = (5, 5, 5, 5, 4).
N
102
103
104
105

adapt
IN [f ]
(s)
3.7735e-03 0.33
1.2877e-03 1.44
4.2452e-04 10.75
4.7169e-05 142.18

N
105
106
107
108

crude
opt. lattice
IN [f ]
(s)
N
IN [f ]
(s)
5.4858e-02 0.27 1346269 9.7135e-02 0.38
3.8207e-02 1.22 3524578 6.7594e-02 1.32
3.3962e-03 12.3 14930352 1.5377e-02 15.07
9.4339e-04 124.2 102334155 2.9245e-03 134.58

R ELATIVE ERROR FOR s = 18, I[f ] = 9.919e-06, a =
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1 2 2 1 2 1 1 4 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 4 1 1
.
,
,
, ,
, , ,
,
, , ,
,
, , ,
, ,
9 27 27 9 27 9 9 27 27 9 9 27 27 9 9 27 9 9

adapt
crude
opt. lattice
N
IN [f ]
(s) N
IN [f ]
(s)
N
IN [f ]
(s)
10 9.2341e-04 15.7 107 4.5367e-03 13.6
14930352 7.1579e-02 14.7
102 8.0653e-05 142 108 2.0163e-03 140 102334155 1.3096e-02 144.1
103 1.0081e-05 1408 109 5.0480e-04 1353.5 1134903170 7.8883e-03 1344.3
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In this section we will discuss the reasons for using photovoltaics. The results show that one of the main utilizable
RES is solar power – Fig 1. On Fig. 2 this distributions
are displayed graphically in percents for Bulgaria and Central
North region. For central north region, solar energy is most
used, because there are not much winds or possibilities of
hydro generation. In urban conditions there are lots of limitations for building large RES structures, however the existing
roof constructions or poles are appropriate for installation
of photovoltaic (PV) modules. Furthermore for small scale
generation PVs are one of the most suitable RES. However,
in cases where an abundance of another energy source is
present – like winds, small scale wind turbines may be more
appropriate than solar cells. With the development of energy
harvesting technologies, new energy sources may emerge and
as soon as they become cost comparative to solar cells the
current situation may change. We believe, that the road itself
and the weight of the vehicles may be used for better generation, when piezo, vibration or pneumatic harvesters are used,
however the price of such implementation is prohibitive in the
current situation. The yearly global irradiation for optimally
inclined PV cells in central north region is estimated to be
in the range (1350...1500) kWh/m2. For the other regions in
Bulgaria and for some European countries it is respectively
(1200...1500) kWh/m2 and (800...2200) kWh/m2. From [2]
it can be noted, that signiﬁcant amounts of solar irradiation
are available during months April – September. During this
period, solar cells are expected to be most efﬁcient.

Abstract—This study is focused on the possibility of utilizing
solar energy nano grids for feeding small scale critical loads. The
reasons conditioning this necessity are reviewed and the strengths
of small scale micro grids over the centralized type of powering
are stated. On the basis of studies on renewable energy sources,
photovoltaic converters are pointed to be most appropriate for
small scale generation in urban conditions at speciﬁc geographical region. The loads of typical trafﬁc lights show that they are
relatively constant, which makes such consumers very suitable
for micro or nano grids.

R

I. I NTRODUCTION

ENEWABLE energy sources (RES) have been widely
discussed and applied last decades. Recently on focus
have become full or semi autonomous smart systems providing
electricity for number of applications. Depending on region
speciﬁc nature resources, different RES my be utilized. It is
important to study the best economic option, and also to study
the load proﬁles in order to match production with demand.
Because of erratic nature of some RES, it is necessary to
design a storage system providing in periods of lacking RES
generation or to relay on other energy at that time. Best option
is to use multiple energy sources, however at a cost. For
each application there is best option, but regarding complexity,
price, space, convenience, etc., there is an optimal option.
II. T HE NEED OF P HOTOVOLTAICS
Last years there is great interest in solar energy. Solar cells
may not be most efﬁcient among renewable energy converters,
but place a lot of convenient aspects, that led to their wide
use. A study concerning the registers and issued licenses for
RES energy trade of Sustainable Energy Development Agency
(SEDA), Bulgaria [1], shows the distribution of renewable
facilities in Bulgaria.

III. T HE NEED OF MICROGRIDS
The existing electrical grid has mainly centralized structure,
providing decent quality of power and reliability, but because
of its complexity and largely spread transmission lines, there
exist possible failure points. Some publications blame mainly
the grid itself instead of the central power plants [3], [4]. The
modern consumers have lots of digital equipment that require
high level of reliability and quality of the supplied energy.
Economy and industry also relay on digital equipment. For certain types of consumers, outages can impose unwanted risks,
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Fig. 1. Distribution of RES facilities in Bulgaria and in each of its 6 regions
(According to SEDA)
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high reliability and quality of power. Microgrids may be
capable of fulﬁlling this demand, because of their ability to
use multiple locally distributed power sources (generators and
energy storage devices) and to isolate from the grid whenever
there is a problem in it. Further more modern controllers
make it possible to automatically control loads by priority,
leaving only crucial loads online. A smaller structure, recently
deﬁned as nanogrid [6], [7], resembles the microgrid approach,
however it is much smaller in terms of capacity and structure
complexity. Nanogrids are also capable of maintaining good
power quality during sags, surges and outages in the outside
grid. On Fig. 3 it is presented a block schematic of a small
scale microgrid. The controller makes decision for switching
between sources of energy – utility grid(s), local generators
and storage. Depending on the control algorithm critical load
will always stay powered. If no utility power is present and
not enough RES generation is available it may switch to
alternative grid if available (like auto transfer switches) or
internal energy storage devices. In the worst case when storage
begins depletion, controller may disconnect non critical loads.
Furthermore additional communication is provided with maintenance services, server or another microgrid’s controller.

Fig. 2. The distribution of RES energy facilities by types in Bulgaria and
central north region

or can threaten safety. Such consumers are facilities part of
national defense and security, water treatment, communication,
hospitals, trafﬁc signals, data storage facilities, etc. Providing
high reliability to such consumers would be too expensive
if only the main grid was used with its current structure
[5]. If possible, additional bypass wiring is done together
with auto transfer switches, or diesel backup generators or
large scale UPS systems. One of the main types of failure in
the electrical grids are outages. They are affecting negatively
various processes. For e.g. in 2012, for Bulgaria the number
of reported grid outages is 1375 with total duration of 5005 h.
The Electricity System Operator, has reported only the outages
of 110kV substations – which is small number for each city,
but there also exist more outages that occur locally, due to
accidents or power line interruption, that are not reported.
Outages are also present due to local or hierarchically bigger
node failures or scheduled maintenance of electricity grids.
Practically there is no available information about the real
number of outages for end consumer in the reports. Most of
outages are with short duration, but they can still interrupt
or stop various processes in the consumer side. So there
must be used another solution for the consumers that require

Fig. 3. Small scale microgrid. The controller is responsible for switching
between power sources – utility grid, local generators and storage and
communication within and outside the grid

The microgrid controller also compensates the erratic nature of RES, making the whole system operate constantly
and reliably. PV systems part of small local micro grid are
becoming increasingly attractive, because of their advantages
concerning sustainability, efﬁciency and price. PV systems are
very suitable for supplying small loads in cities and remote
areas, because solar irradiation is nearly ubiquitous, unlike
wind or hydro energy. The efﬁciency of solar energy converters
is subject to constant improvements and the prices going down,
because of demand and high manufacturing rates. However a
microgrid may operate with any other RES or battery energy
storage devices if there is abundance of some other local
source of energy. It can also make use of several sources at
the same time.

DANIEL TODOROV ET AL.: OPTIMIZED NANO GRID APPROACH FOR SMALL CRITICAL LOADS

IV. D ETERMINE THE L OADS
In this paper, the possibility of using microgrids for supplying power to publicly signiﬁcant consumers – trafﬁc lights
(TL) is considered. An research of the typical loads of TL
is required for this purpose. A study concerning the electrical consumption of sample of TL is made. For comparison
purpose there is included old consumption data obtained in
the past from non modernized TLs using non energy efﬁcient
loads, because unfortunately they are still present in some parts
of the world due to lack of funds. Some TLs are studied
theoretically, by using data about operation cycle and loads
switched during each phase (Fig. 4). As seen the load of
typical LED-only TL is very small (0,28kW), while the load of
inefﬁcient TL with inefﬁcient lighting modules is several times
higher (1,2kW). In the theoretical load models, the transients
during loading capacitors of LED power supplies are not taken
into account, because they are different for the various LED
modules, depending mainly on wattage rating of the power
supply module and are relatively short. Furthermore most of
the SMPS found in these LED modules have inrush current
limiter and power factor correction. In some LED heads, the
manufacturers has included active loads to obtain compatibility
with controllers monitoring current, also to minimize cable
and terminals voltage leaks and transfers between signals, but
this increases consumption while dissipates heat and worsens
efﬁciency for the sake of safety. Statistical data for the real
electrical energy consumption is obtained from archives of
periodic meter readings. The statistical characteristics of the
loads of two LED and two old data from inefﬁcient TLs –
mean value, standard deviation, coefﬁcient of variation and
conﬁdence interval at conﬁdence probability 0.95 are shown
in Table I. We use the following notations: Mean Value
(MV), Standard Deviation (SV), Coefﬁcient of Variation (CV),
Conﬁdence + limit (C+l), Conﬁdence – limit (C-l)
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TABLE I
C ALCULATED VALUES FOR DAILY MEAN VALUE OF CONSUMED ENERGY
AND ITS STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS – STANDARD DEVIATION ,
COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION , AND CONFIDENCE INTERVALS AT 0.95
CONFIDENCE PROBABILITY

Object MV, kWh SD , kWh
TL LED1
4,62
1,12
TL LED2
6,83
0,39
TL old1
24,43
2,16
TL old2
39,67
2,84

CV C+l, kWh C–l, kWh
0,24
5,34
3,91
0,06
7,08
6,58
0,09 25,81
23,06
0,07 41,47
37,87

period (6:00. . . 22:30h), during rest of the time, they are in
ﬂashing mode, with lowered consumption, however there are
also cases where they operate constantly as well, this means
that the electrical energy produced from the PV modules
would feed, for considerable part of time, the TLs that operate
only daily, which will Lead to signiﬁcantly minimized grid
consumption, and extended accumulating media lifecycles.
V. N UMERICAL EXAMPLE
Having determined the Load Proﬁles and with the case of
deterministic nature of loads is an easy way to implement a
microgrid. For preliminary generated values of solar irradiation we use database from [8] for a point in North Bulgaria
with tilt angle -30 deg. In our example we use 1kW PV
installation, with battery backup, but instead of using battery
energy to increase income we would prefer to reserve it for
safety in case of emergency outage. Thats why we do not
include charge/discharge cycles in our graphs on Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6. We will take two cases for solar irradiation at summer
maximum about whole June, and minimum at 20 December.

Fig. 5. Hourly diagram Load Proﬁles of trafﬁc light, Generated solar energy,
Energy from and to utility grid: a) June; b) December.
Fig. 4. Theoretical load proﬁle of: a) LED TL; b) old inefﬁcient TL

The small deviations are caused mainly by inaccuracy in
data collection and others factors like luminaire type or group
of luminaires replacement during maintenance. This means,
that probabilistic and unpredictable nature of the load is not
observed, which is very convenient in designing micro grids,
that fulﬁlls the demand of each consumer. As seen for the case
with old TLs, it was practically impossible to implement such
PV system, while on LED efﬁcient TLs it is easily achievable.
Most of the TL are operating in normal mode in the time

As seen in summer time the expected solar generation starts
after 6 till 20 o’clock, and in winter time it is smaller period
from 7 till 17 o’clock. Also the maximum generation energy
is reduced 20%. Without using the storage the daily income
is from 0.31 to 2.8kW, respectively for winter and summer. If
bigger PV generators are used this will increase income but
price, and space required also increase.
The ﬂowchart of proposed optimized control algorithm for
the speciﬁc Nanogrid is given on Fig. 7, where Ppv is the
generated power from photovoltaics, Pl - measured power of
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Fig. 6. Hourly diagram Load Proﬁles of trafﬁc light, Generated solar energy,
Energy from and to utility grid: a)June; b)December.

the load, Pgrid - power from to grid, Pbatt - power from to
storage media. Fig 7 presents the optimized control algorithm
under consideration.
VI. C ONCLUSION
Knowing Load Proﬁles, together with the information about
solar irradiation in the area of application, can be used for
optimal design and implementation of PV nano grids. That
can help increase reliability and efﬁciency locally. Such micro
grids are necessary even only as protection, not counting the
efﬁciency aspect, because there are cases when power quality
worsens for short times within or outside the standard requirements. Modern telecommunications and embedded devices
make it possible to easily implement not only power protection
for short times like traditional UPS, but such controllers can
also reconﬁgure the whole local grid so that it can maintain
stability for prolonged time. Controllers can always send
signals to the maintenance service when they have limited
amount of reserved resources left, or can send signals to the
connected devices to securely switch to emergency mode, stop
or hibernate if possible. Unexpected power outage is extremely
dangerous for digital equipment, many industrial processes and

Fig. 7. The ﬂowchart of proposed control algorithm for the speciﬁc Nanogrid

trafﬁc safety. Putting all crucial loads inside protected and
self-available (for speciﬁc time) network, ensures long term
efﬁcient operation during unfavorable conditions.
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develop techniques to determine the reliability, robustness and
efficiency of a mathematical model [10]. One such approach
is sensitivity analysis (SA). Sensitivity studies are nowadays
applied to some of the most complicated mathematical models
from various intensively developing areas of application [1],
[2], [3], [4]. In the present study we use UNI-DEM [12],
[13], [14] which is a powerful large-scale air pollution model
for calculation of the concentrations of a large number of
pollutants and other chemical species in the air along a certain
time period. Its results can be used in various application areas
(environmental protection, agriculture, health care, etc.). The
large computational domain covers completely the European
region and the Mediterranean.
UNI-DEM simulates the long-range transport of the air
pollutants, their transition in time as a result of the chemical
and photochemical reactions between them and the interaction
with the other components of the environment. It takes into
account the basic physical processes - advection, diffusion,
deposition, harmful emissions, as well as the chemical reactions. It provides an opportunity to study over time the
concentrations of the main types of pollutants (sulfur, nitrogen,
ammonia, ammonium ions, nitrogen, free radicals, hydrocarbons), which is important for environmental safety, agriculture,
healthcare. The model domain includes the whole Europe
and the Mediteranean plus parts of Asia and Africa. The
approximate area covered is 4800 × 4800 km.

AbstractÐEnvironmental security is rapidly becoming a significant topic of present interest all over the world, and environmental modelling has a very high priority in various scientific fields,
respectively. Different optimizations of the Latin Hypercube
Sampling algorithm have been used in our sensitivity studies
of the model output results for some air pollutants with respect
to the emission levels and some chemical reactions rates.

H

I. I NTRODUCTION

IGH levels of pollution can disrupt ecosystems and cause
harm to plants, animals and humans. Therefore, it is
extremely important to investigate accurately the levels of
contamination [9], [11]. It is necessary to know whether the
pollution levels are below some critical values and if so - to
develop a reliable control system to keep them within these
limits. Mathematical models are used to study and predict
the behavior of a variety of complex systems - engineering,
physical, economic, social, environmental. They determine the
most important quantities that control the state and behavior
of a system, as well as the quantitative regularities, that
is, the mathematical laws that underlie the change of these
quantities. On the other hand, it is of significant importance to
Venelin Todorov is supported by the Bulgarian National Science Fund
under Project KP-06-M32/2 - 17.12.2019 ºAdvanced Stochastic and Deterministic Approaches for Large-Scale Problems of Computational Mathematicsº and by the National Scientific Program ºInformation and Communication
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(ICT in SES)º, contract No DO1-205/23.11.2018, financed by the Ministry of
Education and Science in Bulgaria. The work is also supported by Bulgarian
National Science Fund under Project DN 12/5-2017 ºEfficient Stochastic
Methods and Algorithms for Large-Scale Problemsº, Project DN 12/4-2017
ºAdvanced Analytical and Numerical Methods for Nonlinear Differential
Equations with Applications in Finance and Environmental Pollutionº, and
by the Project KP-06-Russia/17 ºNew Highly Efficient Stochastic Simulation
Methods and Applicationsº funded by the National Science Fund - Bulgaria.
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II. L ATIN H YPERCUBE S AMPLING
Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) is a type of stratified
sampling and in the case of integral approximation we must
simply divide the domain [0, 1]d into md disjoint subdomains,
each of volume m1d and to sample one point from each of
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them. Let this sample be xk, j , for dimensions k = 1, . . . , md ,
j = 1, . . . , d. LHS does not require more samples for more
dimensions (variables) - it is one of the main advantages of this
scheme. Examples of random, stratified and Latin Hypercube
Samplings with 16 points are presented on Figure 1 [5].

Fig. 1. Comparison of random, stratified and Latin Hypercube Samplings
with 16 points (d = 2, m = 4).

Two different optimization versions of Latin Hypercube
Sampling are compared with different seeds (seed is an integer
used to initialize the corresponding pseudorandom number
generator). The algorithms Latin Hypercube Sampling (random) [7], [8] LHSR1 (seed=1) and LHSR-1 (seed=-1) and
Latin Hypercube Sampling (edge) [5], [6] LHSE1 (seed=1)
and LHSE-1 (seed=-1) have been used in our comprehensive
experimental study for the first time for the particular model.
The difference is that the simple Latin edge algorithm returns
edge points in a Latin square, while Latin random algorithm
returns random points in a Latin square.
III. S ENSITIVITY S TUDIES WITH R ESPECT TO E MISSION
L EVELS
In this section the results for the sensitivity of UNIDEM output (in particular, the ammonia mean monthly
concentrations) with respect to the anthropogenic emissions
input data variation are shown and discussed. The
anthropogenic emissions input consists of 4 different
components
EA − ammonia (NH3 );
EN − nitrogen oxides (NO + NO2 );
ES − sulphur dioxide (SO2 );
EC − anthropogenic hydrocarbons.
Results of the relative error estimation for the quantities f0 ,
the total variance D, first-order (Si ) and total (Stot
i ) sensitivity
indices are given in Tables I, II, III, IV, V, respectively. The
quantity f0 is presented by a 4-dimensional integral, while the
rest of the above quantities are presented by 8-dimensional
integrals, following the ideas of correlated sampling technique
to compute sensitivity measures in a reliable way. The results
show that the computational efficiency of the algorithms
depends on integrand dimension and magnitude of estimated
quantity. The order of relative error is different for different
quantities of interest (see column Reference value) for the
same sample size.

TABLE I
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR THE EVALUATION OF f0 ≈ 0.048.

# of samples
n

LHSE1
Relative
error

LHSE-1
Relative
error

LHSR1
Relative
error

LHSR-1
Relative
error

210
212
214
216
218
220

6.37e-05
6.18e-05
5.21e-06
1.34e-05
1.29e-05
1.53e-05

2.45e-04
1.55e-04
8.44e-06
1.58e-05
5.31e-07
8.48e-07

3.22e-04
2.67e-04
3.62e-05
1.62e-05
5.24e-05
8.78e-06

2.43e-04
7.11e-05
8.30e-05
1.01e-05
1.52e-05
2.24e-05

Table V is similar to Table IV and Table III, with the only
difference ± the increased number of samples n = 220 (instead
of n = 216 in Table IV and n = 210 in Table III). In general,
this increases the accuracy of the estimated quantities. The
exceptions are S4 , Stot
4 and S15 , which have extremely small
reference values. All LHS methods produce similar results,
but for in small in value sensitivity indices LHSE-1 has the
edge - see for example the value of Stot
2 in Table V.
TABLE II
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR THE EVALUATION OF THE TOTAL VARIANCE
D ≈ 0.0002.

# of samples
n

LHSE1
Relative
error

LHSE-1
Relative
error

LHSR1
Relative
error

LHSR-1
Relative
error

210
212
214
216
218
220

4.91e-02
5.10e-03
8.82e-03
8.36e-03
1.32e-04
1.03e-03

2.78e-03
9.60e-03
7.55e-03
9.72e-03
7.90e-04
8.64e-04

4.08e-02
1.68e-02
1.26e-02
4.43e-03
7.55e-04
3.43e-05

4.68e-02
1.40e-02
1.12e-02
4.27e-03
1.14e-03
7.19e-04

IV. S ENSITIVITY S TUDIES WITH R ESPECT TO C HEMICAL
R EACTIONS R ATES
In this section we will study the sensitivity of the ozone
concentration values in the air over Genova with respect to
the rate variation of some chemical reactions of the condensed
CBM-IV scheme [12], namely: # 1, 3, 7, 22 (time-dependent)
TABLE III
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR ESTIMATION OF SENSITIVITY INDICES OF INPUT
PARAMETERS (n ≈ 210 ).
Est. qnt.
S1
S2
S3
S4
Stot
1
Stot
2
tot
S3
tot
S4

Ref. val.
9e-01
2e-04
1e-01
4e-05
9e-01
2e-04
1e-01
5e-05

LHSE1
1.13e-02
8.53e+00
1.48e-01
1.85e+01
1.54e-02
1.21e+01
1.27e-01
2.25e+01

LHSE-1
5.33e-03
7.23e+00
4.78e-02
1.22e+01
4.63e-03
4.87e+00
4.53e-02
1.71e+01

LHSR1
4.39e-02
1.22e+00
4.53e-01
1.55e+01
5.32e-02
1.15e+01
3.74e-01
1.35e+01

LHSR-1
1.85e-01
5.36e+00
4.62e-02
1.06e+01
6.91e-03
6.36e+00
3.26e-02
5.66e+00
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TABLE IV
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR ESTIMATION OF SENSITIVITY INDICES OF INPUT
PARAMETERS (n ≈ 216 ).
Est. qnt.
S1
S2
S3
S4
Stot
1
Stot
2
tot
S3
Stot
4

Ref. val.
9e-01
2e-04
1e-01
4e-05
9e-01
2e-04
1e-01
5e-05

LHSE1
1.19e-03
6.16e-01
7.19e-03
9.65e-01
7.04e-04
9.78e-01
7.67e-03
8.66e-01

LHSE-1
2.72e-03
4.53e-01
1.49e-02
2.22e+00
1.79e-03
3.45e-01
1.76e-03
2.72e+00

LHSR1
2.75e-03
1.99e-01
1.38e-02
4.11e+00
1.81e-03
2.36e-01
2.02e-02
1.08e+00

LHSR-1
5.98e-03
5.40e-02
3.66e-03
5.30e-01
5.15e-04
1.06e+00
6.24e-04
7.54e-01

TABLE V
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR ESTIMATION OF SENSITIVITY INDICES OF INPUT
PARAMETERS (n ≈ 220 ).
Est. qnt.
S1
S2
S3
S4
Stot
1
Stot
2
tot
S3
Stot
4

Ref. val.
9e-01
2e-04
1e-01
4e-05
9e-01
2e-04
1e-01
5e-05

LHSE1
4.66e-04
6.38e-03
4.01e-03
7.09e-01
4.97e-04
5.40e-02
4.42e-03
5.85e-01

LHSE-1
1.46e-04
5.63e-02
1.27e-03
4.81e-01
1.34e-04
1.59e-03
3.09e-02
1.08e+00

LHSR1
1.40e-04
1.98e-01
4.06e-04
5.24e-01
2.26e-05
3.09e-01
6.25e-04
3.11e-01

LHSR-1
2.99e-04
2.55e-01
4.05e-04
1.77e-01
1.31e-04
3.49e-01
1.71e-03
1.02e-01

and # 27, 28 (time independent). The simplified chemical
equations of those reactions are:
[#1] NO2 + hν =⇒ NO + O;
[#3] O3 + NO =⇒ NO2 ;
[#7] NO2 + O3 =⇒ NO3 ;
[#22] HO2 + NO =⇒ OH + NO2 ;
[#27] HO2 + HO2 =⇒ H2 O2 ;
[#28] OH +CO =⇒ HO2 .
The relative error estimation for the quantities f0 , the total
variance D and some sensitivity indices are given in Tables
VI, VII, VIII, IX, X respectively. The quantity f0 is presented
by 6-dimensional integral, while the rest are presented by
12-dimensional integrals. Table X is similar to Table IX and
Table VIII, with the only difference ± the increased number of
samples n = 220 (instead of n = 216 in Table IX and n = 210
in Table VIII). In general, this increases the accuracy of the
estimated quantities. Exceptions are S5 , Stot
5 and S15 , which
have extremely small reference values. All LHS methods
produce similar results, but for in small in value sensitivity
indices LHSE-1 sometimes has the edge - see for example the
value of S45 in Table X and sometimes LHSE1 gives the best
results - see for example the value of S5 and Stot
4 in Table X.
V. C ONCLUSION
The present study focuses on the so-called environmental
safety. The computational efficiency (in terms of relative error
and computational time) of the optimization versions of Latin
Hypercube Sampling Random and Edge algorithms with different seeds for multidimensional numerical integration have
been studied to analyze the sensitivity of UNI-DEM model
output to variation of input emissions of the anthropogenic
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TABLE VI
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR THE EVALUATION OF f0 ≈ 0.27.
# of samples
n

LHSE1
Relative
error

LHSE-1
Relative
error

LHSR1
Relative
error

LHSR-1
Relative
error

210
212
214
216
218
220

4.90e-05
7.47e-05
2.43e-04
2.99e-05
1.29e-04
2.07e-05

5.86e-04
1.05e-04
1.89e-04
1.73e-05
2.09e-05
2.99e-06

9.90e-05
7.21e-04
3.38e-04
2.92e-05
3.04e-05
1.31e-05

1.19e-03
1.04e-04
2.26e-04
6.15e-05
3.68e-05
1.21e-05

TABLE VII
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR THE EVALUATION OF THE TOTAL VARIANCE
D ≈ 0.0025.
# of samples
n

LHSE1
Relative
error

LHSE-1
Relative
error

LHSR1
Relative
error

LHSR-1
Relative
error

210
212
214
216
218
220

5.30e-02
1.70e-02
1.47e-02
5.81e-03
6.91e-03
2.30e-03

5.01e-02
2.90e-03
1.41e-02
2.91e-03
1.73e-03
2.84e-04

3.86e-03
6.63e-02
2.48e-02
7.13e-03
7.22e-04
9.33e-05

1.04e-01
4.79e-02
3.25e-02
1.51e-02
4.72e-03
1.07e-03

pollutants and of rates of several chemical reactions. The
various optimization versions of Latin Hypercube Sampling
techniques have been successfully applied to compute global
Sobol sensitivity measures corresponding to the influence of
several input parameters on the concentrations of important
air pollutants. The novelty of the proposed approaches is
that Latin Hypercube Sampling Edge algorithm with different
seeds have been applied for the first time to sensitivity studies
of the particular air pollution model. The numerical tests show
that the presented stochastic approaches is efficient for the
multidimensional integrals under consideration and especially
for computing small by value sensitivity indices.
TABLE VIII
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR ESTIMATION OF SENSITIVITY INDICES OF INPUT
PARAMETERS (n ≈ 210 ).
Est. qnt.
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
Stot
1
Stot
2
Stot
3
tot
S4
tot
S5
Stot
6
S12
S14
S15
S24
S45

Ref. val.
4e-01
3e-01
5e-02
3e-01
4e-07
2e-02
4e-01
3e-01
5e-02
3e-01
2e-04
2e-02
6e-03
5e-03
8e-06
3e-03
1e-05

LHSE1
8.83e-03
1.68e-01
1.30e-01
1.65e-01
3.81e+03
5.97e-01
6.77e-02
2.39e-01
3.74e-02
2.40e-01
4.79e+00
3.72e-01
2.97e+00
4.97e+00
8.60e+02
8.40e-02
1.33e+01

LHSE-1
2.40e-03
3.04e-02
4.19e-01
1.76e-02
5.17e+03
1.13e+00
5.56e-02
2.50e+00
1.36e-01
1.17e-02
6.65e+00
5.90e-01
1.48e+00
6.74e-01
9.12e+02
3.58e+00
2.64e+01

LHSR1
1.35e-01
6.03e-02
2.52e-01
7.06e-02
3.10e+03
4.29e-01
1.04e-02
1.47e-01
3.18e-01
4.71e-02
8.59e+00
7.67e-01
9.64e+00
2.61e+00
1.00e+03
3.49e+00
1.12e+02

LHSR-1
1.41e-01
1.17e-01
2.20e-02
8.60e-02
6.53e+03
1.82e-01
1.82e-02
1.80e-01
4.92e-01
1.10e-01
2.65e+01
3.64e-02
5.18e+00
5.77e-01
8.17e+02
2.72e+00
9.94e+01
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TABLE IX
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR ESTIMATION OF SENSITIVITY INDICES OF INPUT
PARAMETERS (n ≈ 216 ).
Est. qnt.
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
Stot
1
Stot
2
Stot
3
Stot
4
tot
S5
Stot
6
S12
S14
S15
S24
S45

Ref. val.
4e-01
3e-01
5e-02
3e-01
4e-07
2e-02
4e-01
3e-01
5e-02
3e-01
2e-04
2e-02
6e-03
5e-03
8e-06
3e-03
1e-05

LHSE1
3.19e-03
2.23e-02
8.71e-02
5.16e-03
1.02e+03
7.27e-02
7.30e-03
1.05e-02
1.00e-01
6.82e-03
5.13e-01
2.59e-02
2.75e-02
2.35e-02
9.25e+02
3.52e-01
2.55e+00

LHSE-1
5.38e-03
2.13e-02
6.84e-02
5.60e-03
1.01e+03
4.22e-02
3.85e-03
1.73e-02
1.07e-01
1.57e-02
1.21e+00
1.01e-01
1.42e-01
1.10e-01
9.33e+02
6.26e-02
3.88e+00

LHSR1
9.94e-03
4.19e-03
1.24e-02
2.14e-02
2.37e+01
1.71e-02
1.88e-02
1.10e-02
2.71e-03
5.89e-03
9.24e-01
4.23e-02
5.70e-01
8.29e-01
9.06e+02
1.53e-01
2.29e+00

LHSR-1
1.49e-02
2.34e-03
1.58e-02
1.62e-02
2.29e+02
1.03e-01
9.89e-03
4.60e-04
6.85e-03
8.41e-04
1.61e+00
1.82e-01
2.68e-01
1.29e+00
9.25e+02
5.18e-01
4.13e+00

TABLE X
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR ESTIMATION OF SENSITIVITY INDICES OF INPUT
PARAMETERS (n ≈ 220 ).
Est. qnt.
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
Stot
1
Stot
2
tot
S3
Stot
4
Stot
5
Stot
6
S12
S14
S15
S24
S45

Ref. val.
4e-01
3e-01
5e-02
3e-01
4e-07
2e-02
4e-01
3e-01
5e-02
3e-01
2e-04
2e-02
6e-03
5e-03
8e-06
3e-03
1e-05

LHSE1
7.83e-04
4.62e-03
6.86e-03
2.98e-04
9.28e+00
5.68e-03
1.23e-03
2.25e-03
1.39e-02
2.91e-04
4.68e-01
2.33e-02
3.06e-01
9.18e-02
9.31e+02
7.99e-02
2.01e+00

LHSE-1
7.26e-05
3.65e-03
5.05e-03
2.65e-03
1.28e+02
6.60e-03
1.23e-03
3.68e-03
8.33e-03
3.47e-03
1.12e+00
6.06e-03
1.22e-01
5.75e-02
9.32e+02
3.96e-01
4.83e-01

LHSR1
6.12e-03
1.70e-03
7.73e-04
2.46e-03
1.53e+02
2.54e-02
2.39e-03
7.43e-03
1.21e-02
2.88e-03
2.68e-01
4.22e-02
3.05e-01
9.69e-02
9.29e+02
3.16e-02
1.96e+00

LHSR-1
2.73e-03
2.91e-03
7.33e-03
2.21e-03
3.06e+02
1.09e-02
2.37e-03
4.91e-03
1.16e-02
3.23e-03
3.52e-01
9.54e-03
1.39e-03
6.95e-02
9.27e+02
2.87e-01
2.41e+00
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problems (IFTPs). Chanas et al., in 1984, has proposed a
fuzzy linear programming model for solving TPs with clear
transportation costs, fuzzy supply and demand values [39].
Jimenez and Verdegay, in 1999, researched fuzzy Solid TP
with trapezoidal FNs and presented a genetic approach for
solving FTP [13]. Liu and Kao [41] have demonstrated
a method, based on Zadeh’s extension principle, to find
the optimal solution of the trapezoidal FTPs. Dinagar and
Palanivel [11] have described a fuzzy modified distribution
method to find the fuzzy optimal solution of FTPs in which all
the parameters are represented by trapezoidal fuzzy numbers.
Pandian and Natarajan, in 2010, developed zero-point method
for solution for FTP with trapezoidal fuzzy parameters [34].
In [1] was proposed a new method based on fuzzy zero-point
method for finding a more-or-less fuzzy optimal solution for
such FTPs in which all the parameters are represented by
trapezoidal fuzzy numbers.
Kaur and Kumar, in 2012, introduced fuzzy least cost
method, fuzzy north west corner rule and fuzzy Vogel approximation method for determining of an optimal solution
of FTP [33]. Basirzadeh [17] has found a fuzzy optimal
solution of fully FTPs by transforming the fuzzy parameters
into the crisp parameters using classical algorithms. Gani
et al. [2] used Arsham and Khan’s simplex algorithm [16]
to find a fuzzy optimal solution of FTPs with trapezoidal
fuzzy parameters. Patil and Chandgude, in 2012, performed
ªFuzzy Hungarian approachº for TP with trapezoidal FNs [7].
A modified Vogel’s approximation method for finding an
optimal solution of FTPs was proposed in [8]. Aggarwal and
Gupta, in 2013, described a procedure for solving intuitionistic
fuzzy TP (IFTP) with trapezoidal IFNs via ranking method
[15]. Jahihussain and Jayaraman, in 2013, presented a zerosuffix method for obtaining an optimal solution for FTPs with
triangular and trapezoidal FNs (see [36], [37]). Zero suffix
method to solve FTP after its converting into the crisp problem
was applied in [32] and [44]. A fuzzified version of zero suffix
method was performed and applied in [30], in 2018, to FTPs.
Shanmugasundari and Ganesan, in 2013, proposed a fuzzy
modified distribution algorithm and a fuzzy approximation
method of Vogel to solve FTP with FNs [31]. Gani and Abbas,
in 2014 [4], and Kathirvel, and Balamurugun, in 2012 (see
[27], [28]), proposed a method for solving TP in which the
quantities demanded and offered are represented in the form

AbstractÐIn today’s market environment not all the parameters of the transportation problems may not be known
precisely. Uncertain data can be represented by fuzzy sets (FSs).
Intuitionistic FSs (IFSs) are an extension of FSs with a degree of
hesitancy. The paper presents a new approach for solution of a
two-stage intuitionistic fuzzy transportation problem (2-S IFTP)
through the prism of index matrices (IMs). Its main objective is to
find the quantities of delivery from manufacturers and resselers
to buyers to maintain the supply and demand requirements
at the cheapest transportation costs. The solution procedure is
demonstrated by a numerical example.

T

I. I NTRODUCTION

HE TP originally was proposed by Hitchcock in
1941 [14].
In conventional TP, values of the transportation cost, the
demanded and offered quantities of the product are precisely
defined. In real-life TPs, some of their parameters are uncertain
due to climatic, road conditions or other market conditions. In
some TPs, destinations cannot get all the required quantity
of product due to limited storage capacity. In this case, the
necessary quantities of products are sent to the destinations
in two stages. Initially, the minimum destination requirements
are sent from the sources to the destinations. Once part of
the entire initial shipment has been used up, they are ready
to receive the remaining quantity in the second stage. This
type of transportation problem is known as two-stage TPs
(2-S TPs). The main purpose of the 2-S TP is to transport
the items from the origins to the destinations in two stages
such way that the total transportation costs in the two stages
are minimum [43]. In real life 2-S TPs, information about
the parameters of the problem is uncertain due to weather
and road conditions, lack of good communications, traffic
jams, etc. For description of imprecise information, Zadeh has
developed the theory of fuzzy sets (FSs) [29]. An extension
of FSs is intuitionistic fuzzy sets (IFSs), which was proposed
by Atanassov in 1983 [18]. The main difference between FSs
and IFSs is that the IFSs have a degree of hesitancy.
Let us give a brief literature overview of the works on
the topic fuzzy (FTPs) and intuitionistic fuzzy transportation
Work on Sect. I and Sect. II is supported by the Asen Zlatarov University through project Ref. No. NIX-440/2020 ªIndex matrices as a tool for
knowledge extractionº. Work on Sect. III and Sect. IV is supported by the
Ministry of Education and Science under the Programme ªYoung scientists
and postdoctoral studentsº, approved by DCM # 577/17.08.2018.
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of the trapezoidal intuitionistic FNs (IFNs). In well-known
and commonly used methods, proposed by Basirzadeh [17],
Gani et al. [2], Pandian and Natarajan [34] and Dinagar and
Palanivel [11], there is a problem that, in a general case,
neither the cost values, nor the obtained fuzzy optimal solution
need necessarily to be non-negative fuzzy numbers. These are
shortcomings of these methods, as in real life problems there
is no physical meaning of a negative value of the cost and
a negative quantity of the product transported. In [41] was
developed a method for solution fully FTPs with both the
inequality and equality constraints in which all the parameters
are represented by non-negative trapezoidal fuzzy numbers.
Fully FTPs was resolved in [40], in 2017, using a new
method, based on the Hungarian and MODI algorithm. The
methods for finding a fuzzy optimal solution of TPs with the
LR flat fuzzy numbers were proposed in [6], based on the
tabular representation and on the fuzzy linear programming
formulation to overcome these shortcomings. Antony et al.
used Vogel’s approximation method for solving triangular
IFTP in 2014 [35]. Fuzzy methods of 2-S time minimizing
TPs are presented in [3], [33]. The work [42] was focused on
presenting an innovative study of a multi-stage multi-objective
solid trapezoidal IFTP with a green supply chain network
system. 2-S time minimizing TP have considered in [38] over
triangular intuitionistic fuzzy (IF) numbers. Trapezoidal and
triangular IFSs are special cases of IFSs.
In our previous works [46], [47], [48], [52], we have
proposed for the first time an intuitionistic fuzzy modified
distribution algorithm, a zero-suffix and a zero-point method
to determine an optimal solution of the IFTP, interpreted by
the IFSs and IMs [18], [19] concepts. The concept of index
matrices was introduced to enable two matrices with different
dimensions to be summed. Later, IMs concept was extended
and were defined operations, relations and operators over IMs.
The IMs theoretical apparatus was described in [21], [51].
Here, we propose a novel approach to the formulation and
solution 2-S IFTP, in which the transportation costs, supply
and demand quantities are IFPs, depending on the climatic,
road conditions and economic factors. The proposed algorithm
uses IMs toolkit for modeling the 2-S IFTP and for finding
of its optimal solution. The advantages of the algorithm are
indicated.
The remainder of this paper is as follows: Section 2 describes some initial definitions of the theories of the IMs and
the IFPs. In Section 3, we formulate 2-S IFTP and propose
an algorithm for its solution by the concepts of IMs and
IFSs. The effectiveness of the approach is demonstrated by
an example in Section 4. Section 5 drawns conclusions and
outlines directions for future research.
II. P REPARATORY D EFINITIONS ON I NTUITIONISTIC
F UZZY PAIRS AND IM S
In this section we recall some basic definitions on intuitionistic fuzzy pairs (IFPs) from [12], [20], [22], [26], [49] and
on index matrices tool from [21], [51].
2.1. Basic Remarks on IFPs

An IFP is under the form of an ordered pair ⟨a, b⟩ =
⟨µ (p), ν (p)⟩, where a, b ∈ [0, 1] and a + b ≤ 1, that is used
as an evaluation of a proposition p [22], [26]. µ (p) and ν (p)
respectively determine the ªtruth degreeº (degree of membership) and ªfalsity degreeº (degree of non-membership).
In the works [10], [12], [20], [26], [24] were proposed some
basic operations over two IFPs x = ⟨a, b⟩ and y = ⟨c, d⟩ :
¬x = ⟨b, a⟩;
x ∧1 y = ⟨min(a, c), max(b, d)⟩;
x ∨1 y = ⟨max(a, c), min(b, d)⟩;
x ∧2 y = x + y = ⟨a + c − a.c, b.d⟩;
x ∨2 y = x.y = ⟨a.c, b + d − b.d⟩;
α .x = ⟨1 − (1 − a)α , bα ⟩(for α = n or 1/n (n ∈ N));
x − y = ⟨max(0, a − c), min(1, b + d, 1 − a + c)⟩

x:y=




⟨min(1, a/c), min(max(0, 1 − a/c),
max(0, (b − d)/(1 − d)))if c ̸= 0 &d ̸= 1

⟨0, 1⟩ otherwise

(1)

(2)

The forms of the relations with IFPs are the following
x ≥ y iff a ≥ c and b ≤ d;
x ≥✷ y iff a ≥ c;
x ≥⋄ y iff b ≤ d;
x=y
x ≥R y

x ≤ y iff a ≤ c and b ≥ d;
x ≤✷ y iff a ≤ c;
x ≤⋄ y iff b ≥ d;
iff a = c and b = d
iff R⟨a,b⟩ ≤ R⟨c,d⟩ ,

(3)
where R⟨a,b⟩ = 0.5(2 − a − b)(1 − a) [12].
The IFP x is an ªintuitionistic fuzzy false pairº (IFFP) if
and only if a ≤ b.
2.2. Definition, Operations and Relations over Intuitionistic
Fuzzy Index Matrices
One of the basic IM-types are intuitionistic fuzzy
IMs (IFIMs) whose elements are IFPs. Let I
be a fixed set. The definition of two-dimensional
IFIM (2-D IFIM) [K, L, {⟨µki ,l j , νki ,l j ⟩}] with index
sets K and L (K, L ⊂ I ) is the following:
k1
..
.
km

l1
...
⟨µk1 ,l1 , νk1 ,l1 ⟩ . . .
..
..
.
.
⟨µkm ,l1 , νkm ,l1 ⟩ . . .

lj
⟨µk1 ,l j , νk1 ,l j ⟩
..
.
⟨µkm ,l j , νkm ,l j ⟩

...
...
..
.
...

ln
⟨µk1 ,ln , νk1 ,ln ⟩
,
..
.
⟨µkm ,ln , νkm ,ln ⟩

where for i = 1, ..., m; j = 1, ..., n:
0 ≤ µki ,l j , νki ,l j , µki ,l j + νki ,l j ≤ 1.
The basic operations over two IMs
A = [K, L, {⟨µki ,l j , νki ,l j ⟩}] and B = [P, Q, {⟨ρ pr ,qs , σ pr ,qs ⟩}]
are as follows [21]:
Negation: ¬A = [K, L, {⟨νki ,l j , µki ,l j ⟩}].
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Addition-(◦, ∗): A ⊕(◦,∗) B = [K ∪ P, L ∪ Q, {⟨φtu ,vw , ψtu ,vw ⟩}],
where ⟨φtu ,vw , ψtu ,vw ⟩

⟨µki ,l j , νki ,l j ⟩,
if tu = ki ∈ K and vw = l j ∈ L − Q




or tu = ki ∈ K − P and vw = l j ∈ L;




,
⟩,
if
tu = pr ∈ P and vw = qs ∈ Q − L
ρ
σ
⟨

pr ,qs
pr ,qs


or tu = pr ∈ P − K
=
and vw = qs ∈ Q;




,
⟨◦(
µ
ρ
),
if tu = ki = pr ∈ K ∩ P

p
,q
k
,l
r
s
i j



ν
σ
)⟩,
and
vw = l j = qs ∈ L ∩ Q;
,
∗(

p
,q
k
,l
r s
i j


⟨0, 1⟩,
otherwise.

where ⟨◦, ∗⟩ ∈ {⟨max, min⟩, ⟨min, max⟩, ⟨ average,average⟩}.
Termwise subtraction-(max,min):
A −(max,min) B = A ⊕(max,min) ¬B.
Termwise multiplication-(min, max) :

= {⟨ki , lv1 ⟩, . . . , ⟨ki , lvx ⟩, . . . , ⟨ki , lvV ⟩},
where ⟨ki , lvx ⟩ (for i = 1, ..., m; j = 1, ..., n; x = 1, ...,V ) are the
indices of the minimum/ maximum IFFP of ki -th row of A
with no empty value in accordance with the relations (3).
Index(̸⊥) (A) = {⟨k1 , lv1 ⟩, . . . , ⟨ki , lvi ⟩, . . . , ⟨km , lvm ⟩},
where ⟨ki , lvi ⟩ (for 1 ≤ i ≤ m) are the indices of the element
of A, whose cell is full.
Aggregation operations
Let us use the operations #q , (q ≤ i ≤ 3) from [50] for scaling
aggregation operations over two IFPs x = ⟨a, b⟩ and y = ⟨c, d⟩:
x#1 y = ⟨min(a, c), max(b, d)⟩;
x#2 y = ⟨average(a, c), average(b, d)⟩;
x#3 y = ⟨max(a, c), min(b, d)⟩.
Let k0 ∈
/ K be a fixed index. The definition of the aggregation
operation by the dimension K is [21], [50]: is:

A ⊗(min,max) B = [K ∩ P, L ∩ Q, {⟨φtu ,vw , ψtu ,vw ⟩}],

αK,#q (A, k0 )

where
⟨φtu ,vw , ψtu ,vw ⟩ = ⟨min(µki ,l j , ρ pr ,qs ), max(νki ,l j , σ pr ,qs )⟩.
Multiplication:

l1
=

k0

where ⟨φtu ,vw , ψtu ,vw ⟩ is defined in [21] and ⟨◦, ∗⟩ ∈
{⟨max, min⟩ , ⟨min, max⟩ , ⟨∧2 , ∨2 ⟩}.
Transposition: AT is the transposed IM of A.
Reduction: The symbol ª⊥º denotes the lack of some component in the definitions. The operation (k, ⊥)-reduction of the
IM A is defined by: A(k,⊥) = [K − {k}, L, {ctu ,vw }],
where ctu ,vw = aki ,l j for tu = ki ∈ K − {k} and vw = l j ∈ L.
Projection: Let M ⊆ K and N ⊆ L. Then,
prM,N A = [M, N, {bki ,l j }],
where for each ki ∈ M and each l j ∈ N, bki ,l j = aki ,l j .
Substitution: Let IM A = [K, L, {ak,l }] be given. Some forms
of the substitution over A are defined for the couples of indices
(p, k) by
hp i


; ⊥ A = (K − {k}) ∪ {p}, L, {ak,l } .
k
Index type operations [45]:
AGIndex{(min / max)/(min✷ / max✷ )/(min⋄ / max⋄ )(minR / maxR )}(̸⊥) (A)
= ⟨ki , l j ⟩
finds the index of the minimum/ maximum element of A with
no empty value in accordance with the relations (3).
AGIndex{(min / max)/(min✷ / max✷ )/(min⋄ / max⋄ )(minR / maxR )}(̸⊥)(∈F)
/
(A) = ⟨ki , l j ⟩
presents the index of the minimum/ maximum element between the elements of A, whose indexes ∈
/ F, with no empty
value in accordance with the relations (3).
Index{(min / max)/(min✷ / max✷ )/(min⋄ / max⋄ )(minR / maxR )}(̸⊥),ki (A)

ln

...

m

#q ⟨µki ,l1 , νki ,l1 ⟩ . . .

i=1

A ⊙(◦,∗) B = [K ∪ (P − L), Q ∪ (L − P){⟨φtu ,vw , ψtu ,vw ⟩}], (4)
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m

#q ⟨µki ,ln , νki ,ln ⟩

,

i=1

where 1 ≤ q ≤ 3.
Aggregate global internal operation [45]:
AGIO⊕(◦,∗) (A) ,

(5)

where ⟨◦, ∗⟩ ∈ {⟨max, min⟩ , ⟨min, max⟩ , ⟨∧2 , ∨2 ⟩}.
Non-strict relation ªinclusion about valueº The form of
this type of relations between two IMs A and B is as follows:
A ⊆v B iff (K = P) & (L = Q) & (∀k ∈ K)(∀l ∈ L)(ak,l ≤ bk,l ).
III. I NTUITIONISTIC F UZZY I NDEX M ATRIX A PPROACH TO
T WO -S TAGE IFTP
Let us extend the IFTP from [48] into a two-stage one as
follows:
A. Generalized 2-S IFTP
A trader supplies a product to different companies after delivery of that product from different producers in an uncertain
environment. Destinations cannot get all the required quantity
of product due to limited storage capacity. In this case, the
necessary quantities of products are sent to the destinations
in two stages. Initially, the minimum destination requirements
are sent from the sources to the destinations. Once part of
the entire initial shipment has been used up, they are ready to
receive the remaining quantity in the second stage. The trader
wants to find optimal solutions for the 2-S IFTP.
First stage A trader supplies a product to n different companies
(consumers) {l1 , . . . , l j , . . . , ln } after delivery of that product
from different m manufacturers (producers) {k1 , . . . , ki , . . . , km }
in quantities cki ,R (for 1 ≤ i ≤ m). Let the consumers (destinations) need this product in quantities of cQ,l j (for 1 ≤ j ≤ n).
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We also define the IM

Let cki ,l j be the intuitionistic fuzzy cost for transporting a
unit quantity of the product from the ki -th producer to the
l j -th consumer; xki ,l j - the number of units of the product,
transported from ki -th source to l j -th destination and c pl,l j (for
1 ≤ j ≤ n) are limits to the transportation costs of the delivery
a product from the ki -th manufacturer to the l j -th destination
under form of IFPs.
Second stage Let some of the buyers RS =
{l1∗ , . . . , l ∗j∗ , . . . , ln∗∗ } (RS ⊂ L) become resellers. The resellers
{l1∗ , . . . , l ∗j∗ , . . . , ln∗∗ } want to sell quantities of the product not
only purchased, but also from own production or stocks at a
surplus charge c∗l ∗∗ ,q∗ for a product unit to other consumers

k1
X[K I , LI ] = .
..
km

j

j

Consumers need this product in an amount of c∗Q∗ ,ug (for
1 ≤ g ≤ f ). Let c∗l ∗∗ ,ug (for 1 ≤ j∗ ≤ n∗ , 1 ≤ g ≤ f ) be the total
j
cost for the purchase of one unit quantity of the product from
the l ∗j∗ -th reseller to ug -th destination; xl∗∗∗ ,ug ± the number of
j
units of the product, transported from the l ∗j∗ -th reseller to ug th destination; c∗l ∗∗ ,pu∗ , ( for 1 ≤ j∗ ≤ n∗ ) ± is the price of a
j

product unit of the l ∗j∗ -th reseller; c∗pl ∗ ,ug , ( for 1 ≤ g ≤ f ) ±
upper limit of the price at which the ug -th consumer wish to
purchase the product.
For estimating the parameters of 2-S IFTP, we can use the
expert approach described in detail in [20]. The experts are not
sure about the transportation costs, the quantities of offered
and demanded goods due to uncontrollable factors. The transportation costs are evaluated as intuitionistic fuzzy numbers
after a thorough discussion, interpreted by the intuitionistic
fuzzy concept. The purpose of the 2-S IFTP is to meet the
requests of all users {l1 , . . . , l j , . . . , lm } and {u1 , . . . , ug , . . . , u f }
from the two stages so that the intuitionistic fuzzy transportation cost is minimum.

=

km

⟨µkm ,l1 , νkm ,l1 ⟩

Q

⟨µQ,l1 , νQ,l1 ⟩

...

pl
pu1

⟨µ pl,l1 , ν pl,l1 ⟩
⟨µ pu1 ,l1 , ν pu1 ,l1 ⟩

...
...

ln
⟨µk1 ,ln , νk1 ,ln ⟩
..
.

R
⟨µk1 ,R , νk1 ,R ⟩
..
.

for i = 1 to m
for j = 1 to n
If xki ,l j = ⟨⊥, ⊥⟩ then xki ,l j = ⟨0, 1⟩.
Go to Step 3.
Step 3. The optimal intuitionistic fuzzy transportation cost at
the first stage is calculated by:

AGIO1⊕(max,min) ) C({Q,pl,pu1 },{R,pu}) ⊗(min,max) Xopt

or AGIO2⊕ ) C({Q,pl,pu1 },{R,pu}) ⊗(∨2 ) Xopt ,
(∧2 )
where ∨2 and ∧2 are the operations from (1).
2) Solution of the Second Stage of the 2-S IFTP: To find
the optimal solution for the second stage of the problem,
we propose the following algorithm, described by a program
code, which is a part of Microsoft Visual Studio.NET 2010 C
project.
Step 4. Let us create the following cost IFIM C∗ [L∗ ,U]

pu
⟨µk1 ,pu , νk1 ,pu ⟩

⟨µkm ,ln , νkm ,ln ⟩

⟨µkm ,R , νkm ,R ⟩

⟨µkm ,pu , νkm ,pu ⟩

⟨µQ,ln , νQ,ln ⟩

⟨µQ,R , νQ,R ⟩

⟨µQ,pu , νQ,pu ⟩

⟨µ pl,ln , ν pl,ln ⟩
⟨µ pl,R , ν pl,R ⟩
⟨µ pl,pu , ν pl,pu ⟩
⟨µ pu1 ,ln , ν pu1 ,ln ⟩ ⟨µ pu1 ,R , ν pu1 ,R ⟩ ⟨µ pu1 ,pu , ν pu1 ,pu ⟩

L =
where
K = {k1 , k2 , . . . , km , Q, pl, pu1 },
{l1 , l2 , . . . , ln , R, pu} and for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
{cki ,l j , cki ,R , cki ,pu , c pl,l j , c pl,R , c pl,pu , cQ,l j , cQ,R , cQ,pu , c pu1 ,l j ,
c pu1 ,R , c pu1 ,pu } are IFPs.
Let we denote by |K| = m + 3 the number of elements of
the set K; then |L| = n + 2.

ln
xk1 ,ln
.. ,
.
xkm ,ln

= ⟨kα , lβ ⟩; xkal ,lβ = ⟨0, 1⟩}.

The proposed algorithm for modeling of 2-S IFTP and
finding of its optimal solution is based on IMs concept [21].
1) Solution of the First Stage of the 2-S IFTP: Step 1. At
starting of the algorithm for solution of the 2-S IFTP, the cost
IM C[K, L] is created:
...
...
..
.
...

...
···
..
.
...

{AGIndex{(min / max)/(min✷ / max✷ )/(min⋄ / max⋄ )(minR / maxR )}(̸⊥)(∈D)
/ (C)

B. Solution of the 2-S IFTP

l1
⟨µk1 ,l1 , νk1 ,l1 ⟩
..
.

lj
xk1 ,l j
..
.
xkm ,l j

...
···
..
.
...

K I = {k1 , k2 , . . . , km }, K I = {l1 , l2 , . . . , ln }, and for 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
1 ≤ j ≤ n: xki ,l j = ⟨ρki ,l j , σki ,l j ⟩. Go to Step 2.
Step 2. For solving the first stage on the 2-S IFTP we can
apply one of the algorithms, outlined in our papers [47], [48],
[52]. In the program code of the developed algorithms was
used a part of Microsoft Visual Studio.NET 2010 C project’s.
After an application of the algorithm for finding an optimal
solution of IFTP, the following conditions are checked: D =
Index̸⊥ X = {⟨ki∗1 , l j∗1 ⟩, . . . , ⟨ki∗ f , l j∗ f ⟩, . . . , ⟨ki∗ϕ , l j∗ϕ ⟩}.
If the intuitionistic fuzzy feasible solution is degenerated (it
contains less than m + n − 1 (the total number of producers
and consumers decreased by 1) occupied cells in the X i.e.
|D| < m + n − 1) [9] then increase the basic cells xki ,l j with
one to which the minimum transportation cost corresponds.
Let us the recorded delivery of this cell is ⟨0, 1⟩. The IMs
operations are:
If
|D| < m + n − 1, then

{u1 , . . . , ug , . . . , u f }, in quantities c∗l ∗∗ ,R∗ (for 1 ≤ j∗ ≤ n∗ ).

k1
..
.

l1
xk1 ,l1
..
.
xkm ,l1

,

l1∗
..
.

l ∗j∗
= ...
ln∗∗
Q∗
pl ∗
pu∗1

u1
c∗l ∗ ,u1
1
..
.

c∗l ∗∗ ,u1
j
..
.
c∗l ∗∗ ,u1
n
c∗Q∗ ,u1
c∗pl ∗ ,u1
c∗pu∗ ,u1
1

···
···
···
···
···
···
···
···
···

uf
c∗l ∗ ,u f
1
..
.

c∗l ∗∗ ,u f
j
..
.
c∗l ∗∗ ,u f
n
c∗Q∗ ,u f
c∗pl ∗ ,u f
c∗pu∗ ,u f
1

R∗

c∗l ∗ ,R∗
1
···

cl ∗∗ ,R∗
j

···
c∗l ∗∗ ,R∗
n
c∗Q∗ ,R∗
c∗pl ∗ ,R∗
c∗pu∗ ,R∗
1

q∗

pu∗

c∗l ∗ ,q∗
1

c∗l ∗ ,pu∗
1

c∗l ∗∗ ,q∗
j
..
.
c∗l ∗∗ ,q∗
n
c∗Q∗ ,q∗
c∗pl ∗ ,q∗
c∗pu∗ ,q∗

c∗l ∗∗ ,pu∗
j
..
.
c∗l ∗∗ ,pu∗
n
c∗Q∗ ,pu∗
c∗pl ∗ ,pu∗
c∗pu∗ ,pu∗

..
.

1

..
.

1
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o
n
where
L∗
=
l1∗ , . . . , l ∗j∗ , . . . , ln∗∗ , Q∗ , pl ∗ , pu∗1 ,

U
=
u1 , . . . , ug , . . . , u f , R∗ , q∗ , pu∗ and L∗
⊂
L
and
for
1 ≤ j∗ ≤ n∗ , 1 ≤ g ≤ f ,
{c∗l ∗∗ ,ug , cl ∗∗ ,R∗ , c∗l ∗∗ ,q∗ , c∗l ∗∗ ,pu∗ , c∗pu∗ ,q∗ , c∗pu∗ ,ug , c∗pu∗ ,R , c∗Q∗ ,u f ,
j

j

j

1

j

1

1

c∗pl ∗ ,u f } and c∗pu∗ ,pu∗ are IFPs, having meaning as defined in
1
the generalized 2-S IFTP.
We also define the IFIM
u1
...
ug
...
uf
l1∗∗ xl ∗∗ ,u1 · · · xl ∗∗ ,ug · · · xl ∗∗ ,u f
1
1
1
X[LJ ,U] = .
,
..
..
..
..
..
..
.
.
.
.
.
ln∗∗ xl ∗∗ ,u1 . . . xl ∗∗ ,ug . . . xl ∗∗ ,u f
n

n

n

where LJ = {l1∗∗ , l2∗∗ , . . . , ln∗∗ }, U = {u1 , u2 , . . . , u f }, and for 1 ≤
j∗ ≤ n∗ , 1 ≤ g ≤ f : xl ∗∗ ,ug = ⟨ρl ∗∗ ,ug , σl ∗∗ ,ug ⟩ are the number
j
j
j
of units of the product, transported from the l ∗j∗ -th reseller to
ug -th destination.
Go to Step 5.
Step 5. Let construct IFIM matrix:
C1 = prRS,R∗ (αK I ,#q (Xopt , R∗ )T )).
Then C∗ := C∗ ⊕(◦,∗) C1 .
So, the quantities of product purchased in this way by
the resellers from the set RS are set in the column R∗ of
the matrix C∗ . Also, the elements {c∗l ∗∗ ,q∗ , c∗Q∗ ,ug , c∗pl ∗ ,ug } (for
j
1 ≤ j∗ ≤ n∗ , 1 ≤ g ≤ f ) are introduced in C∗ .
Construct the matrix E[K/{Q, pl, pu1 }, L/{R, pu}]
= C({Q,pl,pu1 },{R,pu}) ⊗(min,max) Xopt .

Go to Step 6.
Step 6. Through the following operations we will find the
average price of the l ∗j∗ -th reseller ∈ RS to purchase a single
quantity of product.
Then construct the IM C2a = αK I ,#2 (E, pu∗ )T ;
For 1 ≤ j∗ ≤ n∗ do:
{Construct the matrices:
C2b [l ∗j∗ , R∗j∗ , {C2al ∗

j∗

∗
,pu∗ /Cl ∗∗ ,R∗∗ }],
j

j

in which we use the operation division of IFPs (2):


pu∗
C∗ := C∗ ⊕(◦,∗) ⊥; ∗ C2b .}
R

Go to Step 7.
Step 7. The following operations will reflect in the column pu∗
of the matrix C∗ the final selling prices of a unit quantity of
the product together with its surplus charge above the purchase
price.
Let us construct the matrices


pu∗
C3 = ⊥; ∗ {prRS,q∗ C∗ }
q

and C4 = prRS,pu∗ C∗ .
Let us perform operation C∗ := C∗ ⊕(◦,∗) C3 ⊗C4 .
Go to Step 8.

Step 8. Through the following operations, the elements c∗l ∗ j∗ ,ug
(for 1 ≤ g ≤ f ) of the matrix C∗ will contain the final
selling price per unit of product, including the unit price
and its transportation price from the l ∗ j∗ -th reseller to ug -th
destination.
For 1 ≤ j∗ ≤ n∗ , 1 ≤ g ≤ f , do following:


ug
{Cl∗∗ j∗ ,ug = {prl ∗∗ ,ug C∗ } ⊕(◦,∗) ⊥; ∗ {prl ∗∗ ,pu∗ C∗ };
j
j
pu
C∗ := C∗ ⊕(◦,∗) Cl∗∗∗ ,ug .}
j

Go to Step 9.
Step 9. Determining the optimal plan at second stage of the
2-S IFTP - X ∗ [LJ ,U, {xl∗∗∗ ,ug }] after execution of one of the
j
algorithms, presented in [47], [48], [52] with the obtained cost
IFIM C∗ . The optimal intuitionistic fuzzy transportation cost
at the second stage is calculated by:


AGIO1⊕(max,min) ) C∗ ({Q∗ ,pl ∗ ,pu∗1 },{R∗ ,q∗ ,pu∗ }) ⊗(min,max) X ∗ opt



or AGIO2⊕ ) C∗ ({Q∗ ,pl ∗ ,pu∗1 },{R∗ ,q∗ ,pu∗ }) ⊗(∨2 ) X ∗ opt , where
(∧2 )
∨2 and ∧2 are the operations from (1).
Step 10. The optimal intuitionistic fuzzy transportation cost
for the problem is calculated by:

C({Q,pl,pu1 },{R,pu}) ⊗(min,max) Xopt
⊕(max,min)
AGIO1⊕
)
(max,min) 

∗
∗
∗ ,pl ∗ ,pu∗ },{R∗ ,q∗ ,pu∗ }) ⊗(min,max) X opt
C
AGIO1⊕
({Q
1
(max,min) )

or
AGIO2⊕ ) C({Q,pl,pu1 },{R,pu}) ⊗(∨2 ) Xopt ⊕(max,min)

 (∧2 )
AGIO2⊕ ) C∗ ({Q∗ ,pl ∗ ,pu∗1 },{R∗ ,q∗ ,pu∗ }) ⊗(∨2 ) X ∗ opt
(∧2 )
where ∨2 and ∧2 are the operations from (1).
IV. A N A PPLICATION OF THE A LGORITHM FOR S OLUTION
OF 2-S IFTP
In this section we will define 2-S IFTP extending the IFTP
from [48]: A trader supplies a product to 4 different companies
{l1 , l2 , l3 , l4 }. Let a product be produced at the manufacturers
{k1 , k2 , k3 } in quantities cki ,R (for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3). Let the companies
({l1 , l2 , l3 , l4 }) demand this product in an quantity of cQ,l j
(for 1 ≤ j ≤ 4) and c pl,l j (for 1 ≤ j ≤ 4) are intuitionistic
fuzzy limits to the transportation costs of delivery a particular
product from the ki -th source to the l j -th destination. Let some
of the buyers RS = {l1 , l2 , l3 } (RS ⊂ L) become resellers. The
resellers {l1 , l2 , l3 } want to sell quantities of the product not
only purchased, but also from own production or stocks at a
surplus charge c∗l ∗∗ ,q∗ (for 1 ≤ j∗ ≤ 3) for an product unit to
j

other consumers {u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 }, in quantities c∗l ∗∗ ,R∗ (for 1 ≤
j
j∗ ≤ 3). Consumers need this product in an amount of c∗Q∗ ,ug
(for 1 ≤ g ≤ 4). Let c∗l ∗∗ ,ug (for 1 ≤ j∗ ≤ n∗ , 1 ≤ g ≤ f ) be the
j
total cost for the purchase of one unit quantity of the product
from the l ∗j∗ -th reseller to ug -th destination; xl∗∗∗ ,ug ± the number
j
of units of the product, transported from the l ∗j∗ -th reseller to
ug -th destination; c∗l ∗∗ ,pu∗ , ( for 1 ≤ j∗ ≤ 3) ± is the price of
j

a product unit of the l ∗j∗ -th reseller; c∗pl ∗ ,ug , ( for 1 ≤ g ≤ 4) ±
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upper limit of the price at which the ug -th consumer wish to
purchase the product.
The purpose of the 2-S IFTP is to meet the requests of
all users {l1 , . . . , l4 } and {u1 , u2 , u3 } so that the intuitionistic
fuzzy transportation cost is minimum.
All elements of the transportation problem are intuitionistic
fuzzy due to several uncertainties.
Let us apply the proposed approach in the Sect. III.
1) Solution of the First Stage of the 2-S IFTP: Step 1. At
starting of the algorithm for solution of the problem, the cost
IM C is created. cki ,l j (for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, 1 ≤ j ≤ 4) is the IF cost
for transporting a unit quantity of the product from the ki -th
producer to the l j -th user.

l1
l2
l3
...




k1
⟨0.6, 0.2⟩ ⟨0.7, 0.1⟩ ⟨0.3, 0.1⟩ . . .




⟨0.5, 0.3⟩ ⟨0.4, 0.1⟩ ⟨0.5, 0.1⟩ . . .
 k2
C[K, L] =
⟨0.4, 0.2⟩ ⟨0.3, 0.2⟩ ⟨0.6, 0.1⟩ . . .
k3


Q
⟨0.4, 0.2⟩ ⟨0.5, 0.3⟩ ⟨0.6, 0.2⟩ . . .




⟨0.65,
0.3⟩ ⟨0.6, 0.4⟩ ⟨0.75, 0.1⟩ . . .
pl



pu1
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

l4
R
pu
⟨0.8, 0.1⟩ ⟨0.5, 0.2⟩ ⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨0.3, 0.2⟩ ⟨0.7, 0.1⟩ ⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨0.7, 0.2⟩ ⟨0.4, 0.5⟩ ⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨0.06, 0.02⟩ ⟨⊥, ⊥⟩ ⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨0.75, 0.1⟩
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩ ⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩ ⟨⊥, ⊥⟩

Let xki ,l j is the number of units of the product, transported
from the ki -th producer to l j -th destination (for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 and
1 ≤ j ≤ 4) and is an element of IFIM X with initial elements
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩. The trader wants to satisfy the required quantities of
the users so that the intuitionistic fuzzy transportation cost is
minimum.
Step 2. The conditions for limiting the transportation costs are
checked according to proposed approach in [48]. The problem
is also balanced.
The IM C is transformed in this form following the IF
algorithm 
in [48]:
l1
l2
l3
...




k
⟨0.6,
0.2⟩
⟨1,
0⟩
⟨0.3,
0.1⟩
.
..

1



⟨0.5, 0.3⟩ ⟨0.4, 0.1⟩ ⟨0.5, 0.1⟩ . . .
 k2
C[K, L] =
⟨0.4, 0.2⟩ ⟨0.3, 0.2⟩ ⟨0.6, 0.1⟩ . . .
k3


Q
⟨0.4, 0.2⟩ ⟨0.5, 0.3⟩ ⟨0.6, 0.2⟩ . . .




pl
⟨0.65,
0.3⟩ ⟨0.6, 0.4⟩ ⟨0.75, 0.1⟩ . . .



⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
...
pu1
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

l4
R
pu
⟨1, 0⟩
⟨0.5, 0.2⟩ ⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨0.3, 0.2⟩ ⟨0.7, 0.1⟩ ⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨0.7, 0.2⟩ ⟨0.4, 0.5⟩ ⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨0.06, 0.02⟩ ⟨⊥, ⊥⟩ ⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨0.65, 0.3⟩
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩ ⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩ ⟨⊥, ⊥⟩

For solving the first stage we can apply the zero-point
algorithm for IFTP with IFIMs C and X, outlined in [48].

Step 3. The intuitionistic fuzzy optimal solution, presented
by the IM Xopt is non-degenerated, it includes 6 occupied
cells. The IM Xopt has the following form:





l1
l2
l3
l4
⟨0, 1⟩
⟨0, 1⟩
⟨0.5, 0.2⟩
⟨0, 1⟩
.
⟨0.4, 0.2⟩ ⟨0.1, 0.8⟩ ⟨0.1, 0.4⟩ ⟨0.06, 0.02⟩
⟨0, 1⟩
⟨0.4, 0.5⟩
⟨0, 1⟩
⟨0, 1⟩
(6)
The optimal intuitionistic fuzzy optimal solution
Xopt [K∗, L∗, {xki ,l j }] is obtained. The optimal intuitionistic
fuzzy transportation cost is:
k1
Xopt =
k


 2
k3


AGIO1⊕(max,min) ) C({Q,pl,pu1 },{R,pu}) ⊗(min,max) Xopt = ⟨0.4, 0.2⟩
(7)
or

C({Q,pl,pu1 },{R,pu}) ⊗(∨2 ) Xopt = ⟨0.464, 0.006⟩.
(8)
The degree of membership (acceptance) of this optimal solution is equal to 0.4 (or 0.464) and its degree of nonmembership (non-acceptance) is equal to 0.2 (or 0.006).
The ranking function R, defined in (3), we can use to
rank alternatives of decision-making process. For the obtained
optimal solution by IFZPM, the distance between the optimal solution to the pair ⟨1, 0⟩ is equal to R⟨0.4;0.2⟩ = 0.42
(R⟨0.464;0.006⟩ = 0.41).
2) Solution of the Second Stage of the 2-S IFTP: To find
the optimal solution for the second stage, we propose the
following algorithm, described by program code, which is a
part of Microsoft Visual Studio.NET 2010 C project.
Step 4. The following cost IFIM C∗ [L∗ ,U] is created:
AGIO2⊕(∧

)
2)






l1




 l2
C∗ =
l3

∗

Q




 pl ∗


pu∗1
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

u1
u2
u3
...
⟨0.27, 0.73⟩ ⟨0.23, 0.77⟩ ⟨0.19, 0.81⟩ . . .
⟨0.17, 0.83⟩ ⟨0.29, 0.71⟩ ⟨0.29, 0.71⟩ . . .
⟨0.24, 0.65⟩ ⟨0.24, 0.6⟩
⟨0.2, 0.65⟩ . . .
⟨0.45, 0.3⟩
⟨0.4, 0.2⟩ ⟨0.15, 0.013⟩ . . .
⟨0.82, 0.1⟩
⟨0.8, 0.1⟩
⟨0.85, 0.1⟩ . . .
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
...

u4
R∗
q∗
pu∗
⟨0.65, 0.35⟩ ⟨0.4, 0.2⟩ ⟨0.1, 0 ⊥⟩ ⟨0.5, 0.3, ⊥⟩
⟨0.67, 0.33⟩ ⟨0.5, 0.3⟩ ⟨0.1, 0⟩
⟨0.31, 0.27⟩
⟨0.56, 0.1⟩ ⟨0.6, 0.2⟩ ⟨0.15, 0⟩
⟨0.25, 0⟩
⟨0.2, 0.013⟩ ⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨0.85, 0.1⟩
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩

where
L∗
= {l1 , . . . , l3 , Q∗ , pl ∗ , pu∗1 } ,
U
=
∗
∗
{u1 , . . . , u4 , R , q , pu∗ } and all elements are IFPs. The
quantities of product purchased on the first stage by the
resellers from the set RS are set in the column R∗ of the
matrix C∗ .
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We also define




l1
J
X[L ,U] =
l


 2
l3


u1
u2
u3
u4 


⟨0, 1⟩ ⟨0, 1⟩ ⟨0, 1⟩ ⟨0, 1⟩
,
⟨0, 1⟩ ⟨0, 1⟩ ⟨0, 1⟩ ⟨0, 1⟩ 


⟨0, 1⟩ ⟨0, 1⟩ ⟨0, 1⟩ ⟨0, 1⟩

LJ = {l1 , l2 , l3 } , U = {u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 } and for 1 ≤ j∗ ≤ 3,
1 ≤ g ≤ 4: xl ∗∗ ,ug = ⟨ρl ∗∗ ,ug , σl ∗∗ ,ug ⟩ are the number of units
j
j
j
of the product, transported from the l ∗j∗ -th reseller to ug -th
destination.
Step 5. The average prices of the resellers l1 , l2 , l3 to purchase
a single quantity of product are calculated. The IFIM C∗ [L∗ ,U]
is

 changed as follows:
...
R∗
q∗
pu∗








l
.
.
.
⟨0.4,
0.2⟩
⟨⊥,
⊥⟩
⟨0.5,
0.3⟩


1






 l2 . . . ⟨0.5, 0.3⟩ ⟨⊥, ⊥⟩ ⟨0.31, 0.27⟩ 
l3 . . . ⟨0.6, 0.2⟩ ⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨0.25, 0⟩




⟨⊥, ⊥⟩ ⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩

 Q∗ . . .




∗


.
.
.
⟨⊥,
⊥⟩
⟨⊥,
⊥⟩
⟨⊥,
⊥⟩
pl






∗
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩ ⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
pu1 . . .
∗
∗
Step 6. The column pu of the matrix C contains the final
selling prices of a unit quantity of the product together with
its mark-up above the purchase price. The elements c∗l ∗ j∗ ,ug
(for 1 ≤ j∗ ≤ 3, 1 ≤ g ≤ f ) of the matrix C∗ contain the
final selling price per unit of product, including the unit price
and its transportation price from the l ∗ j∗ -th reseller to ug -th
destination. C∗ obtains the following form:

u1
u2
u3
...




l1 ⟨0.32, 0.55⟩ ⟨0.28, 0.55⟩ ⟨0.24, 0.7⟩
...




⟨0.2, 0.7⟩ ⟨0.32, 0.55⟩ ⟨0.32, 0.6⟩
...
 l2
C∗ =
l3 ⟨0.28, 0.65⟩ ⟨0.28, 0.6⟩
⟨0.2, 0.65⟩
...

∗

Q
⟨0.45,
0.3⟩
⟨0.4,
0.2⟩
⟨0.15,
0.013⟩
...



∗

⟨0.82,
0.1⟩
⟨0.8,
0.1⟩
⟨0.85,
0.1⟩
.
..
pl



pu∗1
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

u4
R∗
q∗
pu∗
⟨0.7, 0.1⟩ ⟨0.4, 0.2⟩ ⟨0.1, 0 ⊥⟩ ⟨0.05, 0.3, ⊥⟩
⟨0.7, 0.1⟩ ⟨0.5, 0.3⟩ ⟨0.1, 0⟩
⟨0.03, 0.27⟩
⟨0.6, 0.1⟩ ⟨0.6, 0.2⟩ ⟨0.15, 0⟩
⟨0.038, 0⟩
⟨0.2, 0.013⟩ ⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨0.85, 0.1⟩
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩
⟨⊥, ⊥⟩

optimal intuitionistic fuzzy transportation cost at the second
stage is calculated by:


AGIO1⊕(max,min) ) C∗ ({Q∗ ,pl ∗ ,pu∗1 },{R∗ ,q∗ ,pu∗ }) ⊗(min,max) X ∗ opt
or AGIO2⊕

(∧2 )

= ⟨0.31, 0.04⟩,

where ∨2 and ∧2 are the operations from (1). The degree of
membership (acceptance) of this optimal solution is equal to
0.28 (or 0.31) and the its degree of non-membership (nonacceptance) is equal to 0.1 (or 0.04). For the obtained optimal
solution by IFZPM, the distance between the optimal solution
to the pair ⟨1, 0⟩ is equal to R⟨0.28;0.1⟩ = 0.58 (R⟨0.31;0.04⟩ =
0.57).
Step 8. The optimal intuitionistic fuzzy transportation
cost for the problem is calculated by: ⟨0.4, 0.2⟩ ⊕(max,min)
⟨0.28, 0.1⟩( or ⟨0.31, 0.4⟩) = ⟨0.4, 0.1⟩( or ⟨0.4, 0.4⟩).
The degree of membership (acceptance) of this optimal
solution is equal to 0.4.
The example illustrates the reliability of the proposed algorithm in Section III to the studied 2-S IFTP.
V. C ONCLUSION
The apparatus of IMs provides the ability to expand the
existing transportation problems to formulate non-existent
ones to find strategic decisions for logistics management
in uncertain environment. It is proposed for the first time,
extending the approach in [48], to model and find the optimal
solution of a 2-S IFTP using the concepts of the IMs and IFSs.
The formulated IFTP has additional constraints: upper limits
to the transportation costs and a surplus charge on reseller
sales prices. The proposed algorithm for solution of the 2-S
IFTP is illustrated with a numerical example. The advantages
of the proposed algorithm are that it can be easy generalized
to the multidimensional intuitionistic fuzzy TPs [23] and also
can be applied to both the TP with crisp parameters and with
intuitionistic fuzzy ones. In the future, we will extend the
proposed approach to the interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy
TPs [25] and will apply it over real life TPs.

Step 7. The problem is balanced. Then the requirements for
an upper limit on the price at which consumers have the
[1]
opportunity to purchase the necessary quantities of the product
are checked. After execution of the algorithm, presented
[2]
in [48], with the obtained cost IFIMs C∗ and X ∗ , we obtain
the following optimal plan X ∗ [LJ ,U, {xl∗∗∗ ,ug }] for the second
[3]
j
stage of the problem:
 [4]

u1
u2
u3
u4






l1
⟨0, 1⟩
⟨0.35, 0.65⟩
⟨0, 1⟩
⟨0, 1⟩
, [5]
⟨0, 1⟩
⟨0, 1⟩



 l2 ⟨0.45, 0.3⟩ ⟨0.05, 0.6⟩


l3
⟨0, 1⟩
⟨0.15, 0.23⟩ ⟨0.15, 0.013⟩ ⟨0.2, 0.013⟩
The intuitionistic fuzzy optimal solution, presented by the
∗ is non-degenerated, it includes 6 occupied cells. The
IM Xopt

= ⟨0.28, 0.1⟩


∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
C
⊗
X
opt
({Q ,pl ,pu1 },{R ,q ,pu }) (∨2 )
)
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models for the JSP problem, realized by Ku and Beck [2],
highlights the performances of the disjunctive model. Contrary
to the majority of the research, Karimi et al. [3] chose to take
into account the transportation time between the machines in
the purpose to be closer to the real case. Benttaleb et al. [4]
propose a model taking into account the non-availability of
the machines that can be caused by maintenance for example.
In addition to take into account the periodic maintenance of
the machines, Krim et al. [5] model the setup time for a one
machine problem. The electrical consumption reduction can
save significant costs to companies and reduce the impact on
the environment. Therefore, Mansouri et al. [6] propose a multi
objective optimization problem, while Assia et al.[7] propose a
bi-objective function, to find the trade-off between minimizing
the makespan and the total energy consumption.
This article presents an usual mixed integer linear programming model to solve the job shop scheduling problem, with
different extensions to handle multi machines re-entrant jobs,
time-windows, setup times, hindering movement and dedicated
waiting machines. The problem is described in Section II, and
its mathematical model in Section III. The model’s evaluation
is illustrated in Section IV, followed by a conclusion in Section
V.

AbstractÐWe study a production scheduling problem, which
adresses on the one hand the usual operational constraints such
as the precedence of operations, time windows, delays, uniqueness
of treatment, availability of resources, and waiting times. On the
other hand, the problem takes into account possible restricted
movements according to production orders. This problem is a
variant of a flexible job shop scheduling problem with several
types of sequence-dependent constraints. We consider additional
sequence-dependent setup times, as well as sequence-dependent
transportation and assignment restrictions. We propose a mixed
integer programming model (MIP). It is based on the MIP model
of a flexible job shop scheduling problem, in which we add
those sequence-dependent constraints. We solve it with a general
purpose MIP solver.

T

I. I NTRODUCTION

HE metallic pieces production needs several steps in
different machines, as warming the metal, soak the pieces
and drain them. For a company needing to produce batches of
different pieces, the optimal production scheduling is difficult
to create, as different pieces need different machine’s temperatures. The production line may have different equivalent
machines. The choice of one of them may have an impact
on the production, as the use of a machine may hinder the
displacement between several machines. This problem may
be seen as a variation of the well studied job shop scheduling
problem (JSP) with additional constraints.
The usual job shop scheduling problem consists in scheduling a set of jobs on machines in order to minimize the
makespan, defined as the completion time of the last job.
These jobs are composed of different operations to be realized
in a determined order, with some known processing times.
Only one operation may be realized on a machine at the same
time and no preemption is allowed. In the classical Job Shop
Scheduling problem (JSP), the operations have to be scheduled
on predefined machines, whereas in the Flexible Job Shop
Scheduling problem (FJSP), each operation can be carried out
on one machine from a set of compatible machines.
A review of the problem with different methods to obtain
exact or approximated solutions is presented by Zhang et al.
[1], with an analysis of the problem for the requirements of
current industries. The result of a comparison of four different

©2021, PTI

II. P ROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Our study considers the flexible job shop scheduling problem with sequence-dependent constraints. It is stated as follows, in which we use a similar notation and vocabulary as
in [8]. A set J of n jobs has to be scheduled on a set
M of m machines. A job j is composed of a sequence
of n consecutive operations, noted O , . . . , O . The lth
j

j1

nj

operation of job j, noted Ojl , can be processed on any of
the compatible machines from the set Mjl ⊂ M . We denote
pOjl the processing time of operation Ojl , which is supposed
to be independent of the machine on which the operation
is carried out and no preemption is allowed. A sequencedependent setup time is incurred between any two consecutive
operations carried out on a same machine..
Each machine can perform at most one operation at a time.
We suppose that each machine and each job are available
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at time 0. The problem is to assign each operation Ojl to
an eligible machine k ∈ Mjl starting at a time tjl . The
objective is to minimize the sum of the starting times of the last
operation of each job. This particular objective function limits
the waiting time of jobs. This objective function is stricter
than the minimization of the makespan Cmax , which is the
time necessary to complete all jobs.
Our real case study is based on the FJSP, to which additional constraints have to be fulfilled. The machines are only
available during determined periods of time and between two
operations on a same machine, a setup-time is allowed to
recondition the machine. Sometimes, the operations may not
be processed right after the end of the previous one, so waiting
machines are used with waiting operations without determined
duration. A waiting time is not systematically allowed. Finally,
regarding the topology of the machines, certain displacements
are not allowed according to the use of certain machines. An
example of topology for metal piece production is presented
on Figure 1 with two ovens (O1 and O2 ) and where a drain
operation (H1′ or H2′ ) is executed over the soak machine (H1 or
H2 ). These drain operations may hinder moving a job between
two machines as illustrated on Figure 2. Such operations are
called blocking operations.

O1

H1′

H2′

H1

H2

O2

Fig. 1. Example of a machine line topology with two ovens (O1 and O2 ),
two soak machines (H1 and H2 ) and two drain machines (H1′ and H2′ ).

O1

H1′

H1

H2′

O2

H2

Fig. 2. Example of forbidden movement between the machines O1 and H2 ,
induced by the draining operation on the machine H1′

The notation is presented on Table I. The constant bigM is
defined as follows:
bigM =

j|
X
X |O

j∈J l=1

pOj,l

This is representing the time needed if the recipe of all the
jobs are composed of all operations and only one job can be
done at a time.
III. M ODEL
A. Variables
a) Usual variables: The proposed model works with a
continuous representation of the time. Three principal sets of
variables are needed. They express the beginning time of each
operation of the recipe of a job on a machine, the assignment
of a machine to a job’s operation and the precedence between
two jobs’ operations.
xj,Oj,l ∈ R:
start time of the lth operation of job j
1 if the lth operation of job j is carried out on
yj,Oj,l ,m =
machine m
0 otherwise

1 if the couple (Oj1 ,l1 , j1 ) occurs before
the couple (Oj2 ,l2 , j2 )
zj1 ,Oj1 ,l1 ,j2 ,Oj2 ,l2 =

0 otherwise
As a machine may be visited several times during the recipe
execution, the predecessor variables take into account the
operation in addition to the job.
b) Waiting machines: The proposed model uses waiting
shelves, permitting to liberate the machines in the case of
waiting time. The idea is to recreate the x, y and z variables
dedicated to the waiting operations. To each operation, we
associate a waiting operation ªprimeº with no determined
duration. This duration is the difference between the end of the
corresponding job’s previous operation and the beginning of
the next one. Currently, all waiting machines are equivalent
and can therefore be used independently of the last job’s
operation.
x′j,Oj,l ≥ 0, ∀j ∈ J, l ∈ {1, ..., | Oj |}
′
yj,O
∈ {0, 1}, ∀j ∈ J, l ∈ {1, ..., | Oj |}, m ∈
j,l ,m
StationW aiting

zj′ 1 ,Oj ,l ,j2 ,Oj ,l ∈ {0, 1}, ∀j1 ∈ J, l1 ∈ {1, ..., | Oj1 |
1 1
2 2
}, j2 ∈ J, l2 ∈ {1, ..., | Oj2 |}
c) Time windows: Machines may be unavailable for
different reasons. To take into account these unavailabilities,
boolean variables are needed to express which time window
is used for each operation’s execution.
twj,Oj,l ,k ∈ {0, 1}
∀j ∈ J, l ∈ {1, ..., | Oj |}, k ∈ T W such that
Compmk ,Oj,l ==1
B. Constraints
1) Precedence: to ensure the coherence of the precedence
variable, only one of two jobs may be executed before
the other:
zj1 ,Oj1 ,l1 ,j2 ,Oj2 ,l2 + zj2 ,Oj2 ,l2 ,j1 ,Oj1 ,l1 ≤ 1
∀(j1 , j2 ) ∈ {(j1 , j2 ) ∈ J 2 | j1 ̸= j2 }, ∀l1 ∈ {1, ..., |
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TABLE I
TABLE OF NOTATIONS
Notations:
j ∈ J:
m ∈ M:
w ∈ TW:
dj :
Ojl :
′ :
Ojl
T bOjl :
T eOjl :
pOjl :
Compm,Ojl :
prept1,t2,m :
bigM :
hindermi Ojl mj mk
nodelayOjl
StationWaiting
CycleWaiting
mcw
earliestw
latestw

Signification:
indices of jobs
indices of machines
indices of the time windows
deadline of job j
lth operation for job j
lth waiting operation for job j
temperature at the beginning of operation Ojl
temperature at the end of operation Ojl
processing time of operation Ojl
set of compatibility with value 1 if operation Ojl may be executed on machine m and 0 otherwise.
preparation time (or setup time) to go from temperature t1 to temperature t2 on machine m.
constant representing a big number
inconvenience caused by the use of machine mi for operation Ojl on the motion between machines mj and mk .
A value of 1 is given if such a case occurs and 0 otherwise.
set of boolean values indicating if a delay is permitted between lth operation and the next one
set of index of the waiting machines
′
set of indexes of the waiting operations. To each operation Ojl correspond a waiting operation Ojl
machine corresponding to time window w
beginning of time window w
end of time window w

Oj1 |}, l2 ∈ {1, ..., | Oj2 |}
The same idea has to be applied between two operations
of a same job:
zj,Oj,l1 ,j,Oj,l2 + zj,Oj,l2 ,j,Oj,l1 ≤ 1
∀j ∈ J, ∀(l1 , l2 ) ∈ {(l1 , l2 ) ∈ {1, ..., | Oj |}2 | l1 ̸= l2 }
2) Precedence uniqueness on the waiting machines:
zj′ 1 ,Oj ,l ,j2 ,O′
+ zj′ 2 ,Oj ,l ,j1 ,O′
≤1
1

1

j2 ,l2

2

2

j1 ,l1

∀(j1 , j2 ) ∈ {(j1 , j2 ) ∈ J 2 | j1 ̸= j2 }, l1 ∈ {1, ..., | Oj1 |
}, l2 ∈ {1, ..., | Oj2 |}

3) Operation order: the operations order in the recipe has
to be respected. So the beginning time of an operation
has to be larger than the ending time of the previous
operation of the same job.
xj,Oj,l+1 ≥ xj,Oj,l + pOj,l
∀j ∈ J, l ∈ {1, ..., | Oj | −1}
If two operations are realized on the same machine, the
preparation time of the second one has to be taken into
account. So the starting time of that operation has to be
larger than the ending time of the previous one plus the
preparation time. If they are not realized on the same
machine, the constraint is relaxed due to the "M" term:
xj,Oj,l+1 ≥ xj,Oj,l + pOj,l + prepT eOj,l ,T bOj,l+1 ,m −
bigM (2 − yj,Oj,l ,m − yj,Oj,l+1 ,m )
∀j ∈ J, l ∈ {1, ..., | Oj | −1}, m ∈ {m ∈ M |
Compm,Oj,l = 1, compm,Oj,l+1 = 1})
4) No conflict on the same machine: two operations Oj1 ,l1
and Oj2 ,l2 may not overlap on the same machine,
so Oj1 ,l1 has either to finish before the beginning of
Oj2 ,l2 , or to begin after the end of Oj2 ,l2 .
xj1 ,Oj1 ,l1
≥
xj2 ,Oj2 ,l2 + pOj2 ,l2 +

prep
−bigM ∗(predj1 ,Oj1 ,l1 ,j2 ,Oj2 ,l2 +
P T eOj2 ,l2 T bOj1 ,l1 m
′
′
m′ ̸=m (yj1 ,Oj1 ,l1 ,m + yj2 ,Oj2 ,l2 ,m ))
∀(j1 , j2 ) ∈ {(j1 , j2 ) ∈ J 2 | j1 ̸= j2 }, ∀l1 ∈ {1, ..., |
Oj1 |}, l2 ∈ {1, ..., | Oj2 |}, ∀m ∈ M
and:
xj2 ,Oj2 ,l2
≥
xj1 ,Oj1 ,l1 + pOj1 ,l1 +
prepT eOj ,l T bOj ,l m
−
bigM
∗
((1
−
1 1
2 2
P
′
zj1 ,Oj1 ,l1 ,j2 ,Oj2 ,l2 )
+
+
m′ ̸=m (zj1 ,Oj1 ,l1 ,m
yj2 ,Oj2 ,l2 ,m′ ))
∀(j1 , j2 ) ∈ {(j1 , j2 ) ∈ J 2 | j1 ̸= j2 }, ∀l1 ∈ {1, ..., |
Oj1 |}, l2 ∈ {1, ..., | Oj2 |}, ∀m ∈ M
5) No conflict on a waiting machine: the use of a waiting
machine may happen only after or before the use of the
same machine by another job.
x′j1 ,Oj ,l ≥ xj2 ,Oj2 ,l2 +1 − bigM ∗ (zj′ 1 ,Oj ,l ,j2 ,Oj ,l +
1 1
1 1
2 2
(2 − yj′ 1 ,Oj ,l ,m − yj′ 2 ,Oj ,l ,m ))
1 1
2 2
∀(j1 , j2 ) ∈ {(j1 , j2 ) ∈ J 2 | j1 ̸= j2 }, l1 ∈ {1, ..., | Oj1 |
}, l2 ∈ {1, ..., | Oj2 | −1}
and:
x′j1 ,Oj ,l
≤
x′ j2 , Oj2 ,l2 + bigM ((1 −
1 1
′
zj1 ,Oj ,l ,p2 ,Oj ,l + (2 − yj′ 1 ,Oj ,l ,m − y ′ j2 , Oj2 ,l2 , m))
1 1
2 2
1 1
∀(j1 , j2 ) ∈ {(j1 , j2 ) ∈ J 2 | j1 ̸= j2 }, l1 ∈ {1, ..., | Oj1 |
}, l2 ∈ {1, ..., | Oj2 |}
6) Respect of compatibilities: an operation may be
executed on a machine only if they are compatible.
yj,Oj,l ,m ≤ Compm,Oj,l
∀j ∈ J, l ∈ {1, ..., | Oj,l |}, m ∈ M
7) Each operation of a job has to be realised on exactly
one
P compatible machine:
m∈{m∈M |Compm,Oj,l =1} yj,Oj,l ,m = 1
∀l ∈ {1, ..., | Oj |}, j ∈ J, m ∈ M
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None of the other machines are used for the operation,
so all other yj,Oj,l ,m variables are set to 0:
P
m̸∈{m∈M |Compm,Oj,l =1} yj,Oj,l ,m = 0
∀l ∈ {1, ..., | Oj |}, j ∈ J, m ∈ M
8) P
At most one waiting machine per operation and job:
′
m∈machineW aiting yj,Oj,l ,m ≤ 1
∀j ∈ J, l ∈ {1, ..., | Oj |}
9) No delay: if the nodelay value is set to true, the
beginning of the following operation has to be the same
as
P the ending time of the previous operation.
(j,Oj,l )∈N DL (xj,Oj,l+1 − (xj,Oj,l + pOj,l )) = 0
Where NDL represents the set of all the couples (J ×O)
preceding the operation where the nodelay value is set
to true in the associated recipe.
10) Required succession of machines: sometimes, the use
of a certain machine for an operation implies the use
of the same machine for the next operation.
yj,Oj,l ,m = yj,Oj,l+1 ,m
∀j ∈ J, l ∈ {l ∈ {1, ..., | Oj |} | nodelayOjl =1 }, m ∈
M
11) Impossible machine successions: regarding the
disposition of the machines, some of them
may not be reached from another machine.
yj,Ojl ,m1 + yj,Ojl+1 ,m2 = 0
∀j ∈ J, ∀l ∈ {1, ..., | Oj | −1}, ∀(m1 , m2 ) ∈
incompatibleSuccession
Where incompatibleSuccession is the set of all ordered
pairs of incompatible machine successions.
12) Blocking operation: if a blocking operation is running,
the concerned movement has to be realized either
before the beginning of the blocking operation, or after
the end of the blocking operation.
xj1 ,Oj1 ,l1
≥
(xj2 ,Oj2 ,l2 + pOj2 ,l2 ) ∗
hindermi ,Oj2 ,l2 ,mj ,mk − bigM ∗ (3 − yj2 ,Oj2 ,l2 ,mi −
yj1 ,Oj1 ,l1 +1 ,mj
− yj1 ,Oj1 ,l1 ,mk ) − bigM
∗
zj1 ,Oj1 ,l1 ,j2 ,Oj2 ,l2
∀(j1 , j2 ) ∈ {(j1 , j2 ) ∈ J 2 | j1 ̸= j2 }, ∀l1 ∈ {1, ..., |
Oj1 | −1}, l2 ∈ {1, ..., | Oj2 |}, ∀mi , mj , mk ∈ M
and:
xj2 ,Oj2 ,l2 ≥ xj1 ,Oj1 ,l1 ∗ hindermi ,Oj2 ,l2 ,mj ,mk −
bigM (3−yj2 ,Oj2 ,l2 ,mi −yj1 ,Oj1 ,l1 +1 ,mj −yj1 ,Oj1 ,l1 ,mk )−
bigM ∗ (1 − zj1 ,Oj1 ,l1 ,j2 ,Oj2 ,l2 )
∀(j1 , j2 ) ∈ {(j1 , j2 ) ∈ J 2 | j1 ̸= j2 }, ∀l1 ∈ {1, ..., |
Oj1 | −1}, l2 ∈ {1, ..., | Oj2 |}, ∀mi , mj , mk ∈ M
13) Deadline: each job has to be completed before the
deadline.
xj,Oj,end + pOj,end ≤ dj
∀j ∈ J

14) Relation between the x and x′ variables:
x′j,Oj,l = xj,Oj,l + pOj,l
∀x ∈ J, l ∈ {1, ..., | Oj,l |}
15) If there is a waiting time between two operations, a
waiting machine
Phas to be used:
′
bigM
∗
≥
m∈machineW aiting yj,Oj,l ,m
xj,Oj,l+1 − (xj,Oj,l + pOj,l )
∀j ∈ J, l ∈ {1, ..., | Oj |}
and:
P
′
m∈machineW aiting yj,Oj,l ,m ≤ bigM ∗ (xj,Oj,l+1 −
(xj,Oj,l + pOj,l ))
∀j ∈ J, l ∈ {1, ..., | Oj |}
16) Only one time window per couple operation job is
allowed:
P
k∈{w∈T W |∃m′ ∈mcw ,m′ ==m} twj,Ojl ,k = yj,Ojl ,m
∀j ∈ J, l ∈ {1, ..., | Oj |}, m ∈ M
17) Each operation cannot start earlier than the beginning
of
P the time window:
k∈T W twj,Ojl ,k ∗ earliestk ≤ xj,Ojl
∀j ∈ J, l ∈ {1, ..., | Oj |}
18) Each operation has to be completed before the end of
the
P time window:
k∈T W twj,Ojl ,k ∗ latestk ≥ xj,Ojl + pOjl
∀j ∈ J, l ∈ {1, ..., | Oj |}

C. Objective function:

Contrary to the usual job shop problem, where the objective is to minimize the makespan, the proposed objective to
minimize is the sum of the starting times of the last operation
of each job:
X
xj,Oj,end
min
j∈J

This is used in the purpose to minimize the production time
of each job and limit the unnecessary waiting time of the jobs
having no influence on the makespan.
IV. E VALUATION
The proposed model has been implemented in the Julia
programming language [9], [10] using the Gurobi solver [11].
Gurobi is considered as one of the state of the art commercial
solver [2].
A. Numerical experiments
The experiments were conducted on three types of data:
data generated specifically according to the constraint tested,
randomly generated, as well as real data. The real data made
it possible to ensure that the model proposed fits the real
problem. The data presented here is an example, among the
tests performed on real data. Four jobs have to be realized
on the machines. The topology of the machines is shown
in Figure 3, with the possible operations on each machine.
Furthermore, five waiting machines, not represented in Figure
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the production time of different jobs by optimizing the assignment of their operations on the machines, subject to several
constraints. These constraints include limited availability of
the machines, setup times for reconditioning of the machines,
dynamic forbidden displacements and waiting machines. As
a future work, manipulator constraints have to be integrated,
and the objective function will also consider the monetary cost
minimization, taking into account electricity tariffs. The use of
heuristics will help in the design of a good real-time solution,
able to adapt the solution to events occurring each minute,
such as a breakdown of a machine or the arrival of new jobs.

TABLE II
R ECIPE FOR EACH JOB
job id
1
2
3
4

recipe (operation id)
1, 4, 4’, 13, 9, 10
2, 5, 5’, 14, 9, 11
7, 3, 6, 6’, 15, 9, 11
12, 13, 8

TABLE III
I NCOMPATIBILITY
machine id
D1
D3
D3

machine id
E3
E1
E2
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Fig. 3. Machine line topology with the name of each machine and in parenthesis the cycle that can be done on each machine (compatibility).
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Abstract—An exhaustive selection of all possible combinations
of n = 400 from N = 698 observations of the COVID-19
dataset was used as a benchmark. Building a random set of
subsamples and choosing the one that minimized an averaged
sum of squares of each variable’s category frequency returned
similar results as a "forward" subselection reducing the dataset
one-by-one observation by the same metric’s permanent lowering.
That works similarly as k-means clustering (with a random
clusters’ number) over the original dataset’s observations and
choosing a subsample from each cluster proportionally to its
size. However, the approaches differ signiﬁcantly in asymptotic
time complexity.

I. I NTRODUCTION

S

UBSAMPLING is a method that reduces a size of a
dataset by selecting a subset from the original dataset.
However, in many areas, including biomedicine and many
others, we often face a kind of opposite problem, i. e. we
obtain a sample of only insufﬁcient size and would need
to enlarge its size. That can be done, e. g., by one of the
resampling methods such as bootstrapping or others, or we
need to use various inference methods to estimate properties
of the entire population that our dataset comes from.
While such a data size reduction could not sound meaningful for the ﬁrst impression, there are various situations where
subsampling makes sense or is even necessary.

©2021, PTI

Usually, we can distinguish between two kinds of subsampling. Firstly, when we do the subsampling, we cannot
even in theory collect all possible observations of an entire
population. Or, secondly, we can gain all possible observations
or, furthermore, we have already got them, but for some
reason, we have to reduce the number of observations that
will be utilized.
A typical example of the ﬁrst subsampling kind is one of the
large ﬁelds of statistics, called sampling, where subsampling as
a method of choice deals with an idea of an entire population
and its parameters but is limited to an option of gaining
data of only a (small) subset coming from the population.
Then, regardless of whether the population is more or less
virtual, getting the sample that belongs to the population is
still a problem fulﬁlling the subsampling deﬁnition.
The motivations for the subsampling could also be different
and usually arise from any impossibility to utilize the entire
original dataset, as may be true for the latter family of the subsampling problems. Thus, the rank of those motivations varies
from the lack of (computational) power to analyze the entire
original dataset to the lack of economic sources, making it impossible to collect all values for each observation of the original sample, e. g. populating a new (important) variable is considered to enrich the original dataset but can be done only for
a limited number of observations (of the sub-selected dataset).
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As a motivation for our study, using online surveys, we collected an original dataset of patients suffering from COVID-19
and undergoing anti-COVID-19 vaccination. To study a time
development of COVID-19 antibodies after the vaccination,
it is necessary to check the blood levels of the patients’
antibodies from time to time. However, no matter how helpful
would be the checking of antibodies for each patient, our
ﬁnancial sources were limited (and the antibody kits for
laboratory serology tests are relatively expensive), so we had
to select a subset of patients from the original dataset, no
greater than a maximal number of laboratory tests funded
by our ﬁnancial sources. Furthermore, since the subsample
can be done in many ways, we wanted to keep all categories
of all categorical variables well balanced, i. e., to keep their
frequencies in the ﬁnal subsample equal or at least near-equal.
All the motivations share the demand on the quality by
which the subsampling is done. As is naturally feasible, we
usually want to avoid the "garbage in, garbage out", also
known as the GIGO paradigm, which means that we cannot
expect great outputs whenever the inputs are of low quality.
The same logic applies to subsampling if followed by whatever
kind of another analysis uses the subsample as an input. Thus,
the authors suggest replacing the "garbage in, garbage out"
paradigm more positively with "great in, great out".
However, regardless of the primary motivation why do
subsampling, there is always a demand to keep the data
homogeneity in the sub-selected sample, corresponding to the
original data. More technically spoken, assuming the dataset
contains only categorical variables, the homogeneity means
that all categories of all categorical variables are near-equally
represented in the ﬁnal subsample.
In case there is a response variable included in the dataset,
a popular and well-established method called propensity scoring (or propensity matching) is usually performed to identify
the "best" subset of a given size that harmonizes effect sizes
of individual explanatory variables [1].
Nevertheless, when a response variable is missing in the
data because e. g. is planned to measure its values rather only
for observations in the subsample than for the entire original
sample, the logistic regression model behind the propensity
scoring could not be built at all (since the response variable
is not available). In such a case, the methodology that could
be used for subsampling differ from naive approaches such as
random sampling, even-odd sampling [2], to more intuitive,
rather manual than automated sampling based on matching the
observations so that they are balanced in pairs (or larger groups
than pairs) [3]. In other words, when a response variable,
commonly participating as a key part of the subsampling
quality checking, is not available in the dataset, it could be
"substituted" by a metric that might control for the quality of
the subsampling process.
To check how balanced the subsample is, some metrics
could be used [4]. They usually assume that numerical variables – if any – were prior transformed to categorical ones
following more or less complex categorization rule. There
are several commonly used metrics describing the rate of the
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categorical variables’ levels balance in a ﬁnal sample [5] such
as entropy, mutability, Gini impurity, Simpson index, ShannonWiener index, and other diversity metrics. A sum of squares
of categories’ frequencies also becomes very popular; it is
somewhat similar to Shannon entropy but is scaled, so it
cannot be greater than 1.0 at maximum.
Based on the metric choice, the lower (or, the higher) is the
metric’s value; the better balanced is the subsample. Thus, for
example, considering Shannon entropy or sum of squares of
categories’ frequencies, a lower value means better balancing
the subsample; i. e. the frequencies of the categories in the
subsample are equal or at least near-equal.
In fact, the subsampling itself is a discrete optimization
task since the selection of a ﬁnal subsample from the original
sample may be made using a ﬁnite number of ways, but some
of them are better than others, taking into account there is
a given metric, checking the subsampling quality (categorical
variables’ levels well balancing) that is about to be minimized.
In this study, we selected a subpopulation (n = 400)
from a COVID-19 dataset (or original size N = 698) with
a missing response variable, which was up to be collected
later. Whereas the response variable was not available, there
were 18 more (explanatory) variables of interest. First, numerical variables were categorized. The quality of subpopulation
selecting was measured using a sum of squares of each
variable’s category frequency and averaged over all variables.
Minimizing the metric reﬂects the demand for keeping all
the variables’ categories numerically balanced, i. e. of similar
sizes. Several subset-selecting strategies were applied. Besides
a single random subsampling, an exhaustive method selecting
all possible combinations of n = 400 observations from initial
N = 698 observations was performed, choosing the subsample
that grand totally minimized the metric. Similarly, a "forward"
subselection, reducing the original dataset by one observation
per each step, permanently lowering the metric, was done.
A repeated random subsampling enabled to model a prior
distribution of the metric and helped estimate its empirical
minimum, determining one given subsample. Finally, k-means
clustering (with a random number of clusters) of the original
dataset’s observations and choosing for a subsample from each
cluster, proportionally to its size, and also based on a joint
occurrence of each pair in one cluster, also lowered the metric
compared to the random subsampling.
The aim of this study is to demonstrate that all the approaches except for a single random subsample offer a valid
alternative to exhaustive sampling grant-totally minimizing the
chosen metric.
II. P ROPOSED RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
There are overall research methodology and the formal
description of the dataset, the metric chosen for controlling
the quality of the subsampling, and the proposed methods of
the subsampling discussed in the following subsections.
A. Formal description of a dataset used for subsampling
The original dataset consists of N rows containing one
observation per row and k categorical variable in columns.

Â
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The subsampling task means selecting a subset of n rows and
k columns, where n < N . Thus, the sampling is applied on
rows, not on columns.
For each i ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , k}, the variable i contains exactly
ni categories and the frequencies of the category j is ni,j . We
can easily show that for the original dataset, and the subsample
is
ni
ni
X
X
ni,j = N
and
ni,j = n,
j=1

j=1

respectively, so the sum of frequencies of a given variable i’s
categories is equal to N in the original dataset and is equal to
n in the subsample, respectively, and based on the context.
B. A metric for controlling the quality of the subsampling
The Shannon entropy is deﬁned as
Hi = −

ni
X

pi,j log pi,j

j=1

where pi,j is a probability of a category j for each j ∈
{1, 2, 3, . . . , ni } in a sample of ni categories of a variable
i. We can easily prove by Jensen’s inequality the upper bound
of the entropy Hi deﬁned by such formula is dependent on
the probabilities pi,j . Also, the formula may struggle with
zero probabilities, i. e. when ∃j ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , ni } such that
pi,j = 0 since the term log pi,j is not deﬁned for pi,j = 0.
To overcome these difﬁculties, we rather used a sum of
squares of each variable’s category frequency. Using the ﬁnite
samples, probabilities are only estimated by their frequencies,
therefore we will replace the probability pi,j by its unbiased
n
estimate πi,j = ni,j = p̂i,j , where ni,j is a number of
occurrence of category j of variable i in the sample of size
n. The sum of squares of the variable i’s category frequencies
then follows as
Si =

ni
X

2
πi,j
=

j=1

ni 
X
ni,j 2
j=1

n

=

ni
X

p̂2i,j .

(1)

j=1

Finally, when there is more than one variable, i. e. i ∈
{1, 2, 3, . . . , k} then in order to take into account for each
variable’s sum of squares given by formula (1), we can
calculate the average value S̄ of the sums of squares for
individual variables, so
S̄ =

k ni 
ni,j 2
1 XX
.
k i=1 j=1 n

(2)

Let us derive the lower and upper bound of the sum of
squares for the variable i.
(i) Firstly, let us consider one of the two possible extreme scenarios – the sample is populated by only
one category. More technically, let us assume that
∃j ∗ ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , ni } so that ni,j ∗ = ni . Then,
∀j ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , ni } \ j ∗ is ni,j = 0 and, eventually,
ni,j∗
ni,j
n = 1 and n = 0.
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The sum of squares Si then follows the term
ni 
X
ni,j 2
Si =
=
n
j=1
 n ∗ 2
 n 2
X
i,j
i,j
=
+
=
n
n
∗
2

j∈{1,2,...,ni }\j
2

= 1 + (ni − 1) · 0 =
= 1.

Thus, we derived the maximum value of the sum of
squares Si for the variable i is equal to 1.
(ii) Now suppose the other extreme scenario – all categories
are equally populated in the sample and no one of the
categories occurred more than once. So, in other words,
ni,2
ni,ni
1
ni,1
=
= ··· =
=
n
n
n
n
and also ni = n.
The sum of squares Si then follows as
ni 
ni  2
X
ni,j 2 X
1
Si =
=
=
n
n
j=1
j=1
n  2
X
1
=
=
n
j=1
 2
1
=n·
=
n
1
= .
n
So, we derived the minimum value of the sum of squares
Si for the variable i is equal to n1 , where n is the size
of a sample containing only categories of the variable i.
Concluding this up, we derived that for each variable i and
its sample size n is the sum of squares Si of the variable’s
category frequencies lower then or equal to 1 and greater than
or equal to n1 , more formally n1 ≤ Si ≤ 1.
Going back to the idea of a well-balanced subsample, all
category frequencies of all variables in the subsample should
be of (near) equal sizes. That is a situation very close to
scenario (ii) with balanced frequencies n1 above – on the
other hand, the frequencies in scenario (i) are imbalanced.
Assuming this, the sum of squares Si of the variable’s category
frequencies in the well-balanced subsample should be as low
as possible and should approach the n1 . Finally, if all the
variable would minimize their sums of squares, then also the
average value S̄ of all the sums of squares should be minimal.
Keeping the subsample well balanced, i. e. ensuring the
categories of all the variables in the subsample are of (near)
equal frequencies, means lowering the average value S̄ of the
sums of squares as much as possible. In theory, the minimal
possible value of the average value S̄ of the sums of squares
is
k ni 
k
1 XX
ni,j 2
1X1
1 k
1
S̄ =
≥
= · = .
k i=1 j=1 n
k i=1 n
k n
n
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In practise, assuming the categories are well balanced for
each variable, i. e. for each
Pnii ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , k} is ni,1 ≈
ni,j = n ≈ ni · ni,j and so
ni,2 ≈ · · · ≈ ni,ni , then j=1
ni,j
n/ni
1
≈
≈
,
we
can
expect
rather
n
n
ni
ni 
k X
X

ni 
k X
X

2

1
ni,j 2
1
≈
&
n
k
n
i
i=1 j=1
i=1 j=1
 2
k
k
k
1
1X
1 X ni
1X 1
≈
≈
ni
≈
.
k i=1
ni
k i=1 n2i
k i=1 ni

S̄ =

1
k

Eventually, what worth to be mentioned, is a comparison of
each variable’s sum of squares Si given by formula (1) and
Gini impurity. Using still the same mathematical notation, then
Gini impurity is deﬁned as
ni 
ni
ni
X
X
X
ni,j 2
2
p̂2i,j ,
=1−
Gi = 1 −
πi,j
=1−
n
j=1
j=1
j=1

which is obviously equal to Si = 1 − Gi . That being written,
using the Gini impurity Gi in this study instead of the sum
of squares Si would return exactly the same results (as far as
the sign of Gini impurity is opposite than the one of the sum
of squares and shifted by 1.0).
C. Single random subsampling without replacement
The term of random subsampling without replacement
means that each observation of the original dataset has only
one chance to be selected in the subsample.
If we subsample the original dataset of size
 N to a dataset
of size n only once, there are in theory N
n options how to
do the random subsampling. Assuming one of the subsamples1
minimizing the averaged sums of squares S̄, the probability
of randomly hitting such a subsample is about N1 ≃ 0 for
(n)
large N > n.
An expected value of the averaged sums of squares S̄,
calculated using the obtained subsample, is in between the
expected value of the worst-case scenario, 1, and the best-case
scenario, n1 , so n1 ≤ E(S̄) ≤ 1.
The asymptotic time complexity is easy to derive, Θ(1),
assuming the random subset generating costs 1 unit of complexity time.
D. Repeated random subsampling without replacement
Similarly to the previous approach, here we repeat the
random subsampling m > 1 times.
The repetition of the random subsampling enables us to
estimate an expected value Ê(S̄)
p of the averaged sums of
squares S̄ and standard deviation var(
ˆ S̄), using the values of
m obtained subsamples. Assuming the Ljapunov’s version of
S̄−Ê(S̄)
the central limit theorem, the derived variable √
follows
var(
ˆ S̄)

S̄−Ê(S̄)

standard normal distribution, formally √

var(
ˆ S̄)

∼ N (0, 12 ).

That helps us to estimate the minimum value of the averaged
1 Theoretically, there could be more than one subsample with the same but
minimal value of the metric of the averaged sums of squares S̄.

S̄−Ê(S̄)
sums of squares S̄ following way. Supposing there √
∼

N (0, 12 ) holds, we know that
P

S̄ − Ê(S̄)
p
≤ u0.01
var(
ˆ S̄)

var(
ˆ S̄)

!

= 0.01,

where u0.01 is a 0.01-th quantile of the standard normal
distribution. Continuing in the derivations, we get


q
ˆ S̄) = 0.01,
(3)
P S̄ ≤ Ê(S̄) − |u0.01 | var(

so approximately, the minimump
value of S̄ is very likely close
to the term of Ê(S̄) − |u0.01 | var(
ˆ S̄). Utilizing this piece
of information, we can not only estimate the minimum value
of the averaged sums of squares S̄, but can also highlight
the subsample approaching this minimum value (surely it is
the subsample with minimal
p value – somewhat close to the
ˆ S̄) from the positive direction
subtraction Ê(S̄)− |u0.01 | var(
– of the averaged sums of squares S̄ in the set of all m
generated subsamples).
The asymptotic time complexity of the (m times) repeated
random subsampling without replacement is Θ(m), again assuming the random subset generating costs 1 unit of complexity time. The pseudocode of the repeated random subsampling
process is in Algorithm 1.
E. Exhaustive subsampling
The method of exhaustive subsampling is based on greedy
generating all possible subsamples of size n from the original
dataset of size N > n. 
n!
In theory, there are N
n = k!(n−k)! ways how a subsample
of size n could be sampled
from
the dataset of size N . It

implies there is also N
values
of
the averaged sums of
n
squares S̄ (one value per each subsample), but the values are
not necessarily different.
Regardless of that, this approach enables to convenient pick
the subsample with a minimum possible value of the averaged
sums of squares S̄ (no other subsample could practically have
the value of the averaged sums of squares S̄ lower).
However, there is an obvious trade-off between the possibility to reach the practical minimum of the value of the averaged
sums of squares
time
 complexity, which is
 S̄and asymptotic

n!
enormous, Θ N
=
Θ
n
k!(n−k)! , assuming the random
subset generating costs 1 unit of complexity time.
F. Subsampling by forwarding step-by-step size reduction of
the original dataset
The logic of the step-by-step size reduction of the original
dataset by permanent lowering a value of the averaged sums of
squares S̄ is based on random selection of such an observation
that its removing from the original dataset tends to decrease
(or at least not increase) a value of the averaged sums of
squares S̄. Thus, we also call this approach as one-by-one
observation’s sample reduction of also as row-by-row observation’s sample reduction. Let’s deﬁne a size of the dataset
after τ steps, i. e. after removing of τ observations, as n(τ ),
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Algorithm 1: Repeated random subsampling without
replacement and estimating of the minimum value
of the averaged sums of squares S̄, together with
highlighting of the subsample minimizing the averaged
sums of squares S̄
Data: an original dataset of size N containing k
variables
Result: a set of m random subsamples of size
n < N , an estimate of the minimum value of
the averaged sums of squares S̄ and
highlighting of the subsample minimizing the
averaged sums of squares S̄
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14

15

N
n
m

//
//
//
//
//

dataset by permanent lowering a value of the averaged sums
of squares S̄ is Θ(•), so that
!
N −n−1
X
Θ(•) = Θ
(N − τ )/2 =
=Θ
=Θ

for ℓ = 1 : m do
generate a random subsample ∫ of size n without
replacement from the original dataset of size N
and calculate its averaged sums of squares S̄ ;
S = {S, ∫ };
A = {A, S̄};
end
ﬁnd the minimum of A and a corresponding
subsample with S̄ = min{A} ;
calculate an estimate Ê(S̄) and var(
ˆ S̄) ;
calculate the estimated
minimum
of S̄ as
p
ˆ S̄) ;
Ê(S̄) − |u0.01 | var(
p
compare min{A} and Ê(S̄) − |u0.01 | var(
ˆ S̄) ;

and the averaged sums of squares S̄ after τ steps as S̄(τ ).
Evidently, n(0) = N , n(1) = N − 1, n(2) = N − 2, . . . ,
n(N − n) = N − (N − n) = n. Analogously, we demand on
S̄(τ + 1) ≤ S̄(τ ) for each τ ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , N − n − 1}.
It is easy to demonstrate that S̄(N − n) ≤ S̄(0), i. e. the
averaged sums of squares S̄ after N − n steps (when dataset
size is n) is lower than or equal to the value of the averaged
sums of squares S̄ in the beginning. Assuming the initial
original dataset is not well balanced, then S̄(N − n) < S̄(0)
or even S̄(N − n) ≪ S̄(0). Based on the fact the selection
of one observation per each step is random (until it leads
to decreasing of the averaged sums of squares S̄ value),
a deterministic value of S̄(N − n) is not possible to calculate.
Let us suppose the random selection of the observation
tending to reduce the averaged sums of squares S̄(τ ) in the
(τ + 1)-th step (so that S̄(τ + 1) ≤ S̄(τ )), when the dataset
contains exactly N − τ observations, would take averagely
about (N − τ )/2 samplings. Then the average asymptotic time
complexity [6] of the row-by-row reduction of the original

1
2

1
2

τ =0
NX
−n−1

!

(N − τ )

τ =0
N −n−1
X

N−

=

NX
−n−1

τ

!!

=

τ =0

  τ =0
(N − n − 1)(N − n)
1
(N − n)N −
=
=Θ
2
2
 

1 (N − n)(N + n + 1)
=Θ
=
2
2
= Θ ((N − n)(N + n + 1)) ≈

size of the original dataset ;
size of the subsample;
number of repetitions of;
subsampling;
a tuple of subsamples of size

S
n;
A
// a tuple of averaged sums of
squares S̄;
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≈ Θ(N 2 ).

The pseudocode of the subsampling by row-by-row reduction of the original dataset is in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Subsampling by row-by-row reduction
of the original dataset, decreasing the value of the
averaged sums of squares S̄ per each step
Data: an original dataset of size N containing k
variables
Result: a subsample minimizing the averaged sums of
squares S̄
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

N
// size of
n
// size of
nt
// current
S̄
// current
squares;

the original dataset;
the subsample;
size of the dataset;
averaged sums of

nt = N ;
while nt > n do
while S̄ after removing the random observation
≥ S̄ do
pick another random observation from the
current dataset of size nt (# of observations)
end
remove the picked observation from the dataset;
nt = nt − 1;
update S̄;
end
use the subsample of size n;

G. Subsampling using clustering
An idea behind the subsampling using unsupervised learning of clustering kind is to utilize the fact that observations
within each cluster are similar enough, while observations
between each cluster are different enough. Thus, when we
require subsamples with well-balanced category frequencies
for each variable, we should consider observations from different clusters when creating the ﬁnal subsample. Thus, a big
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question is how to pick the observations from different clusters
to ensure the ﬁnal subsample of a given size is well balanced.
The paper’s authors suggest several ideas on how to use
clusters for subsampling and, particularly, how to draw the
observations from existing clusters when the ﬁnal subsample
is constructed.
Firstly, regardless of the fact the observations are picked
randomly or following some pattern from d clusters of sizes
|c1 |, |c2 |, . . . , |cd |, a number of observations picked from the
cluster δ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d} should be proportional to its size,
|cδ |.
Let us assume that a number of category frequencies of
a variable i that are greater than zero is ηi in a given cluster
δ. A total count of categories of a variable i is, following
the previous notation, ni , and a mean frequency for average
category is about |cnδi| . As we can see, the mean frequency is
proportional to the cluster size |cδ |. In other words, the larger
is the cluster (the larger is |cδ |), more categories would get
non-zero frequency. Assuming the count of the variable i’s
categories with non-zero frequency is ηi in a given cluster δ,
the ηi is proportional to |cδ |, ηi ∝ |cδ |, and those frequencies
are roughly similar, i. e. ni,j ≈ ηni ≈ |cηδi | , we can derive
Si =
Si ∝

ni 
X
ni,j 2

j=1
ηi
X
j=1

n

ηi

∝

2
ηi 
X
|cδ |/ηi
j=1

|cδ |

∝

X 1
1
∝
∝
2
ηi
|c |2
j=1 δ

1
,
|cδ |

(5)

where tp,q stands for a number of times both the p-th observation and q-th observation of the original dataset were together
in the same cluster.
Once we want to construct a subsample of size n from
the original dataset of size N , we demand on keeping all
variables’ each category frequency balanced with other frequencies, so the ﬁnal subsample should include all categories
of all variables with (near) similar frequencies, if possible.
Drawing such observations that were many times together
in the same clusters within the multiple clustering procedure
would result in the ﬁnal subsample containing too many
similar observations, which would reduce the native variability
of the variables.
Consequently, the ﬁnal subsample should be constructed
using observations that are mutually non-similar. The way of
constructing such a subsample could be to pick two original
observations with a minimum value of tp,q and then add to the
subsample one by one new observation (until the subsample
size is sufﬁcient) such that each new one (the q-th) has the
minimum value of
X
tp,q ,
∀p∈{observations in subsample}

so that

|cδ |
X
1
1
∝
∝ |cδ | ·
∝
2
|c |
|cδ |2
j=1 δ

∝

dataset. The matrix T follows a form of


t1,1 t1,2 · · · t1,N
 t2,1 t2,2 · · · t2,N 


T = .
..
..  ,
..
 ..
.
.
. 
tN,1 tN,2 · · · tN,N

q = argminq∈{1,2,...,N }
(4)

that supports our suggestion to draw observations from the
clusters proportionally to their sizes2 , i. e. the larger the cluster
is, the more observations should be picked from the cluster
towards the ﬁnal subsample to minimize the sum of squares Si .
Secondly, we also propose an experimental approach that
requires another ongoing research. Considering the (not necessarily k-means) clustering is repeated m times, with a random
number of clusters in each of m iterations, we can construct
a symmetric square matrix T of dimensions N × N , that for
the p-th row and the q-th column describes a number of times
that the p-th observation of the original dataset was together
in the same cluster with the q-th observation of the original
2 The proportional equation (4) might be confusingly understood as to pick
a maximum of observations (towards the ﬁnal subsample) from the larger
cluster since this would lead to the minimization of the sum of squares Si for
the given variable. However, such a subsample would be constructed using
almost only one of the clusters – the largest one – and thus, tends to include
very similar observations, which could break the demand of well-balanced
category frequencies over all variables.

X

tp,q ,

(6)

∀p∈{observations in subsample}

that minimizes a chance of getting a subsample with too
much similar observations. While this approach may look as
completely deterministic, it contains a part that is based on
randomness, namely the clustering part.
Adopting the time complexity of the m times repeated
k-means clustering for small number of clusters is Θ(m·N ·k)
[7] and for the T matrix construction (5), the ongoing part
using the formula (6) takes averagely Θ(n2 ) complexity time
units.
Whereas the clustering algorithm itself could vary (it is not
necessary to apply only k-means algorithm), it is worth to be
mentioned that – since the variables in the original dataset
are categorical (or transformed into categorical ones) – the
Gower distance was chosen for the clustering as it can handle
categorical variables well within the clustering [8].
The pseudocode of the subsampling by clustering the original dataset is in Algorithm 3.
III. R ESULTS
We used COVID-19 survey data of our provenience for
the application of the proposed methods. The original dataset
contains N = 698 rows corresponding to observations and
k = 18 columns related to variables. Since the dataset is of
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Algorithm 3: Subsampling by clustering the original
dataset using the matrix T of mutual occurrences in
the same clusters as in (5)
Data: an original dataset of size N containing k
variables and T matrix of mutual occurrences in
the same clusters as in (5)
Result: a subsample minimizing the averaged sums of
squares S̄
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10

n
// size of the subsample;
nt // current size of the dataset;
T
// matrix of mutual occurrences
in;
// the same clusters;
S̄
// current averaged sums of
squares;
S
// current subsample;
populate the subsample S by the ﬁrst two
observations corresponding to row and column
indices of minimum of T ;
nt = 2;
while nt < n do
pick the q-th observation such that
X
q = argminq∈{1,2,...,N }\S
tp,q ,
∀p∈S

11
12
13
14

where tp,q is the value of p-th row and q-th
column of the matrix T ;
nt = nt + 1;
update S̄;
end
use the subsample S of size n;

a questionnaire form including questions with the close format,
the vast majority of the variables are categorical. A few of
the numerical variables were categorized following experts’
suggestions or natural logic, e. g. age was categorized into
intervals of lengths ten years, starting and ending at an age
divisible by a number 10, etc. Applying this approach, there
are only categorical variables in the original dataset before
the subsampling. The reason why the response variable, i. e.
the serology levels of COVID-19 antibodies, is missing in the
original dataset is that patients involved in the study were
planned to undergo relatively expensive serology tests; thus,
the original size (N = 698) had to be reduced signiﬁcantly
(n = 400) to keep the costs of the serology testing manageable.
The task was to get a subsample of n = 400 rows from
the original dataset, containing the original number of k = 18
variables.
All the computations were performed using R programming
language and environment [9]. There are more numerical
applications of R language to various ﬁelds in [10]–[15].
We applied all the methods mentioned above to do the sub-
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sampling and compare the results using the metric controlling
the quality of the subsampling in between the methods.
The metric of the subsampling quality, depicting particularly
how well the category frequencies of all the variables are
balanced, is the averaged sums of squared S̄ as deﬁned in
(2).
Besides the single random subsampling without replacement, we started with the repeated random subsampling without replacement. Repeating the random subsampling multiple
times (m = 100) enables modeling the prior distribution of the
averaged sums of squared S̄, and was also used for estimation
of the minimum value of averaged sums of squares S̄ using
the formula (3).
Histogram of the prior distribution of the averaged sums
of squared S̄ is in ﬁgure 1. The minimum value of averaged
sums of squares S̄ was estimated following the (3) to be equal
.
S̄ˆ = 0.247.
The next method, subsampling by forwarding one-be-one
reduction of the original dataset, was also performed m = 100
times. Histogram of the prior distribution of the averaged sums
of squared S̄ is in ﬁgure 2. The minimum value of averaged
sums of squares S̄ for the one-be-one size reduction that was
.
obtained is equal to S̄ˆ = 0.242.
The subsampling by clustering the original dataset was
performed m = 100 times, too. The ﬁnal subsample was
designed using the T matrix (5) and creating the subsample
from scratch using the logic of formula (6). Histogram of the
prior distribution of the averaged sums of squared S̄ is in
ﬁgure 3. The minimum value of averaged sums of squares S̄
for the one-be-one size reduction that was obtained is equal
.
to S̄ˆ = 0.245.
As we can see, all the three applied methods return similar
accuracy considering the minimization of the averaged sums
of squares. The formal comparison of statistical differences
in between mean values of the averaged sums of squares S̄
for the repeated (m = 100) random subsampling without
replacement, repeated (m = 100) subsampling by forwarding one-be-one reduction of the original dataset, and the
repeated (m = 100) subsampling by clustering the original
dataset could be performed using one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA). However, considering the ﬁgures 1, 2 and 3, the
practical differences are minimal. What practically differs is
the asymptotic time complexity of the mentioned techniques,
as discussed before.
IV. C ONCLUSION
Subsampling may be an important task when the original
dataset is larger than required. If there is a response variable available in the dataset, then the methodology used for
the subsampling is well established; the popular propensity
scoring is used to extract the subsample from the original
data that harmonize size effects of all predictors using logistic
regression model.
When the response variable from some reason or another is
missing, e. g. is planned to be collected later, the methodology
of the subsampling is not so straightforward. Many various
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Fig. 1. Histogram of the prior distribution of the averaged sums of squares
S̄ calculated for the repeated (m = 100) random subsampling without
replacement.
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Fig. 2. Histogram of the prior distribution of the averaged sums of squares
S̄ calculated for the repeated (m = 100) subsampling by forwarding one-beone reduction of the original dataset.

absolute frequency

While the repeated random subsampling without replacement is relatively fast method, it can reach the minimum
of the averaged sums of squares only approximately. The
subsampling using one-by-one reduction of the original sample
is a bit slower than the random multiple subsampling, but
still feasibly applicable; it can approach the minimum of the
averaged sums of squares only approximately, too. The exhaustive subsampling as the only one method can numerically
calculate the exact value of the minimum of the averaged sums
of squares; however, its executing time is enormously high.
Finally, the subsampling by clustering is an innovative method
that is relatively fast if implemented using standard algorithms
and maturated computational environments, and furthermore,
it offers a way to keep control over the mutual occurrences of
each two observations from the same clusters, when the ﬁnal
subsample is constructed. Even the subsampling by clustering
approached the minimum of the averaged sums of squares
relatively closely.
All the proposed methods, i. e. repeated random subsampling without replacement, subsampling using one-by-one
reduction of the original dataset and subsampling by clustering
seem to be valid alternatives to exhaustive subsampling.
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Fig. 3. Histogram of the prior distribution of the averaged sums of squares S̄
calculated for the repeated (m = 100) subsampling by clustering the original
dataset.

methods of low signiﬁcance are used, based on different
approaches – from totally random subsampling to manually
matched pairs of observations with balanced all variables’
category frequencies.
In this study, we proposed one metric – the averaged sums
of squares – enabling to control a quality of the subsampling,
including the fact the metric is in theory scaled to an interval
not dependent on entry data, as was proven. Furthermore,
we compared several methods; some of them are novel and
proposed by this paper.
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The paper is dedicated to construction of new fast and
flexible hash-based message authentication codes (HMACs)
that will provide large files with cryptographically stable
digestions in the Postquantum era.
These instruments can be used for detecting cyber-terrorist
attacks, file audits and checking the integrity of messages
during communication, We use algebraic properties of well
known extremal graphs D(n, q) and A(n,q) with good
expansion property for the construction of HMACS.

I. INTRODUCTION
We propose new fast algorithms for the creation of
sensitive digests of electronic files to detect cyberattacks,
computer viruses or other damages and check data
integrirty. These tools can be used to defend virtual
organization and conduct the audit of all files after a
registered intervention. Cryptographic stability of new keydependent hash functions is associated with complex
algebraic problems, such as the study of systems of
algebraic equations of large degree and the problem of
decomposition of nonlinear transformation into the
composition of given generators. These facts justify
resistance of digests against adversary attacks with the
usage of algorithms in terms of Turing machine or
Quantum Computation Theory.
Algorithms of digests generation use idea of presentation
of files in the form of sequences (words) of elements of
finite commutative ring K , such as finite field or
arithmetical ring modulo 2m. Such words can be treated as
elements of free semigroup or its modification S with the
usage of additive ring operation. The presentation of k regular tree (or other regular infinite graph) in the form of
projective limit of finite graphs given by equations allows to
define «compression homorphism» of S into group of
polynomial transformations of affine space Kt (space of
tigests of the chosen dimension (t). Affine transformations
are used to hide the homomorphic map. This scheme is
new.
Implemented accordingly to this scheme family of fast
algorithms was investigated via computer simulations on
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the real data of large size. Change of single character of the
document in binary alphabet causes the change of the
majority of characters of produced digest (≥98%). This
property and evaluation of time execution of software
programs justify potential of practical usage of implemented
algorithm for cybersecurity tasks.
II. ON THE VERIFICATION OF ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTS
Protection of large data repositories against cyberattacks
via creation of digests of both encoded and original
electronic documents in the selected starting time is the
impotent task. With a change of time new digests could be
created and compared to the original ones. The presence of
any changes indicates damage to the files (cyberattack,
computer virus, hardware failure, staff error and more).
For the checking the integrity of electronic documents
within transmission the correspondent creates a digest of
the original file and the same file in an encrypted form.
His/her partner creates a digest of the received decrypted
document and the original encrypted document.
Correspondents compare the digests and conclude whether
or not document was damaged.
A simplified model of the global information space can
be imagined as a large, growing network of registered
virtual users (individuals or institutions) who exchange
information and can store it in electronic repositories
located on the network or isolated from them.
The size of files for sharing (electronic documents) tends
to grow. An important category of information space is
trustworthiness of documents.
Users can use a symmetric private key algorithm to
encrypt documents and key exchange protocol to maintain
encryption security. Certified public key algorithms may be
also used to change the key. These methods ensure the
security of the exchange channels.
It is easy to see that even if a reliable encryption is used
it does not provide a complete trustworthines of the
documents, because it is necessary to take into account the
noise in the channels and the problems of safe storage of
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files in electronic repositories, where documents can be
tampered with, damaged by computer viruses, technical
errors in the work of computing machinery, etc.
It should be noted that the threat of powerful
cyberterrorist attacks on repositories of electronic
information are recently increasing. There consequences are
not only information leakage, but also a damage or a
falsification of documents. It is clear that once a cyberattack
is detected on a corporate information repository you need
to audit all system files. Countering these threat require the
development of a new software.
Other information security tasks require a general hash
function that does not require a key or password (see for
instance [1], [2] and further references).
III. REQUIREMENTS TO DIGESTS
The cryptographically stable hash function f must provide
the practical impossibility of selecting a pair of links x and
z with the same value of the hash function. The digest of a
document created with a key-dependent hash function
(MAC) uses the HMAC symbol. When users want to
exchange correspondence securily, verifying who is the
actual author of the letter, and the absence of changes when
forwarding, they choose a shared MAC. Additionally they
use a common symmetric encryption scheme.
In addition to cryptographical stability the execution
speed and high indicator of avalanch effect are important.
Avalanch effect can be measured in the following way. The
HMAC of generated file has to be computed, after this step
some chosen character of original file has to be changed for
other symbol and HMAC for the new file has to be
computed.
Finally bit to bit comparison of characters of two HMACs
has to be done and persantage of changed characters has to
be computed. For practical usage of HMAC is necessary to
show that change of arbitrarily used character leads to the
change of at least 40 persent of bites independently from the
size of tested files.
Introduced approach of usage of special subgroups of
endomorphisms from CSn(K) is useful for the development
of stream ciphers of Symmetric Cryptography (see for
instance [3], [4], [5] and further references) and
constructions of HMACs (see [6] where special linear
groups have been used). We use nonlinear subgroups of
CSn(K). The method of generation of nonlinear
transformations of free modules over commutative rings
described in the terms of special graphs defined by algebraic
equations (so called linguistic graphs) can be used instead
of methods of generators and equations. Other applications
of graph theory to Cryptography are considered in [7].
Studies of message authentification codes and НMACs is
a hot topic.Complete list of all published papers within this

direction is impossible to make, we only refer to some
recent papers [8] - [17].
Recall that noncommutative cryptography is an active
field of cryptology that explores cryptographic primitives
and systems based on algebraic structures such as groups,
semigroups, and non-commutative rings.
One of the earliest applications of noncommutative
algebraic structure for cryptographic purposes was the usage
of groups for the development of cryptographic protocols.
The method of usage of platform G which is a subgoup
or subsemigroup of affine Cremona semigroup CS(Kn)
defined over finite commutative ring K under the condition
that each element is presented in [19]. This is an attempt to
merge methods of noncommutative cryptography and
multivariate cryptography.
Studies of message authentification codes and НMACs is
a hot topic. Noteworthy that arbitrary hash function such as
MD5 or SHA-1 can be used for the composition of HMACs
corresponding to MD5 and SHA-1 message authntication
codes are known as HMAC-MD5 and HMAC-SHA-1
respectively. HMAC's cryptographic performance depends
on the cryptographic performance of the underlying hash
function, the size of its hash output, the size and quality of
the key.
IV. MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND OF PROPOSED HASH
FUNCTIONS

Let F (K ) be a space of potentially infinite texts in
alphabit K which is the totality of all tuples of kind
(a1, a2 ,..., ak ), ai  K of different case k . Assume that K
is finite commutative ring and identify F (K ) with the
semigroup
with
the
following
operation
(a1 , a 2 ,..., a k )  (b1 , b2 ,..., bs )  (a1 , a 2 ,..., a k , b1  a k , b2  a k ,
bs  a k )

F (K )
Let
be the subsemigroup of all words (tuples) of
even length. We assume that CST(K n) stands for the
n
semigroup of all polynomial maps of affine space K in
itself.
Our algorithm is based on the following mathematical
statement.
Theorem 1 (see [20]). For each natural integer m≥2 there
exists homomorphism ψ: F’(K)→CSm(K) such that its
 ( F ( K )) is a group G of cubic polynomial
image
transformations of degree 3.
   m to be homomorphic
Recall that the property of
 (a  b)   (a)   (b) .
map means that
Transformations satisfying conditions of the theorem are
defined in constructive way in terms of the theory of
discrete dynamic systems defined via algebraic graphs with
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extremal properties. These methods allow to get the lower
4n

| G | 2
of the order of G. Noteworthy that the
bound
proposition defines rare mathematical object. Superposition
of two randomly chosen cubic maps will have degree 9 , in
the case of 3 such maps resulting degree will be 27,
composition of 4 such maps has degree 81, but in the
constructed group all compositions of several maps will
have degree ≤3.
It was not the G group itself that was used to create the
MAC but the mapping  that defines it along with the

affine A and B transformations of the Cremony group with
the rule g : x  A ( x) B . It is not hard to see that it's a
natural data compression operator that maps an infinite set
of all even-length words in the alphabet K to a finite set.
The output is a list of coordinates g (x) to which the full
differential operator is applied twice. Computer simulation
made it possible to calculate a very high avalanche effect
within 97-98 percents. For example, in MAC of Russian
researchers the avalanche effect interval is estimated as 4750% [18]. The constructive definition of compression
homomorphisms is defined in terms of the theory of
linguistic graphs. The known linguistic graphs A (n, K) and
D (n, K) constructed for solving some problems of extreme
graph theory are used (see [21] and furtherreferences).
V. ON THE OPTION TO SPEED UP THE ALGORITHM
In this unit we present the modification of described
above algorithm which allows to present (or even improve)
the level of riched avalanche effect under essential increase
of execution time. We have to admit that algorithm is
described ‘’by modulo’’ of computation of homomorphism
value in a given point. Constructive definition of ψ were
already described in the previous sections.
Let (a1, a2 ,..., an ) be digital document presented in the
alphabet K after the merge of file with some pseudorandom
word of constant length.. We assume that parameter n is
even. Users select the size of digest m, m  n where
m  O(1) or m  O(n) together with the key is formed by
i(1), i(2),..., i(m  1)
increasing sequence of positive integers
and nonsingular matrix М with entries from commutative
Z
ring 256 of residues modulo 256. Users form vector
u  (v1, v2 ,..., vm )
,
where
v1  a1  a2  ...  an ,...,v j  v j 1  ai( j 1)
.
Secondly
F   m (a1, a2 ,..., an )
and
they compute the cubical map
F (u )
its value on the vector u. Computed row vector
has to
w  F (u)M
be multoplied on matrix M. Vector
is the
digest of document.

Note, that the value of F (u ) is calculated via recursive
procedure, its complexity is approximated as O(mn ) and
coincides with the complexity of digest generation.
This basic algorithm is easy to modify without the change
of computational complexity. In particular the folloving
variants can be used.
One can present the word (a1, a2 ,..., an ) in a form of
concatenation of finite number of words
even length.
Secondly he/she selects
u1, u 2 ,..., u k where u ϵ <z ,z ,…,z > such

z1, z 2 ,..., zt of
the sequence

that each word
i
1 2
l
z i appears at least one time in this sequence. The next step
is a computation of value of product of u1, u 2 ,..., u k in the


presented above semigroup of words F (K ) . Algorithm is
modified via the change of cubic map  (a ) for  ( y ) . In
the case of open partition of file cryptographic stability
such digest rests on the decomposition problem of  ( y )

into the product of transformation  ( z i ) from affine
Cremona group. Noteworthy that the polynomial
postquantum algorithm for solving this problem is
unknown.
In fact this problem appears under the condition of the
incomplete knowledge because only the value  ( y ) is
known but not the cubical map itself. In this modification
users have to understand that the partition of а on subwords
z i and the sequence u j are considered as a part of

common private key for correspondents.
2) Correspondents can compute v1 as aproduct of
2ai  1 and obtain v i by division of vi 1 on
expressions
2ai( j 1)  1
.
v
3) In the case 2 one can change i for its odd powers k,
k<128. Then these degrees have to be counted as
parameters of private key.
Implemented cases are convenient for their usage in
blockchain technologies where digests in the form of
sequence of bites 0 and 1 symbols are needed.
We have to note that good mixing properties of
compression maps are based on the constructions of
homomorphisms of infinite semigroup of words of even
length in affine Cremona group defined via families of
algebraic graphs with remarkable extremal properties.
VI. ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF DIGEST GENERATION
ALGORITHMS

Programs are inmplemented in С++ language. Time
execution of a software depends on the parameters of a
computer. We use ordinary personal computer with
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Pentium 3.00 GHz processor, 2GB of RAM memory for
Windows 7 system.
For the computer simulations with presented above basic
algorithm on the base of group GA(n,K) we use sparse
matrix М, computable in time O(m) where m is digest size.
Digests were presented in characters of binary alphabet to
measure of avalanch effect. Time execution in seconds for
files of various size is presented below.
Table 1 – Time execution of digests generation

(megabytes)

Size of file

Size of digests ( in bites)

256

512

1024

4,0

1,36

2,74

5,52

16,1

4,94

9,90

19,82

38,7

11,60

23,20

46,46

62,3

18,54

37,10

74,22

121,3

36,24

72,52

145,02

174,2

51,22

103,66

207,34

Computer simulation demonstrates that the change of a
single character of an electronic document leads to the
change of 98% of the corresponding digest.

the problem of decomposition of a nonlinear mapping of a
free module by given generators.
Algorithms are implemented in the cases of finite
fields

F28 , F216 , F232

, arithmetic ring Z 256 and

В(32)

2 32

).
(Boolean ring of order
Computer simulation demonstrates that the speed of the
algorithm increases with the size of the base switching ring.
The proposed algorithms can handle data in the form of
texts, video and audio files, movies , etc. The developed
methods of creation of digests have flow character, the
speed in the case of a constant size of digest depends
linearly on size n of the file. The rise of parameter n
increases the cryptographic stability. Block implementation
is possible but not motivated, because fixed block size limits
the number of variables of a system of nonlinear equations
The need for further research and technological
development to create new key-dependent fast hash
functions is linked to cybersecurity challenges, the growth
of global information space, the expectation of a quantum
computer, and the development of bitcoins technologies
where we need to hash out arbitrary-sized inputs into the
sequence of bits that is the digest of the so-called
blockchains.
The proposed robust algorithms for creating sensitive
digests of documents will now be practically used to detect
cyberattacks and audit all system files after a logged-in
intervention. This is the first successful attempt to
implement the idea of non-commutative cryptography to
create HMACs. We still believe that further work is needed
to optimize the built algorithms, compare them with
previously known HMACs and crypto-analytical studies.

VII. CONCLUSION
The routine work of an enterprise, corporation, financial
institution requires a long-term work of specialists with a
large number of electronic documents. Specialists must use
proven information to make sound planning decisions. The
validation tool for checking the documents can be large files
compression algorithm producing a digest of a certain size,
sensitive to any change in input characters.
New family of key-dependent fast algorithms for creating
electronic documents digest is proposed. Computer
simulation allows to investigate the high level of an
emerging avalanche effect. Let K be a freely chosen finite
commutative ring and m is a positive integer. The
algorithms use the recently found homomorphic
compression mapping of a semigroup of potentially infinite
texts in the alphabet K to a finite group of cubic polynomial
transformations of an affine space Km.
The cryptographic stability of hashing functions is
associated with complex algebraic problems, such as the
investigation of large-scale algebraic equation systems and
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AbstractÐThe families of bijective transformations Gn of
affine space K n over general commutative ring K of increasing
order with the property of stability will be constructed. Stability
means that maximal degree of elements of cyclic subgroup
generated by the transformation of degree d is bounded by
d. In the case K = Fq these transformations of K n can be
of an exponential order. We introduce large groups formed by
quadratic transformations and numerical encryption algorithm
protected by secure protocol of Noncommutative Cryptography.
The construction of transformations is presented in terms of
walks on Double Schubert Graphs.
Index TermsÐAffine Cremona Group, Double Schubert Automaton, Multivariate Cryptography, Noncommutative Cryptography, Post Quantum Cryptography

I. I NTRODUCTION
In 2017 the international tender of the National Institute
of Standartisation Technology (NIST) of the USA for the
selection of public key based on postquantum algorithms
was announced. It has been considering algorithms for the
encryption task and for the procedure of digital signature.
The last third round of this competition started in summer
time of 2020. Only one candidate from the multivariare
cryptography area remains. This is a special case of ‘’Rainbow
like unbalanced oil and vinegarº digital scheme.The final
list does not contain algorithms of Multivariate Cryptography
for the encryption task. This outcome stimulates alternative
research on numerical encryption asymmetrical postquantum
algorithms of Multivariate cryptography such as algorithms
which are not public keys and use the composition of several
nonlinear maps of bounded degree. Our paper is dedicated to
new postquantum secure cryptosystem with the encryption
process based on bijective quadratic maps of large order.
Postquantum status of these encryption is justified by recent
results of Noncommutative Cryptography.
In March 2021 it was announced that prestigious Abel prize
will be shared by A. Wigderson an L. Lovasz. They contribute
valuable applications of theory of Extremal graphs (see [20])
and Expanding graphs [21] to Theoretical Computer Science.
We have been working on applications of these graphs to
Cryptography (see [22], [23], [24], [25] and further references).
This paper is dedicated to the problem of postquantum secure
encryption of rather large files in terms of Multivariate
Cryptography but with usage of ideas of Noncommutative
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Cryptography. We will use Double Schobert graphs which
belong to class of geometrical expanders introduced in [26].
Remarkable symbiotic combination of absolutely secure one
time pad with Diffie-Hellman protocol in terms of groups
Fp∗ , p is prime, can not be used in our postquantum times
because classical discrete logarithm problem can be solved in
polynomial time vith usage of quantum computer. The proof
of this fact waspublished by Peter Shor in 1995. We present a
possible substitutor of mentioned above symbiotic combination.
Classical encryption tools of Multivariate Cryptography
are nonlinear polynomial maps F of affine space K n over
finite commutative ring K into itself. Traditionally a map
F is presented in the form T1 GT2 , where T1 and T2 are
representatives of affine general group AGLn (K) of all
polynomial bijective transformations of K n of degree 1 and
central G is a nonlinear polynomial map. We refer to F as linear
deformation of G. Popular computer tools for the generation
of G are packages for symbolic computations (ºMathematicaº,
ºMapleº, ºSageº, ºMagmaº and special symbolic tools for
professionals). Alternative approach to the construction of core
maps G via numerical computations with sparse algebraic
graphs was presented at some talks at CANA conference of
FedSCIS [16], [17], [18]. The idea is to convert albebraic
graphs into special automata for computations in polynomial
ring K[x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ] in terms of ºarithmeticalº operations of
addition and multiplication in the ring. It allows to use standard
C ++ or Java languages for the construction of polynomial
maps over finite fields, arithmetical and Boolean rings. It
is interesting that automata was constructed from bipartite
algebraic graphs defined by systems of equations xi −yi = xl yk ,
some properties of graphs (stability, degree, in particular) were
obtained theoretically but other properties (orders, density)
were investigated via computer simulation.
This paper is a theoretical one, we present theoretical results
which demonstrate potential of the graph based approach. It
turns out that the method allows to generate a stable nonlinear
polynomial maps of chosen degree with a prescribed density
and exponentially growing order. Results are obtained via
explicit constructions of automaton maps based on bipartite
graph DS(n, K) over general commutative ring K such that
point (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn , x11 , x12 , . . . , xnn ) is incident to line
[y1 , y2 , . . . , yn , y11 , y12 , . . . , ynn ] if and only if xij − yij =
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xi yj , i = 1, 2, . . . , n, j = 1, 2, . . . , n. Special walks on this theory such as complexity estimates of graph isomorphism
graph of even length induce nonlinear map of affine space problem obtained by L. Babai [11].
K n(n+1) to itself. The graph has geometrical nature, in case
We have to notice that Post Quantum Cryptography (PQC)
of K = Fq it is induced subgraph of the incidence relation of differs from Quantum Cryptography, which is based on the
finite projective geometry.
idea of usage of quantum phenomena to reach better security.
The approach was motivated by cryptographical applications.
Modern PQC is divided into several directions such as
That is why explicit constructions lead to some new cryptosys- Multivariate Cryptography, Lattice based Cryptography, Hash
tems. In Section 2 we discuss the concepts of postquantum based Cryptography, Code based Cryptography, studies of
security and multivariate cryptography (MC), some references isogenies for superelliptic curves.
on usage of cryptographical properties of algebraic graphs
The oldest direction is Multivariate Cryptography which
are given. Next section is devoted to the concept of stable uses polynomial maps of affine space K n defined over a finite
transformation connected with the investigation of discrete commutative ring into itself as an encryption tool. It exploits
logarithm problem in the affine Cremona group C(K n ) of all the complexity of finding solution of a system of nonlinear
bijective polynomial transformations of affine space K n such equations from many variables.
that their inverses are also polynomial maps. This problem
This is still young promising research area with the current
is motivated by related multivariate Diffie - Hellman key lack of known cryptosystems with the proven resistance against
exchange protocol and corresponding El Gamal cryptosystem. attacks with the use of ordinary Turing machines. Studies
In Section 4 we modify El Gamal algorithm, one can use high of attacks based on Turing machine and Quantum computer
non commutativity of C(K n ) and conjugate the inverse of have to be investigated separately because of different nature
the generator of large cyclic group. In the next section we of two machines, deterministic and probabilistic respectively.
state theorems on the existence of families of nonlinear stable Multivariate cryptography started from the studies of potential
multivariate maps over finite fields of exponentially growing for the special quadratic encryption multivariate bijective
order with prescribed degree and density. The existence of map of K n , where K is an extention of finite field Fq of
corresponding explicit construction is also formulated. The characteristic 2. One of the first such cryptosystems was
impact of such theorems is an option of implementation of proposed by Imai and Matsumoto, cryptanalysis for this system
multivariate key exchange protocols and related shifted El was invented by J. Patarin. The survey on various modifications
Gamal cryptosystems in case of family of cyclic subgroups of this algorithm and corresponding cryptanalysis the reader can
of exponentially growing order in affine Cremona group over find in [1]. Various attempts to build secure multivariate public
Fq . In Section 7 we discuss natural restriction on parameters key were unsuccessful, but the research of the development of
for such algorithm. The Double Schubert graph and related new candidates for secure multivariate public keys is going on
automaton are introduced in Section 8. The sketch of proof (see for instance [2] and further references).
of the main theorem on the existence of stable maps of
Applications of Algebraic Graph Theory to Multivariate
exponentially growing order is given as a chain of lemmas.
Cryptography were recently observed in [3]. This survey is
The last section of the paper present new encryption algo- devoted to algorithms based on bijective maps of affine spaces
rithm of Post Quantum Cryptography. Encryption is descrribed into itself.
in terms of Quadratic Multivariate Cryptography. The speed of
III. O N STABLE MULTIVARIATE TRANSFORMATIONS FOR
encryption is standard for this area. Suggested cryptosystem
THE KEY EXCHANGE PROTOCOLS
is Post Quantum Secure. It is not a public key. So it differs
It is widely known that Diffie - Hellman key exchange
from candidates investigated by well known NIST competition.
Cryptosystem combines secure protocol with quadraticsable protocol can be formally considered for the generator g of a
platform of polynomial transformations with flexible encryption finite group or semigroup G. Users need a large set {g k |k =
1, 2, . . .} to make it practical. One can see that security of the
procedure.
method depends not only on abstract group or semigroup G
II. O N P OST Q UANTUM AND M ULTIVARIATE
but on the way of its representation. If G is a multiplicative
C RYPTOGRAPHY
group Fp∗ of finite field Fp than we have a case of classical
Post Quantum Cryptography serves for the research of asym- Diffie - Hellman algorithm. If we change Fp ∗ for isomorphic
metrical cryptographical algorithms which can be potentially group Zp−1 then the security will be completely lost. We
resistant against attacks based on the use of quantum computer. get a problem of solving linear equation instead of a discrete
The security of currently popular algorithms is based on logarithm problem to measure the security level.
Let K be a commutative ring. S(K n ) stands for the affine
the complexity of the following three well known hard
problems: integer factorisation, discrete logarithm problem, Cremona semigroup of all bijective polynomial transformations
discrete logarithm for elliptic curves. Each of these problems of affine space K n .
can be solved in polynomial time by Peter Shor’s algorithm
Let us consider a multivariate Diffie - Hellman key exchange
for theoretical quantum computer. So cryptographers already algorithm for the generator g(n) semigroup Gn of affine
started research on postquantum security. They also have to Cremona semigroup. Correspondents (Alice and Bob) agree
investigate the impact of the new results on general complexity on the generator g(n) of group of kind
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x1 → f1 (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ), x2 → f2 (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ), . . .,
Alice takes generator g(n) of the group Gn together with its
xn → fn (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) acting on the affine space K n , inverse g(n)−1 . She sends the transformation g(n)−1 to Bob.
where fi ∈ K[x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ], i = 1, 2, . . . , n are multivariate He will work with the plainspace K n as public user.
polynomials. Alice chooses a positive integer kA as her private
At the beginning of each session Alice chooses her private
k
key and computes the transformation g(n) A (multiple iteration key kA . She computes f = g(n)kA and sends it to Bob.
of g(n) with itself).
Bob writes his text (p1 , p2 , . . . , pn ), chooses his private key
k
Similarly Bob chooses kB and gets g(n) B . Correspondents kB and creates the ciphertext f kB ((p1 , p2 , . . . , pn )) = c.
k
complete the exchange: Alice sends g(n) A to Bob and receives
Additionally he computes the map g(n)−1 kB = h(n) and
kB
g(n) from him. Now Alice and Bob computes independently sends the pair (c1 , c2 , . . . , cn ), h(n)(x) to Alice.
k
k
k
common key h as (g(n) B )kA and (g(n) A )kB respectively.
Alice computes h(n) A (c) = (p1 , p2 , . . . , pn ).
kB kA
So they can use coefficients of multivariate map h = g(n)
REMARK 1. It is proven (see [9]) that the security level of
from Gn written in the standard form.
above multivariate Diffie - Hellman and El Gamal algorithms
There are obvious problems preventing the implementation is the same. It is based on the multivariate discrete logarithm
of this general method in practice. In case n = 1 the degree problem on solving the equation g x = d, where g and d are
deg(f g) of composition f g of elements f, g ∈ S(K) is elements of special cyclic subgroup Gn of affine Cremona
simply the product of deg(f ) and deg(g). Such effect can group.
happen in multidimensional case: (deg(g))x = deg(g x ) = b.
IV. O N THE SHIFTED MULTIVARIATE E L G AMAL
It causes the reduction of discrete logarithm problem for
CRYPTOSYSTEM
multivariate polynomials to a number theoretical problem. If g
is a bijection of degree d and order m then dx = b in cyclic
We suggest here the following modification of above
group Zm . Similar reduction can appear in the case of other described algorithm. Alice takes generator g(n) of the group
degree functions s(x) = deg(g x ). If s(x) is a linear function G together with its inverse g(n)−1 . At the beginning of
n
then multivariate discrete logarithm problem with base g is each session Alice chooses her private key k and pair
A
reducible to the solution of linear equation. The degenerate case (h(n), h(n)−1 ), where h(n) is an element of affine Cremona
deg(g x ) = const is an interesting one because in such situation group. She computes f = g(n)kA and sends it to Bob together
the degree function does not help to investigate multivariate with transformation m(n) = h(n)g(n)−1 h(n)−1 . Public user
discrete logarithm.
Bob writes his text (p1 , p2 , . . . , pn ), chooses his private key
We refer to the sequence of multivariate transformations k and creates the ciphertext f kB ((p , p , . . . , p )) = c.
B
1 2
n
f (n) ∈ S(K n ) as stable maps of degree d if deg(f (n)) is
Additionally he computes the map m(n)kB = a(n) and
k
a constant d, d > 2 and deg(f (n) ) ≤ d for k = 1, 2, . . . sends the pair (c , c , . . . , c ), a(n)(x) to Alice.
1 2
n
(see [3]). If τn is a bijective affine transformation of K n , i. e.
k
Alice computes h(n)−1 a(n) A h(n)(c) = (p1 , p2 , . . . , pn ).
a bijective transformation of degree 1, then the sequence of
The shifted algorithm can have better protection against
stable maps f (n) can be changed for other sequence of stable
attacks by adversary. One can choose h(n) to make the discrete
−1
maps τ f (n)τ
of the same degree d.
logarithm problem in affine Cremona group with base m(n)
The first families of special bijective transformations of
−1
harder than one in a case of base g(n) . Additionally the
K n of bounded degree were generated by discrete dynamical
k
adversary has to compute the inverse of f = g(n) A .
systems defined in [4] in terms of graphs D(n, K). In the
Alice can work with a stable map g(n) of a large polynomial
paper [5] the fact that each transformation from these families
degree
and a polynomial density of a large order such that its
of maps is cubic was proven. In [6] authors notice that this
inverse
conjugate with stable map m(n) of prescribed small
family is a stable one, the order of its members grows with the
constant
degree d.
increase of parameter n and suggests key exchange protocols
REMARK
2. It is clear, that the algorithm above can be
with generators from these families. Other results on the usage
formally
considered
for the general pair of bijective nonlinear
of algebraic graphs for construction of families of nonlinear
polynomial
transformations
g(n) and h(n) of affine Cremona
multivariate maps of degree ≤ 3 the reader can find in [7], [8].
n
group
of
the
free
module
K
. But the best computational
Recall that the other important property for the generator
complexity
will
be
achieved
in
the case of quadratic stable
g(n) in the described above protocol is a large cardinality of
−1
g(n)
and
m(n)
=
h(n)g(n)
h(n)−1 . In the case
elements
k
{g(n) |k = 1, 2, . . .}. Let us assume that g(n) is bijection.
n
The famous family of linear bijections of Fq of exponential of a family m(n) of exponential order corresponding discrete
order is formed by Singer cycles s(n), they have order q n − logarithm problem looks as a hard one.
1 (see [11], [12] and further references). Statements on the
V. R ESULTS ON EXISTENCE OF FAMILIES WITH PRESCRIBED
existence of explicit construction of families of nonlinear maps
PROPERTIES
of exponential order are formulated in the section 5 of this
Recall that the density of multivariate polynomial f ∈
paper.
The above mentioned key exchange protocol can be used for K[x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ] is its number of monomial terms.
the design of the following multivariate El Gamal cryptosystem
The density of a transformation F of K n given by rules
(see [9], [10]).
x1 → f1 (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ), x2 → f2 (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ), . . .,
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xn → fn (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) is defined as a maximum of densities
of fi , i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
We refer to F (n) : K n → K n as a family of density
d if a density of F (n) is estimated by Cnd , where C is a
positive constant. If each transformation F (n) of a density d
has constant degree t, then d ≤ t.
We refer to a family of bijective linear transformation τ (n)
given by rule (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) → (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn )A of affine
space K n as sparse transformations if each row and column
of matrix A(n) contains only finite number of nonzero entries
and this number is bounded by some positive constant. We
refer to G(n) = τ (n)F (n)τ (n)−1 as a sparse deformation of a
family F (n). if one of the families F (n) and G(n) has density
d then the density of the other is also d.
THEOREM 1
For each pair (d, T ), where d ≤ T there is a family F (n)
of stable transformations of K n , n = k(k√+ 1) of degree T
and density d of order bounded below by n − 1.
In the case of finite fields we get the following statement.
THEOREM 2.
Let Fq be a finite field. For each pair (d, T ), where 1/2 ≤
d ≤ T there is a family F (n) of stable transformations
of K n
√
n−1
− 1.
of degree t, density d and order at least q
Sketches of proofs ot the theorems 1 and 2 are presented in
the section 6. This technique is used also for the proof of the
following statement.
THEOREM 3.
Let Fq be a finite field. For each pair (d, T ), where 1/2 ≤
d ≤ T there is a family F (n) of stable transformations of Fq n ,
n = (k + 1)2 − 1 of degree T , density d and order at least
q 2k − 1.
Each proposition is proven via explicit construction of F (n).
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−1

The known function is M (n) = h(n)F (n)h(n) . The
adversary has to solve for kB the discrete logarithm problem
with the base M (n) and given M (n)kB . Our method allows
to generate both F (n) and M (n) as stable bijective transformations with prescribed degrees nF and nM and densities dF
and dM .
VII. D OUBLE S CHUBERT GRAPHS AND AUTOMATA FOR THE
GENERATION OF STABLE MAPS

We define Double Schubert Graph DS(k, K) over
commutative ring K as incidence structure defined
as disjoint union of points from P S = {(x) =
(x1 , x2 , . . . , xk , x1,1 , x1,2 , . . . xk,k )| ∈ (x) ∈ K (k+1)k } and
lines from LS = {[y] = [y1 , y2 , . . . , yk , y1,1 , y1,2 , . . . yk,k ]| ∈
(y) ∈ K (k+1)k } where (x) is incident to [y] if and only if
xi,j − yi,j = xi yj for i = 1, 2, . . . , k, j = 1, 2, . . . , k. It is
convenient to assume that indices of kind i, j are placed in
lexicographical order.
REMARK. The term Double Schubert Graphs is chosen
because points and lines of DS(k, Fq ) can be treated as
subspaces of Fq 2k+1 of dimensions k + 1 and k which form
two largest Schubert cells. Recall that the largest Schubert cell
is the largest orbit of group of unitriangular matrices acting
on the variety of subsets of given dimensions. (see [12] and
further references).
We
define
the
colour
of
point
(x)
=
(x1 , x2 , . . . , xk , x1,1 , x1,2 , . . . xk,k ) from P S as tuple
(x1 , x2 , . . . , xk ) and the colour of line
[y]
=
[y1 , y2 , . . . , yk , y1,1 , y1,2 , . . . yk,k ] as tuple
(y1 , y2 , . . . , yk ). For each vertex v of DS(k, K) there is a
unique neighbour Nα (v) of given colour α = (a1 , a2 , . . . , ak ),
ai ∈ K, i = 1, 2, . . . , k.
The symbolic colour g from K[z1 , z2 , . . . , zk ]k of kind
VI. R EMARKS ON THE SIZE OF NUMERICAL PARAMETERS f (z , z , . . . , z ), f (z , z , . . . , z ), . . ., f (z , z , . . . , z ),
1 1 2
k
2 1 2
k
k 1 2
k
AND CHOICE OF GENERATORS
where fi are polynomials from K[z1 , z2 , . . . , zk ]
We propose a constructive method of generation of bijective defines the neighbouring line of point (x) with colour
families F (n) of stable bijective multivariate maps of vector (f1 (x1 , x2 , , . . . , xk ), f2 (x1 , x2 , . . . , xk ), . . . , fk (x1 , x2 , . . . , xk ).
space Fq of dimension n = k(k + 1) or n = (k + 1)2 − 1 of
Let us consider a tuple of symbolic colours
prescribed polynomial degree s, polynomial density d ≥ 1/2 (g1 , g2 , . . . , g2t ) ∈ K[z1 , z2 , . . . , zk ]k and the map F of P S
and exponential order ≥ q k − 1. It allows to generate F (n) to itself which sends the point (x) to the end v2t of the chain
and its inverse in polynomial time.
v0 , v1 , . . ., v2t , where (x) = v0 , vi Ivi+1 , i = 0, 1, . . . , 2t − 1
We suggest the described above algorithms with the usage and ρ(vj ) = gj (x1 , x2 , . . . , xk ), j = 1, 2, . . . , 2t. We
of such F (n) defined over Fq and integer parameters kA refer to F as closed point to point computation with the
and kB are of size O(ndA ) and O(ndB ). Such choice insures symbolic key (g1 , g2 , . . . , g2t ). As it follows from definitions
k
k
the polynomial time for the computation of F (n) A , F (n) B F = Fg1 ,g2 ,...,g2t is a multivariate map of K k(k+1) to itself.
kA kB
and F (n)
in the case of key exchange protocol. Notice When symbolic key is given F can be computed in a
K
that density of F (n) A can be higher than d, it is bounded standard form via elementary operations of addition and
k
from above by s. Alice sends the generator F (n), F (n) A multiplication of the ring K[x1 , x2 , . . . , xk , x11 , x12 , . . . , xkk ].
in a standard form to Bob together with parameter dB which Recall that (x1 , x2 , . . . , xk , x11 , x12 , . . . , xkk ) is our
restricts his choice of the private key.
plaintext treated as symbolic point of the graph. Let
The precise computation of the order of F (n) is a difficult Sk(k, K) be the totality of all symbolic keys. We
task. In the case of El Gamal algorithm our scheme below define
product
(g1 , g2 , . . . , g2t )(h1 , h2 , . . . , h2s )
of
−1
allows Alice to compute F (n) without the knowledge of symbolic keys (g1 , g2 , . . . , g2t ) and (h1 , h2 , . . . , h2s ) as
order of F (n).
(g1 , g2 , . . . , g2t , h1 (g2t ), h2 (g2t ), . . . , h2s ((g2t )).This product
Shifted El Gamal cryptosystem requires additional transfor- converts Sk(k, K) to a semigroup. It is easy to check that
−1
mation h(n). Notice that the map F (n) is hidden.
the map k η sending (g1 , g2 , . . . , g2t ) to Fg1 ,g2 ,...,g2t is the
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homomorphism of Sk(k, K) onto C(K n ) where n = k(k + 1).
We refer to k η as linguistic retraction morphism.
We write f g to the composition g(f (x)). If (g1 , g2 , . . .
, gk ) are elements of affine Cremona group C(K k ) then
Fg1 ,g2 ,...,g2t = Fg1 Fg1 −1 g2 Fg2 −1 g3 . . . Fg−1 g2t .
2t−1
We refer for expression Fg1 ,g2 ,...,g2t as automaton presentation of F with the symbolic key g1 , g2 , . . . , g2t . Notice that
if g2t is an element of affine Cremona group C(K k ) then
Fg1 ,g2 ,...,g2t ∈ C(K k(k+1) ) and automaton presentation of its
inverse is Fg−1 g2t−1 ,g2t −1 g2t−2 ,...,g2t −1 g1 ,g2t −1 .
2t
The restrictions on degrees and densities of multivariate
maps gi of K k to K k and size of parameter t allow to define
a polynomial map F of polynomial degree and density.
Let us assume that gi = (h1 i , h2 i , . . . , hk i ), i = 1, 2, . . . , 2t
is the symbolic key of the closed point to point computation
F = F (k) of the symbolic automaton DS(k, K). We set
that g0 = (h1 0 , h2 0 , . . . , hk 0 ) = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xk ). We set that
h1 0 , h2 0 , . . . , hk 0 ) = (z1 , z2 , . . . , zk ). Then F is a transformation of kind
z1 → h1 2t (z1 , z2 , . . . , zk ), z2 → h2 2t (z1 , z2 , . . . , zk ), . . .,
zk → hk 2t (z1 , z2 , . . . , zk ))
z11 → z11 − h1 1 z1 + h1 1 h1 2 − h1 3 h1 2 + h1 3 h1 4 + . . . +
h1 2t−1 h1 2t
z12 → z12 − h1 1 z2 + h1 1 h2 2 − h1 3 h2 2 + h1 3 h1 4 + . . . +
h2 2t−1 h1 2t
...
zkk → zkk − hk 1 zk + hk 1 hk 2 − hk 3 hk 2 + hk 3 hk 4 + . . . +
hk 2t−1 hk 2t
LEMMA 1.
The degree of F is bounded by a maximum M of γr,s,i (n) =
deg(hr i ) + deg(hs i+1 ), 0 ≤ i ≤ 2t, 1 ≤ r ≤ k, 1 ≤ s ≤ k.
The density of F is at most a maximum of d(r, s), where
d(r, s) − 1 is the sum of parameters den(hr i ) × den(hs i+1 )
for i = 0, 1, . . . , 2t.
We say that closed point to point computation F is balanced
if its degree coincides with parameter M of the previous lemma.
LEMMA 2.
If the map g2t : K k → K k is a bijection then the presentation defines one to one transformation of P S = K k(k+1) to
itself. The order of F is bounded below by the order of g2t .
LEMMA 3.
If the map g2t : K k → K k is an affine bijective transformation (deg(g2t ) = 1) and the computation is balanced then the
map F is stable one two one transformation of P S = K k(k+1)
to itself.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1 and 2.

map F . In the case of theorem 2 we can take Singer cycle in
Fq k as g2t . So |F | ≥ g k − 1.
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.
Proof. Let us consider the edge of the graph DS(2k, Fq ).
It contains a point (p) = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xk , x11 , x12 , . . . , xkk )
and incident line [l] of colour (y1 , y2 , . . . , yk ). We consider a chain of kind (p), [l], (p1 ), [l1 ], (p2 ), [l2 ], . . .,
(ps ), [ls ] of odd length 2s + 1 such that ρ(pi ) =
k
gi ∈ Fq [x1 , x2 , . . . , xk , y1 , y2 , . . . , yk ] , ρ(li ) = hi ∈
k
Fq [x1 , x2 , . . . , xk , y1 , y2 , . . . , yk ] , i = 1, 2, . . . , s. If
pair (x1 , x2 , . . . , xk ) → g2s (x1 , x2 , . . . , xk , y1 , y2 , . . . , yk ),
(y1 , y2 , . . . , yk ) → h2s (x1 , x2 , . . . , xk , y1 , y2 , . . . , yk ) defines
bijective map ∆ of Fq 2k , then the map F sending edge p, l
to the edge p2s , l2s is bijective transformation of edge set
E(2k, q) of DS(2k, Fq ). Notice, that E(2k, q) is isomorphic
2
to Fq k(k+1)+k = Fq (k+1) −1 . If we chose ∆ as Singer
transformation of the vector space Fq 2k , then the order of F
2
will be bounded below by q ((k+1) −1) − 1. Similarly to lemma
1 the degree and density of F are maximum of parameters
deg(gi ) + deg(hi ), i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , s , deg(hi ) + deg(gi+1 ),
i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , s (deg(g0 ) = deg(h0 ) = 1). So appropriate
choice of the symbolic key insure that degree of transformation
F is T and density d.
VIII. D OUBLE S CHUBERT AUTOMATON AS A STABLE
GROUPS GENERATOR

We refer to a subgroup G in S(K n ) as a stable subgroup of
degree d if the maximal degree for its representative g equals
d.
Let AGSn (K) be the semigroup of affine transformations
of K n , i. e. the group of all transformations of degree 1.
It is easy to see that symbolic keys of kind (g1 , g2 , . . ., gr ) of
even length from the semigroup Sk(k, K) with gi ∈ AGSk (K),
i = 1, 2, . . . , r − 1 and gr ∈ AGLk (K) form a subgroup.
We denote it as Lk(k, K). The degree of the transformation
Fg1 ,g2 ,...,gr for < g1 , g2 , . . ., gr > from Lk(k, K) is bounded
by 2. Let us consider the group Ek (K) =k η(Lk(k, K)). As
it follows from lemma 1 group Ek (K) is stable subgroup of
degree 2 in C(K n(n+1) ). The family of groups Ek (K) can be
used for the following cryptosystem which can process rather
large file. It consists on following protocol, step of exchange
of encryption rules and encryption process.
PROTOCOL.
Correspondents use family of group Ek (Fq ) for chosen
Proof. Theorem 1 and 2 can be deduced from lemmas 1,2 and papameters k and q. Alice computes n = k(k + 1) and selects
3. We assume that parameter t is a constant and n = (k + 1)k. affine transformation T from AGLn (Fq ). She computes T −1 .
Let us choose F as Fg1 ,g2 ,...,g2t such that (g2t ) ∈ AF Ln (K)) Alice selects positive integers t and r together with two strings
and parameter M of Lemma 1 equals T . Other maps gi , 1 ≤ a = (g1 , g2 , . . . , gk ) and b = h1 , h2 , . . . , hr of elements gi
i ≤ 2k − 1 can be chosen to keep the density of balanced F in and hj from AGSk (Fq ) such that gt and hr are Singer cycles
the interval C1 nd and C2 nd where C1 and C2 are constants, from GLk (Fq ), i. e. elements of order q k − 1.
C1 ≤ C2 . In the case of Theorem 1 we can choose g2t as
She uses the homomotphism η =k η from the semigroup
linear permutation map corresponding to cycle of length k. This Sk(k, K) onto affine Cremona group C(K n ) and computes
parameter k gives the lower bound for the order of bijective η(a) and η(b). Alice forms elements G = T η(a)T −1 and H =
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T η(a)T −1 of orders at most q k −1. In fact high orders of these
It is easy to see that encryption of single message costs
elements are insured by the choice of linear transformations standard for Multivariate Cryptography time O(n3 )
gt and hr .
ELEMENTS OF CRYPTANALISIS.
Alice sends to Bob the transformations G and H presented
In the case of agstract finite group X twisted key agreement
in their standard forms xi →i g(x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ), xi →i protocol with input elements G ∈ X, H ∈ X and output
h(x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ), i = 1, 2, . . . , n where monomial terms of Z ∈ X is known instrument of NONCOMMUTATIVE
polynomials i g and j h are listed in the lexicographical order. CRYPTOGRAPHY (see [27]-[38]). It based on complexity
Secondly Alice selects positive constant integers kA < q k − of Power Conjugacy Problem. Adversary can intercept GA =
1 and rA < q k − 1. She computes standard form GA = H rA GkA H −rA (or GB = H rB GkB H −rB ). To break the
H rA GkA H −rA and sends it to Bob.
protocol he / she hast find the presentation of GA in the form
In his turn Bob selects parameters kB < q k − 1 and rA < of word of kind H x Gy G−x
q k − 1. He computes standard form of ZB = H rB GA kB H −rB
Currently algorithm with the joint usage of Turing machine
and keeps it safely.
and Quantum computer for breaking this problem in the case of
Secondly Bob form GB = H rB GkB H −rB and sends its affine Cremona group X = C(K n ) are unknown. So adversary
standard form to Alice. She computes ZA = H rA GB kA H −rA . has no chances to break the protocol. During single session
Noteworthy that Z = ZA = ZB is a collision element of of exchanges with the string (α1 , α2 , . . . , αs ) adversary can
the protocol.
estimate the degree of encryption map U = P α1 Qα2 . . . P αs
In fact Alice and Bob share an element Z from the stable as D = 2d , d = α1 + α2 + . . . + αs . He/she can execute
group Y (k, Fq ) = T k η(Sk(k, Fq ))T −1 of degree 2.
interception of nD pairs plaintext-ciphertext and try to approxSTEP 2. ENCRYPTION TOOLS EXCHANGE.
imate U via costly linearisation attack. ( the cost is at least
Alice takes different from T affine transformation T ′ such ≥ O(n2D+1 ). To prevent this option correspondents can agree
that T T ′ ̸= T ′ T .
on the maximal number M = cnD−1 of messages during the
′
′
′−1
′
′
′−1
She forms G = T η(a )T
and H = T η(b )T
of session. They can start new session with other selected string
orders at least q k −1. Correspondents again execute the protocol without repetition of the protocol.
and elaborate another collision map Z ′ .
Noteworthy that increase of s to O(log2 (k)) makes lineariSecondly Alice (or Bob) selects extra two elements T1 and T2 sation attacks unfeasible. So correspondents can work with
from AGLn (Fq ) such that elements of each pair selected from unlimited session for which encryption costs O(n3 log2 (n1/2 )).
{T, T ′ , T1 , T2 } does not commute. She takes two strings b and
REMARK 1. Alice can increase the number of protocols
c from Sk(k, Fq ) of length O(1), computes P = T1 η(b)T1 −1 sessions from 2 to chosen l, l ≥ 2. It gives her opportunity
and Q = T2 η(b)T2 −1 together with their inverses. Finally of safe delivery of noncomputing transformations G1 , G2 , . . .,
Alice sends Z + P and Z ′ + Q to Bob via open channel. He Gl and use this larger set of generators in the described above
restores P and Q.
encryption algorithm.
ASYMMETRIC ENCRYPTION PROCEDURE.
REMARK 2. Alice can take l = 4 and G3 = G1 −1 and
Before the start of exchange session Alicia and Bob agree G4 = G2 −1 . In this case both sides have option to decrypt.
on the tuple of integers (α1 , α2 , . . . , αs ) of length s = O(1) So we have symmetric encryption algorithm.
(password of the session).
IX. C ONCLUSION
Bob takes his plaintext p = (p1 , p2 , . . . , pn ) and applies
transformation P to it α1 times and gets P α1 (p =1 p. In similar
Algebraic system on K[x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ], where K is a
way he constructs Qα2 (1 p) =2 p. Bob gets 3 p via the multiple commutative ring with operations of addition, multiplication
application of P to 2 p. Let us assume for simplicity that s is and composition is the core part of Computer Algebra. Let
even. Then continuation of the process of recurrent applications deg(f ) be the degree of polynomial f ∈ K[x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ],
of P and Q forms the output P α1 Qα2 . . . P αs (p) = y. So Bob then deg(f ) + deg(g) = max(deg(f ), deg(g)). The general formula for deg(f (g)) does not exist, only inequality
sends the ciphertext y to his partner.
Alice uses natural decryption procedure. She takes reverse deg(f (g)) ≤ deg(f )deg(g) holds. The addition and multipliword (αs , αs−1 , . . . , α1 ). She applies P −1 to the ciphertext cation of n polynomials from K[x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ] of bounded
y with multiplicity αs and gets 1 y, applies Q−1 to 1 y, . . .. degree can be computed in polynomial time but there is no
Continuation of this process gives her the plaintext p.
polynomial algorithm for the execution of the computation of
COMPLEXITY ESTIMATES.
n elements from K[x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ]. It means that in Cremona
Straightforward computation of the number of elementary semigroup S(K n ) of all endomorphisms of K[x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ]
operations shows that Alice can construct multivariate map G the computation of the product of n representatives is unfeasible
(as well as H, G′ , H ′ in O(k 7 ) = O(n3.5 ). This bound can task. Noteworthy that each endomorphism F ∈ S(K n ) is
be used for time evaluation of Step 2.
defined by its values fi on xi and can be identified with the
The execution time of presented above key agreement rule xi → fi (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ), i = 1, 2, . . . , n, where fi is
protocol is determined by the hardest operation to compute the given via the list of its monomial terms written in the lexicocomposition of two quadratic maps of dimension n = k(k + 1) graphical order. Noteworthy that the semigroup S(K n ) and its
given in their standard forms. This operation requires O(n5 ). subgroup C(K n ) of all automorphisms of K[x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ]
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are core objects of Multivariate Cryptography (MC). Classical
Multivariate Cryptography considers only compositions of kind
T1 F T2 of single nonlinear element F of small degree (2 or
3) with linear bijective endomorphisms T1 and T2 of degree
1 because of the heavy complexity for the computation of
compositions.
Discovery of large stable subsemigroups X of S(K n ) of
degree bounded by constant degree d gives new option. One
can compute the composition of n representatives of X in polynomial time. So Diffie-Hellman protocol or its modifications
with generator from X are possible. Security of them requires
further investigations. The cases d = 2, 3 has computational
advantage because the composition of two nonlinear map can
be computed in time O(n5 ) and O(n13 ). The existence of
implemented models of quantum computers even with restricted
number of cubits stimulates studies of analogs of Diffie Hellman protocol with at least two generators g1 , g2 , . . . , gs and
noncommutative semigroup X =< g1 , g2 , . . . , gs >. Current
paper contains description of such protocol in the case of
stable subgroups X of degree 2 in S(K n ). The security of this
algorithms rests on hard Power Conjugacy Problem. In the case
K = Fq one can select generators of exponential order. For the
construction of Postquantum Secure Cryptosystem we combine
this protocol with asymmetrical encryption algorithm , which
allows execution of encryption for Bob and decryption for Alice
in times O(n3 ) and O(n2 ) respectively. We consider the way
to convert encryption procedure into symmetrical algorithm in
previous section.
Other cryptosystems with the same platform ot its expansion
are presented in [39], [40]. They use Word Decomposition
Problem instead Power Conjugacy Problem. The implementations of such protocol of Noncommutative Cryptography for
stable subgroups X of degree 3 is described in [24].
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2020 invites original previously unpublished contributions
that are not submitted concurrently to a journal or another
conference. Papers acceptance and publication will be judged
based on their relevance to the symposium theme, clarity of
presentation, originality and accuracy of results and proposed
solutions.

Multimedia and information have become ubiquitous on
the web and communication services, creating new challenges
for detection, recognition, indexing, access, search, retrieval,
automated understanding, processing and generation of several
applications which are using image, signal or various multimedia technologies.
Recent advances in pervasive computers, networks,
telecommunications, and information technology, along
with the proliferation of multimedia mobile devices—such
as laptops, iPods, personal digital assistants (PDA), and
smartphones—have stimulated the rapid development of
intelligent applications. These key technologies by using
Virtual Reality, Augmented Reality and Computational
Intelligenceare creating a recent multimedia revolution which
will have significant impact across a wide spectrum of
consumer, business, healthcare, educational and governmental
domains. Yet many challenges remain.
We welcome papers covering innovative applications, practical usage but also theoretical aspects of the above mentioned trends. The key objective of this sessionis to gather
results from academia and industry partners working in all
subfields of multimedia and language: content design, development, authoring and evaluation, systems/tools oriented
research and development. We are also interested in looking
at service architectures, protocols, and standards for multimedia communications—including middleware—along with
the related security issues. Finally, we encourage submissions
describing work on novel applications that exploit the unique
set of advantages including home-networked entertainment
and games. However, innovative contributions which don’t
exactly fit into these areas are also welcomed to this session.
The Multimedia Applications and Processing (MMAP) will
provide an opportunity for researchers and professionals to
discuss present and future challenges as well as potential
collaboration for future progress in the field. The MMAP
Symposium welcomes submissions of original papers concerning all aspects of multimedia domain ranging from concepts
and theoretical developments to advanced technologies and
innovative applications. MMAP invites original previously
unpublished contributions that are not submitted concurrently
to a journal or another conference. Papers acceptance and
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Abstract—This paper presents a comparison between
relational and graph-based database systems’ performance in a
modern web application recommendation system. The
comparison is conducted on five different queries starting with
simple ones, leading up to more complex queries, that are
performed in a typical web social application. The
implementation is done in C# using .NET framework and the
database systems used are SQL Server and Neo4j. For the
comparative study we used a database designed in the context
of a recommendation system for a culinary application. In
order to effectively test the performance of both graph and
relational database systems, tests were performed on four data
sets that contain 350.000, 700.000, 1.400.000 and 2.100.000
entries. The tests imply performing five different retrieval
queries taken in order of difficulty both in SQL and Neo4J.

I INTRODUCTION

W

EB applications and mobile applications have gained
popularity in recent years, being user-friendly,
offering commodity and an easy to use environment for
research, reading, buying and so on.
Considering the fact that users often prefer the use of a
mobile or a web application, over physical resources, for
quick information search, the creation of web applications
that rapidly deliver information based on user filtering seems
natural and has become well spread.
However, this might not be enough for users, who are
eager to rapidly learn about an item based on their
preferences, without having to search for particular criteria
lead the path for development of more complex
recommendation systems.
For a majority of people, especially individuals living in
an urban environment, time-consuming activities retain them
from spending time researching. This can be avoided by the
development of online web application that offers fast and
innovative ideas based on users’ habits. The
recommendations, in the form of responses to users, need to
be delivered fast, no matter how complex the application
becomes, as it is a requirement implied by the fast-paced
living era.
A critical aspect to consider is the database where the
information will be stored. There are classical solutions like
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relational databases or the more recent NoSQL solutions, as
graph databases. A well conducted research is mandatory
when choosing the database fit for the application [1].
Different aspects such as what type of database will fit the
application, what kind of structure the database will have
and how fast will it be able to deliver data to the users
depending on its structure are important to be taken into
account.
Because in the literature we found few similar studies, we
decided to experiment with the use of both a relational
database and a graph type to analysis which is in this context
the appropriate solution.
The paper is thus organized: section 2 presents related
work, section 3 briefly introduces graph databases, section 4
contains the experiments and section 5 shows the
conclusions.

II

RELATED WORK

In the last few years, the focus shifted from typical
applications to ones that are focused on the users and their
preferences. Clearly, the most used applications nowadays
are social media platforms, so the attention shifted from
relational databases to more appropriate database systems.
There is research done is this area, since graph databases are
gaining more and more ground every day and choosing the
proper system has an enormous impact on the application’s
functionality and response time [6].
Surajit Medhi and Hemanta K. Baruah in [7] create a
similar comparison between a relational and graph database
performance on a simple Cricket application reaching
similar results in favor of the Neo4J system. However, their
tests are performed on only 400 objects and 3 queries with a
decreased difficulty.
In [8] the authors present a similar comparative study in the
context of a cancer treatment application. They compared the
performance of a relational database implemented in MySQL
and a graph database implemented in Neo4J. The comparison
was made on twelve queries and three datasets: 1000, 10.000
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and 100.000 records. The results indicate that MySQL
performs better than Neo4J in most cases, but Neo4J is better
when the queries involve multiple joins between tables and
the number of records is 100.000.
In [11] the authors review the literature of recent years that
have analyzed in detail the NoSQL databases and relational
ones in order to highlight the characteristics of each type of
database, especially for NoSQL technology that appears as a
new solution over relational databases.
Another article [10] presents the results of the comparison
between Oracle relational database and NoSQL graph
database. The comparison was made in two directions: the
first direction aimed at executing queries in the types of
databases and the second direction involved performing a
predictive analysis on the experimental results.
Given that both relational and graph databases can manage
both relational and graph data, other researchers have tried to
establish the limitations of these two technologies. In [9] they
present their conclusions of the experiments that involved a
unified benchmark for relational and graph databases over the
same datasets using the same queries and the same metrics.
In a more recent article, the authors compared the
performance of MySQL and Neo4J databases regarding the
memory usage and execution time. The results highlighted the
following: MySQL has a faster execution time than Neo4J,
both these databases have the same time complexity, Neo4J
has a higher memory usage than MySQL and Neo4J has better
flexibility than MySQL [12].
This activity of comparing the relational and NoSQL
databases is a current concern, as it is clear that there are
applications for which relational databases are the best
solution, while for other types of applications, new NoSQL
technologies are preferred.
III. RELATIONAL DATABASES VS GRAPH DATABASES
Relational databases have been the basis of software
applications since the 1980s, and still are [5]. Relational
databases store data in a well-structured format within tables
consisting of columns of certain data types and rows of those
defined data types [5]. Relational databases require designers
and applications to strictly structure the data used in their
applications. Relational data is stored in tables, and the
relationships between them are made simply through
referential integrity which involves the presence of the
external key that refers to a primary key [5]. To retrieve the
data from several linked tables, the JOIN operation is used at
query time by matching primary and foreign keys of all rows
in the connected tables. These operations involve large
processing capacity and memory usage, having an
exponential cost [5]. If the data modeling implies the
existence of many to many relationships, in the relational
model will appear an additional table, a so called join table
with two, or more external keys, to the initial participating
tables, which further increases the cost of the JOIN operation
[5].

NoSQL databases have appeared, aiming to cover certain
requirements of users and applications, but many of them still
did not satisfy the data links optimally. Hence the need for
graph databases, that are the best choice for modeling the
modern world we live in [1], [5].
In the graph data model, the relationships are as important
as the data themselves. As a result, there is no need to
implement the links between the entities using additional
concepts, such as external keys [1], [5].
Graph databases allow the creation of models that map well
to the problems to be solved. In this type of database, the data
looks very similar to those in the modeled mini-world, small,
normalized and keeping connections. The user can query and
view the data from any point of view [1], [5].
In the graph database model, each node, either entity or
attribute, has a list of link records that model the links to other
nodes. These relationship records are organized by type and
direction and may have additional attributes. [1], [5].
This list is used by graph databases, when running an
operation equivalent to the JOIN operation in the relational
model, to access the connected nodes, eliminating expensive
computations. In graph databases, traversing the joins or
relationships is very fast because they are not calculated at
query time as they are persistent [1], [5].
Neo4J is a graph database system implemented in Java and
the access to data is done with Cypher Query [3], [4]. It is
an ACID-compliant transactional database with native graph
storage and processing [1], [5]. The relationships are
materialized at creation time, which results in no penalties for
complex runtime queries.
Neo4J implements the Property Graph Model in an
efficient way [3] (figure 1). The property graph model is an
extension of the graphs from mathematics. The following
concepts are used to model a property graph:
• Nodes that are the entities in the graph
• Labels that are used to represent the role of the node; a
node can have multiple labels at the same time
• Relationships that describe directed, semantically
connections between two nodes
• Properties that are key-value pairs that contain
information about the node or relationship.

Fig. 1. Block Diagram of System Modules
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The query of the relational databases is done with the help
of SQL – a declarative query language. SQL commands can
be used within the interfaces provided by relational database
management systems, or they can be nested in an application
and sent for execution to the database engine [5].
Cypher is also a declarative graph query language which is
based on the basic concepts and clauses of SQL but which
added a multitude of additional features specific to graphs to
make it easier to work with the graph model. For describing
visual patterns in graphs it uses ASCII-Art syntax. Using
Cypher users can build expressive and efficient queries on
graph databases [2], [5].
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In order to efficiently test the performances of both
graph and relational database systems, there were performed
tests on four data sets as in Table I. The tests represent
performing five different retrieval queries taken in order of
difficulty both in SQL and Neo4J.

TABLE I. Data Sets
Set Number

Number of entries

1

350.000

2

700.000

3

1.400.000

4

2.100.000

The dataset on which the tests were performed is
represented by a culinary web application and its structure can
be seen in the figures below in both database systems: MS
SQL Server and Neo4J.
The implementation of the application began with the
development of the SQL database (figure 2) that was later
exported as CSV files and imported into Neo4J (figure 3).
The database contains tables that store data about different
types of ingredients, culinary recipes, and join tables that
resulted from many to many relationships between data
(figure 2).

Fig. 2. Culinary App database - MS SQL Server
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Fig. 3. A sample of Culinary App database - Neo4J

In this sample (figure 3) we can see a number of nodes and
edges that represent relationships. For example the node
,,Chicken Soup” is related by node ,,Soup” with an edge
called ,,is_from_category”, by node ,,Romanian” with the
relationship “is_from_cuisine”, etc.
The tests were performed on a personal computer, in the
application’s solution developed in Microsoft Visual Studio
2017. The running time of the methods was measured using
the Stopwatch class from the System Diagnostics namespace
in the .NET Framework.
PC Configuration:
• CPU: Intel I5 @ 3.40GHz
• RAM: 8.00 GB
• OS: Windows 10 x64
• SQL Database System – SQL SERVER 2019
• Graph Database System – Neo4J Database 4.0
The connection to the SQL Database was made using
Entity Framework and the connection to the Neo4J Database
was possible using Neo4J Driver and Neo4J Client libraries.
Experiment 1:
Query: Get all recipes containing “Bacon”
SQL Syntax
SELECT DISTINCT recipes
FROM Recipes IN Recipe TABLE
JOIN MeatRecipe IN MeatRecipe TABLE
ON RecipesId EQUALS MeatRecipe.RecipeId
WHERE MeatRecipe.MeatId EQUALS “Bacon”
Neo4j Syntax
MATCH (Recipe)- [CONTAINS MEAT]-> (Meat
{"Bacon"})
return Distinct Recipe
This query involves the join of two tables and a condition.
The results of the comparison appear in figure 4. It can be

seen that for all four data sets, the query execution was faster
in MS SQL server than in Neo4J.

Fig. 4. Experiment 1 results

Experiment 2:
Query: Get all recipes containing “Bacon” from the
“Italian” Cuisine
SQL Syntax
SELECT DISTINCT recipes
FROM Recipes IN Recipe TABLE
JOIN MeatRecipe IN MeatRecipe TABLE
ON RecipesId EQUALS MeatRecipe.RecipeId
WHERE MeatRecipe.MeatId EQUALS “Bacon”
JOIN RecipeCuisine IN RecipeCuisine TABLE
ON RecipesId EQUALS RecipeCuisine.RecipeId
WHERE RecipeCuisine.CuisineId EQUALS “Italian”
Neo4j Syntax
MATCH (Recipe)- [CONTAINS MEAT]-> (Meat
{"Bacon"}),
(Recipe)- [IS_FROM_CUISINE]-> (Cuisine {"Italian"})
return Distinct Recipe
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Query number 2 involves the join of three tables and two
conditions on data. The results for this experiment appear in
figure 5. In this case, in which we increased the number of
joined tables, the execution time in Neo4j decreased a lot.
Neo4j outperformed MS SQL server. The gap between the
two systems grew larger as the number of records increased.

Fig. 6. Experiment 3 results

Fig. 5. Experiment 2 results

Experiment 3:
Query: Get all recipes containing “Bacon” from the
“Italian” Cuisine from the “Pasta” Category
SQL Syntax
SELECT DISTINCT recipes
FROM Recipes in Recipe TABLE
JOIN MeatRecipe in MeatRecipe TABLE
ON Recipes.Id equals MeatRecipe.RecipeId
WHERE MeatRecipe.MeatId EQUALS “Bacon”
JOIN RecipeCuisine in RecipeCuisine TABLE
ON Recipes.Id equals RecipeCuisine.RecipeId
WHERE RecipeCuisine.CuisineId EQUALS “Italian”
JOIN RecipeCategory in RecipeCategory TABLE
ON Recipes.Id equals RecipeCategory.RecipeId
WHERE RecipeCategory.CategoryId EQUALS “Pasta”
Neo4j Syntax
MATCH (Recipe)- [CONTAINS_MEAT]-> (Meat
{"Bacon"}),
(Recipe)- [IS_FROM_CUISINE]-> (Cuisine {"Italian"}),
(Recipe)-[:IS_FROM_CATEGORY]->
(Category
{"Pasta"})
return Distinct Recipe
Experiment number 3 represents an even more complex
query defined on four tables (three joins) and two conditions.
The results for experiment 3 appear in figure 6. The same
observation can be made as in experiment 2. Neo4j executes
the query much faster than MS SQL Server, and moreover,
the execution time decreases drastically for the graph
database system.

Experiment 4:
Query: Get all recipes similar to “Example Recipe”
containing “Tomato”
SQL Syntax
SELECT DISTINCT recipes
FROM Recipes IN Recipe TABLE
JOIN RecipesSimilarity IN RecipeRecipeSimilarity TABLE
ON Recipes.Id EQUALS RecipesSimilarity.RecipeTwoId
WHERE
RecipesSimilarity.SimilarityId
EQUALS
“Strong” AND RecipesSimilarity.RecipeOneId EQUALS
“Example
Recipe”
JOIN
VegetableRecipe
IN
VegetableRecipe TABLE ON Recipes.Id EQUALS
VegetableRecipe.RecipeId
WHERE
VegetableRecipe.VegetableId EQUALS “Tomato”
Neo4j Syntax
MATCH (Recipe {“Example Recipe”})- [similarity:
IS_SIMILAR_TO {Similarity: "Strong"}]-> (Other
Recipe),
(Other Recipe)-[CONTAINS_VEGETABLE]-> (Vegetable
{"Tomato"})
return Distinct Other Recipe
The results for experiment 4 appear in figure 7. Again,
Neo4J is superior to MS SQL server for all four data sets.

Fig. 7. Experiment 4 results
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Experiment 5:
Query: Get all recipes similar to “Example Recipe” that
have more than 100 likes containing “Tomato” from the
“Italian” or from the “Romanian” Cuisine
SQL Syntax
SELECT DISTINCT recipes
FROM Recipes IN Recipe TABLE
WHERE Recipes.Likes BIGGER THAN 100
JOIN RecipesSimilarity IN RecipeRecipeSimilarity TABLE
ON Recipes.Id EQUALS RecipesSimilarity.RecipeTwoId
WHERE
RecipesSimilarity.SimilarityId
EQUALS
“Strong” AND RecipesSimilarity.RecipeOneId EQUALS
“Example Recipe”
JOIN VegetableRecipe IN VegetableRecipe TABLE
ON Recipes.Id EQUALS VegetableRecipe.RecipeId
WHERE
VegetableRecipe.VegetableId
EQUALS
“Tomato” JOIN RecipeCuisine in RecipeCuisine TABLE
ON Recipes.Id equals RecipeCuisine.RecipeId
WHERE RecipeCuisine.CuisineId EQUALS “Italian” OR
RecipeCuisine.CuisineId EQUALS “Romanian”
Neo4j Syntax
MATCH (Recipe {"Example Recipe"})- [similarity:
IS_SIMILAR_TO {Similarity: "Strong"}] -> (Other
Recipe),
(Other
Recipe)[CONTAINS_VEGETABLE]->
(Vegetable {"Tomato"}),
(Other Recipe)- [IS FROM CUISINE]-> (Cuisine)
where Cuisine EQUALS “Italian" OR Cuisine EQUALS
“Romanian" AND Other Recipe Likes BIGGER THAN 100
return Distinct Other Recipe
This query also involves four tables (three joins) and many
conditions expressed with “and” or “or” operators.
The results for experiment 5 appear in figure 8. The same
observation can be made. The query execution time that
involves many junctions between tables and multiple
conditions is much shorter in Neo4J than in the relational
system and has also very little value for all four datasets.

Fig. 8. Experiment 5 results

V. CONCLUSIONS
The idea of this experimental study started as a Web
Application that interacts with the end-user and quickly
delivers responses based on the requests performed.
However, nowadays, as the web applications are extensively
popular and often used as opposed to physical items like
books or magazines, they must adapt and be able to handle a
large number of data. As the trend is to use SQL databases,
that are the most popular databases worldwide, the
development started with such a database as data storage
‘device’.
When considering this from the future’s perspective, it is
interesting to analyze the manners in which they respond in
such an application type, where there are many relationships
between items and also, the recommending engine and how it
will respond.
As described before, the same structure of the database was
exported to a graph database, and for multiple sets of data,
tests were performed. These tests were designed based on
how users tend to interact with such a system.
As seen, for a slightly large number of records, where the
query has to perform search based on a limited number of
relationships SQL tend to perform better than the Neo4J
database. However, as the numbers get bigger the Neo4J
database appears to be superior when it comes to computing
time. For a low number of JOINs, the SQL database doesn’t
fall back so much even with large numbers of records, but for
this type of application, where items are strongly related
through relationships the graph database, it is safe to say, it is
clearly superior.
In conclusion, for applications that involve large number of
relationships between data, the graph databases are a suitable
choice. Such projects could be social media applications,
collaborative systems or libraries of any kind, books, music
or videos. Even though, relational databases are strong and
well-performing, so, there are cases where there is a (slightly)
better alternative for data storage.
Nowadays, many large companies world-wide have
migrated to NoSQL alternatives and the results are
astonishing. The performance of their applications is keeping
users interested and satisfied everyday by providing fast
responses to their requests and that is generating success.
When it comes to choosing what type of database should
be used, one must first perform a type of research activity,
read and most important perform tests on their applications
ahead of time, with large numbers of records to predict how
they will perform in the future.
Designing the application with a well-researched and wellchosen alternative is a critical step in the early stages of
development. Performing changes along different
development cycles and stages, when the application has
already become complex, delivered and in use for users,
implies migrating data from one database to another, which is
a complex, time-consuming and high-risk task.
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Advances in Network Systems and Applications

T

HE rapid development of computer networks including
wired and wireless networks observed today is very
evolving, dynamic, and multidimensional. On the one hand,
network technologies are used in virtually several areas that
make human life easier and more comfortable. On the other
hand, the rapid need for network deployment brings new
challenges in network management and network design, which
are reflected in hardware, software, services, and securityrelated problems. Every day, a new solution in the field of
technology and applications of computer networks is released.
The ANSA technical session is devoted to emphasizing upto-date topics in networking systems and technologies by
covering problems and challenges related to the intensive
multidimensional network developments. This session covers
not only the technological side but also the societal and social
impacts of network developments. The session is inclusive and
spans a wide spectrum of networking-related topics.
The ANSA technical session is a great place to exchange
ideas, conduct discussions, introduce new ideas and integrate
scientists, practitioners, and scientific communities working in
networking research themes.
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5th Workshop on Internet of Things—Enablers,
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T

HE Internet of Things is a technology which is rapidly
emerging the world. IoT applications include: smart city
initiatives, wearable devices aimed to real-time health monitoring, smart homes and buildings, smart vehicles, environment
monitoring, intelligent border protection, logistics support. The
Internet of Things is a paradigm that assumes a pervasive
presence in the environment of many smart things, including
sensors, actuators, embedded systems and other similar devices. Widespread connectivity, getting cheaper smart devices
and a great demand for data, testify to that the IoT will
continue to grow by leaps and bounds. The business models
of various industries are being redesigned on basis of the
IoT paradigm. But the successful deployment of the IoT is
conditioned by the progress in solving many problems. These
issues are as the following:
• The integration of heterogeneous sensors and systems
with different technologies taking account environmental
constraints, and data confidentiality levels;
• Big challenges on information management for the applications of IoT in different fields (trustworthiness, provenance, privacy);
• Security challenges related to co-existence and interconnection of many IoT networks;
• Challenges related to reliability and dependability, especially when the IoT becomes the mission critical component;
• Zero-configuration or other convenient approaches to
simplify the deployment and configuration of IoT and
self-healing of IoT networks;
• Knowledge discovery, especially semantic and syntactical
discovering of the information from data provided by IoT.
The IoT technical session is seeking original, high quality
research papers related to such topics. The session will also
solicit papers about current implementation efforts, research
results, as well as position statements from industry and
academia regarding applications of IoT. The focus areas will
be, but not limited to, the challenges on networking and information management, security and ensuring privacy, logistics,
situation awareness, and medical care.
T OPICS
The IoT session is seeking original, high quality research
papers related to following topics:
• Future communication technologies (Future Internet;
Wireless Sensor Networks; Web-services, 5G, 4G, LTE,
LTE-Advanced; WLAN, WPAN; Small cell Networks. . . )
for IoT,

Intelligent Internet Communication,
IoT Standards,
• Networking Technologies for IoT,
• Protocols and Algorithms for IoT,
• Self-Organization and Self-Healing of IoT Networks,
• Object Naming, Security and Privacy in the IoT Environment,
• Security Issues of IoT,
• Integration of Heterogeneous Networks, Sensors and Systems,
• Context Modeling, Reasoning and Context-aware Computing,
• Fault-Tolerant Networking for Content Dissemination,
• IoT Architecture Design, Interoperability and Technologies,
• Data or Power Management for IoT,
• Fog—Cloud Interactions and Enabling Protocols,
• Reliability and Dependability of mission critical IoT,
• Unmanned-Aerial-Vehicles (UAV) Platforms, Swarms
and Networking,
• Data Analytics for IoT,
• Artificial Intelligence and IoT,
• Applications of IoT (Healthcare, Military, Logistics, Supply Chains, Agriculture, ...),
• E-commerce and IoT.
The session will also solicit papers about current implementation efforts, research results, as well as position statements
from industry and academia regarding applications of IoT.
Focus areas will be, but not limited to above mentioned topics.
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Abstract—Connectivity is an important requirement in almost
all IoT-based wireless networks. The multi-hop networks use
intermediate nodes to create a communication path between other
nodes. Hence losing some nodes may cut off all communication
paths between other active nodes. Generally, the connectivity
of a partitioned network can be restored by adding new or
activating redundant nodes, moving available nodes to the new
location, and increasing the wireless communication range of
nodes. The restoration problem may have many constraints
and sub-problems. The network may initially be disconnected,
the nodes may be heterogeneous, reliable connections may be
required between the nodes, we may have unreachable locations
in the network area to put the new nodes or move exciting
nodes, more than one node may fail at the same time and
the expected coverage area may complicate the connectivity
restoration problem. In this paper, we study the main challenges
and methods of connectivity restoration in IoT-based wireless
networks.
Index Terms—Internet of Things, Connectivity, Multi-hop
Wireless Network, Mobile Networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

NTERNET of Things (IoT) is one of the fastest-growing
and promising technologies that already formed a revolution in daily human life. In recent years, the new generation
of smart buildings, structures, vehicles, clothes and almost all
types of objects that every day are used by people beneﬁt
from IoT technologies [1], [2]. Technically, IoT is a set of
small, low-energy electronic devices that can connect to the
Internet over wired or wireless communication platforms [3],
[4]. These devices may have different types of capabilities
such as processing, sensing, and data storage. Recent advances
in electronic and hardware technologies allow the generation
of a wide range of tiny, low-cost, low-energy devices that
support local processing, sensing, and various communication
methods. The diversity and capabilities of IoT devices grow
exponentially day by day which allows people to use them in
different application areas. Tracking the status and location of
patients and health care devices in hospitals [5], automation of
activities and increasing the quality and efﬁciency of products
in agriculture [6], tracking a mobile object in indoor or outdoor
environments [7], controlling the objects in smart homes [8],
automation of fabrication in factories [9], fast and efﬁcient
rescue systems [10], real-time monitoring systems of critical
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infrastructures [11], and providing ad-hoc or mobile communication platforms [12] are a few samples of IoT applications.
Connectivity is a critical necessity in all sorts of networks,
including wired local area networks, wireless ad-hoc networks,
mobile networks, and the Internet of Things. Ideally, all
available devices in a network should be able to communicate with other devices in the network. In other words,
the network must keep the connectivity between all available
devices. In some types of networks, such as wired local area
networks, preserving the connectivity between the nodes is
almost straightforward. As long as the routers, switches, and
cables work properly, any connected device may communicate
with other devices under predeﬁned security policies. In these
networks, the status of endpoint devices has no effect on the
connectivity of the network. For example, if a device stop
working, the connectivity of other nodes will not be affected.
However, preserving the connectivity in ad-hoc wireless networks may be much more complicated. In a wireless ad-hoc
network, the nodes communicate with other remote nodes
over multi-hop links. Using the ad-hoc routing protocols, each
node forwards the received message to its neighbors which
allows the nodes to remote nodes which are outside of their
communication range. Therefore, the connectivity of nodes
relies on the proper working of available intermediate nodes
in the network. Consequently, if a node stop working, we
may lose the connectivity between other working nodes. The
problem will be much more complicated if the nodes are
mobile. If a node changes its initial location, the connectivity
between some other nodes may be completely destroyed. In
a vehicle or drone network, if a mobile node changes its
location, the communication paths between its neighbors will
be changed. In the worst case, if there is no other redundant
path, moving or losing a node may cut the communication
paths to a large set of working nodes and waste many active
resources.
The diversity of device and communication technologies
allows establishing ad-hoc networks almost everywhere even
in harsh environments such as mountains, sea-bed, and forests.
In these networks, the nodes may use hybrid communication
technologies such as Bluetooth, WiFi, GSM, LTE, LoRa, and
Zigbee. Also, some nodes may be static with a ﬁxed location
and some other nodes may be mobile. For example, for real-
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time monitoring of an environment, we may distribute some
sensor nodes in the environment and collect their sensing data
over multi-hop links, mobile drones, or mobile vehicles (Fig.
1).

Fig. 1: Sample network for collecting sensed data from environment
A wide range of hardware and sensors are available for establishing a network similar to Fig. 1. For example, an ESP32
device support both WiFi, low energy Bluetooth communication technologies and have enough memory and processing
power for most of monitoring applications. This device may be
equipped with different types of sensors to gather various data
from the environment. The new generation of drones [13] have
more than one hour ﬂy time and wide communication range
which allows them to reach far locations miles away from
the base station. However, preserving continues and reliable
connectivity in wireless ad-hoc networks still is a challenging
problem. In this paper we, focus on the applications and
different challenges of connectivity maintenance in IoT based
mobile ad-hoc networks. The remaining parts of this paper
has been organized as follow; Section II provides a formal
deﬁnition for connectivity problem and its different variants.
Section III focuses on the open challenges and research
problems on the efﬁcient connectivity maintenance in mobile
networks. Finally, Section IV provides the conclusion and
future works.

been developed to increase connectivity robustness. Placing
redundant nodes, creating alternate paths between the nodes,
and increasing the radio range of nodes are some of these
strategies which have their own advantages and disadvantages.
Placing redundant nodes in the environment is a simple and
feasible approach but increases the network cost. Increasing
the radio power of node allows them to connect more nodes
but at the same time increase the energy consumption of
nodes which are not desirable in the battery-powered networks.
Creating and maintaining alternate paths between the nodes
needs complex algorithms and real-time topology control
which may be hard to implement.
Formally, a network is called k-connected if there is at
least k path between every pair of nodes. Therefore in a 1connected, there is at least one path and in a 3-connected
network, there are at least 3 disjoint paths between every
pair of nodes. Higher k values increase the reliability of the
network but need precise nodes deployment and restoration
strategies. Generally, challenges and problems on network
connectivity can be classiﬁed into 2 groups as connectivity
detection and connectivity restoration problems which are
discussed in more detail in the following subsections.

(a)

II. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
We can model an ad-hoc network as graph G(V, E) where
V is the set of nodes and E is the set of edges between the
nodes. For example, Fig. 2a shows a sample mobile ad-hoc
network with 4 mobile nodes and 15 static nodes. Fig. 2b
shows the graph model of this network where V = {0, 1, ..18}
and E = {(0, 7), (1, 3), (1, 7), ...} is the set of links between
the nodes. In Fig 2b triangles show the mobile nodes and
circles show the static nodes. We assume that node 0, (the ﬁlled
black node) is the base station of the network. The dashed big
circles in Fig. 2b shows the communication range of the node
which may differ based on the node types.
Generally, a network is called connected if there is at least a
communication path between every pair of nodes. Connectivity
is one of the most important requirements in all networks.
In wireless ad-hoc networks, where the network connectivity
relies on the proper working of nodes, different strategies have

(b)

Fig. 2: a) Sample mobile network, b) Graph model of the
network.
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A. Connectivity Detection
Connectivity detection is the problem of ﬁnding the connectivity status and reliability of connections between the nodes.
In the simplest case of the connectivity detection problem,
the aim is to determine whether all nodes in the network are
connected. In most applications, we need to ensure that all
nodes have at least one communication path to each other
which leads to the simplest form of connectivity detection
problem. There are many central and distributed algorithms for
the connectivity detection problem [14]. The central connectivity detection algorithms may use different methods such as
depth-ﬁrst search, network ﬂow, path traversal, and matching
to ﬁnd the connectivity of the network.
Existing of a communication path between all nodes is a
required condition in most applications, but in most cases
is not enough. In wireless ad-hoc networks, 1-connectivity
usually is considered unreliable because losing some nodes or
links may disconnect a large number of nodes from the others.
For example, Fig. 3a shows a sample 2-connected network
that can tolerate any node or links failure without losing its
connectivity. In contrast, Fig. 3b shows a 1-connected network
with many critical links (orange color) and nodes (ﬁlled with
orange) that losing each one destroy the network connectivity.
A node whose failure destroys the network connectivity is
called a critical node. Similarly, a link whose failure destroys
the network connectivity is called a critical link or bridge.
Detecting the critical nodes and bridges may help to improve
connectivity reliability. For example, Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b show
that adding only two links to the graph can resolve all critical
nodes and links.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3: a) a sample 2-connected network, b) a sample 1connected network with critical nodes and critical bridges.
Besides the bridges and critical nodes, we may ﬁnd the
minimum cut edges and minimum cut vertex of a network to
measure its connectivity reliability. The minimum edge cut
of a network is the smallest set of edges whose removal,
destroys the connectivity of the network. For example, in Fig.
3a a minimum edge cut of the network is {(1, 5)(2, 7)} which
their removal disconnects node {2, 5} from the other nodes.
Similarly, a minimum vertex cut of presented network in Fig.
3a is {1, 9}. A network may have more than one minimum
edge or minimum vertex cut. Finding the minimum vertex and

edge cuts reveals the weak points and connectivity robustness
of the network.
B. Connectivity Restoration
Network connectivity restoration is the process of increasing
the reliability of network connectivity by reconnecting the
disconnected nodes [15]. In some applications, the connectivity restoration is started after failure in some nodes that
disconnect some working nodes from the others. However,
some applications require continuous and reliable connectivity.
In these applications, the connectivity restoration process
must be started before complete disconnection to reinforce
the unreliable connections. So, the connectivity restoration
strategies can be classiﬁed into proactive and reactive groups.
The proactive methods start after each node or links failure and
reinforce the connectivity if required. For example, in the kconnectivity restoration methods [16], if a node failure reduces
the k value, the restoration algorithm tries to increase the k
value by moving other nodes or activating redundant nodes.
The reactive methods start after network disconnection and try
to reconnect the disconnected parts.
The connectivity restoration algorithms usually rely on the
connectivity detection algorithms to determine the current
connectivity status and decide about the required actions.
Generally, the main approaches for connectivity restoration
are moving the available mobile nodes to the new locations,
activating or placing new nodes in the network environment, and increasing the radio communication of the nodes.
Each approach has its own advantages and disadvantages.
The movement-based methods use available resources in the
network but require mobile nodes which are not feasible in
some applications. Also moving the nodes from their initial
location may disconnect some other links which complicate
the connectivity restoration process.
Placing new nodes or activating redundant nodes simpliﬁes
the connectivity restoration process but requires additional
resources. Also placing new nodes in the desired locations may
not be possible in some harsh environments. Increasing the radio communication range of reaming nodes is another solution
that may reconnect the disconnected parts. But increasing the
radio communication range increases the energy consumption
of nodes and may reduce the network lifetime. Besides these
issues and constraints, the connectivity restoration problem has
some other difﬁculties and challenges which are discussed in
the next section.
III. C HALLENGES
In this section we discuss about the main challenges of
connectivty restoration in mobile ad-hoc networks.
A. Initial Connectivity
A network can be initially connected or it can be disconnected after deployment. For example, after distributing a large
set of sensor nodes to a forest using an airplane, with a high
probability the resulting network will be disconnected. Some
researchers assume that the network is initially connected and
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the connectivity restoration may start after failure or moving
of nodes. This assumption simpliﬁes the restoration problem
as we ensure that restoring the disconnected links is enough
for establishing the network connection. Connecting all nodes
in a network that is initially disconnected is a hard problem
because the set of possible solutions is very large. In the
movement-based restoration, selecting the candidate nodes for
moving, selecting the direction of movement, and calculating
the movement distance is a hard problem because usually, the
optimal solution needs a combination of different movements.
For example, Fig. 4a shows the movement-based connectivity
restoration in a network that is initially connected and Fig 4b
shows another network that is initially disconnected. Similarly,
connectivity restoration by placing new nodes or activating
redundant nodes is much harder in the networks which are
initially disconnected.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4: a) Connectivity restoration when network is initially
connected, b) Connectivity restoration when network is initially disconnected.
B. Heterogeneity
An IoT network may include a set of similar nodes with
the same hardware and software properties. In such a homogeneous network all nodes have almost the same communication range, processing power, memory capacity, moving
capability, etc. In contrast, in a heterogeneous network, the
nodes may have different hardware and communication ranges.
When the nodes have different communication ranges, some
nodes may connect to a large number of nodes and some
nodes may only have a limited set of neighbors. Also in a
heterogeneous network, we may have uni-directed links which
only allow one-way communications. Connectivity restoration
in heterogeneous networks is much harder than homogeneous
networks because the communication range of each node and
the direction of links should be considered in graph model
[17]. Most of the existing researches in connectivity restoration
assume that all nodes have the same communication range.
C. k-connectivity
The aim of k-connectivity restoration is preserving the k
value of a given network [14]. For example, in a 3-connected
network, we want to preserve the 3-connectivity after losing
some nodes. For k = 1 the problem is converted to the
traditional connectivity restoration but for higher k values
the problem will be much more complicated because moving

every node in the network may affect the k value. In a 1connected network, moving most of the nodes have no effect
on the connectivity. For example in Fig. 4a moving each of
the nodes {1, 2, 4} does not affect the connectivity. However,
in a k-connected network the set of candidate nodes that can
leave their position without affecting k is limited, and ﬁnding
these nodes needs some computation.
D. Target Positions
In the movement or deployment-based methods, we may
assume that any position in the network area can be selected
as a target position for moving the nodes or placing new nodes.
Most of the existing research assumes that all nodes can move
to their desired location or we may put the redundant or new
nodes to the desired location. However, this assumption is not
true for most real-world applications. Due to environmental
conditions and obstacles, the nodes may not move to some
location or we may not put the new nodes in the desired locations. To simpliﬁes the restoration problem, some researchers
assume that the new nodes can be only added to the location
of exciting nodes or the nodes can only move to the location
of existing nodes. This assumption simpliﬁes the problem and
converts it to a polynomial-time problem.
E. Single vs. Multiple Failure
Restoring the connectivity after a single node failure is
generally simpler than the multiple nodes failure. After the
failure of a single node its neighbor nodes may change their
location to restore the connectivity because all of them may
know the exact location of the failed node. However, in
multiple nodes failure, a node and it’s all neighbors may stop
working at the same time. In this case, some of the failed nodes
may be undetectable, or moving multiple nodes is impossible.
Despite that the multiple node failures can happen in most
real-world application, the researches that consider this case is
limited and the number of proposed solutions is restricted [18].
F. Coverage
In some applications, the IoT nodes collect various data
from enshrinement using different sensors. Losing a node in
an IoT-based network or moving a node to a new location
may lead to some coverage lost in the network. The coverage
lost is not acceptable in some applications hence during the
connectivity restoration we should preserve the maximal coverage. Restoring the connectivity and preserving the maximal
coverage at the same time complicate the restoration process
[19]. Especially in movement-based connectivity restoration,
the nodes which have the minimal effect of total coverage area
should be selected for movement. Generally, the coverageaware connectivity restoration methods try to ﬁnd the nodes
which their covered are is also covered by the other nodes.
IV. C ONCLUSION
Connectivity is one of the most important properties in most
IoT-based wireless networks and robust connectivity is a vital
requirement in most applications. In multi-hop networks, the
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connectivity of the network relies on the proper working of the
nodes, and losing some nodes may destroy the connectivity.
In this paper, we surveyed the main challenges and methods
of connectivity restoration in IoT-based wireless networks.
Generally, the connectivity of a partitioned network can be
restored by adding new or activating redundant nodes, moving
available nodes to new locations, and increasing the wireless communication range of nodes. The restoration problem
may have many constraints and sub-problems. Restoring the
connectivity of a network that is initially connected is much
simpler than connectivity all nodes in a network that is initially
disconnected.
In a homogeneous network in which all nodes have the same
hardware and software capabilities, the connectivity restoration
is simpler than a heterogeneous network. In a heterogeneous
network, the communication range and moving capabilities
of each node may be different from the other nodes which
complicate the restoration process. While the 1-connectivity
allows the nodes to communicate with each other, the 1connected networks are usually considered unreliable because
losing a single node may destroy the connectivity. The kconnectivity restoration process tries to preserve k disjoint
paths between every pair of nodes.
In some applications, the nodes in the network may go
to every desired location or we may add new nodes to
the desired location. However, in some other networks, the
environmental conditions do not allow to put the new nodes
or move the existing nodes to the desired locations. The
connectivity restoration after a single failure can be simpler
than the connectivity restoration after multiple failures because
losing a node and its neighbors may complicate the restoration
process. Finally losing a node in the network may lead to
some coverage loss which may be not acceptable in some
applications. Hence coverage-aware connectivity restoration
algorithm tries to reconnect the connectivity while preserving
the maximal coverage.
As future works, we will focus on the discussed challenges
of the restoration problem to ﬁnd efﬁcient approaches that
consider more than one criteria at the same time. For example,
proposing a comprehensive approach that can handle multiple
failures, maximize the coverage, preserve the k-connectivity,
support heterogeneous nodes, and allow ﬂexible target position
selection can be very useful in many real-world applications.
Also developing platform-speciﬁc languages and frameworks
to support the deployment and connectivity restoration of different mobile and ﬂying nodes under the discussed constraints
can simplify the development and maintaining of complex IoTbased applications [20], [21].
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The operational environments should be made
flexible with regard to the fault and its diagnosing
principles. Industrial production is also threatening to
the medical environment for fault methods and makes
things fine distinctions [4]. The quality should not be
compromised at any situations with regard to the
production and analysis methods [5]. Parameter
estimation and optimizing the quality of the materials
used makes the medical steel plate production to have a
good and gatherable environment for the industry to
produce the material [6].

Abstract— Fault detection and analysis is considered to be
an important factor in industrial production for medical
applications. As industrial era has evolved tons, new fault
identification ways are required to differentiate faults
with totally good distinctions. The superior best a
production is wanted to possess, the higher fault
identification methodology the factories should apply.
This research work focus on the assessment and
evaluation of fault detection using deep learning
techniques. The evaluation is made accordingly using
Deep CNN with the variants corresponding to simple
CNN, Resnet, Alexnet and Vgg_16. Besides, classiﬁcation
accuracy is improved by parameter optimizing and
sample size equalization strategy. Experimental results
shows that evaluation using the proposed methods with
Vgg_16 gives an improved training accuracy of about
90% and validation accuracy of about 87%. This proves
that fault detection and analysis in medical equipments
and transplanting devices can be efficiently identified for
better treatment and device management.

Traditional learning algorithms in machine
learning platform have its restrictions in different
domains of real-time engineering applications. When
considering the medical domain algorithms focusing on
deep learning models has a good impact and predictive
nature with the application considered [7]. If this is
made in novel practice for the prediction of fault rate in
steel prediction then the exact relevance and its
coordinates for the material can be determined in
advance [8]. The dimension, shape, size, and quality of
the material are the most important parameters for any
material to test for evaluation. This if made clear and
concise then the production of good quality material
can be adhered at all the stages of usage for medical
practice [9].

Keywords—Deep learning, Image Augmentation, Neural
Networks, Fault Detection, Medical devices.

I. INTRODUCTION
Fault detection and analysis is becoming an
important phenomenon in the forth coming days.
Medical fault prediction and analysis is needed in dayto-day surgical incorporation and its applications [1].
The classification of fault and its mechanism need to be
considered more important because the materials used
for incorporation varies accordingly with the treatment
concerned. Managing and maintaining the fault types
with materials, cost and its waste level we can improve
the quality of the device or the equipment that is to be
used [2]. Similar measures corresponding to the
recycling of materials will also happen corresponding
to the medical or surgical fault diagnosis [3].

©2021, PTI

Deep learning models are mainly used in
medical applications in order to improve the prediction
and to make diagnosis in a better way [10]. Researchers
and clinical investigators use the concept of deep
learning to predict and enhance the nature of disease,
risk factors, and medical diagnostic compliances [11].
At certain stages, the realm of heart failure rates and its
detective models can be made accordingly with the
deep learning techniques. Algorithms such as
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convolutional neural network, vector classifiers, and
tree-based evaluation methods are the most used
algorithmic models for prediction and classification in
medical informatics [12]. This research work focus on
the assessment and evaluation of efficiency of medical
devices specifically on steel plate that is used for
surgical practice. The entire process has been modelled
using Deep learning techniques upon statistical
evaluation and analysis.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The work by the authors Isermann [1]
strategies are based, e.g., on boundary assessment,
equality conditions or state eyewitnesses. Additionally
signal model methodologies were created. The
objective is to produce a few manifestations
demonstrating the distinction among ostensible and
defective status. In view of various side effects
deficiency analysis techniques follow, deciding the flaw
by applying grouping or derivation strategies. This
commitment gives a short presentation into the field
and gives a few applications for an actuator, a traveler
vehicle and an ignition motor.
The work by the authors Dong [2] lot of
channels is planned where each channel intends to
mutually appraise the framework states and a particular
conceivable issue. Upper limits of the assessment
blunder covariance’s are acquired in the concurrent
presence of the linearization mistakes and decentralized
occasion set off transmissions, and afterward the
channel gains are determined to limit such limits. The
channels are planned in a recursive manner and
subsequently the calculation is relevant for online
execution. At the point when a shortcoming is
identified, the channel with the least remaining is
viewed as the one comparing to the real flaw and its
yield can be viewed as the states and issue assessment.
The adequacy of the proposed strategy is represented by
a reenactment model.
The work by the authors Good et al [17]
introduces an algorithm that greatly reduces the overall
size of the PCA problem by breaking the analysis of a
large number of variables into multiple analyses of
smaller uncorrelated blocks of variables. From the
statistical summary it has been observed that the
compatibility of PCA found to be good at the
implementation level of all variables.

Similarly, the authors Yin et al [3] proposed an
approach which is different from the standard PCA- and
PLS-based techniques which rely on mean-extraction
for residual generation; the proposed CVA-based
scheme takes process dynamics into account as well.
Also, the significance and the corresponding property
provide an improvement when compared to that of the
benchmark process.
The work by the authors Breiman et al [15]
tests on genuine and mimicked informational
collections utilizing arrangement and relapse trees and
subset determination in direct relapse show that stowing
can give significant increases in exactness. The crucial
component is the shakiness of the forecast strategy. In
the event that annoying the learning set can cause huge
changes in the indicator developed, at that point
stowing can improve precision.
The work by the authors Bewick et al [18]
presents strategic relapse, which is a strategy for
demonstrating the reliance of a paired reaction variable
on at least one illustrative factors. Constant and clear
cut illustrative factors are thought of.
The work made by the author Widodo [4]
manages the utilization of the previously mentioned
classifiers for flaw finding of a concoction cycle
containing a ceaseless mixed tank reactor and a warmth
exchanger. The outcomes show a predominant
characterization execution of the help vector machine
versus the chose fake neural organization. Also, the
help vector machine classifier is extremely delicate to
the correct determination of the preparation boundaries.
It is demonstrated that the use of hereditary calculation
for ideal determination of these boundaries is doable
and can assist with improving the help vector machine
classifier execution. Similarly, Terzi et al [20] provided
a scientific categorization for arranging classifiers is
introduced. Another meta-classifier, Meta-Consensus,
with a establishment in both agreement hypothesis and
the hypothesis of autonomous appointed authorities, is
presented.
The work by the author Basheer [5] manages
the utilization of the previously mentioned classifiers
for flaw finding of a concoction cycle containing a
ceaseless mixed tank reactor and a warmth exchanger.
The outcomes show a predominant characterization
execution of the help vector machine versus the chose
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fake neural organization. Also, the help vector machine
classifier is extremely delicate to the correct
determination of the preparation boundaries. It is
demonstrated that the use of hereditary calculation for
ideal determination of these boundaries is doable and
can assist with improving the help vector machine
classifier execution. In this research work we explicitly
focus on the evaluation of the steel plate which is
specifically used in surgical process. The
implementation is preceded with the deep learning
techniques upon statistical evaluation.
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
A. Data Collection
Data corresponding to the Northeastern University
(NEU) is collected which specifically corresponds to
the surface defect focusing on six different surfaces.
The defect is analyzed with regard to the hot-rolled
strip of steel with rolled-in scale, crazing, pitted,
scratches, patches and inclusion surfaces. The database
corresponds to 1800 grayscale images and 300 samples
of each of the six forms of defects on each of the
surface. The observed images clearly depict the intraclass defects focusing on horizontal, vertical and
slanting scratch surfaces. But, the inter-class defects
have similar aspect of defect focusing on scale, crazing
and regions of pitted surface. From the surface defect
database there exists two challenges such as the
appearance of the defect and the influence of
enlightened patterns when the quality of the material
changes.
B.

Figure 1. Data Preprocessing
C.

Image Augmentation

The data provided from the source was only in
limited numbers. For efficient training and
classification of faults we need more images for
training and testing. So we used some automation on
image augmentation which will generate images based
upon given needs like image size shape and format etc.

Figure 2. Original Image

Data Preprocessing

The dataset used for the fault detection is the
preprocessed image dataset. So we applied some noise
reduction alone to use it in our algorithm. The image is
in bmp format and image is preprocessed as grey scale
image. The reason to use bmp format and grey scale
image is bit map format identifies the spot of faults in
steel images more precisely than jpg format. The grey
scale is more precise for fault identification than
coloured images.
III.B.1 Basic Image Data Analysis: Basic image data
analysis show the image basic properties like image
size, RGB value calculation and heuristic natures of
image to train without much discrepancy.

Figure 3. Augmented Image

From above 2 images it is clear that the augmented
images are matched upto 95 % with original image. So
we augmented up to 1000 images for each class of fault
in the given dataset. The original and augmented images
are structured in Figure 2 and Figure 3.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION
a.

Simple Deep CNN

In this the architecture is pretty old architecture
that is Deep CNN. It has 6 Convolution layer and 1
output layer, each convolution layers uses a filters of 30
X 30 which is better of viewing the fault section in grey
scale training images. The kernel size used in here is 3
X 3 and activation function in all layers is tanh, which
responds well for minor pixel changes it does not show
many deviations but with major steep pixel changes the
activation performs well. The following Figure 4
signifies the processed image for steel fault rate.
The image data is converted to numpy arrays and the
numpy arrays fed into these convolution layers for
training. The pixels values of fault spots are trained
inside the architectures and the model is validated
against the validation data.

Figure 4. Processed Image (Steel fault detection)

Figure 6. Accuracy Graph for Resnet
b.

In this 16 convolution layers are used for more
precise insights of pixel values each layer uses 512
filters with kernel size of 3x3. Here the image is trained
as it is without conversion of numpy arrays. Since
resnet Architecture will take for pixels with 2 of its
convolution layers. The activation function used in
each layer was rectified linear unit which was most
efficient activation function for the resent architecture.
The output layer uses the softmax as output function.
Every layer is trained with minute value of pixels so for
16 convolution layers the pixel of faults will be well
trained and provide greater accuracy than the simple
deep cnn. The Accuracy evaluation is given in Figure 6.
c.

Figure 5. Accuracy Graph for Simple Deep Cnn

Resnet

Alexnet

In this 12 convolution architectures is used with
256 filters with kernel size of 3x3. Dropout values are
used in this architecture here also the image is trained
as it is. Alexnet uses softmax activation function in its
convolution layers in this recurrent unit is attached so
that some pixel conditions are maintained for the future
remembrance which makes this architecture as most
powerful one.
The output layer uses the relu activation function
which converts and gives the normalised for higher
grey scale values. The accuracy is depicted in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Accuracy Graph for Alexnet
d.

Vgg

Vgg uses the 16 and 32 convolution layers for
greater accuracies. Here the vgg 16 Architecture is used
so 16 convolution layers are used the activation
function used is softmax at each layer. The image is
converted into numpy arrays and then trained and
validated with the model. The accuracy is depicted in
Figure 8. The output layer uses the relu activation
function with some regularization to avoid unnecessary
pixels. The comparison among the accuracy of the
model is depicted in Table 1.

Figure 9. Model comparison and analysis

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Fault identification and analysis in devices and
equipments is one of the most frequently occurring
phenomenon’s in production technology. This research
work focus on the assessment and evaluation of fault
rate in steel plates using the variants of deep CNN. The
variants involved are simple CNN, Resnet, Alexnet and
Vgg_16. Among the four different variants of Deep
CNN vgg_16 provided a good impact in fault
identification and validation accuracy. This if deployed
in production engineering can fix the problems and
issues related to fault detection and analysis. Moreover
manual intervention collection of data for classification
algorithms is literally reduced since the image is directly
trained with help of CNN. In future works we will
enhance the operational facilities of this idea to all metal
sheets with greater accuracy and less time complexity.
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Abstract—Nowadays Information Systems (IS) become more
and more distributed, complex, and heterogeneous. Such
nature of IS make them or their components a Black Box.
Although classical software operates according understandable
logic, modern complex software often shows non-determinism
in its operation. Artificial Intelligence (AI) based on Artificial
Neural Networks (ANN) is an example of such systems.
This paper considers IS architecture consisting of 4
components, one of which represents non-determinism as an
“Machine Intuition”. The architecture is derived from 3-tier
computer architecture and based on psychological findings.
This approach allowed building a simple and user/developer
friendly model.
Practical value of the architecture is concluded in ability to
better understand, design, and develop the IS containing units
with non-deterministic behavior, deal with AI overfitting,
underfitting, and threat problems. Architecture and principles
represented in this paper can be applied not only to AI/ANN
but different IS types.

I. INTRODUCTION

A

RTIFICIAL Intelligence (AI) is one of the most intensively developing technology. Design of simple AI
systems is concluded in composing the Artificial Neural
Network (ANN) layout (in this article, unless otherwise
stated, the abbreviation AI refers to AI based on ANN).
However, at this stage there is no clear understanding of
how the ANN will operate. This fact demonstrates a difference of AI development and that of classical software. So,
while classical software is a series of commands and its behavior is deterministic, AI introduces some kind of non-deterministic behavior. Another example of non-deterministic
calculations is quantum computing (QC / A QC is not a deterministic machine; in other words, there is no single solution for which any other result would be an error [1]). To
simplify the readability, the further text will discuss AI, but
many statements can be also applied to other technologies.
The article mentions AI non-deterministic behavior and
units providing “Machine Intuition” (there is also a term
“Artificial Intuition”).
Since ANN are originated from observation of real life
processes, life simulation solutions are very interesting examples where results of their operations can be compared to
life. Genetic and Machine Learning Algorithms should be
also considered because in most cases they provide non-deterministic results. A very interesting example is the life
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simulation where wolfs preferred suicide over eating sheep
[2]. There are also other examples showing unintended consequences of Black Boxes [2-5]. Complex systems are intrinsically hazardous systems. Complex systems contain
changing mixtures of failures latent within them, change introduces new forms of failure, human operators have dual
roles: as producers and defenders against failure, human
practitioners are the adaptable elements of complex systems,
etc. [6].
The AI Failures Incident Database provides a publicly accessible view of AI failures [7, 8]. The classification schema
detailing AI failures has been developed [7, 9]. The methods
of avoiding AI failures that provides a balance between being excessively rigid (which would make its use difficult
and brittle) and overly subjective (which would render the
framework useless) have been elaborated [7].
Many problems presented by a super intelligence resemble exercises in international diplomacy more than computer
software challenges; for instance, the value alignment problem of aligning AI values with humans’. Failure is defined
as ‘the nonperformance or inability of the system or component to perform its expected function for a specified time
under specified environmental conditions’. Intelligence definitions converge towards the idea that it ‘measures an
agent’s ability to achieve goals in a wide range of environments’ [9]. These definitions imply such requirements as
specified time and specified environmental conditions.
However, actual AI solutions can be applied for undefined
period of time and in unpredictable environment. Thus, failures of AI systems are non-deterministic nature. We can say
here about something like “Machine intuition” instead of
failures. We can as well say that there is a kind of “Machine
intuition” failures. “Machine Intuition” can be presented in
computer architecture as a separate specific component.
Architecture of solution is an important conception that to
be formulated at the very beginning of the development. Although there are papers describing AI or QC solutions architecture, this description is specific and quite complex (One
example is AI Infrastructure Reference Architecture from
IBM [10]. Other examples are described in [11, 12] representing QC hardware architectures). Literature analysis
shows that there is lack of papers describing general architecture of AI solutions reflecting their generic features, the
most important of which can be non-determinism (at least in
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comparison with classic software). Absence of such literature is a gap between understanding of AI solutions and well
known classical (3-tier or N-tier) solutions. As a result it
prevents smooth integration of AI and the classical solutions
(implementation of AI in the classical solutions become
popular method of software upgrade).
This paper considers simple 4-component architecture of
IS solution derived from 3-tier architecture. This approach
allows describing AI architecture as understandable for the
classical programmers (those who write software on base of
3-tier or N-tier architectures) and integrate AI with the existing solution more smoothly. The research considers psychological findings that make the model closer to the human
thinking and better align AI values with humans. Some phenomena that previously considered as failures can now be
considered as behavior of “Machine Intuition”. Introduction
of computer architecture that simplifies development of software with complex unpredictable behavior is the main motivation to carry out this research. The main contribution of
the article is rising the question about presence in modern IS
components with non-deterministic behavior and necessity
to study it. 4-component IS architecture and some problems
that can be solved by its means are presented.
II. BACKGROUND AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS
AI has its own advantages and disadvantages. It differs
from classical determined software. One requirement of
classical software is providing determined output for determined input. This requirement is assured by tests. However,
size and complexity of input data grow exponentially and it
leads to impossibility to test the software for each case. This
fact in its turn leads to non-determinism when input data or
IS architecture become large and complex. Software Development methodologies do not reflect this non-determinism
explicitly. However, it should be mentioned that quality assurance methods are effective in many cases. Nevertheless,
these methods regard this non-deterministic behavior as a
disadvantage. As a result, this can reduce the flexibility of
AI solutions.
Software Quality itself is not a deterministic conception.
The definitions of “quality” shows that it is not an objective
index. Software Quality Models introduce metrics to make
quality measurable. Due to interrelation of quality attributes
a trade-offs must take place. There are also stakeholder’s expectations that needs trade-offs between them [13].
In practice, a gap exists between abstract quality definitions provided in common quality taxonomies, such as ISO
25010, and concrete quality assessment techniques and measurements [14, 15]. Company-specific quality models are
widely used. Quality models typically are adapted. ISO standards are not well accepted. Quality model users are moderately satisfied with their models [16].
Architecture of IS solutions impacts its quality. Analyses
of literature demonstrates lack of description of AI architectures that will be simple and close to the classic software architectures. Because classic software architectures do not

contain a component reflecting non-deterministic behavior,
designers cannot pay significant attention to this IS character. Introduction of separate component reflecting “Machine
Intuition” allowed designing IS with possible non-deterministic behavior in mind. Thus, it makes sense to design an architecture that takes this feature into account.
Meanwhile, AI originated from discovery of human
brain’s neural structure. This fact allowed to look for application of psychological findings to the AI solutions. Design
of AI solution architecture on base of psychological findings
has two benefits:
• Basic primitive rules that are true for the human brain
most likely will be true for AI, because AI is originated
from human brain’s neural structures (proving of this hypothesis is out of scope of current research);
• A solution based on psychological findings will be
likely close to human understanding (there are papers about
research of psychological approaches to the software development processes).
A. Three-Tier Architecture
Three-tier architecture was developed by John J. Donovan
in Open Environment Corporation (OEC), a tools company
he founded in Cambridge, Massachusetts [17-19]. Fowler
describes three principal layers of computer architecture as
the following [20]:
1. Data Source - Databases, messaging systems, transaction managers, etc.;
2. Domain - Logic that is the real point of the system;
3. Presentation - Provision of services, display of information, user interface, HTTP requests, command-line invocations, batch API.
Three-tier computer architecture is the classical architecture that can be used to design complex IS or development
of small applications. Division of IS into three tiers allows
not only to simplify the design, but also distribute tasks between different developers. So, for example, the data tier
can be developed and maintained by database specialists,
logic tier developed by programmers, and presentation designed by user interface designers.
B. Literature about Psychology in Computer Science
Computer science can be applied to many aspects of human life. One of the them is psychology. This article does
not consider application of computers in psychology. It
rather considers application of psychology in computer science.
Proper design of interfaces between humans and machines humans wish to control requires cooperation of engineers and psychologists. Such cooperation allows dealing
with so called “Human Factors” [21]. Considering psychological issues in human-computer interaction is not a new
approach [22]. References to the synthesis of psychological
knowledge and computer science are also mentioned in later
sources [23]. In his research Prabhaker Panditi concluded
that Software Engineering should consider the latest scientific discoveries in psychology, social psychology and be-
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havioral economics. There is a need to conduct experiments
to identify how the psychological discoveries apply to various phases, processes and practices in Software Engineering
[24]. Kam Hou VAT considers so called “Software Psychology” as the domain of human behavior study in software engineering [25].
C. McWhinney’s Realities
McWhinney’s model is selected due to its simplicity and
prove in practice (Young and Kovalev [26, 27]). Three-tier
computer architecture can be mapped to 3 of 4 of his realities. Additional “Machine Intuition” component can be
mapped to the 4th McWhinney’s reality. This simple approach allowed building an effective computer architecture
model.
Will McWhinney proposes to consider phenomena
through a prism of four realities. He has drawn the coordinate system where axis X represented monistic - pluralistic
quality and axis Y represented free will - determined quality.
By this way, quarter “monistic + determined” represents
unitary (U) reality, quarter “pluralistic + determined” represents sensory (SE) reality, quarter “pluralistic + free will”
represents social (SO) reality, and quarter “monistic + free
will” represents social (M) reality (See Fig. 1, Fig. 2) [28,
29]. Young and Kovalev have expanded this model and applied it to solve psychological problems [26, 27].

Fig 1. McWhinney’s Realities

Fig 2. Characteristics of McWhinney’s Realities

Phenomena situated in the unitary reality are characterized by rules and truths (See Fig. 2). They represent something stable and unchangeable. Phenomena situated in the
sensory reality are characterized by facts and proofs. They
represent something useful and profitable. Phenomena situated in the social reality are characterized by feelings and
values. They represent something pleasant and comfortable.
Phenomena situated in the mythic reality are characterized
by ideas and creativity. They represent something synergetic
and intuitive.
D. Research Questions
Building a 4-component IS architecture on base of 3-tier
architecture is not a trivial problem. We cannot say that we
just add 4th tier into architecture. Even the structure of the
architecture model is not complex, the model changes dramatically. So, the research questions to be answered are:
RQ1: What is the 4-component IS architecture and what
is its structure?
RQ2: How the 4-component IS architecture relates to 3tier architecture?
RQ3: Which advantages/disadvantages does the 4-component IS architecture have?
E. Research Methodology
This research is based on the following main steps:
1. Select appropriate psychological model (McWhinney’s
realities in this research;
2. Juxtapose components of 3-tier architecture with the
McWhinney’s realities;
3. Juxtapose AI component with the McWhinney’s realities;
4. Build the 4-component IS architecture model on base
of identified patterns;
5. Prove the model theoretically.
Scope of this research allows presenting only basic findings and perform simple theoretical proof. Full theoretical
proof of the model requires studying many implicit factors
and interrelations. Practical proof of the 4-component IS architecture requires attempts to implement it in actual
projects. Thus, this research implies in descriptive design
and is based on literature analyses, in 28-years author’s experience in software development, in experience in psychological and AI studies.
According to abstraction hierarchy [30] this paper describes the following phenomena:
• Theory. Presented 4-component architecture is a theory;
• Concepts. The concepts are presented by tiers of 3tier architecture, realities of McWhinney’s model, and components of the 4-component architecture;
• Indicators. Indicators are identified patterns of relations and interrelations of Software Components and realities of McWhinney’s model;
• Variables. Variables are presented by components of
the models (4-component AI architecture and McWhinney’s
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model should be considered together until the theory matures).
• Values. Values are actual software modules, pieces of
code, and even hardware devices.
III. FINDINGS
IS non-determined behavior occupies more and more spaciousness. Quality Assurance is aimed to mitigate and eliminate its negative effects. However, number of Quality Assurance methods are non-determined themselves because
they are subjective.
Synthesis of computer science and psychology is not a
new conception. Psychology is considered mainly for human-computer or human-robot interaction. Behavioral psychology is the main direction of psychology discussed in
previous studies. Human factors can be considered as psychological phenomena.
Model of McWhinney’s realities shows the 4 types of human vision of the world. Its practical value is proven in
management and psychotherapy and has a simple basic
structure.
As a result of considering of 3-tier architecture through
the prism of McWhinney’s realities the following parallels
can be drawn (See Fig. 3):
1. Data Source relates to unitary reality because it represents rules (relations, constraints…) and truths (data). The
statement “Deterministic systems of truths, assumptions, and
propositions. Logics, morality, and spiritual oneness.” [28]
most likely relates to the data source;
2. Domain relates to sensory reality because facts and
proofs can be provided by the logic. The statement “Raw
characteristics and atomistic objects are derived from the
senses. Empiricism.” [28] most likely relates to the data processing by the functions. These functions in their turn represent the programming logic;
3. Presentation relates to social reality because feelings
and values are the result of presentation abilities. Statement
“Emotions and group values associated with distinct individuals and groups. Ethics and human relations.” [28] most
likely relates to the presentation. In other words, presentation of a computer system determines emotions of its users
and their group values.
IV. DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS
ANN are underlying structures of AI systems in most
cases. AI solutions in their turn show non-deterministic behavior to a greater extent. In other words, they show “Machine Intuition”. So, ANN are the best example to discuss 4component architecture. Other types of solutions can be discussed in the same manner. Indeed, solutions with determined behavior can be presented without “Machine Intuition” component. Bugs and errors can be considered as belonging to “Machine Intuition” component where they can
be considered as “wrong decision of the intuition”. This
statement is a subject for further discussions. Complex IS
could be considered as set of interconnected components

Fig 3. Components of the Model in McWhinney’s Realities

forming network structures like ANN where each component can be considered as an artificial neuron. Testing and
debugging of such systems could be considered as supervised Machine Learning (ML). Non-deterministic behavior
of such systems could have the same origin as ANN. These
facts confirm that although 4-component architecture is
build on example of ANN, it can be applied for IS of different types.
ANN provide generalization of many data at a time. AI
systems give a result with some uncertainty. Even if the system gives 10000 results with confidence 99.99%, there is no
assurance that the next result will be of such high confidence. On the one hand, the deviation can be considered as
an error, on the other hand it can be considered as an AI’s
intuition, idea, or creativity. Most often AI systems are too
complex to make any assumption about their operation and
represent Black Box. They require learning and testing after
building. All these features of AI systems show that according to McWhinney’s model it belongs to the mythic reality.
One can say that AI relates to the sensory reality. But AI
systems are built as one whole construction processing large
data entirely in one operation (by one call). Sensory reality
is specified by “atomistic objects” [28] that corresponds
more to number of functions processing number of data by
number of operations (iterations, calls). One can also say
that AI could be assigned to unitary reality because it is represented by the structure of neural network. But this structure is active and cannot be considered as the static data.
Some kind of uncertainty does not allow considering AI as
an element of unitary reality.
A. Four Components vs. Three Tiers
Three tier model contains 3 computer components connected sequently. Thus, these components can be called
“tiers”. But addition of AI as the fourth component leads to
change of the system orderly structure then the components
cannot be named “tiers” any more. The new structure is presented by Fig. 4. It should be marked that AI component
within the 4-component architecture is presented as “Intuition”. It is because the whole model can represent an AI solution. Indeed, an AI solution contains data, presentation,
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and logic (this is also described in the text below). To follow
technical language, one can say that “Machine Intuition” is
better term for naming computer components relating to the
4th component. But “Intuition” is laconic and simple to use
in text and diagrams.

analytic. Both systems are adaptive, but in different ways,
and neither system is generally superior to the other as each
has unique strengths and limitations [31]. This fact is an additional prove of the model, represented in Fig. 5 and shows
that “Intuition” and “Logic” components can be considered
as ones originated from “Domain” level of 3-tier architecture.
It should be mentioned that actual trained and error-free
AI components can contain a logical part. An evidence of a
logical part is a fact that some AI components are determined on the training set (for example overfitting problem).
Another example may be concluded in fact that AI unit may
be designed as logically joined neural subnets. Thus, the 4component architecture is an idealistic model.

Fig 4. Four-Component Architecture

This layout is the most correct one by the following reasons:
• It could be considered as derived from 3-tier model
where tier “Domain” is divided into two components
“Logic” and “Intuition”;
• According to McWhinney’s realities “Data” locates beside “Logic” and “Intuition”, “Logic” locates beside “Data”
and “Presentation”, “Presentation” locates beside “Logic”
and “Intuition”, and “Intuition” locates beside “Data” and
“Presentation”. Such closeness determines the connections
between the components;
• AI systems can be even represented by 3-tier model
where AI locates in tier “Domain” (but after introduction the
4-component model, use of 3-tier model for IS could be
considered as deprecated).
McWhinney’s model considers all relations between the
realities. According to this principle, “Presentation” can be
connected to “Data” and “Intuition” can be connected to
“Logic” (See Fig. 5). Considering the “Presentation-Data”
connection is not interested in current research because it is
equal to corresponding connection between tiers in 3-tier
model. But considering the “Logic-Intuition” connection
should be discussed within this research because “Intuition”
is a new component (relating to 3-tier model). At the same
time this connection cannot be implemented easily because
“Logic” relates to determined conception while “Intuition”
relates to undetermined one. Any data flow from “Intuition”
to “Logic” will make “Logic” undetermined and entered into
“Intuition” component as a result. Any data flow from
“Logic” to “Intuition” can change behavior of “Intuition” in
undetermined way (because Intuition is undetermined) that
most possible will require retraining in case of AI solution.
In this case we can say that “Logic” will be entered into “Intuition”.
Epstein showed that two systems of human brain are operating simultaneously: experiential/intuitive and rational/

Fig 5. Relations in Four-Component Architecture

In real projects “Intuition” components can be ones where
undetermined calculations are performed. This assumption
allows considering different intelligent components performing undetermined calculations to be considered as “Intuition” components. Speaking strongly detailed description
and requirements aimed to understand which component
should be specific code or device should be related. But for
this study components performing determined calculations
should be considered as belonging to “Logic”. Components
performing undetermined calculations in their turn should be
considered as belonging to “Intuition”. Such division allows
using the 4-component IS architecture at the beginning
stages of design.
The 4-component IS architecture can be presented in
more details where “Intuition” is presented as 4 levels (See
Fig. 6). This case shows architecture where “Intuition” contains its own data source, logic and presentation serving for
integration purposes. An example of such architectures can
be a quantum computing unit that needs to transfer data to/
from the quantum gates according to specific logic. Besides
all “Intuition” accumulates data during the training, that also
can be indicated as a data component and separated as a
“gene” (that is useful for genetic algorithms).
B. Underfitting and Overfitting Problems
Underfitting and overfitting problems could be considered
as classic in the ML. The problems are quietly often discussed in literature at different levels – from theory to prac-
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Techniques against the underfitting includes expansion of
training dataset (“Data”), increase the number or size of parameters in the model (“Data”, “Presentation”), increase the
complexity of the model (“AI”, “Logic”), increase the training time (strengthening “Logic”).

Fig 6. Nesting in Four-Component Architecture

tice [32-36]. These problems can be analyzed through the
prism of the 4-component model. AI can be considered here
as consisting of all the four components considered. The
problems will be discussed at high abstraction level and is
presented as a hypothesis. Proof of this hypothesis needs actual experiments that is beyond of the scope of this paper.
The model enables having a new look to the underfitting
and overfitting problems in the ML. “Intuition” component
relates to the Mythic reality of McWhinney’s model that in
its turn relates to the free will. “Logic” component relates to
the Sensory reality of McWhinney’s model that consequently relates to the deterministic realities. These facts allow one to draw the following conclusions:
• Underfitting issues relate to cases where “Intuition”
component dominates over “Logic” component;
• Overfitting issues relate to cases where “Logic” component dominates over “Intuition” component.
Dominance of “Intuition” can also be due to dominant
data/command flows through “Data” - “Intuition” and/or
“Presentation” -“Intuition” links. Dominance of “Logic” in
its turn can be due to dominant data/command flows through
“Data”-“Logic” and/or “Presentation”-“Logic” links accordingly. Thus, data and interface (“Presentation”) can contribute underfitting and overfitting problems. For the Artificial
Neural Networks (ANN) “Presentation” can relate to input
and output neurons.
Concerning to the modern methods of solving the underfitting and overfitting problems one can say the following.
Network reduction allows decreasing AI capability to memorize weak relations in the training dataset that in its turn reduces dominance of Logic. At the same time, it can relate to
dominance of the links to “Presentation” and “Data” if reduces input or output neurons (Neighbor and deeper neurons
can also have influence. This influence should be studied).
Penalty method, expansion of the training data method,
regularization method relate to “Data”. Regularization
method can relate also to “Presentation”. Early stopping
method prevents growth of AI dominance over Logic by
preventing strengthening one part over another.

C. AI Threat Problem
There is a concern that AI can get out of human control
and significantly harm humanity. Implementation of technological inventions without an in-depth laboratory analysis of
the consequences is real precondition for this threat [37].
Analyses of AI threat with means of the 4-component model
leads to considering the problem sourced in two spheres:
• Logical – in case if AI system trained to do harm the
people;
• Intuition - in case if AI system not trained not to harm
people.
Although it is just a hypothesis, it shows another possible
application of the 4-component model.
D. Value alignment problem
The 4-component architecture can help solve the value
alignment problem of aligning AI values with humans.
McWhinney’s model can be used as a mediator between human values and the 4-component architecture. Description
of human values in terms of McWhinney’s model is psychologists’ problem. Nevertheless, alignment of described
human values with the 4-component architecture is problem
of programmers. Because 3 of 4 components of the architecture are well known, studied, and used in practice, while a
new component “Machine Intuition” is the only subject for
such research.
It should be mentioned that the value alignment problem
should be considered not only for AI, ANN, QC solution,
but also for classical solutions. One example of aligning values with humans is a user interface, that relates to visual aesthetics experience. Another example is the software quality
(there are many quality assurance methodologies that could
be helpful).
E. Business Processes Modeling and Moral Decision
Making
Business Processes Modeling (BPM) widely uses diagrams and formulae. It shows its orientation to strong logic
and determined calculations. Intuition in classic BPM is the
prerogative of a human. As this research shows, complex
systems and AI introduce new “Intuition” component which
is used more and more in IS. So, BPM can include (or may
be separate to specific technique) modeling of intuitive processes. These processes can be based on experience [31].
Miller selected success groups and success factors in
moral decision making and algorithms [38]. But it should be
mentioned that morality of the decision is based on evaluation of consequences of the decision and originally this evaluation can be made only by human. As a result automatic
evaluation of morality by the computer can be only based on
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experience in similar cases and corresponds to “Intuition”
component of the architecture.
F. Sustainable Development and Smart Cities
There are four dimensions of Sustainable Development
(SD), i.e. ecological, economic, socio-cultural, and political
[39]. These dimensions introduce behavior with some non
determinism. AI solutions are very useful to handle issues
with such behavior. Presented 4-component architecture
seems helpful to analyze SD issues and develop solutions.
Smart Culture is the specific component of Smart Cities.
Current understanding of Smart Culture is concluded in provision of information [40]. AI can handle issues in culture,
related to non deterministic calculations, such as assessment
of music, paintings, and other artifacts. The 4-component
architecture can help to develop such solutions.
V. CONCLUSION
AI and QC introduce new kind of IS where calculations
significantly differ on classical ones. These calculations contain some kind of uncertainty and non-determinism and introduce new problems. The 4-component model is a simple
tool allowing design, develop, and analyze of such IS.
Moreover, it allows better understanding and learning these
systems and solve related problems. Application of the 4component model to Smart City and related issues seem to
be very promising. There is also interest to use the model for
quality assurance and evaluation of ability of IS use in critical systems.
Presentation of the 4-component AI architecture in lectures “Programming technology” is approved by Baku State
University. It is implicit proof of interest to the model and
chance to discuss it with the students.
A “Machine Intuition” component is the point where software developers and psychologists can cooperate to create
human friendly solutions. Such cooperation could also be
helpful to better understand the human psyche.
It is also hypothesis that growing impact of non-deterministic behavior will prevent growth of complexity and functionality of IS. In other words, a “Machine Intuition” component should not remain without attention of researchers.
A. Disadvantages and Further Research
Disadvantages of the 4-component IS architecture are
concluded in fact that there is no obvious boundary between
Intuition and Logic components. Often even classical software has bugs (it could be acceptable levels of bugs) introducing some kind of uncertainty and non-determinism. But
determination of “boundary” between solid logic and uncertainty is a difficult task. This makes the 4-component IS architecture more theoretical, rather than a practical tool.
There is huge interest to study Quality Assurance methodologies with application to 4-component architecture. Integration of psychological approaches could improve quality
of complex IS.
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There is also the fact that the advantages of the architecture have not been practically proved yet. Further research
of the 4-component IS architecture can include:
• proof of benefits of the model in practical use including
teaching of students;
• a deeper and wider research of the model;
• the way the model can help solve underfitting and overfitting problems;
• the way the model can help solve value alignment problem;
• possibility of integration with programming languages
and code constructions;
• possibility of use as a design pattern in IS development;
• application in Quantum Computing;
• IS quality assurance;
• application in Business Process Modeling;
• SD, Smart Cities, Smart Culture;
• AI threat problem.
It should be mentioned that the discussion was carried out
for AI. QC is now considered sufficient. There is an assumption that the model is useful for QC as well. Although
AI is a young conception, QC is much younger. Further development of QC can require revision of abilities of 4-component model to apply to QC and implement addition research.
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interaction of those four fields. Here, data-driven solutions can
be generated by understanding complex real-world (health)
related problems, critical thinking and analytics to derive
knowledge from (big) data. The past years have shown a forthcoming interest on innovative data technology and analytics
solutions that link and utilize large amounts of data across
individual digital ecosystems. First applications scenarios in
the field of health, smart cities or agriculture merge data
from various IoT devices, social media or application systems
and demonstrate the great potential for gaining new insights,
supporting decisions or providing smarter services. Together
with inexpensive sensors and computing power we are ahead
of a world that bases its decisions on data. However, we are
only at the beginning of this journey and we need to further
explore the required methods and technologies as well as
the potential application fields and the impact on society and
economy. This endeavor needs the knowledge of researchers
from different fields applying diverse perspectives and using
different methodological directions to find a way to grasp and
fully understand the power and opportunities of data science.
This is a joint track by WIG2, the Scientific Institute for
health economics and health service research, the Information
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Environmental Research Institute.
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Abstract—Since at least the 1960s, the average length of stay in
German hospitals has been declined. Early discharge can cause
health risks for the patient and incurs cost risks for health
insurers. Otherwise, a shorter length of stay can also indicate
more efﬁcient and better care in hospitals. The aim of this
research project is therefore to investigate whether the decreasing
length of stay has an effect on the quality of care provided by
hospitals, and whether a shorter length of stay in inpatient care
results in an increase in follow-up outpatient care. Routine data
will be used.

S

I. R ESEARCH QUESTION AND MOTIVATION

INCE at least the 1960s, the average length of stay
(ALOS) of patients in German hospitals has been declined
(see [1]), and almost halved since the early 1990s (see [2]
and [3]). It is assumed that the introduction of Diagnosis
Related Groups (DRGs) in hospital reimbursement in 2003
was an additional driver of this development (see [4] and
[5]). Compared to previously used equal daily reimbursement
rates, the DRG system reduces a hospital’s proﬁt if a patient
stays longer. The upper bound of the length of stay in a
DRG determines up to which length of hospital stay a ﬂat
rate is paid (see [6]). As soon as the duration of stay in an
individual case exceeds the upper bound, additional payments
are made. However, these additional payments are unproﬁtable
for the hospital (see [7]). This creates an economic incentive
for hospitals to discharge patients as early as possible (see [8]
and [9]). In order to counteract early and premature discharges
for cost reasons, hospitals have to accept reductions in the percase ﬂat rates if the length of stay falls below the lower bound
due to early discharge or transfer to another hospital (see [10]).
As a result, hospitals generate the greatest proﬁt per case at
the lower bound. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. The difference
between the amount of the ﬂat rate payment per case P and the
costs of the hospital stay K is greatest at the point of the lower
bound DRG_L. Depending on the slope of the hospital’s cost
curve, proﬁt is generated up to the point of the upper bound
DRG_U.
Early discharge from the hospital can cause health risks
for the patient and incurs cost risks for health insurers (see
[11]). If, for example, more outpatient treatment, nursing care
or readmission to hospital becomes necessary (revolving door
effect), this can increase the total costs for the payer (see [12]).

Fig. 1.

Source: Own representation

The implementation of the length of stay boundaries follows
the objective of more efﬁcient care in hospitals in terms of the
pay for performance principle (see [13]). On the other hand,
there is the concern that an excessively shortened length of
stay will lead to underuse and misuse of care and an increased
workload for medical staff (see [14] and [15]). Whether the
DRG system leads to changes in the quality of care due to
earlier discharge of patients is therefore still controversial and
not clearly evident (see [16]).
The aim of this research project is therefore to investigate
whether the decreasing length of stay has an effect on the
quality of care provided by hospitals in Germany and whether
a shorter length of stay in inpatient care results in an increase
in follow-up outpatient care. More speciﬁcally, we aim to
answer the following research questions:
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1) Does the decreasing length of hospital stay have an
effect on the quality of care or on the patient’s health
status after discharge?
2) Is a shorter length of stay substituted for increased
follow-up outpatient care?
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II. B RIEF LITERATURE REVIEW

III. DATA

Current scientiﬁc literature provides little clarity on the
potential relationship between individual length of stay and
a patient’s quality of care. Previous studies could only show
associations for speciﬁc areas of health care. If the length of
stay is reduced solely on grounds of economic considerations,
premature discharge can have negative health effects on the patient. Cases like these are also referred to as bloody discharge
(see [11]). In the REDIA study by von Eiff et al. ( [11]),
the authors examined the effects of the introduction of the GDRG system on rehabilitation. The authors argue that because
of shorter hospital stays, orthopedic patients start rehab earlier
and in poorer health. Nevertheless, the treatment goals of the
rehab process could be achieved. The authors explain this with
the increased treatment effort by the medical staff in the rehab
facilities.
Other studies assess a decreasing length of stay less critically, as this can be interpreted as an indicator of an increase
in process quality (see [17]). The patient’s desired state of
health is achieved more quickly through better treatment. Thus,
improved treatment quality could also lead to a decrease in
length of stay. That a decreasing length of stay could have no
negative effects, but even positive effects, is suggested by the
studies of Kehlet and Wilmore ( [18]), of Husted et al. ( [19])
& of Barmer GEK ( [20]).
As already mentioned, since the introduction of the DRGbased reimbursement system in Germany, the length of stay
has continued to decrease each year (see [3]). It should be
noted that the length of stay was already declining before
the introduction of the DRG-based system (see [16] and [1]).
Therefore, it is still unclear whether the introduction of the
DRG-based reimbursement system has an impact on length
of stay. This makes research on the effects of this system on
quality of care also interesting with regard to length of stay,
since the reduction of length of stay is an objective of the
introduction of the DRG-based system that has not yet been
sufﬁciently evaluated.
In principle, too little empirical research has been done to
investigate this relationship. Therefore, no reliable statements
can be made yet. Research to date has essentially been based
on structured quality reports. For Germany, for example,
Fürstenberg et al. (see [21] as well as [22]) observed a general
decline in post-hospital mortality in the period between 2004
and 2010. The effect of the DRG-based system and the length
of stay on the quality of care remained unclear. The overall
picture among international research is currently similarly
unclear (see [23]). An overview of international literature is
listed in Table I.
International research concerning other countries with DRG
systems there also indicates a given shift from inpatient care
to outpatient care structures (see [24]) and [25]). A shift from
inpatient to outpatient care inﬂuenced by decreasing length of
stay has not yet been observed in Germany. Therefore, it is
still unclear whether patients show increased use of outpatient
services as a result of earlier hospital discharges.

Routine data from the research database of the WIG2
Scientiﬁc Institute for Health Economics and Health Systems
Research [35] will be used primarily to answer the research
questions. Routine data are the accounting data of the statutory
health insurances. The pseudonymized personal reference of
the data is of central importance for answering the research
question of this thesis. This makes it possible to trace the
individual treatment paths of the insured and thus analyze the
inﬂuence of the length of stay. Since the methodology used
requires the largest possible sample, the entire available scope
of the research database will be used for the estimation. The
observation of the individuals should take place on a monthly
basis. Alternatively, the observation can be done quarterly, as
this corresponds to the rhythm of ambulatory care.
These data are to be supplemented with the publicly available data on DRGs from the German Institute for the Hospital
Remuneration System (InEK).
IV. M ETHODOLOGY
At the center of the empirical analysis is the investigation
of the potential relationship between hospital length of stay
and quality of care, as well as variables related to outpatient
follow-up treatment. Because quality of care is not directly
reﬂected in the data, recovery indicators such as mortality, medication use, complications, or comorbidities will be
used as proxies. These indicators can provide information
on whether and to what extent the patient’s state of health
has changed after hospitalization, depending on the length
of stay. In addition, variables on further treatment, such as
outpatient follow-up treatment (e.g., physician visits) and
hospital readmission, can provide information on whether a
shorter length of stay results in a shift in the care structure
(e.g., from inpatient care to outpatient care). Quality indicators
and variables for follow-up treatment are summarized below
as outcome indicators. Simple OLS regressions of the length
of stay on the indicators, as stated in model 1, would likely
be biased as differences in characteristics between hospitals
as well as seasonal variations most likely have an impact on
outcome indicators and on the individual length of stay.

Ei = α0 + α1 · lengthi + θX · Xi + ηi

(1)

with

Ei

Vector of indicators for post stationary
recovery or for quality of medical treatment

lengthi

Length of stay for patient i

Xi

Vector of different control variables

ηi

Error term
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Source

Country

Findings

[26]

USA

No effect of the DRG system on quality of care detected.

[27]

USA

No effect of the DRG system on quality of care detected.

[28]

USA

Shift from inpatient hospital care to lower-cost providers.

[29]

USA

Unclear whether the DRG system leads to a reduction in quality of care. Suggestive evidence for
premature discharge.

[30]

USA

Unclear whether the DRG system leads to a reduction in quality of care. Suggestive evidence for
premature discharge. (Rate of unstably discharged patients increased from 10% to 15% within 3
years after introduction of the DRG-based system).

[24]

Norway

Suspicion of treatment preference for patients with milder orthopedic diagnoses. Also, evidence
of a shift from inpatient care to outpatient care.

[31]

Great Britain

[32]

Japan

[25]

Great Britain

[33]

France

[34]

Switzerland

No effect of the DRG system on quality of care detected.
DRG system introduction is associated with lower mortality and higher readmissions.
Expansion of better reimbursed hip TEP procedures compared to less highly reimbursed procedures. Also, evidence of a shift from inpatient care to outpatient care.
No effect of DRG system on readmissions after surgical procedures.
DRG system is associated with lower mortality and higher readmissions.
TABLE I
I NTERNATIONAL LITERATURE

We expect that the model behind the structural equation
1 would be still biased by unobserved factors and that the
exogeneity assumption is thus violated even if we control for
hospital and time ﬁxed effects. An example of an uncontrolled
inﬂuencing factor of this kind is the varying adaptation of
new treatment methods between hospitals, as well as the
varying adaptation of technical innovations in medical care.
Also, unobservable variables (such as the actual health status
of patients, actual quality of care or the cost structure of
hospitals) or measurement errors (incorrectly or incompletely
maintained database) could lead to biases and violation of the
exogeneity assumption. By means of an instrument variable
estimation, an attempt can be made to counteract this problem.
The upper and lower bounds of stay of the billed DRGs will
be used as instruments for this purpose. As Figure 1 already
illustrates, these boundaries are expected to have a relevant
inﬂuence on the individual length of stay, since they determine
the area of the greatest proﬁt for the hospital. The boundaries
applicable for a particular year are speciﬁed externally by the
InEK in the respective previous year. The actual length of stay
of the calculation hospitals from the respective previous year
is used as the basis for this determination. Therefore, these
calculation hospitals potentially have the opportunity to inﬂuence the length of stay boundaries in the next year with their
discharge and transfer behavior. However, we do not assume
that this potential inﬂuence is intentional or particularly high.
For this to be the case, the calculation hospitals would have

to behave strategically in a coordinated manner to increase
the length of stay and the costs per case in the same way.
However, such behavior seems rather unlikely. Furthermore,
the overall trend towards decreasing length of stay and case
costs do not suggest such behavior. It can therefore be assumed
that the length-of-stay boundaries are set externally by InEK
and that the calculation hospitals have little or no inﬂuence.
Accordingly, these quasi-experimental circumstances result in
the following stages of the IV-regression:
First stage: Lengthi =β0 + β2 · DRG_Li +
β3 · DRG_Ui + θX · Xi + ui
d i + θ X · Xi + ǫ i
Second stage: Ei = γ0 + γ1 · Length
with
DRG_Li

Lower limit length of stay per billed DRG

DRG_Ui

Upper limit length of stay per billed DRG

ui , ǫi

Error terms

(2)

(3)
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Abstract—Unobserved heterogeneity may complicate model
estimation in econometrics. To integrate out the effect of unobserved heterogeneity via maximum simulated likelihood (MSL)
estimation, assumptions regarding the underlying distribution
need to be made. Researchers seldomly discuss these assumptions.
This raises the question, to what extent estimation results in the
MSL-context are robust to potential distributional mismatch.
This work-in-progress derives the research question from the
literature. A simulation study is conducted that underpins the
relevance of this matter, where results imply that mismatch
may introduce signiﬁcant bias. Intended future work to properly
address and answer this question is deﬁned and discussed.

I. I NTRODUCTION

U

UNOBSERVED heterogeneity may complicate model
estimation in (health) econometrics. When modelling
discrete choice, such as patients decisions regarding health
insurance plans, unobserved heterogeneity may come in the
form of private information regarding awareness of and attitudes towards an individuals health risks, resulting in selfselection into healthcare plans [1], [2], [3]. Similarly, unobserved heterogeneity may occur in every aspect of commerce, such as when consumers choose among alternativelyfuelled vehicles [4], among energy efﬁcient refrigerators [5]
or among modes of transportation [6], while their preferences
(i.e., coefﬁcients) are allowed to vary randomly among their
choices. Generally speaking, unobserved heterogeneity may
be considered whenever researchers cannot measure patient
or consumer characteristics that determine preferences or
equivalently, whenever features of the alternatives that are
chosen from remain unrecorded [4].
Econometricians need to address unobserved heterogeneity, that materialises either though self-selection or varying
preferences among alternatives. When researchers make an
assumption regarding the distribution of these unobservable
factors, their effect can be integrated out. This can be achieved,
among others, by conducting maximum simulated likelihood
(MSL) estimation. Simulation refers to the fact that integration
over a density is but a form of averaging [7]. By averaging
the likelihood function over a sufﬁciently large number of
draws from the assumed distribution, MSL-estimation becomes feasible. Put differently, researchers need to make an as
assumption, which distribution to choose, herein after referred
to as assumed distribution, to approximate the true distribution
which is unknown. While several distributional forms may
0 This

be assumed, researchers most frequently assume that their
unobserved heterogeneity follows a normal distribution [8],
[9].
Accordingly, the researchers’ assumption regarding the assumed distribution seems to be a critical one. MSL-estimation
may be sensitive to poor approximations of the simulated
probabilities [10] and even the wrong amount (i.e., too little)
or quality of random draws may jeopardise the reliability of
the results [11]. But what if researchers choose the assumed
distribution incorrectly, resulting in distributional mismatch?
The consequences of such distributional mismatch do not seem
to be adequately addressed within the relevant literature. Many
[12], [13], [3], [14], [9], [15], [6], state they assume unobserved heterogWas folgt eneity to follow a normal distribution
without any justiﬁcation or further elaboration. Some [1], [2],
[16] provide little context regarding their choice.
[1] state that they obtained similar results with the uniform
and beta as assumed distribution as with choosing the standard
normal distribution. [2] justify their assumption regarding the
standard normal distribution to handle location invariance.
The readers are informed by [16] that distributional mismatch
within their model “ (. . . ) would potentially lead to biased
parameter estimates”.
As such, the research question of this piece of work-inprogress is to investigate bias in parameter estimates due to
distributional mismatch between assumed and true distribution.
Speciﬁcally, the mismatch will be limited to mismatch within
the normal distribution, i.e., mean and standard deviation.
Addressing this research problem will be beneﬁcial to both
econometricians conducting analysis with MSL-estimation as
well as the research community interpreting the respective
results. Further tools and methods to detect such biases and
to potentially correct them may follow.
To this end, the MSL-method and its features will be
introduced and a simulation study conducted, which aims at
identifying bias due to distributional mismatch. The results
of the simulation study will be discussed and interpreted.
The bias introduced by the mismatch, i.e., through mismatch
in mean and standard deviation, will be approximated by
two equations, that will serve as basis for further discussion.
Intended future work to properly address and answer this
question is deﬁned and discussed.
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(standard) normal as the assumed distribution to match unAn example of unobserved heterogeneity that can be ad- observed heterogeneity. Similarly, only few make the reader
dressed with MSL-estimation is provided by [8]. Their exam- aware that their assumption may have consequences on the
ple will serve as basis and will be enhanced to serve as a estimation results.
To this end, the here introduced unobserved heterogeneity
simulation study subsequently.
example
will be employed and modiﬁed to gain insights on the
Let yi be individual i’s (with i = 1 . . . N ) outcome of
consequences
of mismatching true and assumed distribution
a sample with size N . Here, yi depends on the observable
in
the
MSL-context.
Although many distributional forms of
variable xi times its coefﬁcient α, which is additionally be
unobservable
heterogeneity
seem plausible, e.g., extreme value
inﬂuenced by unobservable heterogeneity ui with coefﬁcient
or
the
uniform
distribution,
within this example the mismatch
β and a standard normally distributed error term ε, such that
will
be
achieved
by
mismatching
mean, i.e., µ vs. µ̂ (0 vs.
[8]
1),
and
standard
deviation,
i.e.,
σ̂
vs. σ (1 vs. 2) across the
yi = αxi + βui + εi .
(1)
normal distribution, as summarised in Table I. The underlying
While the standard normally distributed error terms ε might parameter choice is purely for experimental purposes and is
similarly be viewed as a source of unobserved heterogeneity, not justiﬁed by any other reference. Each of the four consteltheir effect could simply be taken into account by OLS- lations will serve as the true data-generating (i.e., unobserved
regression or regular maximum likelihood estimation.
heterogeneity) distribution and will be benchmarked against
The density of y conditional on u is given by [8]
each of the other four as an assumed distribution which will be
employed in MSL-estimation. This will result in sixteen cases,
2
of which four times true and assumed distribution match,
(yi − αxi − βui )
1
}.
(2) whereas in twelve scenarios a mismatch will occur. Table II
f (yi |xi , ui ) = √ exp{−
2
2π
provides an overview.
Inference on x is based on the marginal density f (y|u),
Within the simulation study, the α and β coefﬁcients (cf.
which requires to integrate out the effect of u [8]. In the Equation 1) are to be estimated. Each time the assumed and
original case study by [8], the u’s (true) distribution is the true distribution match one another, the estimates for α and
extreme value type 1 distribution. Here, for simplicity u’s β, i.e., α̂ and β̂, are hypothesised to be fairly close to their
true distribution will be the normal distribution in different true values, i.e., α = 1 and β = 1. Yet, interest lies in
2
settings (regarding mean and standard deviation, as will be the situation when a mismatch between assumed and true
explained later). By drawing a number of S random draws distribution occurs. It is unclear beforehand whether or not
from the distribution of u, their effect can be integrated out via results will be biased and if so how much. This is the central
simulation, hence the name maximum simulated likelihood. question of this piece of research.
Given that the number of simulation draws S and sample
size
Due to the study design, mismatches will occur along two
√
N
,
such
N both
S,
N
→
∞
while
S
increases
faster
than
dimensions: Firstly, there will be four mismatches only among
√
that N /S → 0, MSL is asymptotically normal, efﬁcient and the mean of the assumed and true distribution. Secondly, there
equivalent to maximum likelihood estimation [17], [7].1 Here, will be four mismatches only among the standard deviation of
MSL-estimation is achieved by drawing S random draws from the assumed and true distribution. Also, there will be four
the assumed distribution û of the unobserved heterogeneity u mismatches along both dimensions. These twelve mismatches
for each individual and averaging over each individual, such will be exploited for further analysis. Interest lies in the bias
that [8]:
of the estimated α̂ vs. the true α, as well as the estimated β̂
vs. the true β. If possible, the bias will be explained by the
!
N
S
s 2
deviation in µ vs. µ̂ and σ̂ vs. σ.
X
X
(y − αxi − β ûi )
1
1
1
√ exp{− i
ln
ln LN =
}
N i=1
S s=1 2π
2
III. P RELIMINARY FINDINGS
(3)
Each of the sixteen scenarios, as described in Table II
Put differently, an assumption regarding the true distribution
was estimated 500 times, using [20], [21], [22]. Results are
of the unobserved heterogeneity needs to be made, so that it
summarised in Figure 1, where the upper part displays the
can be approximated by this assumed distribution. In this case
results for the estimates α̂, whereas the bottom presents results
study, the true distribution of the unobserved heterogeneity
for β̂. For each of the two coefﬁcients the diagonal from the
is known, such that the assumed distribution can be chosen
top left to the bottom right displays the four scenarios, in
correctly. This is a crucial point and the main focus of the
which the distributional parameters of u, i.e., ∼ N (µ, σ) and
study at hand: What if the assumption by the researcher does
û , i.e., ∼ N (µ̂, σ̂) match one another. As was expected, the
not match the true distribution, i.e., distributional mismatch
observed values are fairly close to their respective true values,
occurs? Only a few of the before mentioned pieces of research
i.e, α = 12 and β = 1, which are represented by a grey vertical
offer a theoretical or practical justiﬁcation for choosing the
line in Figure 1.
Surprisingly, α̂ seems to respond differently to mismatches
1 How to know whether or not one has employed a sufﬁcient amount of
simulation draws is subject to another discussion [18], [19].
in mean and standard deviation of u than β̂ does, which was
II. U NOBSERVED H ETEROGENEITY
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TABLE I
PARAMETER SUMMARY
Variable
α
β
α̂
β̂
x
u
µ
σ
û
µ̂
σ̂
ε
S
N
R

Value
.5
1
1
∼ N (µ, σ)
{0, 1}
{1, 2}
∼ N (µ̂, σ̂)
{0, 1}
{1, 2}
∼ N (0, 1)
1,000
1,000
500

Description
true coefﬁcient of x
true coefﬁcient of u
estimated coefﬁcient of x
estimated coefﬁcient of u
observable characteristics
true unobservable heterogeneity
true mean
true standard deviation
assumed unobservable heterogeneity
assumed mean
assumed standard deviation
error term
Number of simulation draws
Sample size
Number of repetitions

not anticipated. Yet, in hindsight, it makes sense, as β̂ belongs
to the unobservable u variable that is incorrectly approximated,
whereas α̂ belongs to the x variable which can be observed.
α̂ seems to be shifted away from the true value of α by the
difference in true mean and assumed mean, ampliﬁed by the
relation in mismatch of the standard deviation. The reaction
of α̂ seems to be described by:
σ
(4)
α̂ = α(1 + µ − µ̂ ).
σ̂
For each of the sixteen scenarios in the upper part of
Figure 1, this Equation 4 is represented by a blue vertical
line.
The reaction of β̂ on the other hand does not seem to be
inﬂuenced by any difference in true mean and assumed mean.
Nevertheless, it seems to be shifted away from the true value
of β by the relation in mismatch of the standard deviation.
The reaction of β̂ can be approximated by:
σ
β̂ = β .
(5)
σ̂
For each of the sixteen scenarios in the bottom part of
Figure 1, this Equation 5 is represented by a red vertical
line. One notable exception for the latter Equation 5 is the
behaviour of β̂ where the true u ∼ N (µ = 1, σ = 1) and the
assumed û ∼ N (µ̂ = 0, σ̂ = 2) (second row from the top,
third column from the left, bottom part of Figure 1). In this
case, β̂ seems to be represented both as implied by Equation 5
as well as its negative, even though the former occurred more
often than the latter.
IV. D ISCUSSION AND O UTLOOK
The lack in guidance regarding potential bias due to mismatch in true and assumed distribution in MSL-estimation
motivated this simulation study. It seemed unclear, to what
extent the estimation coefﬁcients may be biased from distributional mismatch of mean and standard deviation within
the normal distribution. This lead to an back-of-the-envelope
calculation, resulting in Equation 4 and Equation 5. These two
equations were deduced from the underlying results and seem
to approximate the bias in α̂ vs. α and β̂ vs. β fairly well,

except for one notable exception, as mentioned in section III.
Nevertheless, they are only trial-and-error approximations of
the observed results.
While the lack of guidance, such as provided by Equation 4
and Equation 5, was the motivation to looking for it in the ﬁrst
place, it needs to be assumed that such relation were found and
discussed earlier. Yet, this would similarly raise the question
why, if it was already common knowledge, none of the found
pieces of research that apply MSL-estimation pointed out to
this direction when discussing limitations of their models and
ﬁndings?
Future intended work is motivated by this question: A
more quantitatively comprehensive and qualitatively structured
literature research will be conducted in the realm of what
is described by [23] as Maximum Approximated Likelihood,
i.e., MSL-estimation, Gaussian-quadrature and integration on
sparse grids. The main focus will be placed on the distributional assumption regarding the assumed distributions, its
theoretical materialisation, i.e., whether it is applied to varying
preferences or endogeneity. Variation in the latter ﬁndings will
then be structured among the dimensions:
• scope: theoretical vs. applied papers,
• estimation method: e.g., MSL-estimation, Gaussianquadrature, integration on sparse grids,
• models: e.g., mixed multinomial, multinomial treatment
regression [24] and
• ﬁeld of research: e.g., healthcare, commerce, transportation.
Additional interest lies in ﬁnding pieces of applied research
that already had similar ﬁndings as given by Equation 4 and
Equation 5, as it is assumed that these ﬁndings were made
already earlier.
Additionally, and equivalently important, remains the further exploration of the bias induced by distributional mismatch
between assumed and true distribution in the simulationcontext. Depending on the ﬁndings of the literature review,
Equation 4 and Equation 5 may be further explored, as
especially Equation 5 could not approximate all of the sixteen
scenarios. As of now it remains unclear, whether or not the
ﬁndings of Equation 4 and Equation 5 may be applicable
to any other situation than the underlying (toy) example.
To potentially detect distributional mismatch, consequences
regarding the log-Likelihood seems promising with respect to
diagnostic tests, such as the Likelihood-ratio test. Similarly,
consequences of variance reduction techniques will be discussed.
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Fig. 1: R ESULTS OF THE SIMULATION STUDY: E MPIRICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE α̂ ( TOP ) AND β̂ ( BOTTOM ) COEFFICIENTS .
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TABLE II
S ETUP OF SIMULATION STUDY: D ISTRIBUTIONAL MISMATCH

Assumed

µ̂ = 0, σ̂
µ̂ = 0, σ̂
µ̂ = 1, σ̂
µ̂ = 1, σ̂

=1
=2
=1
=2

µ = 0, σ = 1
match
mismatch (σ̂)
mismatch (µ̂)
mismatch (µ̂, σ̂)

True
µ = 0, σ = 2
µ = 1, σ = 1
mismatch (σ̂)
mismatch (µ̂)
match
mismatch (µ̂, σ̂)
mismatch (µ̂, σ̂)
match
mismatch (µ̂)
mismatch (σ̂)
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Abstract—Enterprise Governance of IT (EGIT) is an important topic for academics and practitioners in the context of
achieving enterprise goals while optimizing resource utilization
and risk management. EGIT is playing a critical role in developing countries as resources are rare and risk levels are higher.
There is a need for EGIT Maturity Models (MMs) in Middle
East and North Africa (MENA) region detected by delivering
and analyzing two questionnaires which were shared with a
group of participants working in the field. The obtained results
have been generalized and consolidated into a generally applicable requirement list covering the specific needs of MENA region. The results of this paper reveal that although there are
some global EGIT MMs used in MENA region which cover
some maturity dimensions, there is a lack of easy-to-use integrated multi-dimensional EGIT MMs specific for the region
needs.

I.

INTRODUCTION

M

ATURITY Models (MMs) are techniques developed
and used to determine the level of performance, capability or maturity of process or organization [1]. They are
used to discover organizations strength and weakness points
to enable them to define respective opportunities for improvement. They are also used to determine maturity targets
and how to reach them. We tried to get Middle East and
North Africa (MENA) region respective stakeholders involved by developing and sharing two questionnaires to
know more about how their organizations select, use, and integrate Enterprise Governance of IT (EGIT) MMs. The analysis of these two questionnaires revealed a demand in the
MENA region for having an EGIT MM with special characteristics covering the local needs and context.
MENA region has some specific needs based on the nature of its member countries as they all are developing countries with emerging economies based on the natural and human resources they have and great opportunities for improvement. At the same time, the Arab Peninsula countries
are emerging with their eagerness to achieve great improvements over short times due to their new economic strategies
which include many dimensions include information technology, cybersecurity, and data management among others.
The region is starting to believe in the importance of corporate governance and EGIT in achieving the national and organizational goals and objectives effectively. Many counties
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like Egypt, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA), United Arab
Emirates (UAE) among others begin to have strategic vision
for 2030 and many respective initiatives with clear goals,
roles and responsibilities and actual measurement techniques.
Organizations in MENA region are becoming more interested in EGIT as we discovered that around 80% of organizations are trying to implement or have already implemented
an EGIT MM based on the conducted questionnaires. Those
organizations need a MM that can enable them to measure
their EGIT maturity and guide them to improve their performance to achieve their goals and comply with emerging regulations while optimizing resources and risk. None of MMs
examined in this research uses stage-based and multi-dimensional maturity measurement methodology as they are just
using separate dimensions and maturity levels except for
COBIT 2019 [2] which uses different dimensions but does
not have stage-based maturity measurement methodology.
Therefore, these MMs enforce the interested organizations
to use more than one of them together. At the same time, to
measure all respective processes/aspects of the organization
against each maturity level is specially considered huge effort for small and medium organizations. Therefore, many
organizations cannot implement EGIT measurement and improvement easily due to the lack of a single easily integrated
MM. We could not find any information about any EGIT
MM which was developed in or for the MENA region to
cover its context and maturity level. Therefore, we will assess the MMs in MENA region and define the needs of its
organizations.
In this paper we present the result of assessing EGIT
MMs in the MENA region and the specific needs of organizations working in it which are interested in measuring and
improving their EGIT maturity. It should be noted that
EGIT here has governance stands for Governance, Risk and
Compliance (GRC) combined. We aim to define the needs
of the organizations working in the MENA region to know
if there is a need for a new EGIT MM, or the existing MMs
are effective and efficient. If a new EGIT MM is needed, we
target to identify its characteristics to guide researchers who
may be interested in developing one. The objective is to design questionnaires to cover EGIT management and usage
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and provide them to respective representatives from some
organizations working in different fields and representing
different sized organizations. Their answers will be analyzed
properly. This will lead us to know the MENA region EGIT
MM needs and customization.
This paper is organized as the following. Section 2 covers
the literature review. Section 3 covers assessing
organizations using EGIT MM in the MENA. Section 4
covers conclusions and future work.
While maturity itself is defined by Rosemann and de
Bruin [3] as “a measure to evaluate the capabilities of an
organisation in regard to a certain discipline”, Becker et al
[1] define MM as “conceptual models that outline
anticipated, typical, logical, and desired evolution paths
towards maturity”. They are also used to determine maturity
targets and how to reach them. MMs can have three purposes
[3]:
• Descriptive which measures the current state (AS-IS) of
an entity,
• Prescriptive which determines the desired state (TOBE) of an entity and
• Comparative which allows entities to benchmark.
Descriptive MMs measures the current existing maturity
levels in organization against predefined maturity levels to
enable organizations to know their actual achievements. This
enables organizations to understand their capabilities and
weaknesses based on neutral assessment and analysis
techniques.
Prescriptive MMs enable organizations to determine
which future maturity level suites their goals and objectives
that can be achievable too. They help organizations in
defining maturity targets to follow by initiating improvement
initiatives and assign needed competent resources.
Comparative MMs enable different organizations to
compare their maturity achievements in a benchmark style. It
is a great type of MMs, but it needs many arrangements to
guarantee its effectiveness and efficiency. It enables
organizations to rank their maturity in a specific market or
field. Participating organizations must accept to share
specific information with other entities including the other
participating organizations to enable the MM to measure the
actual maturity level and there shall be an external neutral
assessor to manage the whole process professionally.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
There are more than 150 MMs developed and published in

the last few years as stated by de Bruin et al. [3] to support
IT management. and in a research conducted by Becker et al
[1] they found more than one thousand academic articles
probably dealing with MMs published during the period of
1994 to 2009 when they applied a maturity model keyword
search in ten scientific databases. When they tried to extend
their analysis in 19 pure IS journals their search resulted in
20 articles that focus on MM. They discovered that there is
no clear guidance on how to develop a MM using a scientific
methodology. Becker’s procedure model [4] is considered
the greatest source of guidance for developing any EGIT
MM due to the simple and scientific eight requirements
provided.
We conducted a search for Maturity Model and IT
Governance Maturity Model key words in three major
publishers indexed in Scopus with good Cite Score which are
IEEE, Springer Nature and Elsevier. The search covered
MM in two geographical locations which are worldwide and
MENA region. The result of the search is depicted in Table
1. There are no IT Governance MMs in the MENA region
based on IEEE and Elsevier while there is a few found on
Springer Nature. After examining those found on Springer
Nature, we found them not related to IT Governance by any
means.
The existent MMs are belonging to one of two different
approaches, the first one of them is the commercial approach
which is based on the efforts of big service providers and
bodies of knowledge. The other approach is the academic
one with many researchers who attempted to develop MMs
while they do not have enough resources and capabilities like
the first approach. This part will cover the existent MMs and
compare among them.
Although there are many existing MMs in the field of
information and technology, all of them lack one or more
needed EGIT dimensions and some of them are not targeting
EGIT. There is a need to assess the existing MMs from the
organizations and stakeholders’ perspectives. Therefore, we
developed and shared two questionnaires to collect and
analyze stakeholders’ feedback to have general overview of
the current situation of EGIT MMs in the MENA region.
The need for a new MM with specific characteristics which
suite more organizations in the region has be detected.
A. Maturity Models Classification
The first approach which is commercial EGIT MMs will
be covered here by three of the most famous
maturity/capability models in the market and two ISO

TABLE 1.
MM AND IT GOVERNANCE MM IN LEADING SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS.
Search Keyword

IEEE

Elsevier

Springer Nature

Worldwide

MENA

Worldwide

MENA

Worldwide

MENA

MM

3,165

N/A

27,452

N/A

7,115

39

IT Governance MM

86

N/A

340

N/A

71
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standard which many companies were trying to use to know
their maturity level and how to improve it. IT Infrastructure
Library (ITIL) framework [5] is considered the most famous
public framework for IT Service Management (ITSM) for
the last thirty years and it has so many practitioners in the
MENA who have attended its training courses and took
certification exams. It has a lifecycle for any IT service
which includes five stages empowered by twenty-six
processes, four main IT functions and many techniques for
managing IT services and increasing the customer
satisfaction in a measurable manner. ITIL v3 and its 2011
update included a MM called Process Maturity Framework
(PMF) [5] which is an easy-to-use multi-purpose ITSM MM
that measures the maturity of ITSM processes using five
maturity levels from 1 to 5 which are called initial;
repeatable; Defined; Managed and Optimizing. Each level
measures five areas which are considered dimensions and
they are Vision and steering; Process; People; Technology
and Culture. It is an ITSM MM while it can be used to
measure any other domain. It assesses all the processes
against each maturity level.
Control Objectives for Information and Related
Technology (COBIT 5) [6] was considered the most famous
public framework for Governance of Enterprise Information
and Related Technology from 2012 to 2018 when it was replaced by COBIT 2019, and it has a Process Capability
Model [7]. It has many practitioners in the MENA who have
attended its training courses and took certification exams. It
differentiated between governance and management and the
processes of each. It was created based on other best
practices which are governance principles from ISO/IEC
38500 [8], risk management from ISO 31000 [9], enterprise
architecture from TOGAF [10], project management
methodology from PRINCE2 [11] and PMBOK [12],
information security management from ISO/IEC 27001 [13],
application capability measurement from CMMI [14], IT
service management processes from ITIL 2011 [4] and
ISO/IEC 20000 [15]. COBIT5 has thirty-two management
processes in four domains and five governance processes in
one domain. COBIT5 has capability model called Process
Capability Model which is built on the internationally
recognized ISO/IEC 15504-2 standard [16] for Software
Engineering - Process Assessment standard. ISACA which is
the owner and developer of COBIT5 refuses to use the term
maturity as it assumed that maturity can be used for
measuring many dimensions of an organization and not only
one as COBIT5 which was just measuring processes, so it
will be reasonable to use capability instead of maturity. It
measures the capability of IT governance and management
processes using six capability levels from 0 to 5 which are
Incomplete Process; Performed Process; Managed Process;
Established Process; Predictable Process and Optimising
Process. Each capability level has four ratings which are
Fully (> 85 % to 100 % achievement), Largely (> 50 % to
85% achievement), Partially (> 15 % to 50 % achievement)
and Not achieved (0 to 15 % achievement). It has nine
attributes within the second to the sixth capability levels. The
attributes found in a specific capability level shall be fully

achieved so that the assessment can go for the next level. It is
not an easy-to-use multi-purpose EGIT MM for MENA as
many organizations do not have many of its processes and do
not have enough resources to conduct its complex
assessment. COBIT5 has only one dimension which is
Process and therefore it measures capability and not
maturity, other dimensions are still needed like information
security, business continuity and compliance. It assesses all
the processes against each maturity level and a simpler
version tailored for the needs of MENA region is needed to
cover its specific needs.
COBIT 2019 [2] is the new version of COBIT5 which was
released by ISACA at the end of 2018. Now it has more
processes as it has 35 processes for IT Service Management
and 5 processes for Governance. It is not an easy-to-use
multi-purpose EGIT MM [17]. It uses CMMI®
Development 2.0 [14] process capability scheme. It has four
dimensions which are Process, Organizational Structures,
Information Items and Culture and Behavior. It has the same
six maturity levels and four ratings like COBIT5. It is not
easy to be used as it has six maturity levels including nine
attributes and four ratings per each. It needs training,
experience, and more resources to be implemented. It covers
four dimensions, and therefore it measures capability for
each dimension and maturity for all of them combined. It
covers ITSM, information security, continuity, and
compliance as processes and not as dimensions. It assesses
all the processes against each maturity level.
ISO/IEC 15504-2 [16] is a guidance ISO standard created
for process improvement and process capability
determination. It is not an easy-to-use multi-purpose process
MM. It has only one dimension which is Process. It has six
capability levels which are Incomplete, Performed,
Managed, Established, Predictable and Optimizing. It has
nine attributes covering the second to the sixth capability
levels. It is dedicated to process measurement and provided
an exemplar software life cycle process assessment model. It
is not easy to be used in MENA region due to its complexity
and resource consuming style. It needs training and
experience to be implemented. It covers one dimension,
which is process, and therefore it measures capability and
not maturity, other dimensions are still needed. It assesses all
the processes against each maturity level.
ISO 19600 [18] is a guidance ISO standard published in
2014 and was created to provide organizations with guidance
on how to comply with regulations and avoid fines by having
a compliance management system. It is not a MM nor
provides a maturity measurement like the other MMs
mentioned above. Like many ISO standards it can measure
compliance to its requirements by having one of two states
which are conformity or non-conformity. It has only one
dimension which is compliance which was missing in all the
other mentioned MMs except for COBIT. It could be easy to
be used in MENA region due to its straightforward
requirements and maturity measurement technique and the
increasing number of emerging regulations in the region. It
covers one dimension and therefore other dimensions are
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still needed. It was replaced by ISO 37301 [19] which was
released in 2021.
For MENA region, ITIL is considered the best one for
ITSM while COBIT is considered the best one for EGIT.
But they still need to be customized to cover MENA region
specific requirements.
The second approach covers relevant academic
governance of IT maturity/capability models that represent
researchers’ participation which does not reach to proper
audience in many cases. Although, de Bruin stated that there
are more than 150 MMs in the last few years, the related
work here represents the most related MMs or their
development guidance. The related works can be divided
into three categories which are the first category proposing
MMs, the second category comparing among the developed
MMs and the third category providing guidance on how to
develop a scientific MM.
GoCoMM: A Governance and Compliance Maturity
Model [17] by G. Gheorghe et al, Toward an IT Governance
Maturity self-assessment Model Using EFQM and CobiT
[20] by S. Arezki et al, Maturity Model Architect A Tool for
Maturity Assessment Support [21] by Diogo Proença et al,
Using Enterprise Architecture Model Analysis and
Description Logics for Maturity Assessment [22] by D.
Proença et al, Software process improvement and capability
determination [23] by A. Mas et al and An Overview of the
Business Process Maturity Model (BPMM) [24] by Jihyun
Lee et al, are representing the first category which propose
MMs. All these researchers tried to develop and propose a
MM related to one aspect or more of EGIT.
Comparing among the developed MMs which is the
second category is represented by MATURITY MODELS
IN IS RESEARCH [1] by J. Becker et al, The Maturity
Models for Information Systems - A State of the Art [25] by
D. Proença et al and Understanding maturity models Results
of a Structured Content Analysis [26] by Kohlegger, M.,
Maier, R., & Thalmann, S. The researchers are comparing

among a group of proposed and released MMs and trying to
discover their respective shortcomings.
Providing guidance on how to develop a scientific MM
which is the third category is represented by Information
Governance Maturity Model - Final Development Iteration
[27] by Proença et al, What makes a useful maturity model?
a framework of general design principles for maturity
models and its demonstration in business process
management [28] by J. Pöppelbuß et al, Maturity assessment
models: a design science research approach [29] by T.
Mettler et al and Developing Maturity Models for IT
Management – A Procedure Model and its Application [30]
by J. Becker et al, Assessing Organizational Capabilities:
Reviewing and Guiding the Development of Maturity Grids
[31] by Anja M. Maier et al, What Makes A Useful Maturity
Model? A Framework Of General Design Principles For
Maturity Models And Its Demonstration In Business Process
Management [32] by Jens Pöppelbuß and Maximilian
Röglinger, IT Evaluation in Business Groups: A Maturity
Model [33] by Hamel, F., Ph, T., Falk, H., & Walter, U,
Understanding the Main Phases of Developing a Maturity
Assessment Model, (December) [34] by Bruin, T. De,
Freeze, R., & Rosemann, M and A Design Science Research
Perspective on Maturity Models in Information Systems
[35] by Mettler, T. In this category researchers tried to
provide other researchers who are interested in developing
MMs with guidance on how to develop and evaluate MMs
properly.
Although the first category which proposes new MMs and
the second category which compares among the already
developed MMs are important, the last category which is
providing guidance on how to develop a MM is very
important as we will use its provided guidance in
understanding how to develop a scientific MM if needed for
the MENA region. The following Table 2 gives a summary
of the covered dimensions of the MMs used in the market

TABLE 2.
MM COMPONENTS COVERED BY EXISTING MMS AND ISO STANDARDS.
References
ITIL PMF
COBIT 5/2019

ITSM

Information
Security

Business
Continuity

*

*

*

*

*

*

Compliance

Process
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

ISO/IEC 15504-2

People

Technology

*

M_o_R MM
P3M3 MM
ISO/IEC 20000-1:2018
ISO/IEC 27001:2013
ISO 2230-1:2019
ISO 19600:2014/37301:2021

*

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

GoCoMM

*

Toward an IT Governance Maturity
self-assessment Model Using
EFQM and CobiT
Maturity Model Architect A Tool
for Maturity Assessment Support
Using Enterprise Architecture
Model Analysis and Description
Logics for Maturity Assessment
A Formalization of the ISO/IEC
15504 Enabling Automatic
Inference of Capability Levels

*

*
*

*
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TABLE 3.
EXISTING MMS AND ISO STANDARDS FEATURES AND MAIN AREAS OF APPLICATION IN ORGANIZATIONS.

References

ITIL PMF

Features
Public/Proprietary

Easy to use

Descriptive (D)/
prescriptive (P)/
comparative (C)

Main Areas of
Application

Public

Yes

(D)/(P)/(C)

ITSM

COBIT 5/2019

Public

No

(D)/(P)/(C)

EGIT

ISO/IEC 15504-2

Public

No

(D)/(P)/(C)

Process Measurement

M_o_R MM

Public

Yes

(D)/(P)/(C)

Risk Management

P3M3 MM

Public

Yes

(D)/(P)/(C)

Portfolio, Program, and
Project Management
Maturity Model

ISO/IEC 20000-1:2018

Public

Yes

(D)/(P)/(C)

ITSM

ISO/IEC 27001:2013

Public

Yes

(D)/(P)/(C)

Information Security

ISO 2230-1:2019

Public

Yes

(D)/(P)/(C)

Business Continuity

ISO 19600:2014/37301:2021

Public

Yes

(D)/(P)/(C)

Compliance
Management

whether they are commercial or academic to depict the
differences among them. It will start with the commercial
MMs and then the academic MMs. No MM covers all EGIT
dimensions with stage-based maturity levels.
Table 3 covers the most famous MMs used currently in
the market and all of them are not academic ones. It
compares among these MMs based on their features and
main areas of application in organizations. The features show
whether they are public or proprietary, ease of use and
whether they are descriptive, prescriptive, or comparative.
B. MENA Region Evaluation
We searched Elsevier, IEEE and Springer Nature for
MENA EGIT MM and we could not find any MMs which
were developed in MENA region or specially developed for
it. Although we have many EGIT MMs and regulations
developed out of MENA region and used worldwide, we can
find only regulations developed and enforced in the MENA
region. These regulations are like Saudi National
Cybersecurity Authority (NCA) cybersecurity controls and
SAMA business continuity management and cybersecurity
frameworks in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia or the Egyptian
Personal Information Protection Act among others. We
could not find any EGIT MMs developed in or for MENA
region that care about its context and special needs.
III. ASSESSING ORGANIZATIONS USING EGIT MM IN THE
MENA REGION
The study aims to understand the existing EGIT MMs in
the MENA region which should enable organizations to
improve their enterprise governance of IT in an easy and
affordable manner while helping them to comply with
emerging regulations. The quantitative approach is used in
this research by developing and distributing two
questionnaires, which were developed and published using

Google Docs, to 118 participants who are working in EGIT
and related functions including IT, Information Security,
GRC, QA, Business Analysis, IT Service Management, IT
Project Management, Infrastructure, IT Networks, IT
Operations, Performance Management and Audit. The first
questionnaire [36], which was published in 2019, asks the
participants about their organizations’ behavior regarding
EGIT using eighteen questions while the second one [37],
which was published after a few months in 2020, asks them
about their organizations’ behavior towards EGIT and
regulations using thirty questions. The number of
participants in the first questionnaire is eighty-three and the
number of the second questionnaire participants is thirty-five
and they provided valuable feedback which enriched our
research with market needs. The first questionnaire is
dedicated to EGIT MMs while the second one is
concentrating on compliance MMs in addition to EGIT
MMs. The number of participants in the second
questionnaire is less than of those of the first one as the
number of those who are interested in compliance is less than
the number of those who are generally interested in EGIT.
The participants of the two questionnaires are working in
micro, small, medium, and large enterprises operating in
Egypt, Saudi Arabia, UAE, Sudan, Jordan, Yemen, among
other countries in MENA.
The main objective of these two questionnaires is to
define how organizations in the MENA region manage the
EGIT maturity measurement using MMs. Both are structured
questionnaires with a group of sequence questions leading
the participants to describe how their organizations measure
their EGIT maturity levels by using MMs. They start with
asking the participants about their organizations type, size,
location, and sector in addition to the position of
participants. Then, a group of multiple-choice questions is
provided to participants with the ability to choose one or
more options that match their environment.
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The two questionnaires were trying to get answers for
questions like:
• Whether organizations define and internally publish their
strategies, goals, applicable regulations, and the implications
of not complying with them?
• Whether organizations define their EGIT goals and map
them to applicable regulations with respective annual
improvement initiatives and how to measure their
achievements?
• Whether organizations measure the maturity of their EGIT
and how?
• Whether organizations use one or more MMs to measure
the maturity of their EGIT and for which purpose
(Comparative, Prescriptive and Comparative)?
• The ease of use of the used MMs and cost of
implementation in addition to the need for professional
training?
• Whether the used MMs are scientifically developed, and
which dimensions are included?
• The first-, second- and third-party assessments
applicability of the used MMs and the type of assessors?
• The preferred EGIT MM dimensions and language?
• The need for one integrated MM or different ones to
measure organizations’ EGIT maturity and compliance to
respective regulations?
The results gained after analyzing the answers of
participants confirmed our point of view that MENA region
needs an easy-to-use integrated multi-dimensional EGIT
MM that suites the specific context of the region.
Table 4 gives a small set of the most important preferences
of users of the MMs that depict the characteristics of the
MMs used in MENA market based on the answers of the
first questionnaire participants. It is clear that some of the
participants’ organizations just measure the achievement of
goals and objectives instead of using market well-known
MMs. About third of the participants confirmed that they use
more than one MM while half of participants stated that the
used MMs are developed using a scientific methodology and
are easy to be used. More than half of the participants
confirmed that they use MMs for descriptive, prescriptive, or
comparative purposes, while a higher percentage of
participants stated that they need training to implement these
MMs. Some of the participants stated that their MMs are
expensive. Few participants stated that their MMs are easy to
TABLE 4.
CHARACTERISTICS AND TYPES OF MMS IN MENA REGION BASED
ST
ON 1 QUESTIONNAIRE.
Aspect
Organizations use market well known
MMs

TABLE 5.
DIMENSIONS OF MMS IN THE MENA REGION BASED ON 1ST
QUESTIONNAIRE.
Aspect

Percentage
23.5

Organizations just measure
goals/objectives

28.4

Organizations use more than one MM

37.3

Scientifically developed MMs

be used for a self-assessment.
These statistics show that MENA market needs to have a
scientifically developed EGIT MM that integrates other
market well-known MMs while having descriptive,
prescriptive, and comparative purposes. It should be easy-tounderstand and easy-to-use. If the MM will be publicly free,
it will increase the number of its users and specially the
organizations which do not have enough resources. The
analysis of the first questionnaire also depicts the needs of
MENA market for all types of MMs and if there is one MM
covering First, Second and Third-party assessments it will
cover different segments of organizations. Self-assessment
and easy-to-use capabilities are also needed to enable small
organization to measure their EGIT too.
Table 5 gives a summary of the dimensions of the MMs
used in MENA region based on the answers of the first
questionnaire participants. Not less than half of the
participants confirmed that their organizations have one or
more of the measured dimensions in their used EGIT MMs.
Based on their use, the dimensions are ordered in a
descending manner from Process, Technology, Risk,
Projects, Programs, and Portfolio, collectively, Compliance,
Management Commitment to People.
All the provided percentages show big demand for all
these EGIT dimensions in MENA region, and it will be great
having them combined in just one integrated MM.
Table 6 gives a summary of the preferences of the users of
the existing MMs in MENA market based on the answers of
the second questionnaire participants. A high percentage of
participants stated that their organizations need to use MM
for measuring EGIT and compliance and more than half of
participants preferred to use one integrated MM instead of
using many MMs in addition to the ability of having internal
and external assessors. This means that there is a big need
for an integrated EGIT MM which can be used by internal
and external assessors.
Based on the analysis of the second questionnaire, Table 6
gives a summary of how the organizations started to define
applicable regulations and measure their compliance. A high
percentage of organizations define applicable regulations
and the implications of not complying with them and map
their goals to applicable regulations. Measuring compliance

50.8

Easy to use MMs

47.5

MMs that need training for implementation

78

Expensive MMs

35.6

Percentage

Management commitment

50.8

Process

72.9

People

50.8

Technology

71.2

Risk

59.3

Projects, programs, and portfolio

55.9

Compliance

55.9
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TABLE 6.
PREFERENCES OF USERS OF MMS IN THE MENA REGION
ND
BASED ON 2 QUESTIONNAIRE.
Aspect

Percentage

Organizations need to use EGIT MM

79.8

Organizations prefer to use one integrated MM

57.1

Organizations prefer internal and external assessors

63.1

Organizations need compliance MM

77.1

Defined applicable regulations and the implications
of non-compliance

74.3

Organizations map their goals to applicable
regulations

62.9

Internal auditors measure compliance to respective
regulations

40

External auditors measure compliance to respective
regulations

42.8

Organizations prefer Arabic/English MM

51.4

Organizations prefer English MM

37.1

Organizations prefer Arabic MM

11.4

with respective regulations by internal and external auditors
is almost equal.
For language preference, the highest percentage is for
Arabic/English MM, then English alone and the least
percentage is for Arabic alone. It should be noted that all
Arab Gulf Region countries have a high percentage of
foreign labor who do not speak Arabic and their second
language is English. The International Labour Organization
(ILO) stated on its 2021 published Global Estimates on
International Migrant Workers report [38] that the Arab
States are considered the third highest sub-region hosting the
majority of international migrant workers with 14.3% after
Northern, Southern and Western Europe with 24.2% and
Northern America with 22.1%.
The current increase in the IT and Personal Indefinable
Information (PII) regulations worldwide and in MENA
region affects the EGIT in all organizations which do not
like to breach these regulations and have many risks like
losing reputation, having to pay huge fines and penalties or
legal implications.
After analyzing the results of the conducted two
questionnaires we discovered that there is a great need in the
MENA region for an EGIT MM that suites the
characteristics of the region. These statistics can be used in
the future to develop a customized EGIT MM for the MENA
region.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
MMs importance is increasing every day due to the increasing
dependance in our world on IT services and their respective
regulations. There are many IT and EGIT MMs in the market
which were developed globally. At the beginning there was a

belief that there is a demand for measuring EGIT maturity in
MENA region organizations due to the increase of EGIT
awareness level and the increase in emerging cybersecurity

and PII regulations. A literature review was conducted
leading us to know that there is a lack of scientifically
developed EGIT MMs worldwide and that famous MMs are
concentrating on limited number of dimensions to measure.
Two dedicated questionnaires were developed and shared
with 118 participants who are working in EGIT and related
functions in MENA region to understand if the currently
used EGIT MMs are effective and efficient or there is a need
to develop other MMs.
Based on the literature review, our published two
questionnaires and the analysis of the answers of the
participated individuals, we found that many organizations
use worldwide known best practices frameworks and
standards to measure their EGIT maturity. Based on 57.1%
of participating individuals, there is a need to develop an
integrated MM for measuring the EGIT that suites the
MENA region specific context instead of using more than
one MM. An inexpensive, easy-to-use, and scientifically
developed multi-purpose, multi-dimensional and stage-based
maturity levels MM is needed to cover organizations’ needs.
The results of this paper can provide guidance to other
researchers who are interested in developing EGIT MM for
developing countries and especially those in MENA region.
Those researchers can use this guidance in developing our
recommended research topics:
• Develop MMs and all their components to enable
organizations to use them for assessing their EGIT maturity
with the capability of multi-purpose, multi-dimension and
stage-based maturity levels maturity assessment.
• Develop guidance for those who would like to be
assessors on how to develop their knowledge about any
newly developed MM, what are the needed skills and how to
use the developed MMs.
• Choose some of the interested organizations and support
them in implementing the developed MMs to check the
validity of the developed MMs and how organizations can
accept the idea of having just one multi-dimensional stagebased MM.
• Develop awareness program and gain participating
organizations top management commitment from the
beginning to make all stakeholders comply and reduce
change resistance as much as possible.
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K

NOWLEDGE management is a large multidisciplinary
field having its roots in Management and Artificial
Intelligence. Activity of an extended organization should be
supported by an organized and optimized flow of knowledge
to effectively help all participants in their work.
We have the pleasure to invite you to contribute to and
to participate in the conference “Knowledge Acquisition and
Management". The predecessor of the KAM conference has
been organized for the first time in 1992, as a venue for
scientists and practitioners to address different aspects of usage
of advanced information technologies in management, with
focus on intelligent techniques and knowledge management.
In 2003 the conference changed somewhat its focus and was
organized for the first under its current name. Furthermore,
the KAM conference became an international event, with
participants from around the world. In 2012 we’ve joined
to Federated Conference on Computer Science and Systems
becoming one of the oldest event.
The aim of this event is to create possibility of presenting
and discussing approaches, techniques and tools in the knowledge acquisition and other knowledge management areas with
focus on contribution of artificial intelligence for improvement
of human-machine intelligence and face the challenges of
this century. We expect that the conference&workshop will
enable exchange of information and experiences, and delve
into current trends of methodological, technological and implementation aspects of knowledge management processes.
T OPICS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Knowledge discovery from databases and data warehouses
Methods and tools for knowledge acquisition
New emerging technologies for management
Organizing the knowledge centers and knowledge distribution
Knowledge creation and validation
Knowledge dynamics and machine learning
Distance learning and knowledge sharing
Knowledge representation models
Management of enterprise knowledge versus personal
knowledge
Knowledge managers and workers
Knowledge coaching and diffusion
Knowledge engineering and software engineering

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Managerial knowledge evolution with focus on managing
of best practice and cooperative activities
Knowledge grid and social networks
Knowledge management for design, innovation and ecoinnovation process
Business Intelligence environment for supporting knowledge management
Knowledge management in virtual advisors and training
Management of the innovation and eco-innovation process
Human-machine interfaces and knowledge visualization
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Abstract—We describe, characterize and compare three selected modeling notations of business processes: Uniﬁed Modeling
Language, Business Process Model and Notation, as well as
Event-Driven Process Chain. Using processes implemented in
a training company, the selected notations were discussed in
detail. We compare various aspects, such as modeling notation
origin, the number of graphical elements included. Moreover,
notations were analyzed using the 4+1 architectural view model.
Justiﬁed results of the survey conducted among employees of
above-mentioned organization let us conclude that there exist
notation differences. Both BPMN and EPC allow the process
architects to prepare more precise and legible models than UML.

(Section V). The list is based on existing sources and proprietary models. The two processes of the above-mentioned
organization are presented graphically – each in three variants. This section also presents the results of the survey of
employees of an enterprise dealing with the organization of
training. The last section (numbered as Section VIII) presents
a summary containing the overall conclusions of the conducted
comparison and presents ideas for future work.

Index Terms—Business Process Management, BPMN, EPC,
UML, process modeling

The Uniﬁed Modeling Language (UML) [3] from the Object Management Group (OMG) is a standardized notation
for modeling object-oriented software applications [4]. This
multipurpose modeling language offers a variety of notations
to capture different aspects of software [5], [6]. UML has
become the dominant notation among software engineers and
attempts to be a universal visual notation for software design.
UML is a quite complex notations, which makes it hard
to understand by non-technicians [7] and is not suitable for
all aspects of modelling [8]. Although it was created for
modeling IT systems and is constantly developed in this area,
it can be successfully used as a notation of business process
modeling [9]–[14].
Due to the fact that UML is very popular and widely known,
we decided to use it also at the business level. An analogy was
also noted between an IT system and a business process – both
are modeled from two perspectives – the structure and course
of the process (dynamic structure). However, it should be
remembered that Uniﬁed Modeling Language is not dedicated
to business processes, and using it for this purpose may carry
some risk – for example, ambiguous interpretation of the
model caused by inconsistent understanding of the presented
elements in the context of the created business process [15].
Although the UML offers over a dozen of diagram types,
in the case of business process models, activity diagrams
are used the most often [16]. A UML activity diagram is
responsible for presenting the system dynamics. This is the
type that is used to prepare material for business analysts in
organizations. Activity diagrams are also used in modeling
systems, algorithms or use case scenarios. The following
graphic elements are used to construct these types of diagrams:

B

I. I NTRODUCTION

USINESS process modeling is a graphical representation
of processes taking place in organizations. Process models are most often developed by process analysts. They present
how the organization and its structures work. At the same
time, they provide information that helps deﬁne the way the
organization should act and indicates the direction of change.
Such models may be further automated, as growing interest in
the robotic process automation might be observed [1].
Modeling of business processes allows observation of their
implementation, and thus the optimization of processes (simpliﬁcation, increased transparency) or duration. It indicates
which employee will be responsible for implementation at
a given stage, and also allows to determine who is responsible
for a given fragment of the implemented process. The most
popular notation of business process modeling is Business
Process Model and Notation (BPMN) while Uniﬁed Modeling
Language (UML) or Event-Driven Process Chain (EPC) are
also used successfully.
In this paper, the aforementioned notations have been thoroughly characterized with the help of original drawings, which
present graphic elements, fragments or models of the entire
processes of a training company.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents basic
information about the UML language. Section III characterizes
the BPMN notation while Section IV describes the EPC
language together with the ARIS methodology [2]. We also
compare these three ways of modeling business processes

©2021, PTI
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•

•
•

•

•

•

•

Activity – behavior of the actor of the modeled process.
Presented as a rectangle with rounded edges. One activity
can consist of more than one subactivity. Action names
are formulated in imperative mode, most often placed
inside the element;
Action – speciﬁes the activity. The graphic notation of
this element is the same as for activities;
Control Flow – represents the relationship between
actions and activities, as well as the sequence of ﬂow
between them. Represented by an arrow;
Start node – the point that initiates the start of the
process. Represented as a ﬁlled black circle. Most often
there is one beginning for one diagram, while there may
be more in modeling complex processes and systems;
End node – the point where the process ends. In the
diagram it will be an empty circle with a black dot inside.
Activity diagrams may appear more than once;
Flow End – the moment at which the selected control
ﬂow is stopped. It can occur repeatedly. Presented using
unﬁlled crossed with two lines circle;
Decision node – represented by a diamond. This is the
place where the decision is made determining further
control ﬂows. A logical condition is placed next to the
decision block (in square brackets, in the form of an
inﬁnitive). The number of outgoing ﬂows from the block
depends on the number of results of the logical condition.
These also receive their names. For the decision block
to make sense, the output results must be mutually
exclusive.

Figure 1 shows an example UML activity diagram prepared
for the administration department of the training company. The
diagram represents a fragment of the large onboarding process
of a new employee who needs to have a valid certiﬁcate after
training in OHS rules to start working in a new position.
The model consists of a small number of elements. The
ﬁrst step is checking by an employee of the administration
department whether the person being onboarded does not have
valid documents. The ﬂow then goes into the decision block
(Valid Certiﬁcate), from which two control ﬂows are outgoing.
One of them (Yes) leads into the graphic element end. The
new employee has provided current documents, organization
of OHS training will not be necessary. The other result of the
decision block (No) directs the ﬂow to the next step followed
by end, where the process ends.
III. B USINESS P ROCESS M ODEL AND N OTATION (BPMN)
Business Process Model and Notation [17], [18] was created
and provided by the Business Process Management Initiative
(BPMI) [19]. Its current version – 2.0.2 (introduced in January
2012) and the standard are maintained by the Object Management Group (OMG). The goal that guided the creators of
BPMN notation was to create a language to describe processes
taking place in the enterprise that would be understandable
for all business users. The notation was to be universal and
unambiguous enough to make graphic representations legible

Check if the new
employee has a valid
BHP training certiﬁcate

[The
certiﬁcate's
valid]

No

Organize BHP training for
a new employee

Yes

Figure 1. Example UML activity diagram.

and understandable for analysts responsible for creating models, technical persons dealing with the implementation of processes, not forgetting about the business representatives who
manage and monitor workﬂows [20], [21]. Preparation of such
models may also support process optimization, which usually
has a positive impact on the efﬁciency of the organization and
the time users spend on getting familiar with processes.
A. BPMN Process Diagrams
Process diagrams constitute the main type of models within
the BPMN notation. The basic graphical elements of a process
diagram are [20], [21]:
• activities;
• events;
• logical gateways;
• sequence ﬂows;
• message ﬂows
• pools and lanes;
• data objects;
• artifacts.
The BPMN standard alone does not specify the level of
detail in modeling. This means that not all graphic elements
need to be used in the ﬁnal process model. It is its intended use
that determines how accurate the prepared diagram should be.
Drejewicz [20] lists three levels of detail of a model prepared
using the BPMN notation:
1) Illustrative model – intended to present only general
assumptions in the process. In this case, there is no
description of technical issues, penetration into details
of ﬂows, nor the presentation of subprocesses.
2) Analytical model – prepared for the purpose of analyzing tasks that will be performed when creating
and implementing the process in an organization. In
this case, attention is paid to the use of data types,
subprocesses, ﬂow types, gateways and tasks.
3) Executable model – the most detailed business process
model. It should include as much information as possible
about the implemented business process.
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Figure 2 illustrates an example model of the payment
process in the training company. It consists of a small number
of activities (represented by rounded rectangles): the actor of
the process chooses the payment method, performs the payment. Then, the ﬂow goes to the logical gateway (diamond),
which indicates that two results of the decision are possible
– the payment is successful or, if the actor does not have
enough funds on the account, the payment is rejected. Arrows
represent sequence ﬂows – the order of actions performed
in the process, i.e. the priority of activity execution, as well
as time dependencies [22]. The line that connects the logical
gateway to the activity Realize Payment has an additional cross
section – this line determines the default sequence ﬂow. The
circle with a thin edge and the bold circles represent events –
the start event and the end event, respectively. Figure 2, due
to the very small amount of details presented and the lack
of decomposition into individual actions can be considered an
illustrative model.
Payment completed
successfully

Choosing
a payment method

Payment order
for execution

Payment
status

Training date chosen

Payment not
accepted
Payment decline

Figure 2. Example BPMN process model.

B. BPMN Choreography Diagrams

Customer

An interaction of two processes or two major participants
in a process, can be represented using BPMN in the form
of a collaboration diagram or a choreography. A BPMN
collaboration diagram is, in fact, a combination of two or more
pools with message ﬂows between them.
Figure 3 shows an example collaboration diagram of conﬁrming the customer’s enrollment for an open training. There
are two process participants in this case – a customer and
a customer service employee, which is why there are two pools
in the model that communicate by exchanging messages.

Sending the
completed
application form
Conﬁrmation of
enrollment received

Customer Service

Application form
ﬁlled out

Making an enrollment
for training
Completed form
received

Sending conﬁrmation
of enrollment
to the customer
Participant enrolled

Figure 3. Example BPMN collaboration diagram of registration conﬁrmation.

A choreography is a kind of process, but it differs signiﬁcantly in purpose and behavior from a standard BPMN process
model, which usually presents step-by-step activities. Choreographies focus rather on the ordered ﬂow of information
and the interactions between two participants of the process
or two processes. The difference is also that in a standard
process model, we can present the actions of one major
actor, and choreography requires the presence of at least two.
Therefore, it is impossible not to notice the very important
relationship between choreography and BPMN pools. Since
a pool is a graphic representation of one participant in the
process, choreographies will take place only between pools.
The following graphical elements are used in choreography
diagrams:
• choreography activity – presented using a rectangle with
rounded corners divided into three parts. The sender and
recipients of the message are placed in the upper and
lower part. It does not matter which actor is in which
part, but the section representing message recipients is
ﬁlled with a dark background, e.g. gray. The middle part
contains the name of the activity being carried out;
• complex choreographies - a type of task that consists of
various choreography tasks. It may also appear as several
exchanges of messages between process actors;
• events;
• sequence ﬂows;
• logical gateways.
Figure 4 shows the corresponding choreography diagram for
this process. Two participants take part in the process, which
is why only two actors appear in the choreography.
Customer

Customer

Sending
an application
form

Signing up
and sending
a conﬁrmation

Customer Service

Customer Service

Figure 4. Example BPMN choreography diagram of registration conﬁrmation.

IV. E VENT- DRIVEN P ROCESS C HAIN (EPC)
Event-Driven Process Chain is another notation that is used
in modeling, redesigning facilitating of business processes,
as well as controlling and organizing workﬂows. EPC was
provided as part of the work on the ARIS method by AugustWilhelm Scheer from the University of Saarland in the early
1990s [23]. A model prepared using EPC is an ordered
diagram of events and functions, combined ﬂows and logical
operators: OR, XOR or AND [24]. Additional passive elements, such as documents, systems, tools and data objects,
can be used to reﬁne the model [25].
The biggest advantage of the Event-Driven Process Chain
language is its simplicity and intuitiveness [26]. What is more,
the syntax does not include too many graphic elements, and
thus easy to interpret. There were also attempts to formalize
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the semantics of EPC [27], [28]. Although EPC is considered
an informal notation, analysts successfully use it to prepare
professional and detailed business process models [29].
The diagram presented in Figure 5 is an example of a business process model prepared using the EPC language.
Training completed

V
Training settlement

Training
organization
department

Updating statistics

Figure 5. Example EPC diagram.

it is possible to analyze an IT system - from ﬁve concurrent
views, each of which deals with a different set of issues. These
views present the perspectives of different users of the created
software (business, suppliers or end users) [16]. The views
included in the 4+1 model are:
1) Logical view – describes the object model of the process,
occurs at the conceptual level.
2) Process view – presents aspects of concurrency and
process synchronization, also applies to the conceptual
level.
3) Development view – describes static organization of
software in a development environment [31].
4) Physical view – presents software mapping on hardware.
5) Use case view – presents usage scenarios of the system.
Figure 6 shows a 4+1 view model architecture.

V. C OMPARISON OF NOTATIONS USING THE PROCESS

Use case view

MODELS OF A TRAINING COMPANY

Event-driven Process Chain [30] was the ﬁrst to be released.
Work on the original version of Uniﬁed Modeling Language
began four years later, in 1994 [15]. However, the Business
Process Model and Notation language (currently the most
popular notation of business process modeling) is the youngest
– its ﬁrst version was released in 2004 [20]. Over the years,
managing organizations have developed and updated them –
for example, UML has been modiﬁed more than 15 times, and
BPMN notation has gained 4 subsequent versions since 2004
– there are 5 in total, the current version 2.0.2 was released
in 2014 [21]. The EPC language has not changed since its
introduction. BPMN and EPC were created and developed for
convergent purposes. First of all, they are to enable graphical
representation of processes that take place in organizations for
the stakeholders taking part in their implementation. Uniﬁed
Model Language is a notation dedicated to creating models
of information systems, used in software engineering. The
multitude of diagrams that it offers allows the modeler to
present a complete IT system in a view of many models.
However, this does not preclude using UML to create business
process diagrams – this is successfully practiced.
A. Comparison of graphical elements
Uniﬁed Model Language, Business Process Model and
Notation, as well as Event-driven Process Chain have a number
of different graphical elements from which business process
models are built. These elements, although different in appearance, name or adopted rules of use, play convergent roles in
the models.
B. Comparison based on Kruchten’s 4+1 view model
"4 + 1" [31] is a view model presented by Philippe
Kruchten, used to compare views of system speciﬁcations
and a description of software architecture. Using this tool,

Development
view

Logical view

Process view

Physical view

Figure 6. The 4+1 view model.

The ﬁrst four views are used to to register design decisions,
the ﬁfth allows the user to illustrate them and then verify [31]. Figure 7 compares the use of UML (activity diagram),
BPMN (process and choreography) and EPC notation using
the "4 + 1" view model. A ﬁlled diamond means that the
diagram is used in the particular view, while a partially ﬁlled
diamond stands for the possibility to use a certain diagram in
the particular view. As it can be seen in the ﬁgure, process
modeling notations are not present in the physical view.
C. Comparison of process models used in the training company
The models used for our research represent two business
processes implemented in a mid-sized training company from
Krakow, Poland. This company deals with the sale and organization of open and closed training in project, portfolio,
risk and change management standards etc. The ﬁrst process
describes the conﬁrmation of an open training, in which
customer service employees take part. Figure 8 presents this
process model in the EPC notation.
The second process presents actions taken in the workﬂow
of booking a trainer, performed by customer service or representatives of the sales department, sales director and the
trainer himself. Figure 9 presents this process model in the
EPC notation.
For our analysis, we used diagrams in UML (version 2.0),
BPMN (version 2.0) and EPC notations.
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UML
Activity Diagram

BPMN
Diagram

BPMN Choreography
Diagram
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EPC
Diagram

Logical view
Process view
Development view
Physical view
Use case view

Figure 7. Comparison of different process representation in terms of the 4+1 view model.

Calculate training
proﬁtability

Training
conﬁrmed

Training
organization
department

Training to
be conﬁrmed

Trainer
booking
started

Book a trainer

Training
organization
department

Book training
rooms

Training
cancelled

Figure 8. Open training conﬁrmation process EPC model.

Order
accepted

Demand for a
trainer
received

Add a date to the
training calendar

Inquiry to
the trainer
sent

Receive message

Answer sent
to the sales
director

Receive answer

Trainer

Information
sent to the
request
department

Sales director

Order
rejected
Sales director

Enter training
information in the
training calendar

Make another
attempt

Sales director

Figure 9. Booking a trainer for training process EPC model.

The process of conﬁrming open training usually starts seven
days before the planned date. This is the moment when,
based on speciﬁc factors, employees decide to implement the
planned training, move participants to another date or cancel
the training completely. The result of the whole process is
a message directed to the client – the date you signed up for
has been conﬁrmed, the training will take place or the date
you have chosen has not been conﬁrmed, the training has been
canceled.
The difference that should be mentioned at the beginning
of the comparison is the color schemes. UML and BPMN
do not use colored elements to prepare models, which are
usually color-independent. However, according to EPC, it is
good practice to use colors for speciﬁc groups of elements.
All examples differ at the beginning: the start of the process

according to UML notation is initiated by the unlabelled point
"start", and according to BPMN the initial event should be
signed. Starting in a process prepared using EPC is presented
using a named event. Sequence ﬂow (in BPMN nomenclature)
and control ﬂows (according to UML and EPC) fall into
operators that divide ﬂows into two parallel paths. During their
implementation, an attempt will be made to book a training
room and the proﬁtability of the training will be calculated.
Income calculation and room booking are a series of separate
activities, the process in question does not go into their details.
BPMN notation, unlike the other two, offers a subprocess
element (represented by a rectangle with a plus), which is
used to present such cases [20]. In the ﬁrst model, a fork
divides the role of the operator dividing the ﬂow, which is
then merged. The BPMN diagram uses parallel gateways, and
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the model prepared in EPC uses AND logical operators. In the
ﬁrst two models, ﬂows continue to the next logical gateways.
EPC notation, unlike BPMN and UML, does not allow logical
operators to connect with each other, so the control ﬂow leads
into an event. At this point it is worth recalling that the EPC
notation clearly deﬁnes what elements can be found at the
output of logical operators. In the ﬁrst and second examples,
the places where the ﬂow is split into two alternative paths,
and the paths themselves are signed. The EPC did not accept
labeling of logical operators or outgoing ﬂows from them. In
the BPMN scheme, one of the ﬂows is marked with additional
diagonal lines. This is the default process ﬂow. UML and EPC
notations do not have such a tool. The control ﬂow in the UML
model ends at a point called control end, the sequence ﬂow
in the BPMN model at the end event point. The EPC model
began with an event and it must also end with one.
The second model represents the trainer booking process.
It is an undertaking in which three organizational units of
a training company are most often involved – customer service
or sales department, sales director and a representative of
the coaching team. These are separate departments, they
work independently implementing their own processes. In this
summary, it’s worth looking at the ways in which notations it is
possible to present roles in processes. The trainer’s reservation
is made in two cases - when the sales department representative ﬁnalizes the sale of the closed training and in cooperation
with the client conﬁrms the proposed dates or when the open
training has implementation potential. This process always
has one output – the selected lecturer accepts the order from
the Commercial Director, the trainer is reserved, the selected
date can be conﬁrmed. The process begins with an e-mail
request from a representative of one of the above departments.
Thanks to BPMN notation, it is possible to clearly present
the workﬂow or information between employees, individual
organizational units of the enterprise or separate organizations.
Aiming at a high level of detail, it was decided to apply them
to this process. In the middle diagram, the responsibilities in
the process are represented by pools. Each actor in the process
– customer service, sales department, sales director or trainer –
is presented as a separate pool with messages ﬂowing between
them. The UML activity diagram, unfortunately, does not offer
such wide possibilities. In the EPC schema, determining the
responsibility is possible using a graphic element organizational unit, while the notation for this element does not assume
presenting message ﬂows between units. The use of pools also
enables choreography for the process. This is a separate type
of process, which is representable only in BPMN notation.
VI. A NALYSIS OF THE SURVEY ORGANIZED AMONG THE
STAFF OF THE TRAINING COMPANY

Eight employees participated in the study (about 30% of the
company’s full-time team). Respondents were presented with
6 models of business processes in UML, BPMN and EPC notation: open training conﬁrmation and trainer booking. Study
participants take part in these processes on a daily basis in the
performance of their duties. Each interview lasted between 9

and 15 minutes, interviews were conducted individually with
each participant. The respondent answered 9 questions related
to the mentioned set of diagrams.
Only one respondent did not recognize the processes shown
in the models. The others correctly named the diagrams
presented to them and were able to embed processes in time
– to determine the moment in the organization’s activity when
the process would be carried out.
The models were divided into two groups: one for each
process. The employees were asked to choose the most readable diagram from each group that contained different diagram
types. In the group of the open training conﬁrmation process,
the EPC model was most often selected, paying attention to its
colors, which were to catch the eye. It was also claimed that
thanks to the colors the model is more readable and helps to
ﬁnd in the process: "I look and know what’s going on, I know
where I am". After the detailed questions, it turned out that
the subjects incorrectly interpret the meaning of colors in EPC
schemes – one wrongly thought that one color was the task
of one actor of the process or a given color means positive
(conﬁrmation of the training) and another negative (canceling
the training). Two respondents chose the UML model praising
the simplicity and transparency of performance, and only
one respondent indicated the BPMN scheme. In the trainer
reservation process group, four respondents decided to choose
the BPMN model. Respondents praised the use of swimlanes,
agreeing that with this more complex process involving several
company departments, a clear presentation of responsibility
plays an important role. Three respondents chose the EPC
diagram, again paying attention to the attractive nature of
the model’s color scheme. It is worth mentioning that these
respondents called themselves visual learners. Nobody decided
to choose the UML activity diagram.
When asked about which model is the most understandable
and useful for the respondents, for the ﬁrst group, they most
often chose the BPMN model. This diagram was indicated
three times. The use of swimlanes and the variety of graphic
elements used were appreciated. Two respondents chose UML
models, paying attention to the exact and legible way of
describing events. Others indicated EPC schemes. In the
second group, six respondents considered the BPMN model to
be the most understandable. Here again, a clear and accurate
division of roles in the process was praised. One respondent
chose the EPC scheme.
Respondents were asked to indicate the elements that they
think make models less readable, drew attention to the use
of colors in EPC notation. They were subjects who did not
choose schemes prepared according to EPC notation, as well
as people who were presented with the way in which they
should interpret the colors of the graphic elements of this
language. They also exchanged transverse lines placed on the
ﬂows presented in the BPMN models (default process ﬂow),
and also pointed out too extensive event names in UML. At
the same time, the method of constructing messages in BPMN
diagrams was appreciated.
In many cases, the respondents said that they did not
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understand the meaning and, consequently, the actions of
logical operators and gates and dashed lines in BPMN models
(message ﬂows). People familiar with logic understood the
logical operators of EPC notation. Study participants complained about the lack of signatures under the elements ’start’
and ’end’ in UML diagrams, and completely non-intuitive
’fork’ and ’control merging’. Everyone reported the need to
present a legend by which they could learn the functions of
unknown elements. When asked what could help them in
understanding the process, they pointed to the need to sign
logical operators in models for UML and BPMN, and to name
the points initiating and terminating UML processes. In the
answers to this question, the legend appeared again as an
element necessary for the correct interpretation of processes.
Participants asked if they prefer models containing more
or less details differed in the answers. The ﬁrst respondent
admitted that due to her professional experience and good
knowledge of the presented processes, her basic model is
sufﬁcient. Others pointed out that models with a high level
of detail do not leave room for their own interpretation,
which is not recommended for self-organizing teams. They
also claimed that by accurately presenting the process, it is
easier to determine my place and responsibility, "I am able to
be more independent and organize myself." Two respondents
mentioned that models that included a large amount of details
can be useful when introducing new employees to teams.
Respondents asked about whether they prefer colored (EPC
diagrams) or black and white models mostly chose the former.
However, they pointed out that elements that would be of the
same color should mean the same or present the same process
results (positive/negative result). They again admitted that
a legend would be useful that would describe the meaning of
individual colors. Two respondents said that colored schemes
are easier to orientate and ﬁnd, colors help categorize relevant
groups of elements. Two respondents chose black and white
process diagrams.
Respondents noted that models that clearly deﬁne responsibility for speciﬁc process steps are deﬁnitely more useful
and make the schemes clearer. Everyone agreed that BPMN
notation offering ’pool and track’ tools handles role presentation best. The models in which the pools were used
were assessed as the most clear, the participants immediately
pointed out the clear division of roles in the process. The
element of ’organizational units’ was less often interpreted in
an appropriate manner. The respondents did not immediately
understand the function they play in the models.
VII. N OTATION INTEROPERABILITY
As there are several notations for business process modeling,
the possibility of converting models between them is an
important research topic.
In the case of transformations between BPMN and EPC, it
is important to notice that one-to-one translation pattern cannot
be used here, as there are syntax differences, e.g. in EPC each
function must be followed by an event [32]. There are methods
based on transforming rules from EPC to BPMN models [33].

However, during transformation from EPC to BPMN, the
information content may change what may result in a slight
information loss due to process model transformation [34].
Thus, recently new methods have been developed and new
transformation rules proposed which should minimize the
information loss [35].
There are also a number of papers concerning UML to
BPMN [36]–[40] and BPMN to UML [41]–[43] transformation.
The conversions between the selected three notations can
be dome through some other standard such as BPEL [44]
or spreadsheets [45]. Workﬂow patterns constitute another
effective way of transformation. However, as noticed by Grigorova and Mironov [46], [47], there is still a gap between
some pattern constructs available in the notations, such as
cancel activity (not supported by EPC), persistent trigger and
generalized AND (not supported by UML).
Khudori and Kurniawan [48] conducted a broad survey
on business process transformation techniques and stated that
none of the existing techniques supports a truly complete
transformation between the process modeling notations.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this work, we discussed and compared the three most
popular business process modeling notations — Uniﬁed Modeling Language, Business Process Model and Notation and
Event-Driven Process Chain. Our work included also a comparative study of the above-mentioned notations and a survey conducted among the employees of a mid-sized training
company, as well as an overview of notation interoperability
approaches present in the current research work.
Uniﬁed Modeling Language can be successfully used to
prepare business process models. It offers two diagrams that
can be used for this purpose: use cases and activities. The latter
presents the process as a sequence of actions and actions that
the control ﬂow connects to decision blocks.
Business Process Model and Notation is the richest notation
in terms of the number of graphic elements. Thanks to this,
the person preparing models can very accurately reﬂect the
nature of the designed activity or event, present the type of
task being performed, mark the default process ﬂow or present
the required data objects. BPMN offers also a way to present
roles in the process in a very clear and legible way to the
user, in form of pools and lanes. It also lets users create
choreography diagrams that present information ﬂows and
interactions between pools in a more user-friendly way.
Event-Driven Process Chain is characterized by a relatively
small number of elements that can be used to build a diagram,
as well as the practice of using colors. After all, it allows
users to create models even for complex business processes,
while assigning responsibilities to speciﬁc functions, using
organizational units.
As future work, we plan to calculate and compare complexity metrics of the analyzed business process models, as well
as to conduct a more detailed survey among a larger set of
companies from the SME sector.
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Software, System and Service Engineering

T

HE S3E track emphasizes the issues relevant to developing and maintaining software systems that behave
reliably, efficiently and effectively. This track investigates
both established traditional approaches and modern emerging
approaches to large software production and evolution.
For decades, it is still an open question in software industry, how to provide fast and effective software process
and software services, and how to come to the software
systems, embedded systems, autonomous systems, or cyberphysical systems that will address the open issue of supporting information management process in many, particularly
complex organization systems. Even more, it is a hot issue
how to provide a synergy between systems in common and
software services as mandatory component of each modern
organization, particularly in terms of IoT, Big Data, and
Industry 4.0 paradigms.
In recent years, we are the witnesses of great movements
in the area of software, system and service engineering (S3E).
Such movements are both of technological and methodological
nature. By this, today we have a huge selection of various
technologies, tools, and methods in S3E as a discipline that
helps in a support of the whole information life cycle in
organization systems. Despite that, one of the hot issues in
practice is still how to effectively develop and maintain complex systems from various aspects, particularly when software
components are crucial for addressing declared system goals,
and their successful operation. It seems that nowadays we have
great theoretical potentials for application of new and more
effective approaches in S3E. However, it is more likely that
real deployment of such approaches in industry practice is far
behind their theoretical potentials.
The main goal of Track 5 is to address open questions
and real potentials for various applications of modern approaches and technologies in S3E so as to develop and
implement effective software services in a support of information management and system engineering. We intend
to address interdisciplinary character of a set of theories,
methodologies, processes, architectures, and technologies in
disciplines such as: Software Engineering Methods, Techniques, and Technologies, Cyber-Physical Systems, Lean and
Agile Software Development, Design of Multimedia and
Interaction Systems, Model Driven Approaches in System
Development, Development of Effective Software Services and
Intelligent Systems, as well as applications in various problem
domains. We invite researchers from all over the world who
will present their contributions, interdisciplinary approaches
or case studies related to modern approaches in S3E. We
express an interest in gathering scientists and practitioners
interested in applying these disciplines in industry sector, as
well as public and government sectors, such as healthcare,

education, or security services. Experts from all sectors are
welcomed.
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HE IEEE Software Engineering Workshop (SEW) is the
oldest Software Engineering event in the world, dating
back to 1969. The workshop was originally run as the NASA
Software Engineering Workshop and focused on software
engineering issues relevant to NASA and the space industry.
After the 25th edition, it became the NASA/IEEE Software
Engineering Workshop and expanded its remit to address many
more areas of software engineering with emphasis on practical
issues, industrial experience and case studies in addition to
traditional technical papers. Since its 31st edition, it has been
sponsored by IEEE and has continued to broaden its areas of
interest.
One such extremely hot new area are Cyber-physical Systems (CPS), which encompass the investigation of approaches
related to the development and use of modern software systems
interfacing with real world and controlling their surroundings.
CPS are physical and engineering systems closely integrated
with their typically networked environment. Modern airplanes,
automobiles, or medical devices are practically networks of
computers. Sensors, robots, and intelligent devices are abundant. Human life depends on them. CPS systems transform
how people interact with the physical world just like the
Internet transformed how people interact with one another.
The joint workshop aims to bring together all those researchers with an interest in software engineering, both with
CPS and broader focus. Traditionally, these workshops attract industrial and government practitioners and academics
pursuing the advancement of software engineering principles,
techniques and practices. This joint edition will also provide
a forum for reporting on past experiences, for describing new
and emerging results and approaches, and for exchanging ideas
on best practice and future directions.
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Abstract—Optimizing CPS behavior in terms of energy consumption can have a signiﬁcant impact on system reliability.
The environment inﬂuences the system’s behavior, and neglecting
the environmental behavior has an indirect negative impact on
optimizing the system’s behavior. In this work, to increase the
system’s ﬂexibility, the behavior of the environment is modeled
dynamically to apply the disorderliness of its behavior. The
resulting models are formally veriﬁed. By examining the past
environmental behavior and predicting its future behavior, energy
optimization is done more dynamically. The veriﬁcation results
acquired using a UPPAAL-SMC show that the optimization of
system behavior by predicting the environmental behavior has
been successful. Our approach is demonstrated using a case study
within an I4 setting.

C

I. I NTRODUCTION

YBER-PHYSICAL SYSTEMS (CPS) are continuously
developing and have become an integral part of Industry
4.0 (I4). The I4 revolution relies on the interconnectivity of
machines and automation of processes to improve factory productivity. Modern industry uses assets designed to do different
tasks; for example, a robotic arm can assemble, palletize,
and solder. Consequently, many production cells can perform
the same activity, but each cell’s production time differs. For
instance, total automation, sustainable production, and efﬁcient
scheduling are challenges that need to be addressed to achieve
the I4 objective.
According to the United Nations Goals, production sustainability is one of the goals for industry [1]. One of the
key factors in CPS is energy consumption, and neglecting
energy consumption limits the reliability and safety of such
systems. We differentiate between two types of techniques
for reducing the energy consumption of a system: whether
a CPS has to reconstruct its behavior or make structural
modiﬁcations such as using light materials, different types
of batteries, and efﬁcient motors. Structural modiﬁcations can
reduce energy consumption but are costly; instead, behavioral
changes modify the device software and are cheap.
One of the challenges in CPS analysis is predicting the
environmental behavior and modeling the environment since
its behavior may change depending on various factors. Although CPS is highly affected by the environment, it has no
control over it. For example, in an autonomous vehicle system,
the system’s performance is based entirely on the analysis of
environmental behavior. Knowing information such as how
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often we are likely to see each sign or which sign is less likely
to be seen based on the current situation allows the system to
make optimal decisions. For example, the speed can increase
with a gentler slope if it is likely to see a stop sign. Sometimes
no strong logic can be found for modeling the environment. In
this regard, the challenge is run-time data collection, and the
system’s ability to dynamically model the environment based
on these data increases the system’s ﬂexibility. One way to do
this is to use learning algorithms to study the past and predict
future environmental behavior.
In this paper, energy-aware timed behaviors of CPS are
speciﬁed in Stochastic Hybrid Automata (SHA) [2]. By considering the cost of each behavior, the amount of energy
consumption of the system for different modes is obtained. In
this way, The minimum and maximum energy consumption of
the system can be calculated. Due to the dependence of energy
consumption on environmental behavior and the disorderliness
of this behavior, the environment with which CPS is associated
is dynamically modeled.
Our earlier works [3]–[6] veriﬁed the safety of CPS (including the controller and physical parts) and analyzed performance in terms of time and resource constraints: In order
to model the unpredictable behaviors of environment, ﬁxed
probabilities were considered and allocated to the possible
transitions. Whereas our current work utilizes dynamic probabilities instead of the predetermined probability. The main
contributions of this paper are:
•

•

•

Formal modeling of energy-aware timed behaviors of
CPS in SHA that captures discrete and continuous behaviors of both the controller and its environment and
verifying the system using a statistical model checker,
UPPAAL-SMC.
Dynamic modeling of the environment to increase the
ﬂexibility of the system against the disorderliness behavior of the environment.
Optimize the behavior of the system in terms of energy
consumption by predicting the future environmental behavior.

In this work, we use the dynamic probability for each
environmental incident automatically updated after a certain
number of iterations. According to the past behavior of the
environment, the system can predict its future behavior and
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make decisions based on it. Thus, the environmental behavior
of the system is modeled more dynamically.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents our methodology. The industrial case study we used
to demonstrate the applicability of our framework is presented
in Section III. Section IV shows the modeling and veriﬁcation
results. Section V provides related works, and Section VI
describes research challenges and intended future works.
II. M ETHODOLOGY
A. Energy Optimization
The behavior of CPS can be optimized by improving the
behavior of its components without structural changes, such
as energy modes. We conduct optimization by addressing
energy consumption; We model the continuous behavior of
the system through SHA, which enables us to ﬁnd the best
path of having a speciﬁc behavior with minimum energy
consumption. By using statistical analysis, the probability of
energy optimization has been investigated up to a certain
conﬁdence degree. The behavior of the environment, which
directly impacts the energy consumption process, has also been
studied.
B. Modeling environmental behavior
To model and predict the environmental behavior of CPS, it
is essential to learn from its previous behavior. As discussed in
Section I, the dynamic probability is used because the behavior
of the environment can change, and modeling it with ﬁxed
probabilities will signiﬁcantly simplify and limit the system
model. Therefore, the current work uses variable probabilities
for each environmental incident by considering its behavioral
disorderliness. These probabilities are updated in each period
using closed-loop control and by analyzing the output of the
system. To do this, the occurrence time of each event is stored
in an array of integers. After a certain number of iterations,
this array is sorted using the ascending sort algorithm, and
the number of occurrences of each event is calculated. Based
on that, the probability of its recurrence in the future is
predicted. This possibility will be updated automatically on
each iteration. Thus, instead of using ﬁxed and predetermined
probabilities for each event, by considering the system’s past
behavior (environment) and predicting future behavior based
on it, dynamic probabilities updated in each iteration are used.

Fig. 1. Reduced System Architecture of a Factory

the distribution of the drones. We aim to add the capability
of distribution to the production plant. The distribution system
selects the elements from a storing warehouse, classiﬁes and
orders them. The expected ﬁnal result is a pile of drone boxes
ready to be picked by a truck.
In the proposed distribution system, the drones are obtained
from the automated warehouse Efﬁmat [8]. An ER mobile
manipulator [9] picks the products from the warehouse and
places them in the B&R’s magnetic distribution conveyor.
A robotic manipulator UR3e [10] sortes and palletizes the
packages using distribution schedule and route plan. Fig. 2
shows the elements that compose the distribution system.
We particularly focus on the sorting capability, which is
done by the manipulator UR3e. The manipulator UR3e is an
anthropomorphic robotic arm made by Universal Robots [10].
The robot UR3e possesses six axes of rotation, as is shown in
Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Distribution system and its components

III. C ASE S TUDY
In this section, we present a case of study that is part of a
production plant. Fig. 1 shows a reduced system architecture of
a factory. In non-automatized factories, operators manufacture
and package the ﬁnal products. In parallel, the distribution
schedule and routes of distribution are deﬁned. In the next
stage, operators sort elements for distribution via a truck.
The Industry 4.0 Laboratory at the University of Southern
Denmark (SDU) 1 is working in a production line for drone assembling [7]. The current state of the project does not consider
1 https://www.sdu.dk/en/forskning/i40lab

Fig. 3. Robot UR3e joints and griper VG10

In the sorting activity, the robot picks the objects from
position A and then places the package in position B or C
according to the distribution plan. The frequency of packages
depends on the customer orders and the distribution plan.
The system includes a position idle. When the robot is in
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the idle position, it consumes less energy than in the other
positions. One of the objectives of this study is to design
an energy optimal robot behavior based on environmental
behavior. Therefore, we measure the energy consumption of
each of the robot movements and the rate of consumption of
the robot in a static position, which is presented in Table I.
TABLE I
E NERGY CONSUMPTION OF EACH OF THE ROBOT MOVEMENTS
Movement / position

Energy Consumption

A to B
A to C
B to A
C to A
B to Idle
C to Idle
Idle to A
A
B
C
Idle

374.0 [J]
293.3 [J]
196.1 [J]
125.7 [J]
198.6 [J]
145.0 [J]
112.3 [J]
40.20 [J/s]
39.87 [J/s]
40.45 [J/s]
37.45 [J/s]

IV. M ODELING AND VERIFICATION RESULTS
The described case study in Section III, is modeled in
SHA, including the energy-aware timed transitions and the
amount of energy consumed in each state. The operational
semantics of both the system and its environment are formally
speciﬁed in SHA, and the models are veriﬁed against given
requirements through UPPAAL-SMC [11] The veriﬁcation
results are displayed in Table II and discussed in Section IV-B
A. Modeling energy-aware behavior and environmental behavior prediction
Fig. 4 shows the robotic arm automaton. Initially, the robotic
arm is in idle mode, and with the arrival of the package,
it receives a message through the synchronization channel
move?. In this case, each of the six joints of the robotic arm has
to change the angle of their position to put the arm in the ideal
position for state A; then, it will be ready to grab the package.
Depending on where the package goes, it will reset its joints’
angles again and move the package to the desired location.
In this model, the amount of energy consumption for each
transmission is calculated discretely according to Table I. The
robotic arm consumes energy per time unit when it is in one
of the three different modes (Idle, StandbyB, StandbyC). The
amount of energy consumption for each of the three modes is
calculated continuously. For example, the energy consumption
per time unit when the robotic arm is in idle mode is calculated
using formula energy’==Idle.
In this SHA model, the variant FB is the functional behavior
of the system, which can have an integer value between 0 to 3,
representing moving up, moving down, going idle, and coming
back from idle behaviors, respectively. The variant GoR is the
grabber’s behavior which can have an integer value of 0 or
1, representing grabbing the box or releasing it, respectively.
After moving box from position A to B or C, it is decided

Fig. 4. Robotic arm automaton

whether to stay in the same state (StandbyB or StandbyC in
Fig. 4) or to go into the idle mode to save energy.
Such a decision is made with the help of the environment
model. Fig. 5 shows the SHA of the environment: 5 different
periods are deﬁned, which indicate the arrival time of the
packages. The probability of occurrence of each is a variable
of type integer, whose value is updated every 20 times the
packages have arrived, and henceforth we call this period
iteration.
The general goal of the environment SHA is: (1) to model
the behavior of the environment dynamically to include its
disorderliness behavior; (2) to change the behavior of the system based on the analysis of the past environmental behavior
and to decide on the future behavior of the system based on
a prediction. In the ﬁrst case, ﬁve variables TI1, TI2, TI3,
TI4, and TI5 are used for the probability of occurrence of
each time interval as shown in Fig. 5. These variables are
changing in each iteration, and this increases the possibility of
including critical factors such as environmental disorderliness
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Algorithm 1 Decide about system behavior based on a prediction of environmental behavior

Fig. 5. Environment automaton

in modeling. In the second case, using the Update() function,
each time the boxes arrive is saved in the array, and every 20
times, at the end of the iteration, this SHA uses this function
to decide on the behavior of the system for the next iteration.
Algorithm 1 shows how the Update() function works.
In Algorithm 1, env is an array of length 20 that saves the
box arrival time. When the 20th box has arrived, it counts
the number of times a box arrived in each time interval
and updated the probabilities accordingly. Suppose the system
goes into the idle mode and a box enters position A earlier
than a speciﬁc time. In that case, the system consumes more
energy because the transition cost to enter to and exit from
the idle mode is more than staying in standby mode. For this
reason, this function makes a decision using the calculated
probabilities for the next iteration. It should be noted that in
some transitions, energy consumption may increase. Still, the
purpose of this prediction is to determine whether, on average,
a particular transition (going idle) will decrease or increase energy consumption. Veriﬁcation results show that this algorithm
has been successful in reducing energy consumption.
B. Veriﬁcation results
In this section, we discuss the veriﬁcation results that are
given in Table II: energy indicates the system’s energy consumption in the presence of idle mode and energy2 indicates
the system’s energy consumption in the absence of idle mode.
The ﬁrst ﬁve queries are related to energy consumption. As
presented in the veriﬁcation results, by predicting the behavior of the environment and changing the system’s behavior
accordingly, the amount of energy consumption is reduced by
a probability of close to 100 (query 3). For example, in the
table, in 3 hours (10800 seconds) and with an average of 20
runs, 60 kJ of energy consumption has decreased. In some
transitions, there is a possibility that energy consumption in
the case of having idle mode increases (queries 4 and 5).
As illustrated in Table I, the cost of going idle from
position C, and coming back to position A is more than the

void update()
if counter >= 19 then
env[19]=b;
TI1=0; TI2=0; TI3=0; TI4=0; TI5=0;
counter=0; i= 0; j=1;
while i < 20 do
while j < 20 do
if env[i] >= env[j] then
q1 = sort[i]; sort[i] = sort[j]; sort[j] =
end
j++;
end
i++;
end
i= 0;
while i < 20 do
if env[i] <= threshold1 then
TI1++;
end
if env[i] <= threshold2 and env[i] > threshold1
TI2++;
end
if env[i] <= threshold3 and env[i] > threshold2
TI3++;
end
if env[i] <= threshold4 and env[i] > threshold3
TI4++;
end
if env[i] > threshold4 then
TI5++;
end
i++;
end
q2= TI1+TI2;
q3= TI3+TI4+TI5;
if q2 >= q3 then
goIdle=0;
else
goIdle=1;
end
else
env[counter]=b;
counter++;
end

q1;

then
then
then

cost of staying in standby mode for some time and then
going to position A. Therefore, it is beneﬁcial to move to
the idle mode when the duration of staying in that mode is
longer than a certain amount of time. The proposed method
examines whether such behavior is beneﬁcial or detrimental
to the system. Since the proposed algorithm makes decisions
for each iteration (for every 20 boxes), and the decision is
based on an average reduction in energy consumption, in
some cases, the variable energy may be more than energy2
(especially at the beginning due to small differences between
energy and energy2), because by predicting the behavior of the
environment, decisions are made for the entire next iteration.
This is why query 5 (which indicates that energy consumption
is always lower by having idle mode) is invalid. However,
energy consumption generally decreases over time.
The modeling and veriﬁcation results (ﬁrst ﬁve queries)
show that, in the case of being aware of the environmental
behavior, the system can optimize the energy consumption by
improving the behavior of its components. The second group
of veriﬁcation results (queries 6 to 16) is related to the safety
properties of the robotic arm. For example, in each of the
different states, such as Idle, A, B, and C, the joints of the
arm must be at a certain angle in order to achieve the ideal
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TABLE II
V ERIFICATION RESULTS
Query

Result

1
2
3
4
5

E[<=10800; 20] (max:energy)
E[<=10800; 20] (max:energy2)
Pr[t<=10800](<>energy<=energy2)
E<> Behavior.StandbyC and Behavior2.StandbyC and energy >= energy2
A[] Behavior.StandbyC and Behavior2.StandbyC and energy <= energy2

2899.54
2959.38
[0.901855,1]
Valid
Invalid

6

A[](Behavior.InIdle imply Behavior.angle1==-8 and Behavior.angle2==-79 and Behavior.angle3==-87
and Behavior.angle4==-105 and Behavior.angle5==87 and Behavior.angle6==-51)
A[] (Behavior.ReadyA imply Behavior.angle1==-8 and Behavior.angle2==-87 and Behavior.angle3==-128
and Behavior.angle4==-56 and Behavior.angle5==87 and Behavior.angle6==-52)
A[] (Behavior.StandbyC imply Behavior.angle1==83 and Behavior.angle2==-114 and Behavior.angle3==-95
and Behavior.angle4==-65 and Behavior.angle5==93 and Behavior.angle6==-49)
A[] (Behavior.StandbyB imply Behavior.angle1==177 and Behavior.angle2==-123 and Behavior.angle3==-80
and Behavior.angle4==-66 and Behavior.angle5==90 and Behavior.angle6==-46)
A[] (Behavior.BoxMovedC imply Behavior.e1<=15)
A[] (Behavior.BoxMovedB imply Behavior.e1<=10)
Behavior.BoxMovedC –> Behavior.Grab
Behavior.BoxMovedB –> Behavior.Grab
Behavior.InIdle –> Behavior.ReadyA
Behavior.InIdle –> Behavior.Grab
A[] not deadlock

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

position.
V. R ELATED WORKS
For optimizing the energy consumption, authors in [12]–
[15] have focused on behavioral techniques, such as time
scaling, task scheduling, and break-release scheduling. In the
time scaling technique, which refers to modifying energy consumption by scaling the task execution time, The optimization
technique is not straightforward because the relation between
energy consumption and task execution time is not linear.
Authors in [16], presented a scheme for energy transfer
between nodes. The authors used a solar panel with a certain
efﬁciency and energy loss to charge the nodes. The solar panel
was considered to be in clear-sky daily irradiation, which is
almost ideal. Even issues such as energy loss can be increased
or decreased under the inﬂuence of environmental conditions.
Authors in [4], [6], predict the energy consumption of the
system and examine whether the energy consumption is in a
certain range or not. In these works, the performance of the
system is based on the analysis of environmental behavior.
Both of these works could be improved by considering the
behavior of the environment and its impact on energy consumption. Also, in [17], which examines the impact of security
on system safety, the probability of a successful message is
permanently ﬁxed, something that may not always be true in
reality.
VI. D ISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
Among the important challenges that CPS face is environmental behavior. The behavior of CPS is highly dependent
on how the environment proceeds. In our case study, reducing energy consumption by changing the system’s behavior
depends on whether the boxes arrive earlier or later than a
speciﬁc time. As mentioned in Section IV, the amount of
energy consumption for the case study is reduced when the

Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid

idle mode is not used in the case that the boxes’ arrival time
to the position A is earlier than a speciﬁc time. Since the
box arrival time is unpredictable, such environment behaviors
cannot be decided by the system. This presents a challenge to
the improvement of energy consumption. To solve this challenge, we dynamically modeled the environment’s behavioral
disorderliness and decided on the next iteration continuously.
In this work, we analyze the reduction of energy consumption by improving the behavior of the components without
structural changes by using cost-optimal reachability analysis.
Due to the dependence of system behavior on the environment,
we examine the behavior of the environment from two aspects.
First, the behavior of the environment may be quite irregular,
so using ﬁxed, predeﬁned probabilities for incidents makes the
existing system much simpliﬁed. For this purpose, to increase
the system’s ﬂexibility against the disorderliness behavior
of the environment, it is modeled dynamically. Second, the
system can optimize its behavior by predicting the behavior
that the environment may have in the future. So, by examining
the past environmental behavior, the system can dynamically
adjust its behavior to optimize its behavior in terms of energy
consumption. We demonstrate the applicability of our framework on an industrial case study within the I4 Lab at SDU,
which can also be extended to other assets in the CPS and IoT
domains.
To increase system reliability, the system must be able to
operate despite the behavioral disorder of the environment.
This study demonstrates that it is possible to improve system
performance by predicting its future behavior. Therefore, as
future work, we intend to use machine learning (ML) in
the decision-making process [18] to improve the way we
predict environmental behavior and check the mathematical
expectation of each incident. This helps the system make a
decision, based on whether it will gain a proﬁt or a loss
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by choosing a speciﬁc route. Moreover, by including the
Entropy criterion [19], we will measure the severity of this
disorderliness as well as the efﬁciency of our decision-making
algorithm in different conditions.
Since such systems communicate with the main server
through IoT communication protocols, we will also include
security checks. As a continuation of our previous work [17],
which showed how a breach in cybersecurity could endanger
safety, we will improve both the safety and security aspects
of CPS with IoT features. As ongoing work, we will: (1) Use
ML algorithms in the decision-making process to increase the
efﬁciency of the decision; (2) Measure the severity level of the
disorderliness of the environment by including the Entropy criterion; (3) Improve and integrate safety and security in CPS &
IoT veriﬁcation; (4) Demonstrate the applicability with other
veriﬁcation/optimization tools supporting these techniques.
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Abstract—This paper examines the decentralized controller for
an interconnected software system subject to malicious attacks.
The security of software interconnected systems (SIS) subject to
malicious attacks is discussed using Event-Triggered Mechanism
(ETM). We design a novel ETM with decentralized feedback for
managing resources and keeping the system stable during attacks.
We use Numenta-Hierarchical Temporal Memory (N-HTM) for
monitoring the ETM values. In addition, numerical simulation
of the service provider system is considered for illustrating
our model’s effectiveness. Experiments reveal that our model
stabilizes the system after an average of 2s from the launch
of the last attack. As a result, the average consumption of the
resources is reduced by 70%.
Index Terms—Decentralized control, Software interconnected
systems, Event-triggered control, Numenta-Hierarchical Temporal Memory

I. I NTRODUCTION
Interconnected systems consist of a set of coupled subsystems that are physically distributed. We use decentralized
control due to its better ﬂexibility, scalability, and reliability
compared to centralized control. In these years, decentralized
control schemes have been used for dealing with complex
interconnected systems [1].
Rapid development in computers and communication directed
the rise of Software Control Systems (SCs). Most works on
distributed system communication assumed that the quality
of service of the communication would ensure stable communication. The objective of our model is to maintain preﬁxed controller performance during attacks. Different kinds
of attacks are examined in security control domains such as
denial-of-service (DoS) attacks [2], replay attacks, and deception attacks [3]. Liu et al. [2] concentrated on the stabilization
problem for communication systems enduring intermittent
DoS jamming attacks. During replay attacks, the data from the
operator to the actuator is maliciously repeated. An et al. [4]
examined a secure state estimation model based on an adaptive
switched mechanism during deception attacks. Wang et al. [5]
modeled deception attacks utilizing norm-bounded functions
conditioned on the state of the system and developed a resilient
control for neural control systems. Ding et al. [6] examined
distributed recursive ﬁlter against deception attacks utilizing
a gradient method. Unlike a simplistic communication system
with just one independent controller, Software Interconnected
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System (SIS) has various subsystems and controllers, making
it tough to analyze its performance during malicious attacks.
In point-to-point communication, performance is hardly maintained by the controller during non-ideal data transmission. In
these years, researchers are trying to improve the Quality of
Service (QoS) of the software for a better Quality of Control
(QoC). During the last decade, the event-triggered mechanism
helped in balancing between QoS and QoC for control systems
and sampled-data control systems [7]. Our model is different
from the time-triggered mechanism (TTM) in terms of execution frequency of the Event-Triggered Mechanism (ETM).
When the frequency of execution of ETM is reduced, resource
consumption is controlled.
The existing state-of-the-art works highlight that ETC mainly
relies on absolute error, relative error, and some additional
measuring parameters. If the error is beyond a predeﬁned
threshold, then data-releasing is done. Fei et al. [8] investigated cloud-aided active suspension control where the ETM
threshold depends on the bandwidth use. Tian et al. [9] designed a hybrid-triggered scheme which was based on random
switching within TTM and ETM and achieved a commending
tradeoff among QoC and QoS.
We measure the performance of ETM using a parameter
termed as Data Releasing Rate (DRR). Data Release Sample
Ratio (DRSR) is the ratio of the number of data releases
to the number of data-sampling in a deﬁned period. After
reviewing the earlier state-of-the-art works, it was concluded
that ETM could effectively reduce the DRR. Whenever an
attack occurs on the software system, the controller needs
more frequent data to stabilize the system again. We apply
a technique, namely Numenta Hierarchical Temporal Memory
(N-HTM) [10] which can ﬁnd and spot anomalous patterns for
data where simplistic techniques such as thresholds generate
substantial false positives and false negatives. It helps set
thresholds; otherwise, the delayed transmission will reduce
the system life due to rapid temperature ﬂuctuations. Until
the ETM responds with a change in data, the service provider
will get massive requests due to malicious attacks and heat the
system. As the controller gets feedback from ETM, it reduces
the load rapidly, leading to quick cooling. The cycle of rapid
temperature changes deteriorates the system’s life. A simple
ETM will not be sufﬁcient, and designing a resilient ETM for
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SCS subject to malicious attacks is challenging. The above
issues motivate us to design an efﬁcient ETM.
This article introduces a decentralized controller for interconnected software systems subject to malicious attacks. The main
contributions of this article are as follows:
1) Malicious attacks on the software are considered.
2) A novel ETM is proposed where the control unit receives
the least amount of feedback deﬁned using N-HTM and
guarantees desired control performance during malicious
attacks.
3) DRR during the run-time is maintained at a moderate
level.
4) A decentralized security output feedback control technique is proposed for stabilizing the system during
malicious attacks.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II discusses the integrated proposed model of the
SIS, ETM, and malicious attacks. Section III manifests the
design considerations of decentralized, resilient control for
SIS subject to malicious attacks. Section IV signiﬁes results,
advantages and effectiveness of our proposed model using
service provider model, Section V considers related state-ofthe-art works, section VI highlights threats to validity of our
model and Section VII concludes the paper.
II. I NTEGRATED PROPOSED MODEL OF SIS, ETM, AND
MALICIOUS ATTACKS

Before going in-depth, we summarize the notations that
will be used in the paper. Rn is used for n-dimensional
Euclidean space, Rnxm for a set of n x m matrices, k.k
represents Euclidean norm, P T is the transpose of a matrix
P , E {β} evaluates the expectation of the stochastic variable β, diagN {Xi } = diag {X1 , X2 , ..., XN }, coln {xi } =
T
 T
x1 , ..., xTN and ∗ represents the symmetric term in a matrix.
A. System Description

Consider an interconnected system S depicted in Figure 1:
ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + f (t, x(t))

(1)

y(t) = Cx(t)

(2)

where A, B and C are matrices, f (t, x(t)) represents the
coupling between interconnected systems, state of the system: x(t) = colN {xi (t)}, input to the system: u(t) =
colN {ui (t)},
colN {yi (t)},
PNoutput of the system: y(t)P=
N
xi (t)ǫRni ( i=1 ni = n), yi (t)ǫRpi ( i=1 pi = p),
PN
ui (t)ǫRmi ( i=1 mi = m), p < n and C is row full rank.
Here it is assumed that coupling function satisﬁes Equation 3:
||fi (t, x(t))|| ≤ δi2 kFi x(t)k
where δi is scalar and Fi is a known matrix.

(3)

Fig. 1: The framework of software decentralized control system
B. Novel ETM
Figure 1 shows the output of the subsystem provided to
the software and monitored by the ETM. The ETM monitors
the output and accordingly decides whether to inform the controller or not. We use N-HTM for calculating the raw anomaly
score of outputs of subsystems, as anomaly score indicates
the deviation between actual and predicted output. First, an
anomaly score is computed from the intersection between
predicted and actual sparse vectors. Then, we compute the
anomaly likelihood value from the window of the last W raw
anomaly scores. N-HTM models this distribution as a rolling
normal.
X
W =
St
(4)
where, t = 1, 2, 3, 4, ... The sample mean and variance are
continuously calculated and updated using Equations 5 and 6.
Pi=w−1
st−i
(5)
µt = i=0
k
Pi=w−1
(st−i − µt )2
2
δt = i=0
(6)
k−1
where, w is the last window length and k is the number
of instances. Then an average of recent anomaly scores is
evaluated using Equation 7, and the anomaly is conﬁrmed by
applying a threshold to the Gaussian tail probability.
Lt = 1 − Q(
Pi=w−1

s

µt ′ − µt
)
δt

(7)

where µ′t = i=0 j t−i and j < k. Anomalous behavior will
be reported if Lt ≥ 1.
Remark 1: We use different output values, i.e., y from other
ETC [11]. Anomalous data is searched within a sequence of
outputs, and an alert is sent to the controller for altered output.
Anomalous ﬁnder like N-HTM tackles ﬂuctuations caused by
noises and disturbances.
Remark 2: Compared to the conventional ETM, our model
sends packets sporadically to the controller when the system
is under attack or sensing external disturbance. The above
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process will ensure better QoC, and DRR average value will
be lower through runtime.
C. Malicious Attack Model
Decentralized control will break the controller problems by
utilizing multiple controllers. In our work, the decentralized
scheme of the subsystems is deﬁned using Equation 8.
ui (t) = Ki yi (t)

(8)

where, Ki is the local controller gain of the subsystems.
Remark 3: The centralized output feedback control is deﬁned
using Equation 9.
uci (t)

=

N
X

kij yj (t)

(9)

D. Overall Model
Combining Equations 1, 2 and 8, we deﬁne SIS using
Equation 12.
ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + B(I + a(t))Ky(tk ) + f (t) +

ǔi (t) = ui (tk ) ± ai (t)ui (tk )

i=1

1) The probability of the continuous attack being detected
is more prominent than random intermittent attacks.
E.g., Trojan is tougher to detect due to its stealth and
intermittent attacking behavior, while worms are easily
detected due to continuous attack 1 .
2) The attack is obstructed due to the underlying operating
system on which the software is running.
3) The objective of the attack is to destroy the control
system; thus, the malicious instances need to alter the
input so that the dropout of the attack signal looks like
a standard transmission.
Remark 5: ai (t) varies between 0 to 1 depending on whether
the data transmitted through the system is benign or malicious.
The intensity of attacks happening on each subsystem is
deﬁned using the number of malicious samples active at any
point.
From the above discussions, the control input during malicious
attacks is ﬁnalized using Equation 11.
ǔ(t) = Ky(tk ) ± a(t)Ky(tk )

(11)

where, K = diagN {Ki }.
1 https://www.websecurity.digicert.com/security-topics/difference-betweenvirus-worm-and-trojan-horse

(12)

where, Li = diag {0..0I0..0} ; I ′ s location depends on the
value of i. We deﬁne e(tk , l) = x(tk ) − x(tk + l) and ηt =
t − (tk + l). Then, Equation 12 is transformed to Equation 13.
ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + B(I + a(t))KC [e(tk , l) + x(t − η(t))] +
f (t) +

N
X
i=1

(āi − ai (t))BLi KC[e(tk , l) + x(t − ηt ))]

(13)

A SIS is termed stable whenever xT (t)P x(t) ≤ ς 2 , ∀t ≥
t0 + T for kai (t)k ≤ ς 3 /N . Here, P > 0 and T > 0 . The
primary purpose of our work is to build a controller and ETM
such that SIS is stable in the presence of malicious attacks.

(10)

where, tε [tk + τk , tk+1 + τk+1 ], ai (tk ) is the attack that tampers the control input at time tk , τk is the software processing
delay having value between η and expectation of τ . Gu et al.
[11] had proved that malicious attack will remain undetected
when kai (t)k ≤ ς 3 /N , where ς is a scalar value.
Remark 4: The malware which attacks intermittently is
effective due to these reasons.

N
X

(āi − ai (t))BLi Ky(tk )

j=1

The control information transmitted via software is vulnerable
to attack. The control input to the subsystem during the
malicious attack is deﬁned using Equation 10.
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III. C ONTROLLER D ESIGN
In this section, we develop the controller together with
ETM for SIS when malicious attacks are happening.
Conditions will be formed and represented in terms of a
set
matrix inequalities. At ﬁrst, we deﬁne ζ =
 T of linear
x (t) xT (t − η1 ) xT (t − η(t)) xT (t − η2 ) aT (t) .
ℑi represents a compatible row-matrix with the ith
block as identity matrix
 and other as zero matrices, e.g.
ℑ3 = 0 0 I 0 0 . Later on, we discuss some lemmas
which are applied in our designs.
Lemma 1 [11]: Let η(t)ε [η1 , η2 ], x(t)εRn be some positive
matrices like R1 εRnxn , R2 εRnxn and matrix U εRnxn . Then
the inequalities are given in Equation 14:
− η1

Z

t
t−η1

ẋT (s)R1 ẋ(s)ds ≤ ζ T (t)ℜ1 ζ(t)

− (η2 − η1 )

Z

t−η1
t−η2

ẋT (s)R2 ẋ(s)ds ≤ ζ T (t)ℜ2 ζ(t)
(14)

Where, ℜ1 = −(ℑ1 − ℑ2 )T R1 (ℑ1 − ℑ2 ) and ℜ2 is solved
using Equation 15.


T 

ℑ2 − ℑ 3
R2 ∗
ℑ − ℑ3
(15)
ℜ2 = − 2
U R2 ℑ3 − ℑ 4
ℑ3 − ℑ 4

Lemma 2: For some given constants, η1 , η2 , ̺, ς, σ, k, with
ETM and SIS is stable whenever there exists matrices like
P > 0, ψ > 0, Q1 > 0, Q2 > 0, R1 > 0, R2 > 0, a matrix
U , a positive scalar ǫ fulﬁlling:


Γ1
∗
∗
ZA0 −Z
∗ <0
(16)
Γ2
0
−Γ3
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Where, Γ1 is deﬁned as:

Γ11
 R1

Γ1 = 
Γ31
 0
Γ51

∗
Γ22
Γ32
−U
0

∗
∗
Γ33
Γ43
Γ53

∗
∗
∗
Γ44
0


∗
∗ 

∗ 

∗ 
Γ55

(17)

Γ11 = P A + AT P + Q1 + Q2 − R1 + ǫδ 2 F T F + ςP
Γ22 = −Q1 − R1 − R2
Γ31 = C T K T B T P (I + a)
Γ32 = R2 + U
Γ33 = −2R2 − U − U T + 4σψ
Γ43 = Γ32
Γ44 = −Q2 − R2
Γ51 = Γ31
Γ53 = 2σ(1 + ̺)ψC
Γ55 =−(1 − σ − 2̺σ)ψ

A0 = A 0 B(I + a)KC 0 Ba
A2i = 0 0 BLi KC 0 −2BLi ∀iǫ {1, n}
ZA21
 . 



Γ2 = 
 . 
 . 
ZA2N
Z = η12 R1 + (η2 − η1 )2 R2
Γ3 = diag {Z, ..., Z} N times
ψ = C T ψ̄C
Now, we evaluate the values of gain and parameters of ETM.
Theorem 1: For some given constants, η1 , η2 , ̺, ς, σ and
ǫ, we have a stable SIS with ETM during malicious attacks
when ψ̃ > 0, Q̃j > 0 , R̃1 > 0, R̃2 > 0, Y , Ũ and V .


Γ̃1
∗
∗
∗
Ã1 −Z̃0 ∗
∗ 
<0
Γ=
(18)
 Γ̃2
0
Γ̃3
∗ 
Γ̃4
0
0 −ǫI


Γ̃11
 R̃1

Γ̃1 = 
Γ̃31
 0
Γ̃51

∗
Γ̃22
Γ̃32
−Ũ
0

∗
∗
Γ̃33
Γ̃43
Γ̃53

Γ̃3 = diag Z̃1 , ..., Z̃N

Z̃i = −2αi X + αi2 Z̃
The gain is deﬁned using Equation 21 and weight matrix using
22.
K = Y V −1
(21)
ψ̄ = (CC T )−1 CX −1 ψ̃X −1 C T (CC T )−1

(22)

Theorem 2: For some given constants, η1 , η2 , ̺, ς, σ, ǫ and
ϕ , we have a stable SIS with ETM during malicious attacks
when ψ̃ > 0, Q̃j > 0 , R̃1 > 0, R̃2 > 0, Y , Ũ and V . The
linear inequalities holding at this stage is:


Γ<0
−ϕI
CX − V C

∗
−I



(23)
(24)

IV. R ESULTS AND E FFECTIVENESS
In this section, we discuss the service provider model, which
manifests the advantages and effectiveness of our model.
Figure 2 represents the architecture of the service provider
system. The above model comprises four subsystems with a

(19)

CX = V C

Where,



Ã0 = AX 0 B(I + a)Y C 0 Ba

Ã2i = 0 0 BLi Y C 0 −W BLi ∀iǫ {1, n}
Ã21
 . 



Γ̃2 = 
 . 
 . 
Ã2Nn
o

∗
∗
∗
Γ̃44
0

Γ̃11 = AX + AT X + Q̃1 + Q̃2 − R̃1 + ςX
Γ̃22 = −Q̃1 − R̃1 − R̃2
Γ̃31 = C T Y T B T (I + a)
Γ̃32 = R̃2 + Ũ
Γ̃33 = −2R̃2 − Ũ − Ũ T + 4σ ψ̃
Γ̃43 = Γ̃32
Γ̃44 = −Q̃2 − R̃2
Γ̃51 = Γ̃31
Γ̃53 = 2σ(1 + ρ)ψ̃C
Γ̃55 =−(1 − σ − 2ρσ)ψ̃ 
Γ̃4 = ǫδF X 0 0 0 0


∗
∗ 

∗ 

∗ 
Γ̃55

(20)

Fig. 2: Architecture of Service Provider System
waiting list containing requests to be served later and under
service list processing the requests. Requests are stored in a
pool and sent to the waiting list or under service list. Requests
passing through right provider strength are passed to under
service list 2 and waiting list 1. Similarly, requests passing
through left provider strength will be sent to the under service
length 1 and waiting list 2. Requests are transferred to the
under service list from their respective waiting list at a ﬁxed
rate. Our objective is to keep the number of requests at 50% of
the capacity of the list size such that the server keeps running
smoothly. The limit of 50% can be varied according to our
server processing power. Provider Strength is varied across
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run-time to keep under service lists’ performance at their best.
The outputs from the under service list are sent to the software
prone to malicious attacks. After getting the feedback from the
software, ETM decides the following vector of parameters for
provider strengths to ensure fulﬁlling our objective.
The system can be modelled using following equations:
drusr1
= (cusr1 /Cusr1 )(rusr1 )2 + (cwl1 /Cusr1 )(rwl1 )2 +
dt
η1
v1
Cusr1
drusr2
= (cusr2 /Cusr2 )(rusr2 )2 + (cwl2 /Cusr2 )
dt
η2
(rwl2 )2 +
v2
Cusr2
(1 − η1 )
drwl1
= (cwl1 /Cwl1 )(rwl1 )2 +
v1
dt
Cwl1
(1 − η2 )
drwl2
= (cwl2 /Cwl2 )(rwl2 )2 +
v2
dt
Cwl2
yusr1 = kc rusr1 , yusr2 = kc rusr2 (25)
where, Cusr1 = Cwl1 = Cusr2 = Cwl2 = 1000 representing
number of requests going in the sub-system, cusr1 = cwl1 =
cwl2 = cusr2 = 50 representing numbers of requests going out
of the sub-system, kc = 0.5, r∗ shows the maximum holding
capacity of the subsystems in terms of number of requests and
η∗ along with v∗ represents the provider strength. We keep the
operating range of the system as:
0 ≤ rusr1 ≤ 800, 0 ≤ rusr2 ≤ 800, 0 ≤ rwl1 ≤ 500,

0 ≤ rwl2 ≤ 500
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From Equation 27 and 28, we redeﬁne the system model as:
ẋusr1 = 0.05x2wl1 +20xwl1 −0.05x2usr1 −60xusr1 +0.0007u1

ẋusr2 = 0.05x2wl2 + 20xwl2 − 0.05x2usr2 − 60xusr2 + 0.0003u2
ẋwl1 = 0.05x2wl1 − 20xwl1 + 0.0003u1

ẋwl2 = 0.05x2wl2 − 20xwl2 + 0.0007u2

yusr1 = 0.5xusr1 , yusr2 = 0.5xusr2

From Equations 28 and 29, we restate Equation 1 as:


−60 20
0
0
 0
−20
0
0 

A=
 0
0
−60 20 
0
0
0
−20




39
0
0
0
0.0007
0
 0

0 
0 
 F =  0 0.05 0

B=
 0


0.0003
0
0
60
0 
0
0
0 0.06
0
0

(29)

(30)

T

We deﬁne xi = [Cusri , Cwli ] . The subsystem S can be
described using Equation 1 and satisﬁes
||fi (t, x(t))|| ≤ 0.01 kFi x(t)k

The measured output of the subsystem Si is:


0.5 0
yi (t) =
x (t)∀i = 1, 2
0 0.5 i

(31)

(32)

Here, the system is a nonself-regulating due to the presence

(26)

For the minimal case, we consider following parameters: rusr1
= 600, rusr2 = 600, rwl1 = 200, rwl2 = 200, v1 = 2, v2 = 2,
η1 = 0.7 and η2 = 0.3. Then, we obtain the following system
equations:
xusr1 = rusr1 - 600, xusr2 = rusr2 - 600, xwl1 = rwl1 - 200,
xwl2 = rwl2 - 200, u1 = v1 - 2 and u2 = v2 - 2.
Then Equation 25 is modiﬁed as follows:
ẋusr1 = 0.05(xwl1 + 200)2 − 0.05(xusr1 + 600)2 + 0.0007
(u1 + 2)

2

ẋusr2 = 0.05(xwl2 +200) −0.05(xusr2 +600)2 +0.0003(u2 +2)
ẋwl1 = −0.05(xwl1 + 200)2 + 0.0003(u1 + 2)

ẋwl2 = −0.05(xwl2 + 200)2 + 0.0007(u2 + 2)

(27)

From 26, we deﬁne the range of the variables as:

(a) Sequence of attacks on subsystem wl2 and usr2

− 600 ≤ xusr1 ≤ 200, −600 ≤ xusr2 ≤ 200, −200 ≤ xwl1
≤ 300, −200 ≤ xwl2 ≤ 300

(28)

Fig. 3: Sequence of attacks done on the subsystem
of two positive provider units in the system. In Figure 2,
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TABLE I: Malware dataset
Sl. No.
1
2
3
4
Total number of samples

Malware family
Backdoor
Worm
Trojan
Virus

Number of samples
1352
559
2394
809
5114

control signal is passed through a software. We choose
software processing delay η = 1 ms and expectation of τ =
10 ms. We select the parameters of ETM as σ = 0.1 and ̺ =
0.2.
Suppose our software is attacked by malicious instances
described in Table I. These samples are provided by
VirusTotal 2 . In case of kai (t)k ≤ ς 3 /N , ς is 0.1. Figure 3
depicts the sequences of attacks done on the in/out puts of
subsystems.
From Equation 21 and 22, we can obtain the gain and weight
matrix as described below:


−0.8 1.2
k=
(33)
1.2 −0.8


0.000704 0.000384
ψ̄ =
(34)
0.000064 −0.000256

As per the attacks depicted in Figure 3, and with initial values
determined from rusr1 , rwl1 , rusr2 and rwl2 = [100, 150, 150,
100], we can get the state response of each subsystem using
the parameters described above and depicted in Figure 4. It is
observed that subsystems achieve stability after 6s even under
attack conditions. The data release sequence is depicted in
Figure 5. It is observed that the average DRR is around 30%
of the total time. Thus, it is clear that our proposed model
effectively provides service even when the software is under
attack. The reduction of DRR achieved using ETM assist in
saving computational resources.
Now, we will illustrate the beneﬁcial aspect of our proposed
model using:
1) Provider performance.
2) DRR.
We alter the execution of the subsystems by attacking software
from 6s to 10s. Now, we will study the response of the
subsystem under two cases:
1) Case 1: The model proposed by Gu et al. [11], where
σ = 0.1 and ̺ = 0.2 and dependent on ETM.
2) Case 2: The model proposed by us with similar parameters and dependent on N-HTM based ETM.
Our proposed model’s ETM is a bit less sensitive to variable
external disturbances compared to other ETM (as shown
in case 1). The sensitivity is measured by the number of
transmissions sent to the providers. The average DRR is low,
but instantaneous higher DRR is required sometimes to defy
and counter the effects of the attack. From Figure 6 and 7, we
2 https://www.virustotal.com/

Fig. 4: State response of each subsystem

conclude that the average DRR is higher in Case 1 compared
to Case 1 during the extreme attack duration of 6-10s. It is
also concluded that the system providers with proposed NHTM based ETM receive less information in case of the attack
on software than other ETM. However, the anomaly score
returned by the ETM covers up the lower DRR and saves

PUSHKAR KISHORE ET AL.: DECENTRALIZED CONTROLLER FOR SOFTWARE INTERCONNECTED SYSTEM SUBJECT TO MALICIOUS ATTACKS

Fig. 5: Release by ETM

Fig. 6: Release by ETM (Case 2)
resources. An anomaly score provides exact rectiﬁcation for
the inputs such that the system reaches stability or remains
stable. However, the ETM in case 1 needs to send many data
for higher-order attacks and needs much time for stabilization.
Therefore, the above practice will deplete a lot of resources
and inefﬁcient for longer running time. Thus, we can achieve
better performance using our proposed model. From Figure 8,
it is concluded that on average, the subsystems will stabilize
after 8th second, i,e., 2 seconds after the extensive attack had
occurred. However, for Case 1, the system stabilizes at the
last moment, i.e., 9th second. However, the software may not
always fail from an attack as it depends on penetration level.
For the above case, N-HTM will not create any threat alert.
V. R ELATED S TATE - OF - THE - ART W ORKS
Liang et al. [12] studied the quantized cooperative control
problem for multiagent systems with unknown gains. They
designed a speed function and observed that the tracking
errors converge to a prescribed compact set in a given ﬁnite
time. Niu et al. [1] proposed an adaptive neural-network-based
dynamic surface control (DSC) method for stochastic interconnected nonlinear non-strict-feedback systems. The proposed
controllers guarantee that the closed-loop stochastic interconnected system is probably semi-globally bounded stable.
Liu et al. [2] estimated the security of distributed state for
nonlinear networked systems against denial-of-service attacks.
An event-triggered scheme and a quantization mechanism
were employed to reduce network burden. Lyapunov stability
theory was used for ensuring the exponential stability of the

Fig. 7: Release by ETM (Case 1)

Fig. 8: Average state response (Case 2)

estimation error systems. A numerical example was considered
for testing the feasibility of their proposed method.
Tang et al. [13] investigated the tracking control of mobile
robots under the presence of malicious denial-of-service attacks. Some explicit characterizations were considered for the
duration and frequency property of malicious DOS attacks.
They developed a set of event-triggering conditions for ensuring tracking convergence. A practical experiment is conducted
by tracking the control of an amigobot mobile robot under the
presence of malicious attacks. Ye et al. [3] investigated the detection problem of false data injection attacks in cyber-physical
systems (CPSs) with white noise. For ensuring the stability of
CPSs during false data-injection attacks, a summation (SUM)
detector was proposed. The SUM detector utilized the current
compromised as well as historical information for identifying
the threat. An improved false data-injection attack with a
time-variable increment coefﬁcient was also developed. Some
simulations were conducted for ascertaining the effectivity of
the SUM detector.
Gu et al. [11] studied the security of NIS in the presence of
cyber-attacks based on a new ETM. They designed a novel
ETM and a decentralized output feedback control (DOFC)
scheme to keep NIS stable in the presence of cyber-attacks.
They reduced the data-release rate, consequently reducing network bandwidth, battery supply, and computation. Numerical
simulations were done to illustrate the effectiveness of their
technique.
For the generation of anomaly scores in sequential data,
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Ahmad et al. [10] developed a technique termed N-HTM.
It is predominantly used for real-time applications dedicated
to ﬁnding out the anomalies in data streams of their respective domains. They had demonstrated that their system
was efﬁcient, produced accurate results in the presence of
noisy data, detected subtle temporal anomalies and minimized
false positives, and adaptable to statistical change in the data.
Kishore et al. [14] proposed an incremental malware detection
model for meta-feature API and system call sequence. They
used the N-HTM for generating the anomaly score of each
element in the sequence of system and API calls. The detection
accuracy of 95.2% achieved using N-HTM was also the
motivating factor for using N-HTM.
VI. T HREATS TO VALIDITY
In this section, we identify some possible threats to the
validity of our approach. First, the probability of attacks on
each of the sub-systems is kept constant. It is done to ensure
that N-HTM learns the patterns properly and provides anomaly
scores accurately. If the attack probability is different, then
the N-HTM will be inaccurate due to improperly learning
multiple different distribution patterns at once [10]. However,
we can make the model work by considering other attention
mechanism based models. Malicious samples that can attack
only network channels will be ineffective. While studying the
response of sub-systems, we deﬁne stability at the negative
values. It seems unusual, but the state of all sub-systems is
maintained at a negative point from the beginning. Due to these
reasons, values at base of the state response graph represent
stable state of the sub-systems. For the values provided in the
ETM release graph, 1 represents active, and 0 represents no
release. These results depend on the response of the software
if an attack occurs on any of the sub-systems.
At last, the centralized controller will be least prone to attacks
and maintain stability during the duration of attack [11]. However, the continuous attack will block the service providers
from responding when the decision-maker is under continuous
attack. This problem can be covered using a decentralized
controller with the least time required to attain stability and
reduce resource consumption with ETM guided by N-HTM.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE WORK
This paper proposes a model that stabilizes the Software
InterConnected Model (SIS), having decentralized controllers
during malicious attacks. A new Event-Triggered Mechanism
(ETM) is designed, having Numenta-Hierarchical Temporal
Memory at its back-end. N-HTM seems effective in reducing
the average Data Release Rate (70% reduced) and even stabilizes the system by providing anomalous scores for guiding
the following input to the providers. Due to the reduction in
average DRR, we reduce the power usage of battery supply,
disk utilization, and processor computation time. Controller
gain and ETM parameters assist in stabilizing the model based
on the response of ETM obtained during the presence of
attacks. Controller gain and ETM parameters are obtained
using stochastic analysis and Lyapunov stability theory. Lastly,

we choose a service provider system to check the effectiveness
of our proposed model and observe that subsystems stabilize
after 2s from the launch time of the last attack. N-HTM based
ETM helped in reducing DRR and resource consumption by
70%.
As future work, we will try with other anomaly detectors
like Long Short term memory, Bidirectional Long Short-term
memory as the base of ETM. The above conﬁguration of the
system resembles an edge-computing computation where a
network-based communication channel is not required.
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Abstract—The primary way of communication between people
is speech, both in the form of everyday conversation and speech
signal transmitted and recorded in numerous ways. The latter
example is especially important in the modern days of the global
SARS-CoV-2 pandemic when it is often not possible to meet
with people and talk with them in person. Streaming, VoIP calls,
live podcasts are just some of the many applications that have
seen a signiﬁcant increase in usage due to the necessity of social
distancing. In our paper, we provide a method to design, develop,
and test the deep learning-based algorithm capable of performing
voice activity detection in a manner better than other benchmark
solutions like the WebRTC VAD algorithm, which is an industry
standard based mainly on a classic approach to speech signal
processing.

V

I. I NTRODUCTION

OICE transmission-based techniques are constantly being
improved to enable the broadcast of the human voice
with the highest quality possible while reducing the demand
for transmission bandwidth. In mobile networks, despite multimedia content being a more and more prominent part of
transmitted data, voice transmission is still a crucial and
basic functionality. To reduce the extensive occupation of the
transmission bandwidth, speech detection methods have been
employed in the above-mentioned applications to detect and
transmit only the speech-containing part of the conversation,
which leads to a decrease in bandwidth use. This class of
algorithms is called voice activity detectors (VADs). Despite
the signiﬁcant development of techniques related to deep learning, the task is often performed by relatively simple heuristic
algorithms. In literature, it is possible to ﬁnd examples of
VAD applications for which authors directly stress, that the
choice of the VAD used for carrying out e.g. the speech quality
enhancement task directly determines how good the output of
such enhancement algorithms is [1].
II. DATA ACQUISITION
The ﬁrst step to design and develop a voice activity detection algorithm employing any machine learning technique
is to gather the database containing speech recordings and
interfering signals. In our case, a signal obtained from an
Internet podcast was used. It was an excerpt of an interview
with president Andrzej Duda carried out by Karol Paciorek
[2]. The length of the interview is 1 hour 16 minutes and
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48 seconds. The recording was downsampled to the sampling
rate of 16 kHz to reduce the required memory and processing
power of the VAD algorithm. Additionally, procedures for
introducing additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) were
designed. They were designed in such a way, that an arbitrary
value of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be obtained. Also, an
additional recording containing cocktail party type of noise
was also obtained from the Freesound online sound archive
[3]. Such choice of interfering signals makes it possible to
represent a wide range of real-world cases that may present
difﬁculties for the algorithm under test in performing the voice
activity detection task.
Next, recordings were annotated. In the process, all parts of
the recording that contain speech fragments were marked with
the appropriate label by the authors. Annotation was performed
for signal frames of 200 ms as a human can easily hear if such
frame contains speech. For the VAD algorithm, each of 200
ms frames was split into 20 ms frames, as this is one of the
typical lengths for which VAD algorithms operate. Each of 10
short 20 ms frames derived from the single 200 ms long frame
had the same label as the long, 200 ms one. Such a database is
then used to generate test recordings containing combinations
of speech signals and AWGN with varying SNR levels and
ones contaminated by the cocktail party-type noise.
The data collected in the aforementioned process were
intended to be used as the input to the convolutional neural
network (CNN), and therefore they had to be parameterized.
For each frame, an MFCC-gram was calculated. It was calculated with the FFT frame length of 32 points, and overlap
factor equal to 0.75, a number of MFCC coefﬁcients was
set to 10. Such processing resulted in obtaining an MFCCgram matrix having shape of 37 parameters x 10 parameters
associated with every 20 ms long frame. For calculation, a
librosa Python library was used. [4]. The interview used as
the data source for our study was recorded with a studio-grade
microphone, therefore we considered it to be not contaminated
by any signiﬁcant amount of noise.
III. T HE EXPERIMENT
Both the clean and noise-contaminated audio frames were
processed by two algorithms. Namely, the reference algorithm
which in our case was the WebRTC VAD algorithm [5], and
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TABLE I
ACCURACIES OF TWO TESTED VAD ALGORITHMS FOR THE CASE OF INPUT SIGNAL CONTAINING NO NOISE , AND FOR THE INPUT SIGNAL CONTAINING
THE AWGN OR THE COCKTAIL - PARTY NOISE .
VAD algorithm

noise type

WebRTC

no noise
AWGN
cocktail

0.936
0.936

CNN-based

no noise
AWGN
cocktail

0.946
0.925

15

5

SNR [dB]
0

-5

-10

-15

0.938
0.937

0.940
0.937

0.937
0.943
0.936

0.943
0.928

0.940
0.919

0.925
0.882

0.919
0.850

0.842
0.706

0.964
0.696
0.606

0.606
0.568

0.565
0.555

0.548
0.549

10

the algorithm designed by the authors which was based on
convolutional neural networks (CNNs). Processing employing
neural networks was implemented with the use of TensorFlow
Python library [6]. The structure of a CNN used as a VAD
algorithm was as follows:
1) a convolutional layer containing 32 channels with (2,2)
ﬁlters and ReLu activation function, followed by a (2,2)
max pooling operation with a stride parameter set to
(2,2), and a batch normalization layer,
2) a group of layers identical to 1),
3) a group of layers identical to 1),
4) a ﬂattening layer,
5) a dense layer with 64 neurons with ReLu activation
function,
6) a dropout layer with dropout coefﬁcient of 0.3,
7) an output dense layer containing 2 neurons (as output is
encoded in a one-hot manner), having softmax activation
function.
IV. R ESULTS
Input dataset consisted of 200190 audio frames, 53.88%
(107860 frames) of the examples present in the dataset were
associated with the speech signal presence, 46.12% (92330
frames) were associated with a so-called silence by which
we mean frames not containing any speech signal. The input
dataset was split into training (60% of examples), validation
(20% of examples), and test (20% of examples) subsets. Data
were divided in a stratiﬁed manner, so proportions of speech
and silence in each of them were similar to ones in the original
dataset. The neural network was trained for 100 epochs. The
ﬁnal accuracy achieved by the algorithm for the training set
was 0.983, for the validation a dataset accuracy of 0.964 was
achieved.
Performances of both the CNN-based, and the WebRTC
VAD were evaluated on speech signals which were either
noise-free recordings obtained from the podcast, or the audio
fragments contaminated by additional noise. The CNN-based
VAD was evaluated only on examples from the test dataset,
as the test dataset was the only piece of data not used in the
process of training. WebRTC VAD was evaluated on the whole
dataset, as no training was necessary in its case. Two types
of noise were used to contaminate the input signal, namely
the AWGN, and the cocktail-party noise. The signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR) of the noise signal added to the inputs of both
tested algorithms was varied from 15 dB up to -15 dB with
a decrement of 5 dB. Results of all tests carried out in our
experiment are shown in Tab. I
V. C ONCLUSION
Results obtained with the use of a CNN-based VAD algorithm are promising for conditions of nonexistent or lowamplitude noise (SNR = 15 dB, AWGN noise) if compared
to the WebRTC VAD algorithm. Therefore, the algorithm
proposed in our paper may be used for automatic labeling
of signals for research purposes, as it is capable of obtaining
better accuracies than the WebRTC VAD used as a baseline
for our study. On the other hand, even for the SNR of 10
dB the performance of CNN-based algorithms drops below
the baseline results and degrades in a signiﬁcantly more
pronounced manner for SNRs lower than 10 dB. For the
cocktail-party type of noise, this degradation is even worse
than for the AWGN. Therefore, the use of simple CNN-based
VADs is not encouraged in the case of noisy environments.
Possible countermeasures are, e.g. use of noise-contaminated
audio frames for the training of the algorithm which may be
an interesting future work to be carried out in the case of our
research. We also plan to test our approach on signals other
than on-line interviews, such as conversation of three or more
people with fragments of simultaneous speech coming from
two or more speakers.
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Abstract—In Computer Vision, the Image Retrieval task is
one of the interests of researchers, particularly medical image
retrieval and endoscopy images. With the development of the
Convolution Neural Network and Vision Transformer Technique,
there are many proposals for using these techniques to make
Image Retrieval Task and achieve a competitive result. In this
paper, we propose a method that using Mixer Multi-Layer
Perceptron architecture (Mixer-MLP) to build an Image Retrieval
System with Medical images, particularly Endoscopic Images.
This System base on the Classiﬁcation process of Mixer-MLP
architecture to generate vector representation for similarity calculation. The research result achieves competitively with efﬁcient
training time.

I

I. I NTRODUCTION

MAGE RETRIEVAL TASK is the topic that using images
to Retrieve the Image in the database[1]. In the Medical
system, with the widespread in using digital imaging and
storing, it causes difﬁcult to query these large databases, this
is the reason why there are high necessaries to use a contentbased Image Retrieval system.[7]
An image retrieval system is a computer system for browsing,
searching and retrieving images from a large database of
digital images[17]. Most traditional and common methods of
image retrieval utilize some method of adding metadata such
as captioning, keywords, or descriptions to the images so that
retrieval can be performed over the annotation words[18].
Manual image annotation is time-consuming, laborious and
expensive; to address this, there has been a large amount of
research done on automatic image annotation.
In recent years, the number of people that have been affected
by colorectal cancer (CLC) is increasing. It is also on a third of
the world for many years[12]. However, can we diagnose and
prevent CLC is a crucial issue for the health organization[15].
Some studies illustrate that almost 95% of CLC is from the
adenomatous polyp. The resection of Colorectal adenomatous
polyps can reduce the CLC. On the other hand, the best way to
deal with CLC is early diagnosis and have straight treatment.
Nowadays, with the growth of the number of people that
have CLC, digital imaging technique is applied to store the
endoscopic images[13]. However, the doctor ﬁnds difﬁculty
in querying the database because of the number of images in
the database.[3]
Faculty of Information Technology, University of Science, Vietnam National University - Ho Chi Minh City
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Fig. 1. Image Retrieval system

The ﬁgure above explain the image retrieval system. The
method that we propose depend on this model.
Due to the development of Convolution Neural Network
(CNN), there are many deep architectures applied in the
feature-vector generating process such as ResNet, DenseNet
and EfﬁcientNet, etc. [5]. In early 2021, there is a method of
using Mixer Multi-Layer Perceptron (Mixer-MLP) is proposed
to classify images. [2]
In this paper, we build an Image Retrieval system on Endoscopic Images with a training process on Mixer-MLP architecture and approach a method to generate image vector
representation from the model trained before.
Different from the previous Mixer-MLP architecture that is
proposed in May 2021. We propose an architecture that base
on the previous architecture, by cutting the classify layers,
we add an embedding layer to generate the feature vector to
represent the images feature. This architecture has the merit
that it is based exclusively on multi-layer perceptrons.
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II. R ELATED W ORK
In our methods, we use some previous work to build our
system. To help our research brieﬂy, we review some past
research to our best knowledge.
A. Mixer-MLP
In half of 2021, Googe AI has published an architecture
that uses a variety of Multi-Layer Perceptrons (MLPs). There
are two types of layers in this architecture: MLPs apply
independently to image patches, MLPs apply across patches.
This model achieves the competitive score on the image
classiﬁcation benchmark. This result is quite positive when
compared with state-of-the-art models.[2]
B. Content-based Image Retrieval
Content-based Image Retrieval is a well-studied problem
in computer vision, with retrieval problems generally divided
into two groups: category-level retrieval and instance-level
retrieval[8]. Given a query image of the Sydney Harbour
Bridge, for instance, category-level retrieval aims to ﬁnd any
bridge in a given dataset of images, whilst instance-level
retrieval must ﬁnd the Sydney Harbour bridge to be considered
a match.[6]
C. Similarity Search
To have accurate retrieval, they propose diversity similarity
methods such as cosine similarity, Euclid distance, Manhattan
distance. In this paper, we use the traditional Similarity search
method to retrieve the images in the database collections.[9]
D. Image classiﬁcation by Deep Learning models
In recent years, there is a variety of Deep Convolution
Neural Network architecture to classify images, almost the
result of that architecture achieve competitive. In later years,
methods use state-of-the-art architecture while they combine
Convolution Neural Network with Transformer to get the
better result[14]. However, we can have a new approach by
using Multi-layer Perceptrons to each patch of the images
instead of using Convolution layers, lead to the method of
Mixer-MLP. [2]
III. DATASET
To evaluate our system, we experiment with Kvasir Dataset.
The Kvasir Dataset is collected using endoscopic equipment at
Vestre Viken Health Trust (VV) in Norway. The VV consists
of 4 hospitals and provides health care to 470.000 people.
One of these hospitals (the Bærum Hospital) has a large
gastroenterology department from where training data have
been collected and will be provided, making the dataset larger
in the future. Furthermore, the images are carefully annotated
by one or more medical experts from VV and the Cancer
Registry of Norway (CRN).[3]
The dataset consists of 80000 images in 10 folds for crossvalidation in the training and evaluating process. 80000 images
are split into eight classes: dyed-lifted-polyps, dyed-resectionmargins, esophagitis, normal-cecum, normal-pylorus, normalz-line, polyps and ulcerative-colitis.[3]

Fig. 2. The sample of Kvasir Dataset.

In our method, we propose a system with two parts: Collection generation and Retrieval. Meanwhile, we also approach
to training classiﬁcation model for the Kvasir dataset by using
Mixer-MLP architecture.

IV. T HE P ROPOSED A PPROACH
A. Training Model with Mixers-MLP
1) Data Preparation: After loading data, we resize all the
images to the size (150,150), then we split the dataset into the
training set and validation set in the ratio of 0.75:0.25. After
resizing and splitting the validation set, we rescale the data
pixel down to be in the range [-1,1] by divide by 127.5.
2) Environment Setup: We prepare the training process on
GPU Nvidia P100. The data is load with the batch size is 32,
and preprocessing after loading.
With model initialization, we set the parameter for initializing
the model in the following table:

B. Generating vectors for data representation
To generating the vector from the database and the vector
for the query, we propose to replace the classiﬁcation layers
of Mixer-MLP with a Dense layer that enables to generate a
vector for representation, then we will ﬂatten the vector output
to one dimension to facilitate similarity calculation.

TABLE I
M IXER -MLP INITIALIZATION .
Parameter
Number of MLPs block
Number of Patches
Input shape
Channel Mixing Unit
Token Mixing Unit
Projection Unit
Patch size
Learning Rate
Optimizer

Value
8
5
(150,150,3)
256
2048
512
5
0.001
Adam
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Fig. 3. Retrieval system by using Mixer MLP classiﬁcation

modiﬁed copy of already exist data or newly created synthetic
data from existing data to decrease the probability of the
Overﬁtting problem, we use augmentation to generate the data
randomly by random ﬂip images and random rotation with an
index of 0.2..[16]

Fig. 4. Architecture of vector extraction for data representation

C. Similarity Calculation
To calculate between the query vector and database
collection vector, we use cosine similarity with the following
formula:[8]
~

~

A×B
Similarity(A, B) = cos(φ) = A|×|
=
| ~ B~ |
Pn
Ai ×Bi
pPn i=1 pPn
2
2
i=1

Ai ×

i=1

Bi

Where:
A: is the vector A that has n elements
B: is the vector B that has n elements
The value of similarity is in the range from 0 to 1, depend
on the value of cosine value. This can help cost efﬁcient in
computing.
After calculate the distance between the query vector and
database collection vectors, the result is sorted to give back
the rank of the result.
D. Data Augmentation
Data Augmentation is vital in data preparation process. Data
Augmentation improve the number of data by adding sligtly

Fig. 5. Data after augmentation

V. E VALUATION AND D ISCUSSION
A. Model training
After 10 epochs, we got the following loss. The performance
of the model on the Kvasir dataset is quite competitive, this
can lead to the vector generation step can get a competitive
score.
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Fig. 6. Retrieval system by using Mixer MLP classiﬁcation

The result on the test set achieves 0.8251 on the test set
with 4000 images. This result can ensure the vector generation
process of the system.
B. Discussion
Although our method gets a competitive score, there are
some drawbacks in our methods: the training time gets long
with 458ms/step, we can custom layers in the architecture to
accelerate the computing cost. We can get more layers or can
ensemble more backbones to achieve higher results.
The model can open a new approach to the Image Retrieval
Task. However, there we have to deal with drawbacks by using
this proposal:
- We have to improve the accuracy of the Mixer-MLP model
to improve the quality of the vector generation process.
- We can improve the time for generating the vector representation for collection and query.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In general, our research proposes the method that using
Mixer Multilayers Perceptron to extract the feature of endoscopic images for image retrieval system. Our method
achieves a competitive result on content-based retrieval. By
using the classiﬁcation model of Mixer-MLP and cutting the
classiﬁcation layer, we can generate a vector to represent the
data feature. That will enable a new approach in the Contentbased Image Retrieval task. Moreover, our method inspires the
new approach to extract the feature for retrieval task instead of
using the previous methods such as Deep Convolution Neural
Network architecture or Vision Transformer.
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Abstract—This document describes the problem of automatic
text corrections. The author presents a classiﬁcation of errors,
a process of correcting texts and a proof of concept as a
containerized version of machine translation system - MSuedin.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A. Groups of errors

T

EXT CORRECTION is a broad topic, with many approaches leading to slightly different results. According
to the classiﬁcation introduced in Naber[1], we can divide
errors into four main categories:
• spelling errors - words that don’t belong to the language.
Analysis doesn’t require knowledge about the context.
• grammatical errors - known also as real-word errors,
which break the grammatical rules of the language. Very
often, correction of this type of error requires analysis of
context.
• stylistic errors - they don’t break grammatical or morphological rules of the language but include repetitions,
colloquialisms, and overcomplicated structures.
• semantic errors - information not related to facts and
knowledge about the world. Such errors are very difﬁcult
to detect and correct. This type of error demands building
some sort of knowledge model.
B. Text correction process
Building error correction systems requires a process. According to Kukich[2], it can include:
• error detection,
• generating candidates to correction,
• rating candidates,
• choosing candidate with the highest score.
C. Approaches to automatic text correction
Over the years, approaches to creating text correction systems have evolved. Rule-based architecture, used for example
in MS Word, is expensive, complex, and requires linguists
involved in deﬁning such rules. On the other hand, we have
statistical approaches and classiﬁcation methods, used more
commonly in contemporary tools. Each of these approaches
is good in some speciﬁc areas, such as selecting the best
candidate from the confusion set, correcting prepositions or
articles. Nowadays, the most effective and widely used method
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is based on machine-translation techniques, including the
usage of the transformers models. The author of this article
focuses on the implementation of MarianNMT[3] transformerbased system - MSuedin[4], and prepares a docker image for
it, allowing the user to easily run such a program with different
parameters, on multiple GPUs without worrying about system
dependencies and framework integrations.
II. P ROOF OF CONCEPT
Author prepared a docker image for the MSuedin system using the docker-nvidia, CUDA toolkit, virtualenv and
python3. The container was built and run on Linux Ubuntu
20.04 with installed CUDA Toolkit 11.3 and 19GB GPU.
Containerization makes the program independent from the
host operating system and other dependencies. The technique
is called "write once, run anywhere". It helps our grammar
correction system to scale better and start up faster. Instead
of working on system conﬁguration and program installation,
machine learning engineers can now focus on providing highquality training data.
III. P OTENTIAL USAGE
The project can be used to support the translator’s job
by reducing time spent on correcting errors manually (it can
takes many hours) and form a good basis to create automatic
text correction systems with any language corpus due to
virtualization and containerization.
IV. R ESEARCH STATUS
MSuedin[5] - one of the winning GEC systems in the BEA
2019 shared task is an example of a transformer-based machine
translation system that corrects English grammatical errors. On
the other hand, there are no such systems for niche languages
like Polish, German or Finnish, which will provide satisfactory
results in correcting text errors.
V. R ESEARCH GOALS
The main goal of the research is to prepare a containerized
version of the machine translation system for text error correction, which can be run on multiple graphic cards. Another
goal is to train models on the language corpora less popular
than English.
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VI. F UTURE EXPERIMENTS
The author will build a corpus, containing pairs of sentences
with and without the error. To increase the number of samples,
there may be also a need to generating synthetic data using
some sort of thesaurus or confusion sets. After that, the author
will divide the dataset into a train and test set in a proportion of
8:2. Using available tools in the MarianNMT framework, the
model will be trained (there will be a need for multiple GPU
usage). The model will be loaded in a containerized version of
MSuedin and evaluated using F-score and accuracy metrics.
VII. C ONCLUSION
A successful experiment includes preparing a model and
running it in the containerized version of MSuedin. Error
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correction of the text is a very interesting topic, which has
broad and measurable usage in real-world scenarios. I believe
that time-consuming tasks such as grammar error correction
can be successfully automated.
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Abstract—The subject of voice controlled games is quite underrated and exciting. Even though there are not that many papers
focusing on that particular subject, we can ﬁnd many papers
describing both, concept of voice recognition, and controlling
the game using natural language. The most illustrative example
of usage of that kind of control are games in VR/AR/MR
and games for people with disabilities. Moreover, almost every
game can beneﬁt from voice commands e.g. for controlling
the user interface or units in strategy game. Therefore, voice
controlled games are an interesting and innovative concept for
game designers and developers.

T

I. I NTRODUCTION

HE SUBJECT of voice controlled games is quite underrated and exciting. Even though there are not that many
papers focusing on that particular subject, we can ﬁnd many
papers describing both, concept of voice recognition, and controlling the game using natural language (e.g. a popular game
“Façade” [1]). One might argue that speech control in games
are even somehow part of the future of gaming industry. The
most illustrative example of usage of that kind of control are
games in Virtual Reality (VR)/Augmented Reality (AR)/Mixed
Reality (MR) (that are getting more and more popular [2]) and
games for people with disabilities. Moreover, almost every
game can beneﬁt from voice commands e.g. for controlling
the user interface or units in strategy game. Therefore, voice
controlled games are an interesting and innovative concept
for game designers and developers . This paper will focus
on different aspects of this large and broad topic.
II. T HE PAPER

C. Implementation
The plans for the implementation process will take up the
succeeding and largest part of this paper. A step by step
explanation will be given to the process of implementing the
different tools/technologies into those game engines and also
comparing the accuracy and other metrics of the Speech-toText and Natural Language Understanding tools. It will be
very important to determine the most accurate and easy to
implement tools, also for the sake of future game developers
that will be interested in implementing those tools into their
games. The most ambitious version of the implementation
plans involve the development of a plugin that will be available
under an open-source license and will be easily integrated to
the games in the engine of author’s choice (Where unity engine
is the most probable option).
D. Demo Games

The whole paper will be built from 4 distinct chapters.
A. Beginning
The ﬁrst part to the paper will outline the short history
of voice commands in the game industry and show how this
feature was used across time. From the ﬁrst games that used
this technology in some way (like “Command: Aces of the
Deep” [3]), to the most recent productions on the market (like
games built with “Just AI” tools [4]).
B. Components
The next part is going to focus on describing the main
components of the speech recognition: Natural Language
Understanding (NLU) and Speech-to-Text (STT). It will also
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present various tools and libraries that are commonly used
to implement those modules into applications. As for NLU,
the description will concentrate on LUIS by Microsoft Azure,
Dialogﬂow by Google and author’s own module created with
the help of spaCy and Keras (this solution is still in the
conceptual phase). As For the Speech-to-Text module, the
paper will focus only on already created services like STT by
Microsoft Azure, IBM and Google. It is important to mention
that all selected technologies are compatible and working
well with different commercial game engines. Regarding game
engines, the paper will also shortly describe those engines
which will later be used to implement the modules.

The ﬁnal part will feature author’s own demo games that
will be created especially for the project. The process of
building them will be present in the previous chapter but the
last part of the paper will sum up the technologies used for
each game and describe how the voice control inﬂuences them.
The planned demo games include with high probability: a
VR Game, an AR Game, a game dedicated for people with
disabilities, a normal game with both standard control system
and voice control system, and potentially, a game for visually
impaired people (idea inspired by the game “Ptolem’s Singing
Catacombs” by Narayana Walters, aka Miziziziz [5] ), were
player uses only his voice and hearing to navigate and progress
through the game. The genres of the games will vary, to
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show that developer can create not enchant a simple puzzle
game with voice commands, but also a more complicated and
interesting products for different demographics.
III. C ONCLUSION
To sum up, this paper is aimed at promoting the voice
control among other game developers and designers, and
helping them create more immersive games for everyone. This
involves the idea of helping people with disabilities enjoy one
of the largest source of entertainment, which are: video games.
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Abstract—The aim of the thesis is to create a model defining
the style of play of a team playing in the Polish Ekstraklasa

I. I NTRODUCTION
HE AIM of the thesis is to create a model deﬁning the
style of play of a team playing in the Polish Ekstraklasa.
The limitation to the highest Polish league class is dictated by
the differences in the style of play depending on the league.
The model is to be created on the basis of data about the
team’s game (e.g. XGoals, xAssists, distance run). The data
will mainly come from the StatsBomb portal. To build the
model, supervised and unsupervised learning techniques will
be used and compared to ﬁnd the relationship between the
team’s statistics and the determination of its playing style.
Supervised learning requires expert knowledge to determine
the relationship that is being sought. Unsupervised learning
can allow to ﬁnd new features that are not yet named and the
relationship between them has not yet been noticed.

T

II. P OTENTIAL APPLICATIONS
Building a model of the team’s game will allow you to
identify the strengths and weaknesses of the team, to prepare
tactically for a particular opponent and to ﬁnd players who
match the style of play of the team.
III. S TATE OF RESEARCH
In the article "Introducing Similar Team Search" [1]. the
possibility to search for similar clubs based on statistics
is shown. There is only the possibility to compare clubs.
There are no other correlations between them. In the article Balla M. Which teams are the most similar to Bayern
Munich? [2]. (https://totalfootballanalysis.com/article/teamssimilar-bayern-munich) in the magazine Total Football Analysis there is a comparison of clubs that are the most similar
to Bayern Munich. The author writes that 25 metrics from
WyScout were taken for analysis, without specifying which
metrics, and then using the K-means algorithm the data were
grouped. The distance between the sets was then counted.
The article by Marton Ball throws an interesting perspective
on comparing ensembles. Unfortunately, it is not given in
sufﬁcient detail how the conclusions presented were reached.
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IV. D EMONSTRATION OF THE NEED FOR OWN RESEARCH
The articles presented above are very poor and only present
a concrete way of comparing the teams’ playing styles. What
is missing is a more universal approach, a model that will
describe the differences and similarities between teams in a
more global way.
V. D ISCUSS THE PLANNED EXPERIMENT - E . G . WHAT THE
TRAINING DATA WILL BE , WHAT THE TEST DATA WILL BE ,
WHAT METHODS / ALGORITHMS WILL BE USED
The data will come from the StatsBomb portal. These will
be individual player metrics and aggregate metrics for the
whole team in each league game over the past few seasons.
They will be split into a training and testing set. The data will
be grouped and a comparison of clustering algorithms (Ward,
K-means) and principal component analysis algorithms will
take place. The data will be compared with supervised learning
algorithms, where labels will be assigned to the data based on
the expert knowledge gathered.
VI. S UMMARY - WHAT WE EXPECT TO GAIN FROM THE
PROJECT AND WHY OUR EXPERIMENT IS WORTH DOING
In conclusion, football is increasingly based on statistics
and analysis. New tools allow a better understanding of
the game. Better understanding translates into more effective
work on tactics and better sporting, ﬁnancial and social (fan
satisfaction) results. This project aims to create a model to
determine a team’s playing pattern, highlighting its strengths
and weaknesses. Football teams will be able to adapt better to
matches, thus increasing their chances of achieving victory
both from a one-match perspective and by winning more
matches, they will increase their chances of achieving the best
possible ﬁnal result.
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cases. The ideal outcome of this study would be to prove
that the method proposed by Dinu is capable of training the
transformer to translate English to Polish in domain-speciﬁc
scenarios. Achieving metrics similar to Nowakowski would result
in a “zero-shot” translator with a considerably higher translation
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I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE goal of this study is to explore the transformer’s
capability of domain translation into a morphologically
rich language. Satisfactory translation into Polish requires
inﬂection by tense, number, and person, taking into account
six declination cases. The ideal outcome of this study would
be to prove that the method proposed by Dinu [1] is capable
of training the transformer to translate English to Polish
in domain-speciﬁc scenarios. Achieving metrics similar to
Nowakowski [2] would result in a ”zero-shot” translator with
a considerably higher translation speed.
II. P OTENTIAL APPLICATIONS
There is no shortage of uses for machine translation in
general. It is reasonable to believe that low latency domainspeciﬁc translation will be in demand. Due to the translation
speed equal to unconstrained translation, ”train-by” models
Dinu [1] can be adopted in simultaneous translation, broadening their usability. Institutions like EU Parliament could
heavily beneﬁt from such a system.

IV. M OTIVATION
The ”train-by” approach does not give the premise of
achieving translation and inﬂection quality superior to the
Constrained Beam Search method. What it ensures, however,
is translation speed equal to that of unconstrained translation.
Bearing that in mind, and the fact, that both solutions allow
translations of phrases that were not part of training vocabulary, it seems that if capable of ensuring similar quality, the
”train-by” approach is worth consideration in most real-life
scenarios.
V. E XPERIMENT
The main idea behind the experiment is to determine the
approach that, applying lexical constraints, allows to achieve
the best correctness of term inﬂection. To evaluate the solution, the following metrics will be used: BLEU [5], Term
Rate [6], as well as Placement Rate, Duplication Rate and
Inﬂection Rate [2]. The training corpus consists of Europarl
v8, EUBookshop v2, JRC-Acquis v3.0, TildeMODEL v2018,
Wikipedia v1.0, and most of DGT v2019 corpora, ﬁltered with
Bicleaner 2 and Biﬁxer 3 [7]. The corpus icludes 3103819
segments. Test sets are made of 1000 and 1104 segment pairs,
validation sets consist of 2000 sentences from DGT corpus.
The lexical constraints will be extracted from the Compendium
of Accounting in Polish & English [8] and will consist of 1197
term pairs. The architecture of choice will be a standard NMT
transformer. It is plausible that to reduce the computational
power needed for training, parameter sharing will be taken
advantage of, as described by Takase and Kiyono [9].

III. R ELATED WORK
Among Slavic languages, Polish is not as well researched as
Russian when it comes to machine translation. Nowakowski
[2] investigated the application of Constrained Beam Search
proposed by Anderson [3] and Hokamp and Liu [4] for English
to Polish translation in domain-speciﬁc applications. This work
examines ”train-by” models described by Dinu [1] in the same
context. The study, hopefully, will compliment Nowakowski’s
[2] ﬁndings.

©2021, PTI

VI. S UMMARY
The goal of the study is to acquire a better understanding
of what might be a state-of-the-art approach to translating
into Polish in domain-speciﬁc scenarios. The experiment will
also bring new knowledge about the expectable quality of
translation into a language with robust inﬂection. The low
latency of the method that will be used gives a premise, that
the model will be feasible to apply in production environments.
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